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CHAPTERI 

THE IXION ROOM 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Figure 1. 1 View from the entrance of the Ixion Room in the House of the Vettii , 79 A .C.E., 
Pompei i. 

Figure 1.2 Archeological Pl an of Pompeii. The House of the Vettii is marked insula number 
15. 
(Taken f ro m R. Etti enne, 1992.) 

Figure 1.3 In Pompei i al i the bo uses have adjoinin g walls. This is a view lookin g alo ng the 
Via Dei Vettii with the entrance visibl e o n the ri ght to the House of the Vettii , 79 A .C.E. 

Figure 1.4 Plan of a typical Roman Ho use. (Taken f ro m J .R. Clarke, 199 1. ) 

Figure 1.5 Plan of the Ho use of the Vettii , 79 A.C.E., with the central ax is drawn f rom the 
Fa uces or entrance [A] thro ugh the Hortus [C] to the Coll onn ade and beyond [B] . (Ta ken 
fro m J .R. Clarke, 199 1. ) 

Figure 1.6 This ax is seen from the point of view of the visitor enterin g thro ugh the Fauces 
and gazin g across the Atrium past the Tablium towards the large coll onnaded Perystyle 
Garden or Hortus. (Taken f rom Guzzo a nd Fogli a, 1998 .) 

Figure 1.7 Loo kin g across the Perystyle garden or Hortus towards the women 's apartment 
to the ri ght of whi ch the Ixion Room is located. 

Figure 1.8 Entrance to the House of the Vetti i, 79 A. C. E. from the Vi a Dei Vettii. 

Figure 1.9 View into the interior- Atrium, Tablium , Perysty le with Ho rtus- from the 
Fauces, or entrance hall of the Ho use of the Vettii , 79 A. C.E. A fresco of Priapus, sym bol of 
wealth, holds a scale fi ll ed with f rui t.. (Taken f rom, How to visit Pompeii, Edi zioni Flanga, 
n.d. ) 

Figure 1.1 0 View from the Atrium looking towards the entrance. On the left hand side of the 
entrance is the food storage, adjacent to which on the adjoinin g wall is the entrance to the 
kitchen . On the right band side of the entrance is the porter's gate. 

Figure 1.11 The Laarium or place of offering to the household gods overl ooks the 
Impluvium in the smal ler Atriu m of the Service Area. (Taken from Guzzo and Foglia, 1998.) 
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Figure 1.12 The Compluvium or opening in the roof of the Atrium of the House of the 
Vettii, 79 A.C.E. is located directly above the Impluvium. (Taken from Wheeler, 1996.) 

Figure 1.13 Looking from the east side of the Impluvium towards the Tablium or reception 
area, with the Hortus as a back drop. 

Figure 1.14 View from the south end of the Hortus surrounded by the Perystyle 
Collonnade. 
Figure 1.15 The Tablium is Iocated on the right side of the Hortus. Looking towards the 
north end of the Hortus and towards the Women 's Apartments. 

Figure 1.16 Exaggerated and graduated spaces between pillars to increase the sense of depth 
of the central axis. 

Figure 1 .17 The distant pillars are more narrowly spaced than would be the case with normal 
perspectival projection. 

Figure 1.18 Etruscan circle of Divination. (Taken from J.R. Clarke, 1 991.) 

Figure 1.19 Showing the relationship between the Etruscan circle of Divination and the 
Roman Ho use centred on the Tablium and Hortus. (Ta ken from L ' Er ma di Bretschneider, 
1998.) 

Figure 1.20 1 propose that the two portraits on the columns as one enters the reception area 
or Tablium, marked A and B on the illustration are of the Vettii brothers, Aulus Vettius 
Conviva and Aulus Vettius Res ti tutus. (Ta ken from L ' Erma di Bretschneider, 1998.) 

Figure 1.21 First style (A) wall decorations 3rd to 1st century B.C.E. (Schema taken from J. 
Berry 1998.) An original First Style wall (B) photographed by myself in Pompeii. First Style 
system of walls were built with blocks of stone as a way of unifying the whole space. (Taken 
from J.R. Clarke, 1991.) 

Figure 1.22 Second Style wall decoration, 1st century B.C.E. (A). (Taken from Berry , 1998.) 
lndividual architectural perspectives diffe rentiate spaces in this Second Style room (B ). 
(Taken from J.R. Clarke, 1998.) The Theatre of the Roman Marcellus, 13 B.C.E. (C), 
dedicated to Augustus, shows a two-tiered stage set similar to the idea of different registers in 
the Ixion Room decorations . (Taken from Connolly and Dodge, 1998.) 

Figure 1.23 Third Style decoration , end of 1st century B.C.E. (Taken from Berry, 1998.) 
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Added to the Third Style is the large central panel that becomes the mythological panels in 
the Ixion Room decorations. 

Figure 1.24 The Fourth Style has many of the characteristics of the First, Second and Third 
Style. Compare the schema of the Fourth Style l st century A.C.E. (A) (Taken from Berry, 
1998.) with the reconstruction (B) of the Ixion Room decorations, 79 A.C.E. 

Figure 1.25 The south wall is located on the immediate right as one enters the Ixion Room 
from the entrance on the west side. The small doorway with the gate on the ri ght side of the 
south wallleads to the Atrium. It is from thi s doorway that food was brought into the 
dining room . The image of this wallis a reconstruction from a number of photographs taken 

by myself. As you can see, this wallis no longer complete! y intact. 

Figure 1.26 The north wall is to the immediate left as one en ters the Ixion Room from the 
west side. This wall is covered entirely with wall decorations. This wal l is a reconstruc ti on 
from a number of photographs taken by m yself. As yo u can see, thi s wall is no lo nger 
compl etely intact. 

Figure 1.27 Overview of the Ixion Roo m in the form of a line drawin g indicating decorative 
elements, emphasizi ng their sy mmetry o n the no rth wall , left, and on the south wall , ri ght. A 
schema of the Ixion Room as seen from the west entrance. 

Figure 1.28 The schema of the no rth wall (A) and south wall (B) to demonstrate the 
sy mmetrical nature of the architectural features represented o n both walls. The only 
exception is the doorway (C), whi ch interrupts the symmetry indi cated by the superimposed 
rectangle. 

Figure 1.29 The image of the east walli s a reconstructi o n from va ri ous photographs. 
This line drawing is a schemata of the architectural representations of the east wall of the 
Ixion Room. 

Figure 1. 30 Schematic drawing of north , south and east wal l indi catin g registers and lines of 
convergence. 

Figure 1.31 Overview of ali three decorated walls of the Ixion Room, showing ali three 
registers and how they interrelate. This image is reconstructed from different photographs. 
The room itself is narrow. Opening up the room like this gives a privileged point of view in 
order to see ali three sides simultaneously. 

Figure 1.32 First (Lowest) Register, Fi rst Style wal l decoration , north-east corner of the Ixion 
Room . (Taken from Krauss and von Matt, 1973.) 
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Figure 1.33 South wall, Second (Middle) Regi ster. 

Figure 1.34 North wall , Second (Middle) Regi ster. 

Figure 1.35 (A) Mythological panel on south wall: Dionysus discovering Ariadne. (B) detail 
of Dionysus di scovering Ariadne with a tambourine resting on the ground in the front left 

corner of the scene. 

Figure 1.36 Below the mythological panel on both the north and south wal l is a decorative 
element of hippocampi or seahorses , and on the branch of a vine there is Zeus in the form of 

a spotted panther. 

Figure 1.37 The head is identified as Athena and floats on the centre of al i four blue panels 

below each of which there is a battle scene with ships. 

Figure 1.38 Naval battle scene, south wall , west end. 

Figure 1.39 Naval battle scene, south wall , east end. 

Figure 1.40 Naval battle scene, north wall , east end. (Taken from L ' Erma di Bretschneider, 

1998.) 

Figure 1.41 Naval battle scene, north wall, west end . 

Figure 1.42 South wall , west end: a basket, a theatrical mask and a severed phallus located 

above a naval battle scene. 

Figure 1.43 North wall, west end: a basket a theatrical mask and a severed phallus located 

above a naval battle scene. 

Figure 1.44 North wall, east end: a basket a severed phallus and a maenad-Dionysian 
priestess with ivy and flowers in her haïr above a naval battle scene. 

Figure 1.45 South wall , east end: a basket, a severed phallus and an old sleeping satyr with 

closed eyes and open mouth above a naval battle scene. 

Figure 1.46 Representation of window, north wall, west end. 

Figure 1.47 Representation of window, north wall, east end. 
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Figure 1.48 Representation of window, south wall, west end. 

Figure 1.49 Representation of window, south wall, east end. 

Figure 1.50 White panels with a floating female figure - Feronia - and the satyr Erylus, a 
male figure, on the north wall, west end 

Figure 1.5 1 White panels with a fl oatin g fe male fi gure - Feronia - and the sa tyr Eryl us, a 
mal e figure, on the north wall east end. 

Figure 1.52 White panels with a fl oatin g female figure- Feronia - and a male figure, the 
satyr Erylus, on the south wall, east end. 

Figure 1.53 White panels with floating female figure - Feronia- and the satyr Erylus, a 
male figure, on the south wall , west end. 

Figure 1.54 Outline of the architectural features as they would have appeared in the original 
complete Upper Regi ster of the north wall and so uth wall. 

Figure 1.55 North wall, Third (Upper) Regi ster as it appears today . 

Figure 1.56 South wall , Third (Upper) Regi ster as it appea rs toda y . 

Figure 1.57 Detail of a figure on the north wall , Upper Register, west end. 

Figure 1.58 Detail of north wall, Upper Register, east end. The base on which the figure 
rests has a projective side on the left and gives the appearance of projecting out into space. 

Figure 1.59 Due to the degradation of the wall decoration, it is difficult to verity in detail the 
balcony of the male figure. 

Figure 1.60 Detail of south wall, Upper Register, east end . Both the balcony with the male 
figure and the base that the female fig ure stands on appear to have projective si des. Due to 
the degradation of the wall decoration, it is difficult to verify in detail the balcon y of the male 
figure. 

Figure 1.61 The base beneath Dionysus ' throne is completely frontal and has no projective 
si des. 

Figure 1.62 This drawing of the decorative a rchitectural schema of both the north and south 
wal ls shows that the extended projections of the architectural features terminate on the central 
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ve1tical axis. 

Figure 1.63 Female figure flanking the god Apollo. She stands on a base that clearly 
projects out in front of the entablature below, giving in this representation the illusion of 
projecting out into space beyond the actual wall 's surface. 

Figure 1.64 The god Dionysus sitting on his throne at the centre of the south wall in the 
Third or Upper Register. 

Figure 1.65 The image of Apollo, badly degraded, sitting on hi s throne at the centre of the 
north wall, Upper Register. 

Figure 1.66 Apollo sits directly above the mythological panel of Daedalus and Pasiphea on 
the north wall. 

Figure 1.67 Female figure flanking Apollo on the north wall (A). Female fi g ure flanking 
Dionysus on the south wall (B). 

Figure 1.68 (A), A male figure (actor) wearing a blue mantle on the north wall, Upper 
Register. A male figure (actor) (B) on the east wall , Upper Regi ster, carrying large thyros 
and looking tO\vards Fortuna at the centre. 

Figure 1.68 (B) A male figure (actor) on the south wall facing the east wall , Upper Register. 
A male figure (actor) Bon the east wall facing into the centre tO\·vards Fortuna. 

Figure 1.69 East wall of the Ix ion Room, Upper, Middle and Lower Regi sters. 

Figure 1.70 Middle Register, east wall.. 

Figure 1.71 Entablature framing the myth of Ixion on the east wall. 

Figure 1.72 The top of the entablature with its coffered soffit framing the Ixion myth. 

Figure 1.73 Bare-torsoed Triton , son of Poseidon, flanked by Hyppocampus or sea horses. 

Figure 1.74 Stilllife, east wallleft of centre. 

Figure 1.75 Stillli fe, east wall right of centre. 
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Fi gure 1.76 Wind ow above stilllife, east wallleft of centre. 

Fi gure 1.77 Wind ow above stilllife, eas t wall ri ght of ce ntre . 

Fi gure 1.78 The lintels and jambs in the re presentati ons of the wind ows o n the north and 
east walls do not, f rom thi s angle, connect seamlessly. 

Fi gure 1.79 The lin tels and j ambs in the representation of the wind ows on the south and eas t 
walls do not, from th is angle, connect seaml ess ly . 

Figure 1.80 The architect ural features of the representati ons of the wind ows on the north , 
south and east walls give a sense of pi cto rial spatial contin uity as seen fro m the centre of the 
west entrance. 

Figure 1.81 The decorati ons of the Third (U pper) Register of the eas t wall (A) and a detail 
of Fortuna sittin g o n her throne at centre (8 ). 

Figure 1.82 Eas t wall with impli cit ho ri zo n line (8) and vertical ax is (A). Architectural 
features appear to co nverge o n the verti cal axis. 

Figure 1.83 No rth wall with impli cit ho ri zon line (8) and ve1t ical ax is (D). Architectural 
featu res appear to converge on the ve rti cal ax is. 

Figure 1.84 South wal l with impli cit ho ri zo n tine (F) and ve1tical ax is (E) . Architectural 
features appea r to converge on the ve rtical ax is. 

Figure 1.85 T he myth olog ical pa nel of Dadaelus di scoverin g Ari ad ne is flanked, li ke the 
other two mythological panels, by the rep resentations of wi nd ows. T hi s creates a sense of 
infini te depth be hind the myth ological panel, as it is confined by the shallow space of the 
en tabl ature. 

Figure 1.86 Schemata of the east wall demo nstratin g how projective angles of architectu ral 
representations converge on the central axis. Note implicit Horizon (A). 

Figure 1.87 Possible multiple points of convergence on the central axis from the 
architectural features on the east wall. 

Figure 1.88 Progressive incline of angles of win dows. 
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Figure 1.89 An illustration of typi cal Roman diners reclinin g on co uches. (Taken f rom 
Conn oll y and Dodge, 1988 .) Thi s arra nge ment would be simil ar to the dine rs in the Ixion 
Room. 

Figure 1.90 The proj ective Iines that create the representati on of the aedi culae in the Upper 
Register of the eas t wall co nverge onto the centrall y pl aced fi gure of Fortuna. 

Figure 1.9 1 The myth ological scene of Ixio n (Taken f rom Krauss and von Matt, 1973.) 
does not idi cate the projective nature of a ground plane, whi ch is eut off by the location of 
shallow verti cal pl anes. The onl y di agonal relati onships are th ose of the cast of characters that 
perform the myth olo gical narrative. 
Figure 1.92 Three projective sytems (taken f rom M. Hagen, 1986) Simil ari ty Projection 
(A), Affine Projection (B), Projective Projection (C). 

Figure 1. 93 Standin g in the centre of the Ixion Roo m, the !intel and jambs of the 
represented windows at the north eas t corn er do not establi sh a smooth continu ity (A) . 
However, once I pl aced myself in the positi on of the diner (from which position I also took 
the photo graph) the transition of lintels and jambs appeared to be the most seaml essly 
co ntinu ous and visuall y convincin g (B). Details of above windows (A) and (B). 

Figure 1.94 Mirror image wind ows appear as tho ugh they continu e behind mythological 
panel. T hi s is true fo r the east, north and so uth walls. 

Fig ure 1.95 Left-represented wind ow, detail of eas t wal l. 

Figure 1.96 Left-represented wind ow, detail of south wall. 

Figure 1.97 Stilllife and mask, left of centre, east wall. 

Figure 1.98 Sti llli fe and mask, ri ght of ce ntre, east wal l. 

Figure 1.99 Successive pictorial space of Ixio n mythological scene o n the east wall. (Taken 
from L'Erma di Bretschneider, 1998.) 

Figure 1.100 Naval battle, north wall , ri ght of centre. 

Figure 1.101 Naval battle south wall , ri ght of centre. 

Figure 1.102 Naval battle, north wall , left of centre. 

Figure 1.103 Naval battle, south wall, left of centre. 

Figu re 1.104 Head of Athena floati ng on a bl ue field 
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Figure 1.105 Detail of head of Athena, fl oatin g o n a blue field . 

Figu re 1.106 Fortuna gazes at Dionysus, Di on ys us at Apollo, and the actors on the north 
and south-east corner gaze at the actors on the east wal l. The actors o n the eas t wall gaze at 
Fortuna, and Nephele gazes towards Hermes in the Ixion myth . 

Figure 1.107 (A) Ixion ti ed to the wheel of f i re; (B) Hep haestus, god of fi re; (C) Hermes, 
messenger of fate; (D) Iri s, incarnati on of Ze us; (E) Hera sitting in thro ne; (F) Nephele, 
Ixio n 's lover o r phantom Hera. ((Taken f rom L'Erma di Bretschneider, 1998.) 

Fi gure 1.108 Daedalus and Pasiphea, (A ) Woman behind Pas iphae in astate of anxiety; (B) 
Pasiphae; (C) Poseido n; (D) Daedalus; (E) The sacred Bull ; (F) Icarus. 

Figure 1. 109 Dionysus di scoverin g Ari adne; (A) Di onysus; (B) Theseus's ship is sai lin g 
away; (C) Hypnos, god of sleep; (D) Satyre liftin g cl oth ; (E) Ari adne asleep. 

Figure, 1.1 10 A Ponzo illusion on both no rth east corner (A,) and south eas t corner (B,) 
becomin g at once co ncave and convex. 

Figure 1.111 Fortuna, as seen here, appears to have dimini shin g detail of her ro be o n the 
left as does the acto 's toga. (Taken f rom Krauss and von Matt, 1973.) 

Figure 1.11 2 The sensual and materi al presence of the decoratio ns defines the phil osop hical 
character of the Ixion room. 

Figure 1. 11 3 Two actors in the no rth east co rner of the Ixion Room 

Figure 1.114 Two actors in the so uth east co rn e r. 

Figure 1.115 The space occup ied by the actor is two rooms deep. (Taken from M. Krauss 
and von Matt, 1973.) 

Figure 1. 11 6 The posi tion of the two actors is clearly a considerable distance behind 
Fortu na, emphasizing pictorial depth, which is also affirmed by their difference in size to that 
of Fortuna, who is seated a nd much larger at the f ront. 

Figure 1.117 The representation of the various kinds of marb1e are richly coloured and 
textured . 

Figure 1.118 The architectural projections, as in the case of the other two walls, have the 
effect of focusing attention onto the mythological scene, in this case Ixion tied to the wheel of 
fi re. 

Figure 1.119 Second Style wall decorations from the House of Augustus on the Pallatine in 
Rome. (Taken from Connoll y and Dodge, 1998.) 
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Fi gure 1.120 Triton flanked by hippocampus emerging at the bottom edge of th e red field 
that frames the Ixion myth on the east wall. 

Figure 1.121 The head of Athena emerges from the blue fi eld located beneath the naval 
battle on the north west corner. 

Figure 1.122 Apollo located on the north wall , Upper Register, very badly deg raded, only 
partial image. 

Figure 1.123 Fortuna, best preserved of the three gods, Upper Registe r, east wall. 

Figure 1.124 Dionysus, visibly sittin g on a thron e at centre in the Upper Reg ister on the 
south wall. 

Figure 1.125 Triads of gods as seen by the guests (A) as they enter the dinin g room. 

Figure 1.126 A three-dimensional mo de! of the Ixion roo m. The fl oor is di vided into two 
eq ual parts constructed of more or Jess two equilateral tri angles. The visitor enters from the 
open, or west, side. 

Figure 1.127 An encl osed ni che found in the Domus Aurea in Rome of a landsca pe with 
what appears to be either a mode! of th e emanation of sunli ght o r vision as unde rstood at the 
time of the Second Style. (Taken from lacopi , 1999.) 

Figure 1.128 A mosaic kn own as the Four Seasons, now located in the Glyptotek in Munich , 
Germany , that demonstrates the id ea of constru ctin g a deep space thro ugh projective, 
converging detail s of a frame. (Taken from Kern, 1938 .) 

Figure 1.129 Four Seasons mosaic: detail. 

Figure 1.130 Perspectival diverging angles projecting from the eye(A) as VISIOn was 
understood at the time of the Ixion Room decoratio ns. Instead of thinking of architectural 
features converging from the point of the experience of the guest, they can be understood to 
diverge in the context of real space (B). 

Figure 1.131 Representation of window seen from a reclining position. lt connects !intel and 
jam bs s uccessfull y. 

Figure 1.132 Strings are attached to different points of termination on the architectural 
features. They are then drawn through a small hole in a piece of plastic as though the hole 
were the point of origin of sight in the eye. Therefore, the !ines emanating from the eye 
construct the angles of the architectural representations, in this case the east wall. Along the 
vertical axis there are a number of points of emanation in order to construct ali the 
architectural representations on ali three registers. 
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Figure 1.1 33 The piece of pl ex i-glass with holes is perhaps more visibl e against the drawin g 
of the north wal l. It is quite surp rising how well the emanating strin gs correspo nd to the 
represented angles. It is however, important to f i nd th e ri ght points on th e vertical ax is. 

Figure 1.1 34 The Vitruvian ideal fo r a man 's height oo that of the circl e is app roximately 
twice the di ameter (87 cm) o r 174 cm. As demo nstrated, the height of the Ixion Roo m to the 
height of the third register is approximately three times a man 's height. T he actu al 
dimensions of the Ixion Room are very cl ose to the Vitruvian ideal. The arch co mpleted, at 
its apex would be about 44 cm or about half of the diameter. T he di agramm atic illustrati on 
(A ) at the top is seen against the virtual reconstructi on. Because of the pro blem of height in 
the photog raphie reconstructi on (B), there are small discrepancies. 

Figure 1.1 35 Equall y spaced points along the verti cal ax is o n the plexiglass take the place of 
the west wall or point of entry . From po ints (A), (B), (C) and (D) strings- like rays of vision 
- diverge to constru ct the angles of the a rchitectural representation on the eas t wall. 

Figure 1. 136 Equall y spaced points along the verti cal ax is of the pl exi-glass take the pl ace 
of the south wall From point (A), (B), (C), (D) and (E) strin gs- like rays of vision - di verge 
to co nstruct the angles of the architectural representation of the north wall. 

Figure 1. 137 Alo ng the vertical ax is of the three c ircles are six perfo rations. T he firs t is at 
approx. 87.5 cm , the second at 175 cm, the thi rd at 263cm, the fo urth at 350.5 cm 438cm. 
Thi s is onl y abo ut 26cm f rom the meas ures given fo r the height of the roo m. How acc urate 
the meas urement is 1 co uld no t verify. But 1 am sati sfied with their prox imity. 

Figure 1.1 38 Illustration of Roman decora tors at work, second centu ry A.C.E., from a 
funerary relief. (T aken f rom L'Erma di Bretschneid er, 2000.) 

Figure 1.139 I propose the possible use of sight !ines that the artists might have used to 
determine the construction of the arc hi tectural proj ective angles. 

Figure 1. 140 Stri ngs are pull ed taught to salient points on the outline of the archi tectural 
p rojective angles and correspond to the holes in the plexi -glass wall of the model. 

Figure 1.141 I found this method to closely sim ul ate the projective angles of this room. This 
is perhaps also the reason that there are no absolute convergent angles: they did not look for 
them. 

Figure 1.142 Diagram (A) demonstrates the proposition regarding the triangulation of the 
gaze between the gods on the Third Register. Diagram (B) demonstrates the proposition 
regardin g the trian gulation of the gaze between the mythological characters of the Second 
Regis ter. 

Figure 1.143 My diagram matic representation of Euclid 's p roposi tion # 27. When the 
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distance between the eyes is smaller than the diameter of a sphere, then that which is seen is 
greater than the sphere 's diameter. Two divergent sets of rays from the eyes cover a Jar ger 
field (A) bigger than the sphere and (B) again Iarger with binocular vision. On the right: a 
visual cone as understood in classical optics. (Taken from Edgerton Jr., 1991.) 

Figure 1.144 (Below). Summary of pictorial space on the First, Second and T hi rd Regis ter 
of the Ixion Room. 

CHAPTERII 

GIOTTO CYCLE OF THE LIFE OF SAINT FRANCIS, THE BARDI CHA PEL 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Figure 2.1 Basilica Santa Croce as seen from the si de (Taken from Canal i,l 954.) 

Figure 2.2 Basilica Santa Croce; a contemporary view of the fro nt facade. (Taken from 
Micheletti, 1998.) 

Figure 2.3 A painting from 1718 shows the extensiveness of the complex of Santa Croce. 
(A) marks the unfinished front of the Basilica. (Taken from Canali , 1954.) 

Figure 2.4 In teri or view of the Basili ca looking towards the Main Cha pel with the smaller 
Bardi Chape! (B) adjoining iton its right. Please note that the fresco of Saint Francis 
Receiving Stigmata (B) is Iocated directly above the entrance to the Chape!. (Take n from 
Mi ch el et ti , 1998 .) 

Figure 2 .5 Plan of the Santa Croce Basi li ca Complex. (Taken from Canali , 1954.) 

Figure 2.6 The arch that defi nes the Bardi Chape! at its apex is an example of sq uaring the 
circle and is typical of a Gothie arch. 

Figure 2.7 Narrow tall stained glass windows at the rear of the Bardi Chape! representing the 
!ife of Christ. 

Figure 2.8 Detail from the stained glass window illustrating the Annunciation by Jacopo del 
Casentino, 16th century. 

Figure 2.9 View into the Bardi Chape! , where the stone altar is clearly visible. 

Figure 2.10 Looking up at the quadritite vault at the ceiling of the Bardi Chapelwith four 
medallions representing the Franciscan virtues. 
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Figure 2 .11 Detail of one of the Four Virtues, possibly poverty . 

Fig ure 2.12 The pi er buttress (A) is a painted trompe 1 'oeil. 

Figure 2.13 Giotto, 1330's. Image of Saint Clair. (Taken from Canali , 1954.) 

Figure 2.14 Giotto, 133 0 's. Image of Saint Louis of Toulouse. (Taken from Canali , 1954.) 

Figure 2.15 Giotto, 1330's. Image of Saint Eli zabeth of Hungary. (Taken fro m Canali , 
1954.) 

Figure 2 .16 The ri ght band wall of the Bardi Cha pel with three cycl es from the life of Saint 
Francis. Giotto 1330's. (Taken from Canali, 1954.) 

Figure 2.17 Left band wall of the Bardi Chape! with three cycles from the !ife of Saint 
Francis. Giotto 1330's. (Taken fro m Busignami, 1993.) 

Figure 2.18 Giotto, 1330 's . Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods. 

Figure 2.19 Giotto, 1330 's. Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods . (A) Diagonal 
thrust of father advancin g towards his son and (B) Vertical thrust of the folded bands and 
figure of Saint Francis. 

Figure 2 .20 Giotto, 133 0 's. The Confirmation of the Rule. Saint Francis presents Lhe first 
rules on a scroll to the Bishop of Sabina. 

Figure 2.21 Giotto, 1330's. The Confirmation of the Rule. (A) In the oc ul ei, Saint Peter 
looking heavenward. 

Figure 2.22 Giotto, 1330 's . The Confirmation of the Rule. The centralized roof-lines lead 
the viewer's eyes upwards. 

Figure 2.23 Giotto, 1330 's. Trial by Fire. Saint Francis (A) chall enges the priests (B) to walk 
through the fire with him. 

Figure 2.24 Giotto, 1330 's. Trial by Fire. The Sultan (A) looks at the priests fleeing on the 
Ieft while painting to Saint Francis on the right side of the fresco. 

Figure 2 .25 Giotto, 1330's. Trial by Fire. The Sultan becomes the focus of converging 
perspective. 

Figu re 2.26 Giotto, 1330 ' s. The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. 

Figure 2.27 Giotto, 1330 's. The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. The central arch and 
the figure of the Saint with uplifted arros, forms a cross. 
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Figure 2.28 Giotto, 1330's . The Death of Saint Francis and the Verification of the Stigmata . 
Saint Francis laid in state in his monk ' s habit while (possibly) Lord Pontiff Alexander affirms 
the sacred Stigmata 

Figure 2.29 Giotto, 1330's. The Death of Saint Francis and the Verification of the Stigmata . 
The imploding or divergent architectural extended perspective !ines emanate out f rom the 
body of Saint Francis. 

Figure 2.30 Giotto, 1330 's. Visions of Brother Agostino and Bishop Guido of Assissi. Two 
events are portrayed here. Brother Augustine on the Ieft and the Bi shop of Assisi on the right. 

Figure 2.31 Giotto, 1330 ' s. Visions of Brother Agostino and Bishop Guido of Assissi. The 
figure at A forces the viewer to look upwards. 

Figure 2.32 Giotto, 1330 's. Saint Fran cis Receiving Stig mata . The circul ar marks that are 
painted on relief, I propose, represent nail -heads . (Taken from Peruzzo, 1986.) 

Figure 2.33 Giotto, 1330's. Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata . Lines mark the connection 
between the wounds of Chri st and the stigmata received by Saint Francis. 

Figure 2.34 Giotto, 1297-1299. Border from The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles from 
the Upper Basili ca of St. Francis in Assisi . (Taken from Casa Edit1ice Francescana, 1987.) 

Figure 2.35 Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata : detail of border. (Taken from a postcard 1 
bought in Santa Croce bookshop; photo by Becocci , Fierenze: no date.) 

Figure 2.36 Giotto, 1330 ' s Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata: an enl argement of a detail of 
the border to show the three-dimensional relief-like renderin g of the nail -head . 

Figure 2.37 Giotto, 1330 's . The painting of the three saints is given the appearance of 
sculpted figures standin g on a base in a niche integrated into the architecture. 

Figure 2.38 Giotto, 1330 ' s. The size of Giotto's f igures is 140 cm, cl ose to the actual size of 
an average persan at the time. 

Figure 2.39 The neutral coloured base underneath the frescoes measures 160 cm in height. 
The frescoes begin just above the eyelevel of the standin g viewer, so that the viewer is 
compelled to look up while at the same ti me havin g the feelin g of bein g able to partici pate in 
the activity of the scene. 

Figure 2.40 Giotto, 133 0 's. The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. The !ines that project 
towards Saint Francis also can act as his field of vision. 

Figure 2.41 Giotto, 13 30 ' s. The Confirmation of the Rule. The projective li nes of the 
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coffered ceiling project towards the disciples behind Saint Francis. 

Figure 2.42 Giotto, 1330 's . Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods. In the painting, 
light is represented as projected from the right si de (A), simulating the light from the actual 
window on the right of the fresco . 

Figure 2.43 Giotto, 1330 's. The Confirmation ofthe Rule. Both the perspectival confluence 
and the composition of the figures in this fresco perpetuate a sense of pictorial convexity. 

Figure 2.44 Convex and concave pictorial representations of gothie architectural details 
from the sketchbook of Villard de Honnecourt, 1225 -1250. (Taken from Bowie, 1959.) 

Figure 2.45 Giotto, 1330 's. The Confirmation of the Rule. Planes dimini sh in size with 
distance and give through variable scaling a sense of depth. 

Figure 2.46 Giotto, 1330 's. Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods. The plane of the 
wall around the palace increases as the frontalleading edge while diminishing into the 
distance. 

Figure 2.47 Giotto 1330 's Trial by Fire. Planes dimini sh in size as they recede into the 
distance. 

Figure 2.48 Giotto, 13 30's. The De ath of Saint Francis and the Verification of the Stig mata. 
(A) Light bathes the scene, nothing is hidden, ali is visible. (B) The eyes are large with love, 
but the expression is reserved, fi ll ed with deep sorrow. 

Figure 2.49 View (A) down the central nave towards the transept, at whose end it is possible 
to see flanking each side of the central main chape! a number of smaller chapels. (B) The 
Bardi Chape! is located to the right of the Main Chape!. (Taken from Micheletti, 1998.) 

Figure 2.50 Giotto, 1330's. Reconstruction of left wall. (A)Saint Francis Renouncing his 
Worldly Goods. (B) The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. (C) The Death of Saint Francis 
and the Verification ofthe Stigmata. 

Figure 2.51 Giotto, 1330 's. Reconstruction of right wall. (A)The Confirmation of the Rule. 
(B) Trial by Fire. (C) Visions of Brother Agostino and Bishop Guido of Assissi. 

Figure 2.52 Giotto, 1330 's. Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata. 

Figure 2.53 Giotto, 1330's. Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods . For the 
Franciscan Order the rejection of worldly goods, and of worldly emotive connection 
complete! y transferred to God, is the greatest sign of integrity. 

Figure 2.54 Giotto, 1330's. The Death of Saint Francis and the Verification of the Stigmata. 
Compositionally, the emotional experience is centralized, and the downward slope gives it its 
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sorrow. 

Figure 2.55 Giotto 1330's Trial by Fire. The Sultan abandoned in the middle also speaks of 
integrity in the face of abandonment. 

Figure 2.56 Giotto, 1330's. The Confirmation of the Rule. The central group is charged with 
expectations and ambition, in contrast to the figures on either side that are silently witness in g 
the event. 

Figure 2.57 Giotto, 1330 's . Saint Francis Receiving Stig mata . The direct transmission of 
right hand to right hand, right foot to right foot. 

Figure 2.58 Giotto, circa 1312, hanging in the Louvre. The transmission here is mirror-like. 
Right hand to left hand, right foot to left foot. (Taken from Cavazzini, 1998.) 

Figure 2.59 This schematic mode! demonstrates the mirror-like relationship as represented 
in the Giotto's panel of Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata, c. 1300, hanging in the Louvre. A 
- B right hand to left hand; C - D left hand to right hand ; E- F right foot to left foot; G - H 
left foot to right foot; I - J stigmata wou nd on the right side of Chri st to the Ieft si de of Saint 
Francis. This mirror transference constructs parai! el but not equivalent relations hi ps. 

Figure 2 .60 This is a schematic of Saint Francis Receiving Stig mala, pai nted ab ove the 
Bardi Chape!. A - B represents right hand to right hand ; C-D left hand to left hand ; E- F 
right foot to right foot; G- H Ieft foot to Ieft foot; I - J right side of Chri st to right side of 
Saint Francis. T he relationship between Christ and Saint Francis is dupli cated throu gh the 
dynamics of the intersecting diagonallines that at the point of exchange vanish into the 
infinite (the yet unspoken of vanishing point). 

Figure 2.61 Map (A), the extent of the Umayyad Caliphate Empire, A.C.E. 737. 
(B) Giotto, 1330 's . The Christian conversion of the Arab invaders: the converted Su ltan 
represented by Giotto in the Trial by Fire. (C) The receding A rab invasion by 1 130 A.C.E. , 
doser to the time of the !ife of Saint Francis. (The maps are taken from McEvedy , 1978.) 

Figure 2.62 Giotto, 1330's. Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods, upper panel. The 
Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles, Iower panel. There is evidence of Giotto valuing the idea 
of perfection in completing the circle through the composition in the second panel. 

Figure 2.63 Giotto, 1330 ' s. The Confirmation ofthe Rule, upper panel. Trial by Fire, lower 
panel. Evidence of the value of the idea of perfection can be seen as Giotto, through the 
composition in the lower panel, completes the circle. 

Figure 2 .64 Giotto, 1330 ' s. The scene of The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles is framed 
very close to the limits of the edges of the fresco, giving the appearance of being part of the 
real space of the chape!. 
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Figure 2.65 Giotto, 1330 's . The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles (A); Visions of Brother 
Agostino and Bishop Guido of Assissi (D); Trial by Fire (B); The Death of Saint Francis and 
the Verification of the Stigmata (C). The scenes of A and D take place inside, wh ile the scenes 
of B and C are given outdoor settings. 

Figure 2.66 Giotto, 1330's. The Confirmation ofthe Rule. The convergence points to 
receding planes in the architectural structure. 

Figure 2 .67 Giotto, 1330 's . The Death of Saint Francis and the Verification of the Stigm.ata. 
The convergence points to receding planes in the architectural structure. 

Figure 2.68 Giotto, 13 30 's . The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. The convergence 
points to receding planes in the architectural structure. In this panel there is a presence of the 
double infinity (A and Bon the illustration.) 

Figure 2.69 The Cruxifix of 1280 painted by Cimabue. (Taken from Micheletti , 1998.) 

Figure 2 .70 The Giotto Cruxifix painted in 1300. (Taken from Cavazzini, 1 998.) 

Figure 2.71 Giotto, 1312. Saint Francis Receiving Stigm.ata. 

Figure 2.72 Illustration from a Latin manuscript of the 12th toi 3th century showing the 
eyes (A and B) wth their converging nerves (C) and attached cells (E, F, G, and H). The 
dwelling place of the brain, or reason, is D andE. (Taken from Marshall and Mago un , 1998.) 

Figure 2.73 Roger Bacon's two models of vision. (Taken from D.C. Lindberg, 1 996) 

Figure 2.74 Giotto 1330's. A, B: View of Ieft wall in the Bardi Chape) (Taken from Canali, 
1954.) View of right hand wall of the Bardi Chapel. C through H: Schematic reconstructed 
frontal view of both walls: Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods, C; The Apparition of 
Saint Francis at Arles, D; The Death of Saint Francis and the Verification of the Stigm.ata, E; 
The Confirmation of the Rule, F; Trial by Fire, G; Visions of Brother Agostino and Bishop 
Guido of Assissi, H. 

Figure 2.74.1 Left si de of Bardi Cha pel. 

Figure 2.74.2 Right side of Bardi Chapel. 

Figure 2.75 Giotto, 1330 's. Trial by Fire . 

Figure 2.76 Giotto, 1330's The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. 

Figure 2. 77 Giotto, 1330 's. The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. Perspective li nes of the 
roof converge at an apex but also emanate over the whole scene. 



Figure 2.78 Giotto, 1330 's. The circle at the centre follows the arch at the top, white also 
following hi s rai sed arms that encompass the sign of the Crucifixion. The halo around hi s 
head recalls the iri s at the centre of an eye. 
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Figure 2.79 Giotto, 133 0 's. Trial by Pire. White in the original version there are cl early two 
doorways, only one is now visi ble- on the side of the viewer enterin g the chapet. 

Figure 2.80 Giotto, 133 0 's. The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. Divine emanati on falls 
over the whole scene. 

Figure 2 .81 Giotto, 1330 's . The Death of Sa int Francis and the Verification of the Stigmata. 
Converging perspective and linear el ements simultaneously point to the stigmata wound on 
Saint Francis' si de and Saint Franci s rising up to heaven. 

Figure 2.82 Giotto, 1330 's. Visions of Brother agostino and Bishop Guido of Assissi. This 
scene shows both refracted and reflected li ght. 

Figure 2.83 Giotto, 1330 's. Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods. The scene is 
illuminated from the ri ght, or window side, making the left side of the wal l progressively 
darker. 

Figure 2.84 Giotto, 1330's. Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata. The mountai n becomes a 
stable solid back ground against which the exc hange-change is takin g pl ace. 

Figure 2.85 Giotto, 1312. Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata. The Chri st figure appea rs to be 
supported and enfolded on win gs. 

Figure 2.86 Giotto, Legend of Saint Francis, Assisi Cycle, 1304. Saint Francis Receiving 
Stigmata (Taken from Casa Francescana ed., 1987.) The Christ figu re appears to be 
supported and enfo lded on win gs, which give the figure a strong sense of vertical ity. 

Figure 2.87 Giotto, 1304. Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata. The mirroring of the reception 
of stigmata is the same as in the Louvre panel. 

Figure 2 .89 Masaccio, Trinity, 1427-1428 . (Taken from Borsi, 1998.) Giotto and 
Masaccio share the assumption that physical truth is a precondition of their art. Measures that 
were implied before, now become systematic. 

Figure 2.90 (Taken from Burke (trans .), Bacon 's Majus Opus , 1962.) The Heavens are 
concave (B) and must be equally distant from the earth (A) on account of the equality of 
nature. Therefore, the heavens and earth must by necessity be a spherical form. 

Figure 2.91 (A) The plan of the church is divided into 10 sq meter units. The transept is Il 
units deep. Each chape! at the end of the transept is 4 rn wide with a 1 rn thick wall between 
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them. F, G, H, I, 1 equal 20 meters. A, B, C, D, E also equals 20 meters. The central chape! is 
10 x 10 m. wide and 10 rn deep. 

Figure 2. 92 Elevation of the Bar di Chape!. Starting at the top: the fresco of Saint Francis 
Receiving Stigmata is (B), 3.90 rn wide with a height (C) of 370 cm., border not included. 
(D, E, F) are the heights of the three frescoes on each side inside the chape! at 280 cm. The 
borders that surround them are 40cm wide. The 160 cm of unpainted wall at the bottom of 
the frescoes (G) represents approx. the height of a man . 

Figure 2.93 The plan of the Bardi Chape! can be rounded off to 5 meters deep, four meters 
wide inside, with 1 rn for the width of the stonewall separating each of the adjoining five 
chapels. From my experience, the best viewing position to take ali three frescoes on each side 
in at once is approximately 5 meters outside the chape! and one meter to the right or left of 
the entrance to the chape!: (L) on the left, (M) on the right, which creates a 5 meter square 
outside the chape!. 

Figure 2.94 The diameter of the circle that constructs the Stigmata fresco (A) is the radius of 
the circles that are squared to construct the gothie arch of the chape! (B) . 

Figure 2.95. The intrados of the sai nts is one sixth ' s the diameter of the Stig mata fresco. 

Figure 2.96 Giotto, 1330's. Th e Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. 

Figure 2.97 Giotto, 1330's. Trial by Fire. 

Figure 2.98 Giotto, 1330 ' s. Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods. 

Figure 2.99 Giotto, 1330's. The Confirmation ofthe Rule. 

Figure 2. 100 Giotto, 1330 's. The De ath of Saint Francis and the Verification of the 
Stig mata. 

Figure 2.101 Giotto, 1330 's. Visions of Brother Agostino and Bishop Guido ofAssissi. 

Figure 2.102 Giotto, 1330 's. The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. 

Figure 2 .103 Giotto, 1330 's. The Confirmation ofthe Rule. 

Figure 2.104 Giotto, 1330 ' s. Trial by Fire. 

Figure 2.105 Giotto, 1330 's. The Confirmation ofthe Rule. 

Figure 2.106 Giotto, 1330 's. The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. 

Figure 2.107 Giotto, 1330's. Trial by Fire. 



Figure 2.108 Scenes from the li fe of Christ. Padua, Arena Cha pel. (Ta ken from Bellosi , 
1981.) 

Figure 2.109 Giotto, 13 30's. Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata. 

Figure 2 .1 10 Giotto, 1312. Saint Francis Receiving Stig mata does imply a diagonally 
receeding plane, but in comparison with the Bardi version (Figure 2.111: Giotto, 1330 's, 
Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata) it is not as fully articulated. 

Figure 2.111 Giotto, 1330 's. Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata . The diagonal plane is 
clearly and fu ll y articulated and cuts into space diagonally. 
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Figure 2 .112 Giotto, 1330 's. Saint Francis Receiving Stig mata It is curious how the force
field set up by the li nes between Saint Francis and the feet of Christ (A) reappears again in 
the construction of the cave (B) and the construction of the 
mountain-side. The relationship of the red li ne (D) in its relationship to the red lines forming 
angle (B) is identical to the relationship of green line (C) to the green li nes forming angle 
(A). 

Figure 2 .113 Diagram A: Fi rst cell receives sensations from the body , the second cell is the 
site of jud gment and reason, and the third cell takes care of memory. C is the location of the 
optic chiasma.(Taken from Clark and Dewhurst, 1972.) Drawing Bis a thirteenth century 
drawing that seems to make a diagrammatic representation of vision , describing the optic 
nerve and the optic chiasma. (Taken from Sudhoff, 1908 .) 

Figure 2.114 Giotto, 1330 's. Saint Francis Receiving Stig mata located on the ri ght hand 
over the Bardi Chapel. 

Figure 2 .115 Gasparo 
Martinelli, 1837. Dogma of the lmmaculate Conception (Taken from Canali , 1954.) 

Figure 2 .116 Giotto, 1330 's. Saint Francis Receiving Stig mata. The co nstruction between 
Saint Francis and Christ (in red) and the representation of both the figure of Christ and that 
of Saint Francis- as weil as the architectural representations- are full y dynamically 
in te grated. 

Figure 2.117 Giotto, 1330 's . The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. The presence of 
Saint Francis is rendered with the same sense of solidity as the group of friars experiencing 
their collective vision. 

Figure 2.118 Giotto, 1330 's. The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. The same gesture of 
open arms as in the apparition below (see Figure 2.11 7) is only slightly modified by the 
Saint, now looking heavenward .. 
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Figure 2.19 Giotto, 13 30's. The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles. The !ines of the roof 
converge strategicall y at the location of Saint Francis's heart. 

Figure 2.1 20 Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata . The line that passes from the sti gmatic 
wound on the side of Chri st's body passes invisibly (drawn here in red for emphas is) through 
the hands and eyes of Saint Francis. 

CHAPTER III 

CLAUDE MONET THE NYMPHÉAS 

ILLUSTRATIONS 

Figure 3.1 Ex teri or views of the Orangerie situated in the gard ens of the Tuileries in Paris. 

Figure 3. 2 The Orangerie in the gardens of the Tuileries was located on the principle east
west axis of Paris that was centred on the Louvre - located at the eas t end - and the Arc de 
Triomphe at the west end. It is interesting to note that the layo ut of the Nymphéas decoration 
integrated this east-west axis into the actual di sposition of its subject matter. T he Orangerie is 
located on the so uth -west corner near the Place de la Concorde. (Taken from the Mi chelin 
Guide, 1981.) 

Figure 3.3 Views of Monet 's third studi o at Giverney, 1917, where the Nymphéas installation 
can be seen in progress. (Taken from Wi ldenstein , 2003.) 

Figure 3.4 Eugene Boudin, The Beach at Trouville 1864. (Taken From Sagner-Du echti g, 
2004.) 

Figure 3.5 Monet standin g in the garden in front of his house in Giverny. (Taken from 
Rachman, 1997.) 

Figure 3. 6 The Fresco depiction of The Garden of Livia from Prima Porta near Rome. Late 
first century B.C.E. (Taken f rom Wheeler, 1996.) 

Figure 3.7 This is a view from Monet ' s second studio overlooking the garden and 
greenhouse, 1924. (Taken from Widenstein , 1978.) 

Figure 3.8 Preliminary drawings made by Monet for the Nymphéas Decorations 
(sketchbook MM .. 5129,17 verso recto . and below MM. 5129,12 verso recto). Possibly drawn 
over other images sometime between 1887-1890. (Taken from Spate, 1 992.) 
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Figure 3.9 This circular si ngle room 18 .5 meters in diameter designed by Louis Bonnier for 
the Rodin Museum was the first configuration for the water lily instal lati on. 

Figure 3.10 This design was the final configuration for two separate rooms to ho use 
Monet's 
Nymphéas project. Camille Lefevre, appointed by the Mini stry , redesigned the lo ng 

rectan gul ar space of the Orangerie into two separate but interconn ected oval spaces. The titles 

that are given in En gli sh on this plan are the titles by which I ack nowledge the works. ( Taken 

from Spate, 1992.) 

Figure 3.11 A, Room One, is the smaller of the two rooms (here seemin gly larger due to 
perspectival and photographie distortion). The length of thi s room is 20.3 meters and 12.3 0 
meters width. B, Room Two, is 23.30 meters lon g and also 12.3 0 mete rs wide. 

Figure 3.12 The full height of the rooms th at ho use the Nymphéas install ation is 4 rn , the 
pai ntin gs are half that or 2 rn in hei ght and are hung 33 cm above the fl oo r. 

Figure 3.13 The ceiling of the o ri gi nal installati on (A) was a false skylight fo ll owing the 
natural curve of the rooms. This pi cture was taken in 1930. (B) is a view of the 1984 
renovation with artificial 
illumination . (Both views taken from Rachm an, 1997.) (C) This is the most recent ceiling 

(Ta ken by myself in 2007.) It is a return to soft filtered dayli ght, which Monet would have 

liked, since it simul ates the dayli ght conditi ons in hi s studi o, with its cloth -covered or filtered 

skylights. 

Figure 3.14 The left hand entrance into Roo m One fro m the main entrance hall (A). The 
small space in between Room One and entering Room Two (B). This space in between Room 
One and Two is neutra! and makes seeing Room Two the more impressive as an experience. 
(C) T hi s is the right hand entrance into Room Two. 

Figure 3.15 The relationship of the works in Room Two is laid out as in the plan of figure 
3.10. The Setting Sun hangs on the west wal l, Clouds on the north wall , Morning on the south 
wall and Green Reflections on the east wall. 

Figure 3. 16 The relationship of the works in Room Two is laid out as in the pl an of fi gure 
3.1 O. Also it is possible to see, loo king at figure 3.15 and 3.16, the back-to-back relationship 
of the west wall in Room Two and the east wall of Room One. Reflections of Trees of Room 
Two han gs on the west wall , Clear Morning with Willows on the south wal l, Mornin g with 
Willows on the north wall and The Two Willows on the east wall. 

Figure 3.17 Claude Monet, The Setting Sun, 200 cm x 600 cm, com pleted around 1921 , 
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Room One, west wall, The Nymphéas Installation at the Orangerie, Paris , France. (Taken from 
Stuckey, 1988.) 

Figure 3 .1 8 Claude Monet, Green Reflections, 200 cm x 850 cm, completed between 1917-
1921, Room One, east wall , The Nymphéas Installation at the Orangerie, Paris, France. (Taken 
from Stuckey, 1988 .) 

Figure 3.19 Claude Monet, The Clouds , 200cm x 1,275 cm, completed between 1923-1924, 
Room One, north wall , The Nymphéas Installation at the Orangerie, Paris, France. (Taken 
from Stuckey, 1988.) 

Figure 3.20 Claude Monet,Morning , 200 cm x 1,275 cm, completed between 1921-1926, 
Room One, south wall , The Nymphéas Installation at the Orange1ie, Paris, France. (Taken 
from Stuckey, 1988.) 

Figure 3.21 Claude Monet, Reflections ofTrees, 197 cm x 850 cm, completed between 
1922-1924, Room Two, west wall , The Nymphéas Installation at the Orangerie, Pari s, France. 
(Taken from Stuckey, 1988.) 

Figure 3.22 Claude Monet, The Two Willows, 197 cm x 1,690 cm , completed between 1924-
1926, Room Two east wall , The Nymphéas Install ation at the Orangerie, Paris, France. (Taken 
from Stuckey, 1988.) 

Figure 3 .23 Claude Monet, Morning with Willows, 197 cm x 1,277 cm, completed between 
1916-1926, Room Two north wall, The Nymph éas Installation at the Orangerie, Paris, France. 

(Taken from Stuckey, 1988.) 

Figure 3 .24 Claude Monet, Clear Morning with Willows, 197 cm x 1,277 cm, completed 
between 1916-1926, Room Two, South Wall, The Nymphéas Installation at the Orangerie, 
Paris, France. (Taken from Stuckey, 1988.) 

Figure 3.25 Claude Monet, The Clouds , 200cm x 1,275 cm, completed between 1923-1924, 
Room One, north wall, The Nymphéas Installation at the Orangerie, Paris, France. (Taken 
from Stuckey, 1988.) The Line drawn across this painting indicates approximately Monet's 
own eye leve!. 

Figure 3.26 A photograph of Monet standing in front of the uncompleted painting for the 
Nymphéas Installation , Morning. From this photograph, taking into account his di stance from 
the work, and the fact that the work is positioned on supports - scaffolding - I conclude that 
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the hori zon line in the paintin g is appro ximately Monet 's own hori zon line as drawn in fi gure 
3.25 above. 

Figure 3.27 Claude Mon et, Morning, 200 cm x 1,275 cm, completed between 1921 -1926, 
Room One, south wall, The Nymphéas Installation at the Orangerie, Paris, France. (Taken 
from Stuckey, 1988 .) The !ines indi cate the apparentl y convergin g grasses that simulate a 
sense of perspecti ve. 

Figure 3.28 Claude Mon et, The Two Willows, 197 cm x 1,690 cm, completed between 1924-
1926, Room Two, east wall , The Nymphéas Installation at the Orangeri e, Pari s, France. (Taken 
from Stuckey, 1988. ) In thi s work, the convergin g fo rmati on of refl ected cl o uds helps to 
create a sense of depth to the field . 

Figure 3.29 Claude Monet, Clear Mornin g with Willows, 197 cm x 1,277 cm, completed 
between 19 16-1 926, Room Two, south wal l, The Nymphéas Install ati on at the Oran ge ri e, Pari s, 
France . (Taken f rom Stuckey, 1988. ) In thi s work, it is the folliage fro m the trees that creates 
a sense of convergence. 

Figure 3.3 0 Monet 's north and south wall o n my studi o wall to be inserted .... . 

Figure 3 .31 Detai ls of Morning with Willows showin g the tree o n the left of the painting (A) 
and (B ) on the ri ght of the painting. These trees and their branches have a real sense of 
volume and between them they set up a ki nd of stereosco pi e fi eld when loo kin g at the whole 
painting from a di stance. Pl ease refer to fig ure 3. 23. (Taken fro m Stuckey, 1988.) The 
installation view (C) was taken by myself and shows even more cl earl y the presence of the tree 
o n the left. 

Figure 3. 32 Detail of Clear Morning with Willows has the sa me effect of volumetrie presence 
of the trees and the mes merizing stereoscopie foc us of the field between the trees . Please refe r 
to fig ure 3.24 for the f ull panoramic view of thi s paintin g. (Taken from Stuckey, 1988.) 

Figure 3.33. T hi s is a photo graph of Monet taken in 1926 by Nicholas Murray. Monet 
appears to be weari ng a pair of glasses whose rig ht side is clear while the left side is dark and 
o paque glass. (Taken from 
Wildenstein, 1987.) 

Figure 3.34 Claude Monet, Green Reflections, 200 cm x 850 cm, completed between 1917-
1921, Room One, east wall, The Nymphéas Installation at the Orangerie, Paris, France. (Taken 
from Stuckey, 1988.) The graduai diminishing (A), (B), (C) of the water lilies gives the 
appearance of a relatively short distance away from the viewer over the distance of the height 
of the pain ting, compared to Morning. 
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Figure 3.3 5 Claude Monet ,Morning, 200 cm x 1,275 cm, completed between 192 1-1926, 
Room One, south wal l, The Nymphéas Instal lati on at the Orangerie, Paris, France. (Taken 
fro m Stuckey, 1988 .) In Morning there is a dramatic diminishi ng of the size of the lil y pads, 
(A), (B), (C). 

Figure 3.36 The tall grass on the left hand side in this detai l of Morning appears very large 
compared to the recedi ng small water lil y pads o n the top edge of the pain ting, exagge rating 
the sense of scale and distance. 

Figure 3.37 Claude Monet, The Setting Sun, 200 cm x 600 cm, co mpleted aroun d 192 1, 
Room One, west wal l, The Nymphéas Instal lati on at the Orangerie, Paris, France. (Taken from 
Stuckey, 1988 .) Note the consistently and slowly decreasing water-lil y pads, creating a 
relative! y shall ow pi ctorial space. Monet, however, decreases the pad 's obli q ueness compa red 
to three different images of the actual pond: (B) Full Iength of water-lil y pond taken 1933; 
(Taken fro m Orr and Tucker, 1995.); (C) Actual state of pond in 1990. ( Taken from Hoog, 
1990.); (D) Actual state of po nd in 1995 . (Taken f rom Orr and Tucker, 1995.) 

Figure 3.38 Claud e Monet , The Clouds, 200cm x 1,275 cm, co mpleted between 1923- 1924, 
Room One, north wall , The Nymphéas Instal lati on at the Orangerie, Paris, France. (Taken 
from Stuckey, 1988.) The dark open oval water lilies barely diminish in size towards the top 
edge of this pa inting. 

Figu re 3.39 Claude Monet, Reflections ofTrees, 197 cm x 850 cm, co mpleted between 
1922-1924, Room two, west wal l, The Nymphéas Install atio n at the Orangeri e, Paris, France. 
(Taken from Stuckey , 1988 .) The dimi nishin g of the water lily pads and flowers is relatively 
small , giving the appeara nce of a shall ow field. 

Figure 3.40 Claude Monet, Morning with Willows, 197 cm x 1,277 cm, completed between 
1916-1926, Room Two, north wal l, The Nymphéas Installation at the Orangerie, Paris, 
France.(Taken from Stuckey, 1988.) An abrubt diminishing of water-lily pads near the top of 
the 
painting gives this painting a sense of infinite space. 

Figure 3.41 Claude Monet, Morning with Willows, 197 cm x 1,277 cm, completed between 
1916-1926, Room Two, north wall , The Nymphéas Installation at the Orangerie, Paris, 
France.(Taken from Stuckey, 1988.) In this painting Monet uses the same scaling deviee as in 
Clear Morning with Willows, located on the opposing wall, achieving the same sense of 
infinity. 

Figure 3.42 Claude Monet, The Two Willows, 197 cm x 1,690 cm, completed between 
1924-1926, Room Two, east wall, The Nymphéas Instal lation at the Orangerie, Paris, France. 



(Taken from Stuc key, 1988.) 

Figure 3 .43 Detail of The Two Willows. Here the size of the wate r lil y pads dimini shes 
dramati call y, creating the perce pti on of great pictorial depth . 
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Figure 3 .44 A view of the in stalled eas t wall in Room One, showing Green Reflections. The 
surface of the pond , des pite curv in g away, appears relati vely cl ose to the viewer. 

Figure 3.45 Installed views of Morning (A) and The Clouds (B) in Room One. 

Figure 3 .46 Detail of Morning (A) and detail of Th e Clouds (B). Des pite the sho rter ax is of 
the roo m, these surfaces in A and B create an expansive sense of pictorial depth . 

Figure 3.47 An install ation vi ew of Roo m Two. 

Figure 3.48 The corrid ors of trees on both the so uth and north wall guide the viewer's 
attenti o n towards the ex pansive east wal l of Room Two. 

Figure 3 .49 Mo net 's heig ht is di sce rn a ble f rom hi s relati onship to th e paintin gs in thi s 
photograph. The pain tin g fo r the water lil y seri es that he is standin g in f ront of is known to 
be two meters in height. (Taken f rom Spate, 1992.) 

Figure 3. 50 (A) The water lil y pond and the Japanese brid ge ci rea 1895. (Taken f rom Orr 
and Tucker, 1995.) (B) Vi ew from the west tm·vards the Japanese brid ge, 1933. (Ta ken f rom 
Stuckey, 1985). (C) Photo of the po nd , 1995 . (Taken f rom Orr and Tucker, 1995.) The large 
tuf ts of grass at di ffere nt locati ons o n the pond can be seen in ali three images above. 

Figure 3.51 Detail of Green Refections. The verti cal marks are co nsistent and reg ul ar, and 
do no t diminish in size 

Figure 3.52 Detail of Reflections ofTrees. The ve rtical marks are consistent and reg ul ar, and 
do not diminish in size. 

Figure 3.53 Detai ls of The Clouds . T he sensation is of fall ing into but also simul taneously 
glidin g across the surface of the water. 

Figure 3 .54 The water's surface flows and emanates light towards the room 's centre , the 
exception being the east wall that flows in or out. 

Figure 3.55 The viewer is transported outwards by the water ' s surface expanding away from 
the centre of the room. 

Figure 3 .56 (A) Claude Monet , Self Portrait, 1917. (Taken from Wildenstein, 1985.) (B) a 
detai l of Monet ' s photograph of the water -lily pond. (Taken fro m Spate, 1992.) (C) Plan of 
Room One and Room Two. The shape of the water-lily leaf resonates with both Monet 's self 
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portrait (A), and the combin ed shape of Room One and Room Two (C) . It has al ways been 
impossible for me to see thi s cloud formation in The Clouds on the ri ght side of the painting 
without considering it as a kind of portrait of the arti st. 

Figure 3.57 Claude Monet, Camille Monet on her Death Bed, 1879. (Taken from 
Wildenstein, 1985 .) The di stance between each stroke and the implied distance betwee n the 
layers of these strokes suspends Camill e ' s figure in a blu e " world " space. 
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Figure 3.58 Detai ls from Room One are: (A) Green Reflections; (B) The Clouds; (C) 
Morning; (D) Th e Setting Sun; Figure 3.1 07, Details from Room Two (E) The Two Willows, 
(F) Morning with Willows, (G) Clear Morning with Willows, (G) Refle ctions ofTrees. 

Figure 3.59 The details shown here (E, F, G, H) are of the most articu lated re presentations of 
vegetation in Room Two. When comparing these to Roo m One (Figure 3.106: A, B, C, D), it 
becomes clear that the representations of vegetation in Roo m One have a greater sense of 
detail and three dimensional materi al presence, with the excepti on of the tree trunks o n the 
north and south side represented in Roo m Two. 

Figure 3.60 We can a pply Goethe 's col o ur theory of co mpl ementary shadows: 1) Clear 
Morning with Willows: orange-brown stem with blue ed ges; 2) Morning with Willows the stem 
is a li ghter, bri ghter orange-brown on the ed ges against th e blui sh water; 3) thi s is also true 
althoug h more subtle for The Two Willows: a yell ow-orange o n the left side of the tree's stem 
and edged with blue, its complementary colo ur, o n th e Jight side of the stem. 

Figure 3.61 Monet painting by the water- lily pond , 81
h of Jul y, 1915. (Taken from Spate, 

1992.) 

Figure 3.62 Above left: detail from Room One, south wal l, Mornin g; above, ri ght: detai l 
f rom Room Two, south wall , Clear Morning with Willows. 

Figure 3.63 Detail from The Two Willows, Room Two. 

Figure 3.64 Room One: (A) Green Reflections; (B) The Clouds; (C) Morning; (D) The 
Setting Sun. 
Room Two: (E) The Two Willows; (F) Morning with Willows; (G) Clear Morning with 
Willows; (H) 
Reflections of Trees. A study and comparison of ali eight paintings fails to show any overt 
holizon or clear evidence of a shore. The lil y pads are in fact the most prominent defining 
features , marking an otherwise uncertain and intangible surface. 

Figure 3.65 Monet in his third studio, surrounded by panels of his large Water Lilies series, 
1920. (Taken from Wildenstein, 1978.) Three views of the third stud io, Giverney, in 1917. 
(Taken from Stuckey, 1985.) 
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Figure 3.66 (A) Detail of installation view of Green Reflections, Room One; 

Figure 3.67 (B) Detail of installation view of Reflections of Trees, Room Two. Both are 
located on curved walls that essentially back onto each other like inverted C's, each drawin g 
or 'funneling ' the viewer in . 

Figure 3.68 (A) The grey-blue of Reflection of Trees is typical of earl y mornin g. There is 
not suffici ent light at this time of day to give more saturati on to the colour of a bj ects and 
consequently define their specifie shape. 

Figure 3.69 (B) The Setting Sun has ail the characte ri stics of the warm , spectral quality of 

evenin g li ght. 

Figure 3.70 Thi s is a view looking towards the west end of Roo m One with Mornin.g on the 
left, The Clouds on the right, and The Setting Sun at centre. 1t is also thi s view that the visitor 
ex periences as they leave the in stallation. Overall , the quality of colo ur in this room is more 
saturated than in Room Two. 

Fi gure 3.7 1 The qu ality of the colour in Roo m Two is, overall , the Jess saturated colo ur of 
mornin g. A primarily bluish cast typical of morning Ii ght pervades the room . 

Figure 3.72 Install ati on view of Green Rejlection.s, Iocated on the eas t end of Room One. 
This is the pond at the darkness of dusk, with the water lili es illuminated by the last rays of 
li ght. 

Figure 3.73 lt is possible here to compare the saturated colo ur of Green Reflections in Roo m 
One, representin g the Iast li ght of day, with (see a bove in Figure 3.85) Reflection.s ofTrees 
and the !east saturated colour of the first Ii ght of day. 

Figure 3.74 (A) The Clouds, north wall in Room One, have a more yell owish cast when 
compared with the warmer rosy cast of the clouds represented in Morning with Willows (B) o n 
the north wall of Room Two. 

Figure 3.75 The Clouds, north wall , Room One. Figure 3.76 Morning, south wall , Room One. 
The placement of the paintings on north and south walls reflects the different effects of Ii ght 
that one would experience of evenin g light in the landscape. T hi s is directly determined by 
the sun 's relationship as it changes to these absolute directional markers in the course of the 
year, at times being nearer or further away. 

Figure 3.77 Faraday's delineation of !ines of magnetic force by rthe use of iron fi lings 
(1852). (Taken from Harman, 1982.) 



Figure 3 .78 Detail s of Th e Setting Sun ; (A) The horizontal marks reinforce the sense of 
surface. On th e other band , in (B) the ve rtical marks penetrate the surface of the water. 
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Figure 3.79 Details of The Clouds; (A) is on the surface. (B) is through the s urface into 
undefined territory. In Monet 's Nymphéas paintings, the material- plant !ife and water - are 
visually modifi ed by the immateriality of light. Y et both can on ly be spoken about thro ugh 
the material s of painting. It is the transmission of movement throu gh the brushstroke that 
translates back into the immaterial energy of li ght to the viewer. 

Figure 3.80 Detail of Morning . While li ght is technically refl ected , nevertheless- due to 
layering - the dar ker marks on top of the lighter coloured bi ue surface of the water creates 
the impression that li ght emanates and oscillates both from below and on the water 's surface. 

Figure 3.81 Detail s of Green Reflections . The dense vertical marks are interrupted by the lil y 
pads , which are painted with quick circular brushstrokes. The repetitive vertical ges ture and 
the repetitiv e horizontal ges ture set up two distinct and co ntrary field s of ene rgy in motion . 

Figure 3.82 Three details from Th e Two Willows. The left detail is from th e left of the 
painting, the middle detail from the centre, and the ri ght detail from the right band side. Al i 
the brushstrokes are soft and follow a circular mov ement. 

Figure 3.83 Detail of the pictorial field of Th e Two Willows on the eas t wall. (A) The painting 
is curved in two ways: by th e shape of the trees on either sid e, and by the pictorial co ncav ity 
or convexity formed by the cl o uds at the to p ed ge and th e lil y pads on the bottom edge- as 
weil as by the pers pectival suggestion created by the falling willow branches. (B) The lily pad 
that is di scern able in the di stance appears to correspond to the viewer 's eye leve! - the 
ho rizontalline indicated on the illustration. 

Figure 3.84 (A ) Photograph taken from the north bank of th e water lil y pond at Givern y in 
1900. (Taken f rom Wildenstein , 2003 .) (B) View towards Monet 's bouse from the water lil y 
pond, 1933.(Taken from Wildenstein , 1978.) (C) Fulllength view of the water lil y pond . 
(Ta ken from Orr and Tucker, 1995 .) The smoothn ess of the water's surface in the 
photographs gives a sin gul ar spatial surface continuity to the location of the water lil y pads. 
This contrasts with the variety of spatial locations of the lil y pads in the paintings- in this 
case Green Reflections (D) of the Nymphéas paintings. My first band o bservation of the 
paintings suggested tome the experience of an activated surface due to the subtl e but strong 
sense of indivi dual spatial dislocation of each lil y pad , quite unlike a continuous smooth 
surface. 

Figure 3 .85 The lil y pads mark not on ly the surface of Green Reflections, but also lead the 
eye in a circular motion across it, propelling the viewer toits outer or upper-most edge and 
coming back to the bottom-most edge only to continue thi s movement aro und the !east dense 
lily pad at its centre. 
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Figure 3.86 The contrast between the scale of the lily pads (B) at the centre of The Clouds, 
and those at both the left (A) and the right edge (C) (ali kept in scale to the over ali painting) 
emphasizes the sense of material proximity (A) and (C) compared to the sense of distance 
indicated by the lily pads in (B). 

Figure 3 .87 In Morning, on the left side as shown in the detail above, the large scale of the 
lily pads gives this area of the painting the greatest sense of proximity. 

Figure 3.88 The physical presence of the tree trunks in the Morning with Willows not only 
lends an implied reference to a shore and becomes a deviee for framing the scene. 

Figure 3 .89 Compare the full Clear Morning with Willows (A) with the cropped version (B). 
The central space between the willows in (A) when compared to (B) appears much f latter than 
the central space of (B) that curves out towards the viewer. 

Figure 3 .90 The Two Willows. Shape is bent where the trees are close to the outer edge, and 
as a result things seems simultaneously coming towards the viewer 's space and moving away 

Figure 3.91 G.G. Zumbo (18th century), (A) Triumph ofTime; (B) The Plague; (C) 18th 
century wax models of a woman 's body. Ail models are made of wax. (Taken from Poggesi 
and Duering, 2001 .) 

Figure 3.92 These details of the right and left side of The Clouds show dense thick murky 
vegetation both below and above the water 's surface 

Figure 3.93 The centre of The Clouds: fluffy , li ght, and translucent, it is in stark contrast to 
its edges (above). 

Figure 3 .94 Details of Morning. Monet provides startling contrast on the edges between 
dense thick primeval vegetation and clear clean cleansing infinite water. 

Figure 3.95 The centre of Morning, when isolated from its edges (above), has the 
appearance of crystal clear water. 

Figure 3.96 The pictorial construction of Mornîng carries the water with its vegetation 
towards the viewer. 

Figure 3.97 The pictorial construction of The Clouds and the embracing dark edges carries 
the water's surface towards the viewer. 

Figure 3.98 In The Settîng Sun , the intensity of the sun 's reflection its relative light hue 
value moves the surface of the water towards the viewer. 

Figure 3 .99 Because of the apparent proximity of the water lily pads at the top edge of 
Green Reflectîons, the viewer is pulled towards this edge- creating the sensation of moving 
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both inward and outward towards Room Two. 

Figure 3 .100 The elliptical, loopy, diffused ed ges in the renderin g of the refl ected clo uds in 
The Clouds permits the viewer to willingly fall into and be embraced by their softness. 

Figure 3 .101 In Morning the eliptical half-o pen, half-closed marks define the water ' s 
surface by skiddin g hori zontall y across it, creating the impress ion and sensation of 
undulating wavel ets that activate thi s surface. 

Figure 3 .102 The marks that define Th e Setting Sun are hori zontal, verti cal and di ago nal
pushin g against each other eli cits the me mory of the power of the presence of the sun even 
when, and perhaps es peciall y when , refl ected . 

Figure 3 .103 Everything aboutReflections ofTrees is uncertain and drea mli ke. T he colo ur 
is between blue- red a nd violet, the marks are feathe red and undefin ed in that it is difficul t to 
di scern their beginnin g or end . 
Fi gure 3.104 Image ( A) on the ri ght: Morning with Willows o n the ri ght of the doonvay is a 
transition of to nal values with respect to Reflections of Trees. 

Figure 3. 105 Image (B) on the left shows the transition of Clear Morning with Willows o n 
the left of the doorway with Reflections ofTrees on the ri ght. 

Figure 3 .106 Photo- montage of Roo m Two, lookin g towards The Two Willows as it wraps 
around the east wal l, whit e Morning with Willows on the left wall wi th Clear Morning with 
Willows on the ri ght together c reate the co rrid o r effect 1 speak of. 

Figure 3 .107 A bove,Mornin.g with Willows: detail to the ri ght detail to the left of paintin g. 



Résumé 

Ma recherche consiste à examiner l'espace pictural de troi s oeuvres provenant de trois 
péri odes distinctes de l'hi stoire de l'art afin de démontrer que l' art part icipe, d 'une part, d 'un 
modèle culturel spécifi que et, d'autre part, de données perceptivo-spatiales universellement 
partagées qui relient entre eux des indi vidus soumis à des expériences hi storiquement très 
di stinctes . Le corpus se compose de la sall e dédiée à Ix ion datant de la fin de l' empire romain, 
vers le premi er siècle après Jésus-Chri st .; des fres ques de Giotto exécutées pour la chapelle 
Bardi au début du XIVe siècle, donc à la fin du Moyen-Âge et au début de la Renaissance; et 
des Nymphéas de Monet, œuvre commencée à la fi n du XIXe et termi née au début du XXe 
siècle. 

La méthodologie utilisée dans la présente thèse pourrait être quali fiée d 'analyse multiple 
niveau des éléments suivants de la perception : 1) les catégori es de croyances de premier 
ordre, ou croyances primaires, qui sont sous-jacentes à toutes les autres croyances et jouent un 
rôle important dans la production de toutes les œuvres d'art . Les croyances primaires 
comprennent les croyances physiologiques et p erceptuelles, et la sous-catégorie des croyances 
mu/ti-sensorielles; 2) les catégories de croyances de seco nd ordre ou croyances 
concep tuelles; les croyances philosophiques, spiri tuell es et reli gieuses, les croyances 
scientifiques (relat ivement au système optique) , les croyances mathématiq ues et les croyances 
médicales (relativement au corps humain) sont des croyances conceptuell es . Les croyances 
conceptuell es peuvent englober un domaine de la conn aissance, ce qui est le cas pour les cinq 
croyances qui servent ici d 'arrière-plan à l'analyse des trois œuvres d' art choisies. 
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J'avance que la production et la réception des oeuvres d 'art, et dans ce cas particuli er de l'espace 
pictural, supposent non seulement un rapport multi-sensori el, mais qu 'ell es sont également liées à 
l 'acquisi tion de croyances qui influent sur la fo rmation et la réception des représentat ions de 
l 'espace pictural qui s'opèrent conj ointement avec la nav igation du corps humai n dans l'espace 
du réel. Les représentati ons étudiées ici ont été intentionnellement choisies parce qu'e ll es 
étreignent de façon manifeste la structure archi tecturale qui les soutient, et à cause de leur 
intégration dans cette structure de soutien aux fins d'étendre la dimension spatiale et les process us 
par lesquels nous nous situons dans cette dimension. 

La présente thèse vise à démontrer que p erception et conception sont, dans un sens, le miroir 
l ' une de l'autre, un miro ir qui existe chez l'artiste et chez le spectateur. C'est la base même de 
leur cohérence, ou commensurabilité, et le moyen par lequel la signification que nous pouvons 
attribuer à une oeuvre donnée réussit à nous convaincre de son autorité. 

J'ai cherché à démontrer que la représentation de 1 'espace pictural n'est pas une simple affaire de 
conventions, ni une histoire quelconque de progrès, et certainement pas une question de style. 
Elle repose en fait sur les croyances, ces fragiles mais tenaces éléments qui s'associent à 
l'occas ion à ce que nous considérons comme un savoir convaincant. L'artiste et le spectateur 
fusionnent sur l'axe de la croyance, et un acte de persuasion devient un acte d' interprétation. 

Mots clés : histoire de l ' art - peinture; espace pictural; perception; conception; croyances. 
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Abstract 

The nature of my research is to examine pictorial space in three different artworks from three 
distinct art historical periods in order to demonstrate how an artwork functions, on the one 
hand, within a specifie cultural matrix, and on the other hand across the deeply shared 
perceptual responses to spatial dimensions that link individuals in widely separated historical 
experiences. The Corpus consists of the Ixion Room from the Jate Roman period of the first 
century A.C.E.; Giotto 's frescoes for the Bardi Chape! executed at the beginning of the 
fourteenth century in the late Medieval to early Renai ssance period ; and Monet 's Nymphéas, 
begun at the end of the nineteenth and completed in the early twentieth century. 

In this thesis , the methodology can be described as a multilevel analysis of the following 
components of perception: 1) First order belief categories or primary beliefs- which underlie 
ali other beliefs - and are important to the production of ali works of art. These include 
physiological and perceptual beliefs, with its sub-class of multi-sensorial beliefs; 2) Second 
order, or conceptual beliefs : philosophical beliefs, spiritual/religious beliefs, scientific beliefs 
(conceming the optical system), mathematical beliefs, and medical beli efs (concerning the 
body). Conceptual beliefs can comprise a field of knowledge, which is the case for ali five 
beliefs employed here as a background for the analysis ofthese three art works. 

I propose that the production and reception of art works. and in this case specifi ca lly pictori al 
space, involves not only a multi-sensorial relationship, but also is connected to belief acq uis itions 
that impact on the formation and reception of pictorial spatial representations operating in 
conjonction with the body 's navigation of real space. The representations examined here are 
intentionally chosen for their clear embrace of the supporting architectural structure, and their 
integration into that support for the purpose of extending spatial dim ension and the processes 
involved in locating ourselves within it. 

This thesis attempts to demonstrate that perception and conception are, in a sense, a mirror of 
each other - a mirror located within both artist and viewer. This is the basis of their coherence, or 
commensurability- and it is the means by which the meaning we can ascribe to a given work 
achieves the power to persuade and convince us of their authority. 

The representation of pictorial space, as I have tried to demonstrate, is not a matter of simple 
conventions, nor in any way a story of progress, and hardly a question of sty le, but a matter of 
beliefs- those fragile but tenacious attachments to what - from time to time - we trust is sorne 
form of persuasive knowledge. Artist and viewer merge along the axis of belief - as an act of 
pers uasion becomes an act of interpretation. 

Key words: art history- painting; pictorial space; perception; conception; beliefs. 
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INTRODUCTION 
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No matter what we do, the visual system tri es to find a single coherent conscious 
interpretation at any given moment. Concepts and percepts both need to be intem ally 
consistent. 

Bernhard J. Baars 1 

On my motivation for this dissertation 

The Title of my thesis is Pictorial Space: a Matter of Beliefs. My initial curiosity in the 

investi gation of pictorial space came from an earl y encounter with wri tings of the eminent art 

critic Clement Greenberg (1906-1994)2
, who had a great influence on painters of hi s time 

both in North America and Europe. As is well-known, he believed that the painter must 

refuse, and the viewer must ignore, ali perceptual illusion, that pai nting's painted surfaces 

should have as their objective the flatness of pictorial space in order to acknowledge the 

essential two-dimensional character of painting - whether grounded in the experience of 

colour, shape or texture - in order to maintain the integrity of what he termed the picture 

plane. Greenberg argued that otherwise the practice of painting would be corrupted, its 

cl ai ms to having its own es senti al area of competence rendered empty, and it would ri sk 

being assimilated into other activities or practices - in a word, rendered incompetent. It 

would, that is, become simply an entertainment, inauthentic as a legiti mate experience of 

moral dimension and compass. In this, as is also well-known, Greenberg was appl ying 

Kantian concepts as both his mode! and critical methodologl. 

Since, as a student of painting, I intuited a serious discrepancy between my experi ence 

of a painting and Greenberg's ideologically modemist position, 1 questioned such 

oppositional and incongruent proclamations and was subsequently curious about the 

manifestations particular to pictorial space in painting. 

As a woman, I also felt I had not - for my own part and in terms of the history of 

painting- sufficiently defined for myse1f and through my self what the limitations of painting 

might be with respect to my experience in the world through both my own physical body and 

my sociological circumstance as a woman. Perhaps Greenberg in that sense had a positive 

affect on my growing conviction: my desire to define pictorial space through my own 
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experience, however filled with contingent and malleable elements it might be, in order to 

give meaning to my practice. 1 came to realize, in other words, how inadequate Greenberg's 

thesis seemed to be in light of ali the other references that he eliminated - nam ely my social 

and biological formation. Greenberg, ironically, forced me to remember the specificity of my 

body, and placed that specificity on the doorstep of those limitations in painting that had 

been my as yet unformed concem. Unformed, perhaps, but not without reference4
• My 

pictorial perception saw any stroke or area of colour or a combination of both as explod ing 

into spatial sensations of one kind or another that could not be converted into any assertion of 

flatness. And at the ti me 1 was not convinced by Greenberg's suppression of the difference 

between painted and unpainted surfaces causing pictorial space to leak through - or rather, 

to seem about to leak through - the framing edges of a picture into the space beyond.5 1 was 

aware that paintings in the 60 's grew in scale, as did my own too, in the late eighties. But 

whi le Green berg wanted the painting to take over, to suppress, real space so as to become the 

totality of the sensory experience of the viewer, 1 - on the other ha nd - wanted the painting 

to acknowledge real space as part of the totality of the sensory experience of painting. I 

sim ply refused to separate the wall and floor of the room from the picture in the room. In an 

intuited strategy , 1 wanted to acknowledge my body claimingphysical space in its movement 

within the space of the room, whi le at the same lime experiencing the projective space 

afforded by pictorial representations. There came to me, one mi ght say, an ep iphany as the 

flatness of Greenberg's Kantian mind co ll ided with the multidimensionality of my bodily 

experience of space. My experience of space is one of a sense of continuity, or - I would 

even claim- a coincidence between the space l physically navigate and the space my mind 

apprehends when engaged in the observation of a pictorial projection. This is, in fact , how 

the concept of installation art became meaningful to me. 

While my first motivation for this thesis was therefore located in questioning 

modemist-essentialist ideological parameters pertaining to the limitations of pictorial space 

imposed on painting, my second motivation was formed through an observation I made in 

the course of writing my masters thesis - The Camera Obscura: a Paradigm. Central to my 

investigation into the phenomenon of the camera obscura, was the discovery that the mere 

awareness or recognition of the camera obscura's projected image does not in itself produce 
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an instant paradigm for pictorial representation, but that other conditions need to be present 

for the observation to have relevance and meaning - to become, practically speaking, a 

mode! for picture-making. This followed on research into observations of its phenomenon of 

projection made in the sixth century B.E.C. by a group of Chinese scientists known as the 

Mohists, in the tenth century by the Arab Scholar of optics, Alhazan, and in the middle of the 

thirteenth century by the Franciscan friar Roger Bacon. I understood from this study that 

certain beliefs, perceptual and conceptual, had to be in play to give meaning to the observed 

phenomenon in order that it be considered and accepted as a paradi gm for pictorial 

representation. I further came to understand that ali beliefs are an intimate part of our 

cognitive processes . 

To summarize: if my first motivation comprises a determination to inves ti gate pictorial 

space_specifically to consider the simultaneity of navigating real and pictorial space in order 

to account for the physical presence of the body, my second motivation is to make a link to 

cognitive and belief structures through which to understand the formation of propositions 

concerning pictorial space. To approach this proj ect, I have chosen pi ctorial representations 

that are located not only as autonomous objects in the context of an architectural space, but 

representations wh ose pictorial space is defined by , and is part of, th at space. It is my 

understanding of the implications arising from such a condition that I wish to bring to thi s 

thesis and, ultimately, to my practice as an artist. 

Corpus 

For purposes of this dissertation, I have chosen three paradigmatic works that I have 

considered for the following reasons. Through the research conducted for my Masters 

thesis , I observed the importance that belief plays in the apprehension of visual 

phenomena. I began to wonder if beliefs also play a role in how pictori al space is 

represented. It is for this reason that I wanted to examine the importance that beliefs play 

in the construction of pictorial space, and especially pictorial space that interacts with the 

experience of real space. The importance I attached to this has to do with the significance 

of the viewer to the artwork. This significance has been emphasized in recent theory, but 



in my own practice I had come to the realization that the physical existence of the body -

it' s location in space as weil as in time - played a part in my production of 

representations. I therefore narrowed my choices down to paintings conceived and 

executed within the context of an architecture, whether pre-ex isting as a given, or 

anticipated as a component- and, moreover, because beliefs about the world can change 

from one culture to another, paintings that span historical periods. 

With these two criteria in mind, I chose to examine three artworks that were rooted 

in three historically distinct periods, each with its own set of beliefs wh ile remaining part 

of the same cultural complex: the Ixion Room from the Iate Roman period of the first 

century A.C.E.; Giotto's frescoes of the Bardi Chape! executed in the late medieval to 

early renaissance period of the beginning of the fourteenth century; and Monet's 

Nymphéas, begun at the end of the nineteenth and completed in the early twentieth 

century. I was initially prepared to include a room from the Bonampak Myan civilization 

to test the matter of radical cultural di fference. On reflection, however, my increas ing 

reali zation of the complexity involved in the subject led me to limit my review to a 

continuous cultural frame. 

To summari ze: there are two important reasons for choosing artworks that have a 

relationship to the architectural setting: firstly , the body responds to beli efs but also 

generates beliefs that interact with the body 's simultaneous navi gation of real and 

projected space; secondly, the architectural setting- the support for the artwork- is itself 

also the result or construction of particular bel iefs. 

Architectural space and the pictorial space of painting converge in the Ixion Room 

decorations, where the frescoes cover the entire interior wall s of the dining room in the 

Roman House of the Vettii. More subtly, the frescoes of the Cycle of the !ife of Saint 

Francis are inserted into the architectural character of the intimately scaled Bardi Chape!, 

whi le signaling their narrative on the wall above the chapel's entrance. The Nymphéas 

paintings, on the other hand, are installed in two oval rooms of the Orangerie in a spatial 

configuration designed in collaboration with the artist to res pond to the conception of the 

work. 
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However conceived, the viewer in each case is obliged to navigate the physicality of 

the architectural environment and simultaneously engage in the pictorial dimensions of 

the projective space of the representations. 1 visited each site three times- in 1999, 2001 , 

and although in 2003 1 could only visit the Bardi Chape] and Pompeii (the Orangerie in 

Paris was closed for renovations), I did manage to return to the Orangerie in 2007 . In 

chronological order, then, those three works are as follows: 

1. The Frescoes in the Ixion Room (fig. 0.1) ofthe Casa dei Vettii (The Bouse ofthe 

Vettii) 79 A.C.E. Pompeii, ltaly ; 

11. The Cycle of the Life of Saint Francis (fig. 0.2), the Bardi Chape!, Giotto 

(Ambrogio Bondone, detto), 1337, Basil ica di Santa. Croce, Florence, Italy ; 

iii. The Nymphéas (the Water-lilies) (fig. 0.3), Claud e Monet, 1924, at the Musée de 

1 'Orangerie, Paris, France. 

Historical Position: the problematic- what is to be achieved? 

Western Thought has long been distorted by the putative wisdom of the aphori sm, 
Westerners draw what they see while others draw what they know." lt is time for 
western thinkers to relinquish their dubious hold on the secret of vi suai information 
and acknowledge its common ownership by ali makers of successful 
representational art. An open-minded exploration of the world 's art sty les, extant 
and past illuminates not only the compl ex character of representation, but also the 
nature ofvisual perception itself. 

Margaret Hagen6
. 

Traditional Western art historical assumptions have presumed that visual art -

painting and sculpture- is about visual perception alone. In this thesis I propose that the 

production and reception of art works and in this case specifically, pictorial space, is not 

only multi-sensorial but also connected to belief acquisitions. 

In the introduction to her Faire Comme Si .. . ( 2003), the art historian and visual 

semiologist, Nycole Paquin7
, immediately engages her reader with the concept of multi

sensorial experience, also known as synesthesia. She does this by describing through 

language the experience she is having of a small artefact that can be held in the palm of 

her hand. We, the reader, imagine its size, weight, colour, the touch of its surface and the 
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form of its topology, and follow at the same time the path of ber mi nd wandering through 

comparisons to other objects and historical antecedents. She achieves thi s through the 

potential of language, stimulating in us not only the object's perceptual and conceptual 

multidimens ionality, but also evoking a multi-sensorial empathy so as to re-enact or faire 

comme si the experience she was having while holding and observing the object. The 

result is that inevitably we bring our own associations and experience to this object, 

enabling us to empathize with it. In short, the object held in her hand appears, so to speak, 

in the palm of our hand and enters our phys iology and psychology through perceptual 

(si ze, weight, etc) and conceptual (comparisons, historical antecedents, etc) empathetic 

responses. 

Paquin 's art historical inquiry in Le Corps Juge8 (1 988), by applying cognitive 

parameters to articulate the principle features of aesthetic judgment through the complex 

biology of the totality of the body - body and mind, was an importan t influence on my 

being able to conceptualize the poss ibilities inherent in this thes is. Central to my 

proposition is the awareness that experiences we have can be individual, i.e. perceptual , 

while other experiences, like concepts, we share. Further on in the section titled Theories 

of Belief I have go ne into detail both about defining theo ri es of bel ief and belief 

categories such as perceptual - multi-sensorial be liefs and simil ar shared be liefs, 

philosophical beliefs, religious beliefs, scientific beliefs, mathem atical beli efs and 

medica l beliefs which I have appli ed to the interpretation and analys is of the three art 

works . 

This acknowledgement that aesthetic judgments are not - cannat be objective, or 

totalizing- but must be individual and therefore different from one person to another is 

already reflected in the writings of the art historian Jacob Burckhardt (1 818-1 897l. In 

the middle of the nineteenth century, in his book The Civilization of the Renaissance in 

Italy, Part 1: The State as a Work of Art, he wrote: to each eye, perhaps, the outlines of a 

given civilization presents a different picture; and in treating of a civilization which is the 

mother of our own, and whose influence is still at work among us, it is unavoidable thal 

individual judgment and feeling should tell every moment bath on the writer and on the 
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reader10
. Although he recognizes the partiality of experience, Burckhardt had at the ti me 

no clear tools by which to build upon this insight. Today , however, Nycole Paquin in Le 

Corps Juge1 1 can draw on a large body of research th at articulates the field of 

neurophysiology and the cognitive structures of the body underlying individual aesthetic 

judgments. It is this combination of the body 's physiology and cognitive abilities that 

constructs our contemporary understanding of the breathing, perceiving, feeling, thinking, 

conceiving andjudging body. 

While Burkhardt 's acknowledgement of the subjectivity of individual judgments 

was interesting and important, it remained tentative. A more confident approach to the 

inclusion of cognitive structures directing both the vi ewer's and producer's responses 

with respect to artworks needed to wait until the psychology of perception developed 

enough information and became more accessible to the general public. The Briti sh 

cognitive scientist, Richard Gregory 12
, produced and narrated a BBC television series in 

the early nineteen sixties that populari zed cognitive research specifically concerned with 

visual perception, seeing. This series became the wel l-known book, Eye and Brain, first 

published in London in 1966. Gregory had worked as weil with Ernest H. Gombrich on 

Art and Illusion: a study in the psycho/ogy of pictorial representation (1960), the first 

book of art history dedicated to analyzing an artwork in the context of the psychology of 

perception and - importantly - incorporating cognitive processes experienced by the 

viewer that led to a misreading of vi suai eues and the prompting of perceptual illusions . 

In any analysis of an artwork under consideration, the viewer - the artist being the 

first viewer - is inseparable from the production and reception of an artwork. Since the 

ti me Gombrich opened the door for art historians to pursue this li ne of research, the latest 

cognitive research continues to elaborate the understanding we have of the production and 

perception of an artwork and, in the context of this thesis, in particular pictorial space. 

Wh il e my interest in pictorial space is not about a history of perspective designed to 

demonstrate sorne sort of progression in sophistication of pictorial representation over the 

centuries, 1 am interested in how pictorial space- perspective being only one aspect- has 

been deployed in different ways throughout history, and how in each instance a different 
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story emerges -one not of teleological significance, but, rather, offering up a picture of 

multi-sensorial perceptual and intercultural comprehension. Hubert Damisch 13 and David 

Summers 14
, both art historians, take this position in their recent books. They too have 

greatly helped me to think about my own problematic and have informed my approach to 

this thesis. 

Hubert Damisch, in his Orig in of Perspective (1995) writes: One a/ways cornes back 

to the question, formulated by Èmile Benveniste concerning language: "If History there 

be, of what is it the history?15 For Damisch , it was not to write a singular history of 

perspective, but to write a set of perspectives stories 16 that were not about progress. His 

stories of southern or Renaissance perspective intertwine and show how very differently a 

concept can be interpreted when another ideological position re-interprets the same 

optical principle In this case, Albertie's perspective schema becomes inversed by Jean 

Pèlerin Viator 17 (1435-1532), a Flemish theoretician of perspective. The fixed point of 

Divine Infinity in Albertie's Italian perspective becomes for Viator the more secular point 

of the subject 18
. This positioning of the subject gave northern perspective a very different 

ideological meaning. For Damisch, each one of these perspective stories is an 

interconnected paradigm embedded in an intricate network . He is also aware of significant 

points that intersect at the boundaries between di sco urses. ln my thes is, by including 

interdisciplinary belief structures , I have become appreciative of the inter-relational 

importance of multidisciplinary references that as artists we absorb, both conscious ly and 

unconsciously, and whose experi ence we can share with the viewer. l have also observed 

paradigm shifts due not to the change in subj ect matter, but in belief content. 

9 

ln his book Real Space (2003), David Summers writes a history of art that is inclusive 

of intercultural conversations. Incorporating their mutual awareness not ofwhat is different, 

but of what histories, lives, and values they had in common 19
• My approach - like Paquin, 

Damisch and Summers - has no intention of dealing with notions of histories as progress; on 

the contrary, because of our awareness of the determinations exercised by the individual and 

the collective social body, each case has its own legitimacy. The three that I am presenting 
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suggest that particular beliefs invested in representations determine their pictorial formation 

and individuallegitimacy . 

Methodology 

This dissertation employs two intersecting methodological approaches fo r the purpose of 

demonstrating how an artwork fun ctions, on the one hand, within a specifi e cul tural 

matrix, and on the other hand across the deeply shared perceptual res ponses to spatial 

dimensions that link individuals in widely separated histori cal experi ences. 

The methodology can be described as a multilevel spatial analys is m which a 

hierarchy of beli efs encouraged by the work of art demonstrates how cogniti ve structures 

- perceptual and conceptual beliefs - impact on the fo rm ation and reception of pictorial 

spati al representations operating in conj uncti on with real space. These representati ons are, 

in other words, not autonomous from the architecture and its support - such as might be 

the case with a framed painting hanging on a wall - but are integrated with the surfaces of 

the architectural support and are intended to create the illusion of extending pictori al 

space into the real space of the architecture . 

As li sted above in the Corpus (0.2), the three mt works chosen are: the frescoes in the 

Ixion Room (fi g. 0. 1) of the Casa dei Vettii in Pompeii , Italy (79 A.C.E.); The Cycle ofthe 

Life of Saint Francis (fi g. 0.2) painted by Giotto (Ambrogio Bondone, detto (1337) in the 

Bardi Chape! of the Basilica di Santa Croce, Florence, Italy; and the Nymphéas (the 

Water-lilies) (fi g. 0.3), painted by Claude Monet (1924), at the Musée de l'Orangerie, 

Pari s, France. Each work is the subj ect of one of the three chapters - arranged in 

chronological order - compri sing the body of the thesis. The analys is of each artwork is 

first given a general historical context. This is followed by first outlining perceptual 

beli efs. Perceptual beliefs are multi-sensori al, related to the senses: sight - which includes 

elements such as framing, slant and so on, touch, smell , taste, touch and hearing, and 

among others, motion. Yisual beliefs are a sub-category of perceptual beliefs, but are the 

primary belief in the context of visual art, and therefo re primary for the investigation of 

pi ctorial space. However, visual belief can potentially also be infl uenced by ali other 



perceptual beliefs, as for instance touch when observing a thickly painted surface in the 

Nymphéas paintings by Claude Monet. A pictorial strategy designed to create visual belief 

respecting pictori al depth - for example a line suggesting perspecti val dep th - can 

contradict the sense of proximity resulting from a thick surface of paint, and consequent! y 

create a sense of perceptual paradox . In other words , visual beliefs can be influenced by 

other perceptual beliefs. The observations and connections I have made to perceptual 

beliefs are grounded in contemporary theori es of cognition, which inform us about the 

potential for indi vidual responses to an artwork. The outline of perceptual beliefs 

becomes the first screen through which each artwork is analyzed. This is followed by a 

historical outline relevant to each artwork - Pompeii towards the end of the first century 

A.C.E., Florence in the fourteenth and fifteenth centuri es, and France in the nineteenth 

century - in each of which I proceed by outlining five conceptual beliefs. 

As thi s thes is will demonstrate, conceptual beliefs are a response to the primary 

perceptual beliefs . How we perceive can be sa id will become how we organize thoughts, 

form social values, make objects, in fact what we will conceive. Therefore, looking at five 

conceptual screens that constitute the body of knowl edge associated with philosophy, 

spirituality, mathematics, science, and medicine, it becomes possible to see cl earl y the 

relationship between perceptual beliefs and how they are converted into conceptual 

beliefs . Finally, when ail three art works have been anal yzed through ali six belief 

structures (perceptual beliefs and the fi ve conceptual beliefs), I prov ide in the conclusion 

to the thes is a comparative analys is in re lationship to hierarchies ofbeliefs and a summary 

of the signifi cance of beli ef structures to the fo rmation of pictorial space. 

Theories 
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The foll owing section of the introduction begins with the representational nature of 

thought. This is followed by concepts of real and pictorial space, and their cognitive 

structures relevant to the apprehension of real space and pictorial spatial representations, 

after which theories defining belief and belief categori es fo llow. Each artwork will be 

analyzed through six belief structures that were carefull y selected for their rel ev ance to ail 



artworks. It is important to real ize that the information presented in the fo ll owing section 

appl ies to ali artworks under examination. Having an introduction to these theories and 

concepts will familiarize the reader to ass ist in understanding the problematic. 

The Representational nature of thought 

In order to perceive, conceive, and recei ve spati al propositions - real or represented - I 

would like to define what we know about the representational nature of thought. The 

neuro-philosopher, Patricia Churchland (1995), points out that human beings can think or 

proj ect into the future and past and can have improbable ideas, such as the impossible 

perpetuai-motion machine. Our thoughts, as A.R. Sharp20 writes, also have an inherent 

capacity to deceive ourselves. We can construct any combinati on of scenarios, as we wi ll 

see in the three art works under consideration, and these scenarios, pictori al and 

otherwise, are always constructed in the presence ofthe self, a se lfthat is aware ofhaving 

perceptual experiences. The neurologist Antoni o Damasio2 1 has developed a hypothes is 

about this capacity for knowledge in hi s writi ngs on the nature of fee ling and 

consciousness. While sensory images of what is external, and related images in memory 

that are recalled, together give us the impress ion these are the totali ty of our experi ence, 

there is al ways another presence - the automati c owner of any mental properti es - the self 

as observer, perceiver, knower, thinker, and potential actor or mythmaker whose 

intentions and motives as beliefs are the product of a co llecti ve des ire to create persona! 

or communal myths that present a particular self-image. They are therefore ideological , 

and are mechanisms of power or survival strategies, even if, and especially if, they are 

self-deceiving. 

How then, does an organism create the mental patterns in any of the sensory 

modalities we cali an image-object, and how do we create these mental representations 

that Antonio Damasio22 calls movies in the brain? How, in this mental pattern of objects, 

do we also construct that sense of self-in-the-act-of-knowing so important to the 

construction of intentional relationships of which beliefs are one? This proprietary 

knowledge of the complex self is shaped in a particular perspective- that of the biological 
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individual inside of whom it is formed . As a biological perspective, the image of self and 

the abject of self are inseparable entiti es. Therefore, Damasio posits that the movi e creates 

within the same frame the seen and the seer, the thought and the thinker, Damasio 

summari zes thi s: 

Objective brain processes are knit out of the subj ecti vity of the conscious mind 
that is made out of the cloth of sensory mapping, whi ch pertains to body states, 
that is then imagined as feelings in whi ch the sense of self- in-the-act-of-knowing 
emerges as a kind of special feeling, the feeling of what happens in the act of 
interacting with an object or experi ence23

. 

Th e significance this holds for interpreting art obj ects and, in particular painting, 

is considered by both art historians, N ycole Paquin24 and Barbara M aria Stafford 25 who 

writes in her recent book, Good Looking: 

The images should be freed from the ideali st identification with trompe l' œ il , the 
contemptuous judgment that they always pretend to fool the vi ewer into thinking 
th at unreal things are real ... Developing an integrated non-polarized view of the 
varieties of visual experi ence means that the good, bad and mi xed properties of 
imaging would never be a foregone conclus ion26

. 

Concepts of real and pictorial space and their cognitive structures relevant to the 
apprehension of real space and pictorial spatial representations 

A common beli ef is that pictures are simply sli ces of reality, peeled from an 
imaginary window and fi xed to paper or canvas. It is at !east, a common aesthetic 
belief th at they should look as though they are. Surely, th en, any theory th at exp lains 
how we perceive the world has also explained how we perceive pictures. 

Sheena Rogers( J996)27
. 
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My primary sources for concepts of real and pictori al space include the philosopher 

John Campbell and the experimental psychologists Davi d Rose, Ri chard L. Gregory, and 

Margaret Hagen, as weil as Sheena Rogers and Joseph S. Lappin. 

Phillip W. Rosemann28 writes in his book, Understanding Scholastic Thought with 

Foucault, that fo r the medieval mi nd God is qui te literally the author of reality. Reality is a 

text copied f rom the book of !ife. T hi s bookishness initiates what becomes modemity's 

dualism, nam ely text verses real ity, individual- translator versus the community29
. Today, 

cognitive and psychological considerati ons define our relationship to concepts of reali ty -
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whether real space or projected pictorial space. To define this relationship it is important to 

understand the relationship between knowledge of one 's physical characteri stic and 

knowledge of one's psychological characteristics in order to appreciate the causal or 

intentional construction of our relationship to space. John Campbell30
, in his book Past Space 

and Self, out! ines two spatial considerations- space as being either egocentric or allocentric . 

These are both self-consciousness frames, or spatial experiences, which are constructed by 

the subject or self in order to relate to the world. The egocentric frame, or egocentricity, is a 

conscious construction of one's own position as centred on the body, which is- moreover 

also related to gravity . It is a short-term body image that permits the subject to have a 

practical grasp of possible movement and how to act in the real world31
• In ego-oriented 

perspective, or inside perspective, the object is therefore seen as affiliated with the ego. On 

the other band, in allocentric-oriented perspective, or outside perspective, the abject is 

affiliated with the other32
. Allocentricity involves being centred on something other than the 

body, the picture one has of the world independent of needing to make one's own position 

part of the thought: one looks out into the world and the world out there at ali points becomes 

the centre. In terms of action, egocentric space can also be defined as things that need ta be 

done in that space, while allocentric space can be defined as things that need to be done 

generally, as for instance in theor/ 3
. 

David Rose34 writes that it was believed in the 1980's within a neuro-biological context 

that the representation of space central to art showed curvature and distortions from linear 

perspective, for example in paintings by Vincent Van Gogh. This would suggest awareness 

on the part of the painter that visual space is not necessarily Euclidean, in that near space 

conforms to Euclidean geometry but that distant spaces became co mpressed. Richard 

Gregory 's view on perceived space holds that it is a hypothesis about the layout of real 

physical space from which eues that are present in the environment are interpreted. David 

Rose35 writes that we can accept Richard Gregory 's theory that perceived space is a 

hypothesis about the layout of physical space and does not deny, but rather confirms, that 

perception is a matter of interpreting visual eues such as texture, size, and so on that are 

present in the environment. Neither denies the fact that painters always make compensations 
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in pictorial representations. lt was therefore very important to fi nd a coherent system in order 

to evaluate these compensations. 

Margaret Hagen36
, an American psychologist interes ted m the geometri es of 

representation that contribute to the production and reception of pi ctori al space, has 

developed a coherent perceptual geometrie system that constitutes systemic structures for 

comparing pictorial perspectival propositions. Her system, working from the re lati onship 

between real light and its optic array in the real space occupied by the viewer, takes into 

consideration two aspects of vision: one, that vi suai percepti on is structured and informed by 

light; and two, that its perceptual properti es-response is subj ect to transformations. Each 

visual moment apprehended through light has a unique set of refl ectance properti es of 

surfaces- colour, textures, relative angle of light and its source, shadows and shading - and 

ali are rel ative as to the position ofthe observer37 with respect to the representati on. 

Since I have chosen to a great extent to adopt Hagen's approach in my analys is, I 

should summari ze the main elements she has developed. The bas ic premi se of Margaret 

Hagen ' s hierarchy of geometry with respect to vi suai perception can be understood through 

Hermann von Helmholtz's38 observati on that re lations of ti me and space, as weil as those of 

mathematical rel ationships - for instance size, regul ar interva ls and even the coexistence of 

sequences- are part, not only of the external world, but have found their equi valences in the 

mechani sms that have evolved fo r receiving them. Wh il e the geometry of visual perception 

has an equivalence in phys ical opti cs and light, it also interfaces with the geometri es of the 

receptacle, the curved retina. Since retinas are not ali identical, there are deformations and 

individual di fferences that are irrespective of the image. My des ire to introduce this concept 

here is related to the conviction that perception and conception are interrelated in the 

apprehension of the image. Although 1 make only general observations, understanding the 

formation of images through this analysis has contributed to understanding at !east aspects of 

commensurabi li ty through the necessity for perceptual structures congruent with the 

perception of the extemal world 

The angle at which light properties reflect off surfaces affects the response we have to 

our angle of vision, and this also contributes to visual informati on. The mode! of natural 
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p erspective is understood as having a singular point or apex in one eye, in other words, 

monocular. Hagen, on the other hand, considers visual information to be binocular and 

inclusive of the optic array, which is grounded in the geometrie principl es of natural 

p erspective. The properties of light in the optic array correspond to the pers istent perceptual 

visual properties to which we respond - such as size, shape, distance, s lant, co lour and 

composition of surfaces, and objects in a changing environment. These vi sual propetiies , 

under certain conditions, are subject to change. They undergo a process of becoming ei ther 

variant (they change) or invariant (they don ' t change) at any given moment. The theoretical 

mode! of the ambient optic array- first conceptualized by James J. Gi bson39
, subsequent! y 

applied imd enlarged by Hagen in the Jate 1980's, and then most recently further ex tended by 

Sheena Rogers and others - is grounded in the geometrie principles of natural perspective, 

where (as noted above in the case of Van Gogh) distant spaces beco me compressed, and only 

near space conforms to Euclidean geometry 40
. Hagen's mode! takes into account a larger 

perceptual phenomenon, for instance the moving vi ewer, and multipl e vi ewpoints that would 

hav e been the case in, for example, the experience of the ori ginal guests of the Ixion Dining 

room as they walked, stood about or reclined at dinner - as weil as for us, the contemporary 

visitor, though in our case the experi ence is mediated by the near-hegemoni c anti ci pati on of 

Renaissance perspective. The movement of the eyes4 1
, head, or the whole body in 

locomotion affects the perceptual transfo rmati ons of the optic arra/ 2
. 

How the perceptual vari ant or invariant co mbine is what evokes in the viewer different 

interpretations of the character of any pictorial space represented . Hagen call s th is the special 

f eeling that different pictorial properties provoke in the viewer43
. The persistent properties of 

the human environment such as space, size, shape, slant, co lour, or distance of objects in 

representations is always to be considered from the inev itabl e location of the observer. 

Usually this references the ground upon which the viewer is standing, a ground associated 

with gravity44
, and is an important contribution to the perception and orientation of visual 

information . Hagen simplifies this potential complexity by differentiat ing between four 

different mechanical generations of projecti ve perspective systems. These are given tn a 

hierarchical order that encompasses perspectival systems with the !east complex set of 

transform ations or changes in visual properties of size, shape, slant, colour, distance and so 
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on to the most complex in which the maximum amount of transformations are possible45
. lt is 

important not to imagine this hierarchy as implying a hierarchy indexed to the notion of 

cultural progress, but rather as one adapted to eras with different belief structures whose 

requirements for visual reali zation favored one pictori al projective methodology over 

another, each one being as legitimate as the other in the construction of pictorial spatial 

propositions. It is also important to reali ze that there are cases where pictori al propositions 

do not require a correspondence to simply one or the other proj ective spatial systems, but 

instead reveal a hybridity in combining different propositions - although in general one 

system usually dominates. 

Hagen 's approach to pictorial proj ective systems thus takes into consideration the body 

- its motion and binocular vision - in relationship to the pictori al surface. The four basic 

projective systems that Hagen outlines are metric, similarity, affine and projective. Each 

artwork will be examined in relationship to these projective systems. I wi ll now summarize 

their bas ic characteristics and, for purpose of clarity , I will use the projecti ve as pects of one 

of the works un der consideration nam ely the Ixion ( dining) Room from the Ho use of the 

Vettii to illustrate the projective systems where necessary. 

The metric system features planes that are parai le i, as in orthogonal projection46
. This 

system is defined by pl anes and projection !ines that are parall el with a distance and area of 

1:1 (the appearance is th at of a flat diagram ). Here shape, s ize, angles, distance, and 

parallelism, length, and straightness are preserved and therefore invariant or stabl e. The 

plane or figure can also be rotated from a fixed centre or flipped over through a line or point. 

However, the metric figure is displaced in the plane - either up, down or sideways - and 

therefore position and orientation can change. 

The second rung in the hierarchy of complexity is similarity. It has more 

transformations and fewer invariants. Parallel surfaces to the image plane are preserved , but 

the projection 1 ines converge to a point. Shape is invariant, but there is a change of are a, size, 

length and parallelism, and perpendicularity. There are changes in angles, spatial divisions 

increase or decrease, and the spaces between coexisting !ines are also subject to change. In 

the similarity system, if a viewer is facing a symmetrical surface, it will expand or contract 
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depending on distance from the observer; as the viewer gets closer to a pattern , it appears to 

be rushing towards them. The rapid rate of change is linked to distance and time. This 

transformation, however, is reversible and while optical textures are ali invariant, a change of 

scale has taken place and the image is identical but small er. The hori zon parallel to the 

ground is always at eye leve!, leaving visible as much below as above for any object. For 

example, in the Upper Register of the Ixion Room, the architecture is relatively smaller than 

the room-scaled architecture of the Middle Register. The aediculae and excedra in the upper 

register are proportionally smaller, but the relationship between the fi gures and . the 

architecture is the same as in the middl e register. Whil e thi s could be construed as projective 

perspective decreas ing in size with di stance, the projective lines do not converge to a sing le 

point, giving this the appearance and characteristics of simil arity perspective47
. In simil arity 

projection, shape, angle, size and parallelism, and perpendicularity are ali invari ant - but the 

image has undergone a scale change and is smaller in s ize than the original. 

Hagen 's third projective system is affine, which has no scale change from the ori ginal, 

as demonstrated by the size of sorne of the representations in the Ixion Room. For example, 

the entablature and the painted windows are scaled to the room itse lf. In affine perspect ive 

projection !ines are parallel. However, size shape and angle are different. 1t should be 

remembered that angle, shape, and s ize always change together despite the invariants of 

parallelism from the original. The Ixion Room has primarily an affine geometrical 

perspective system. Because affine perspective usually deals with larger surfaces in the 

world, light on the surfaces of planes are parallel to the viewer and are reflected from a large 

source, like the sun, that reflects off a vari ety of different surfaces . The Ixion Room 

decorations seem to be lit by ambient li ght, that is, a general li ght source like the sun, which 

bounces of many different surfaces illuminating the environment with ambient li ght. Every 

affine transformation of a plane, including motion, is the result of parai lei projections48
. 

The final system Hagen Jists is projective projection49
. This has projection lines (linear 

perspective) that converge to a point, replacing parallelism with convergence . The Ixion 

Room has aspects of projective perspective properties . Unlike affine, the face of the 

represented plane in projective projection is not parallel to the original picture plane. The 
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Image converges to a progressively smaller size as the distance from the picture plane 

increases, resulting in scale changes. Shape, planes, and objects succumb to projective 

distortion, which is also synonymous with spatial relations. The ground plane and the picture 

plane are at right angles to each other. Objects in a projective scene sit either on the ground 

plane or on a surface parallel to that plane, but occupy the space at various angles to the 

picture plane. In the Ixion Room's projective characteristics, the vertical pl anes forming part 

ofthe architectural features, which are perpendicular to the hori zontal planes incline towards 

the centre and become progressively narrower. The angles success ively beco me steeper as 

they approach the centre of the wall. This does not result in a si ngle vanishing point when 

these proj ective !ines are extended, but rather in severa! points along the vertical central axis 

of each wall, where the projected perspectival !ines in sorne cases appear to come together, 

though in other cases they do not quite meet. 

Seven factors in perception 

There are seven specifie factors in perception - hori zon line, sca le, frame, colour, texture, 

perspective, and mirroring. Each Artwork un der consideration wi Il be examined in 

relationship to these. Our navigation of both three dimensional space and pictorial space 

depends on the presence of a horizon line50 that is always relat ive to our own position. 

Related to horizon is our ability to judge the scale, not only of objects, but of distances as 

weil , so scale is a fundamental locating deviee. Thirdly, the impact of the frame enab les 

spatial play, and while the Ixion Room (fig. 0.1) is a particularly interesting examp le that 

presents a number of them, framing is a significant factor in both the Th e Cycle of the Life of 

Saint Francis (fig. 0.2) in the Bardi Chape! and in the Orangerie Nymphéas (fig. 0.3). Two 

other visual characteristics - colour and texture-gradient (contrast, and shape through 

shading) - influence our perceptual experience as weil , and their impact depends upon the 

character of a particular work. Then there is of course the central matter of perspective 

systems, as outlined by Hagen, since they offer many alternative means by which to establish 

pictorial space. lndeed, the application of different theoretical models of perspective enables 

us to cohere through it other factors under consideration into a more cohesive structure for 

comparative purposes Finally, there is mirroring, which is linked to stereoscopie vision. 

-----------------------------------------~ --~ 
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The spatial paradox inherent in any two-dimensional representation is the perceptual 

ambiguity arising from the problem of integrating a spatial representation into a spatial 

dimension so as to pictorially extend real space. Dimensional space, or more correctly the 

images we accept as true representations of it, has been shown to be systematically distorted. 

That is , representations routinely constrain the perceptual aberrations that would make literai 

copies of spatial dimension appear untrue to our conceptual expectations. This is the case for 

ali three artworks under discussion. Nenad Miscevic51
, in his article Intuition as a Second 

Window, speaks ofthese constraints on perception and the compensations they require as part 

of a process he calls mental happening directed at a belief-producing response that is 

accompanied by a feeling of obviousness and certainty. This understanding led him to 

suggest that our intuition (unconscious perception) is a state that gives us conscious access 

to sorne sets of representations and rules that guide our mind . In effect, our intuition 

provides a second window on reality and compensates for its apparent di stortions by 

constant! y painting- even re-painting- a picture of reality for us as we prefer to see it in any 

given situation. In this manner, we can see that if our dealings with reality are in a sense 

pictorial, dealing with pictorial representation as such involves the same interface, though 

one might say in reverse52
: we navigate a pictorial space fTom our experi ence of being in the 

real world . 

With respect to our experience in the real world, Joseph S. Lappin, in his article on 

Spatial Resolution and Description of Form, points out that the physical dimension of a 

space cannot be perceptually specified, as for example the sensation of something heavy or 

the direct sensation of force on one's body . What is required is a correspondence between 

two related structures, surface space- for instance the floor or walls - and image space - the 

table in the corner for example, as weil as a calculation involving the relative positioning 

between the motion and position of the viewer and objects in a space at a given moment. In 

contrast to this experience of real space, our navigation of a pictorial representation set 

within this space is similar to that of any other object we would encounter53
. What happens, 

however, when that pictorial representation is in direct competition with real space for our 

acceptance of reality? In effect, we perceive two different spatial dimensions simultaneously , 

and so long as the relationship remains negotiable, we willingly enter into that suspension of 
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disbelief that lies at the core of ali forms ofrepresentation. ln this negotiation, the observer's 

movement in real space influences how pictorial space will be perceived54
. 

For this, associative memory is important, and it is believed to contain representations 

of where the eyes were looking at each point in time55
. These representations stimulate the 

mechani sm that organizes the appropriate image sequence. In other words, visual 

perception, according to our current understanding, depends on spatio-temporal optical 

structures, rather than - as previously thought - on retinal image, in which the camera was 

assumed as a mode! for the eye. Gibson in the 1970's termed these spati o-temporal optical 

structures optical arra/6
, and Sheena Rogers, who with others has expanded on his theory, 

more recently writes: Pictures remain static while th e optic array not only surrounds the 

perceiver, but is continuously transformed by the perceiver 's activities57
. 

We have exchanged the mode) of retinal vision for a more performative mode!, and that 

is because the conventional line of separation between objective reality and our subj ective 

experience of it has been dissolved into a convergence that is marked by a reconstructive 

process of intersecting mental manipulations. The complexity of interpreting the pictorial 

space of the Ixion Room, for example, rests not only on the paradox of representing two 

dimensionally a three-dimensional space on another's actual surfaces, but also on the 

perceptual paradox involved in the possibility of our accepting such an illusion as 

convincing. Submitting to the Ixion Room 's pictorial illusion has the potential of 

differentiating between, as Anthony Pitson58 writes, perceptual beli ef and perceptual 

experience, and I have taken the position that they are intimately linked - if not 

interdependent - in consciousness. Each of the works examined provides an opportunity to 

examine perceptual models that take the viewer's own mobility and intentions into 

consideration when discussing the nature of image transformation. 

Theories defining belief 

My primary sources for the definition of belief are: John Searle, linguist and philosopher; 

Patricia Smith Churchland, neuro-philosopher; Daniel C. Dennett, cognitive scientist; 



Antonio Damasio, neurologist; as well as Ben Saler, cognitive scientist and Anthony 

Pitson, philosopher. 

To summarize very bri efly their positions: Sear!e59 maintains that mental states are 

biological phenomena, that consciousness is intentionality, subjectivity is mental 

causation, and that unconscious belief is unconscious intentionality or perceptual belief. 

Churchland60 also links intentionality and belief, and Dennett6 1 posits that belief, for 

example, permits us to invent an imaginary space. Damasio62 elaborates on Dennett 's 

Cartesian theatre as the site not only of perception and conception, but also the self, 

whose beliefs about experience also must include the belief in the perceiving and judging 

self. Benson Saler63 believes that the cognitive and the epistemic can be rendered 

complementary. Finally, Anthony Pitson64 suggests that perception, while inseparabl e 

from belief, must include experience that carries both the modality of the experience and 

ofthat which is perceived . 

Nycole Paquin65 suggests in Le Corps Juge that perception is a new adaptation each 

and every time in the act of experi ence, whose continuai ruptures are innate shifting 

aesthetic judgments understood and described as a catastrophe - which is the tension 

between that which is being seen and that which is already known. Whil e the eye is only 

one stage in the perception of an image, it is reasonable to expect that the entire organ ism 

of the whole body has evolved in ali of its complexity in response to every thing within its 

purvi ew. The thought then arises that this would include the organism's own self, its 

body, since there is no reason to draw a line between the interior mechanism and the 

external projection. The organism reacts with a constant complex of individual 

adaptations or reactions to itself, as weil as to the environment beyond, as its total 

experience. The formation of perceptual and conceptual belief acqui sitions are the result 

of the interaction with the self and the environment. A good example of this is the vi suai 

perceptual experience of the dîner in the context of the Ixion Room decorations which is 

complemented by the sense of taste and touch and the presence of the mythic and 

religious beliefs invested in the hortus or garden that makes up the external view of the 

dîner. lt is also important to remember that, while humans are capable of perceiving 
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something outside of the ir body, the viewer or producer of perception or beliefs is al ways 

positioned at the aperture between them, at the ever- fluctuating (verge). 

White the body directs and makes judgments, they are inevitably based on 

incomplete mechanisms undergoing at any moment of experience new perceptual acts 

grounded in belief propositions, which feed into new conceptions or concepts th at have a 

shared referent and may become part of the pool of co llective beliefs. "Beliefs are 

propositions, or a function of meaning constructed out of internai representations that are 

interdependent as ta sensory input and behavioral output" 66
. 

·Because I speak about these beliefs as being generated by the whole body, I would 

like to apply the evolutionist Konrad Lorenz's67 central thesis that categories of 

knowledge that can be shared between individuals are not mysteriously predestined . 

Rather, they result from evolutionary processes that select those ideas or images of the 

world that are closest to the nature of true reality. The science writer, John Barrow68
, 

elaborates further by observing that the whole organism evolved synergistically . For 

example in the case ofthe eye, this would be in response to the energy spectrum of light, a 

physical reality in the world. This posits that living organisms can be seen as theories not 

only concerning themselves , but also about their environment in which an accurate 

reading ofreality has selective advantage. 

Before examining belief categories individually, I want to consider the components 

of belief in general. Benson Saler69 writes in his article "On What We May Believe about 

Beliefs" that the attempt to define the nature of be!ief can be first attributed in Western 

thought to Plato. Plato distinguished belief from knowledge and associated belief with 

opinion, and with the sensibles, unstable transitory parti cul ars of experience that we bring 

into awareness through the senses. With these reflections, Plato established the privileging 

of knowledge over belief. In contemporary thought, however, knowledge becomes 

identified with beliefs. It was the British psychologist, Alexander Bain (1818-1903)70 who 

first wrote that men naturally (like a blank slate or tabula rasa) Jack in the beginning any 

belief. That makes the original state passive. In contrast, Charles Sanders Peirce (1 839-

1914)71 defined the passiveness of the natural non-belief state as an active psychological 
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state. He writes: "The feeling of believing is a more or less sure indication of there being 

established in our nature sorne habit which will determine our actions. Doubt never has 

such an effect. Doubt is a an uneasy and dissatisfied state from which we struggle to free 

our selves and pass into a state of belief"72
. Peirce goes on to say that we are determined 

to cling to the action ofbelieving, while also believing what we already believe. 

What, then, do we believe regarding knowledge that we have? Searle73 writes that 

belief is an active agent of intention that plays a role in conscious (conceptual) and 

unconscious (perceptual) knowledge. He proposes that intentional states can be associated 

with hope, fear, desire, expectation, and belief, and that these are intentional mental 

states74
. Mental states can be conscious or unconscious. Conscious states are 

psychological, while unconscious states are neuro-physiological , and both are caused by 

the behaviour of the mass of neurons in the brain. The brain generates conscious states 

(actions that are always informed by perception - for example, intentionally crossing the 

street) out of unconscious states. However, not ali unconscious states become conscious; 

for example, the beating of the heart or even drawing in breath is unconscious action. In 

order to describe the field out of which might emerge the poss ible mental states of 

conscious thoughts and behaviours and the network of unconscious intentionality, Searle 

came up with the a neutra] concept of background due to its lack of metaphysical 

association. Basically the background is the site where the flow of action and perception -

within which intentionality occurs- takes place. The background or mental capacity, he 

writes, is the condition of possibilities of the forms taken by the flow. The background 

itself is not intentional , but it must be present and play a part, whether intentionality is 

conscious or unconscious. Importantly, the idea of background is a feature of our 

representation of reality and not a feature of the reality represented. Features of this 

background that are common to the physiology/body of ali human beings he names the 

deep background. Features of this background that are informed by local cultural 

practices he terms local practices. Understanding the character of this background makes 

it easier to understand how perception (unconscious) and conception (sorne perceptions 

converted to the consciousness) demonstrate that the intentionality of unconscious 

perceptual beliefs (deep background} interacts with the intentionality of conceptual-
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shared beliefs, as Searle call s local practices. Having an unconscious belief occurs at the 

neuro-phys iological leve! and it is its dispositional capacity that determines whether it 

moves fro m the unconsci ous into a conscious state or not. Cognitivists, wri tes Daniel C. 

Dennett75
, apply a special non-ordinary sense to belief, using belief as a generic tenn fo r 

the idea of a cognitive state because they fee! it is a definiti on that !east compromises the 

term cognitive state. Therefore, whatever information directs an agent into acti ons can be 

encompassed und er the definiti on of belief. The characteri stic of belief as an active agent 

is very di fferent from the passive notion of the insti tutionali zed religious beli ef of faith 

faith must not question the fun dam entai premise of religious bel iefs 76
. 

The philosopher, Anthony Pitson77
, in his article "Perception: Beli ef and 

Experience", speaks of sight as pure phys iology, independent of concepts and beli ef. 

However, seeing is not only a visual experience, but is also info rmed by belief 

acquisitions and cannot be reduced to either sight or belief. Belief acqui sitions are multi

sensorial and can describe sight as touch, fo r example. If y ou take two different perceivers 

and they both see the same image or scene, each will have a di fferent experience of that 

scene. Pi tson writes that each perceiver depends on how what is seen is taken, whi ch 

depends on the beliefs each one has acquired. That is to say that the fo rmation and 

possession of a concept requires the capacity to acquire beli efs. The conclusion, then, is 

that visual experience - while it cannot be reduced to beli efs - is inseparable fro m this 

notion. Seeing someth ing is most often a conscious experience that refl ects both the mode 

in which perception occurs and the subject's belief about what is perceived. Perceptions, 

as Gregory78 has said, come from useful pred ictive hypotheses that- I would add - are 

fo rmed by beliefs, and which create the perceptual realities ofthe obj ect world fo r us. 

I will conclude thi s section with Baars ' comment: "No matter what we do, the visual 

system tries to find a single coherent conscious interpretation at any given moment. 

Concepts and percepts both need to be internally consistent"19 and I wish to add that these 

are al ways mediated by belief, whether it is a state of disbelief, a failure to believe, or a 

suspension of belief. 
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Belief categories 

Beliefs are unconscious or conscious assomptions or hypotheses about the world - for 

example, its objects, its physical states, the physiological and psychological state of 

organisms and their narratives. Beliefs that underlie choices are necessary for intentions to 

be acted upon, and consequently are the cause of human perceptions, actions and 

behaviours. One such instance is that perceptual beliefs are important to convince the 

viewer of an artwork that it real/y exists in front of them . Once the viewer is convinced of 

that, the viewer must believe that there is more to the artwork than, say, pigment on the 

surface of a painting. The artist-producer invests an artwork with a set of signs (a 

figurative element, poss ibly) that they believe will convince the viewer of their intention. 

For the viewer to believe that the work of art is more than pure materiality, the body of 

knowledge the viewer holds that can be shared with the producer as similar beliefs is 

brought to bear on the viewing experience. Opinions and judgments are made about 

knowledge we hold - whether disbelieving or believing in it. In the production and 

viewing experience, the relevant available knowledge, and the beliefs it generates, are 

brought to bear on the production and interpretation of an art work . 

This thesis shows the relationship between a set of individual and potentially or 

sometimes shared beliefs and its consequent actions in making pictorial choices, showing 

how beliefs play a role in both the construction and reception of pictorial space. 

First order beliefs - physiological beliefs are automatic and perceptual beliefs - are 

unconscious subjective multi-sensorial responses by the body . A physiological belief 

includes such actions as breathing or even keeping one' s balance on a ladder, while 

perceptual beliefs include experiences such as the perception of the colour red or the 

softness of the touch of an object, and are always multi-sensorial. Physiological and 

perceptual beliefs never stop and are always present. Consequently, in the act of 
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interpretation required by an image, these beliefs simultaneously combine and remain 

active throughout the interpretive process. 

Conceptual, or second order, beliefs that depend on a different category of 

knowledge, outside the body - for instance mathematical beliefs -will be considered here 

and have been selected for their special rel ev ance to each of the works un der examination. 

Due to the limitations offocus demanded by this thesis, I have chosen only five categories 

of conceptual beliefs out of potentially many others , eliminating those categories that 

would be only tangential to this discussion. I want to explain that conceptual beliefs can 

be shared amongst a group of individuals, but each of those individuals can only ever 

have similar beliefs since each individual has his or her own opinion and judgment 

regarding knowledge and beliefs. Therefore, despite the fact they are shared, they are sti Jl 

always also individual. 

To summari ze: in the interpretative process, perceptual and conceptual beliefs 

combine almost simultaneously and remain active throughout the act of interpretation. 

Conceptual beliefs, while they too are individual , can be shared but on ly ever as sim ilar 

beliefs since the interpretation of, for example, an artwork wi ll vary also not just due to 

different opinions and beliefs already held that each viewer brings to the interpretation but 

the beliefs that are encouraged by the signs that constitute the artwork. 

I would also like to stress once again that I have spent considerable time with each 

work in situ, and that my analysis oftheir properties necessarily includes my own visceral 

exploration oftheir dimensionalities. Let us now return to a simple assertion: in order for 

an observation to be productive, beliefs must be present. I speak about First Order beliefs, 

and Second Order beliefs , 

First Order: physiological and perceptual (individual) beliefs 

First order belief categories are primary beliefs- they underlie ali other beliefs- and are 

important to the production of ali works of art. These incl ude physiological and 

perceptual beliefs, with its sub-class of multi-sensorial beliefs. 
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Physiological beliefs are fundamental responses of a living organism to itself and in 

response to its environment. These responses occur as cerebral activity generated by a 

highly organized responsive neural network that evolved as an adaptive survival strategy 

over ti me, and are expressed as automatic responses that are part of the unconscious body 

processes; for example, automatic eye movement, body movements such as tuming the 

head walking and keeping the body in a posture to maintain equilibrium in the presence of 

gravitational forces , as weil as establi shing and defining a relationship between the body 

and objects encountered in the world. These physiological automatic responses depend on 

a set of physiological beliefs, unconscious intentions or persuas ions without which it 

would be impossible for the body to function or indeed to exist. The unconscious nature 

of physiological beliefs can be illustrated by the time lapse between stimulus and its 

perception. In other words, the finger moves before we perceive it is moving, giving us 

the false impression that we consciously command it. The automatic nature of our 

physiology is primary to ali other perceptual beliefs80
. 

Perceptual beliefs are always multi- sensorial and are always subordinate to 

physiological beliefs . Multi-sensorial perception - touching, tasting, hearing, smelling and 

seeing, to name sorne - are al ways in a state of adaptation to the received perception. In 

the process of adaptation, a hierarchy of which sense is the most appropriate decoder 

becomes established. For example, in the act of viewing a painting in a public space one 

can hear other peoples voices, fee! the heat of the sun coming through the window, the 

scent of perfume wafting through the air, and so on. But of course it is the visual sense 

that one selects as the most important one required to interpret the reception of a painting, 

however elaborated and modified it might be in the presence of other sense perceptions 

and their associated beliefs. What this means is that perceptual beli efs are not a priori , but 

are active and responsive to the perceived reception at ali times, and establ ish a hierarchy 

depending on the need. Automatic unconscious physiological beliefs and perceptual 

multi-sensorial unconscious beliefs continually and almost simultaneously play a part in 

conscious conceptual beliefs - and vice versa. One could say that what aids consciousness 

in acquiring intelligibility in the experience of an artwork is the dominant visual beliefs 

modified by engaged ancillary multi-sensorial perceptual beliefs . It now becomes clear 
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why in perception, the direct result of the process of sensory signais needs to work very 

fast, using limited information; perceptions make assomptions that continue through data 

gaps, and in that way are new at each instant81
. 

Visual belief informs us not only about wh at we are loo king at, but the belief in its 

credibility. For example, the representation of a room needs to have suffi cient credibi lity 

that one could virtually place or project oneself into it. In that sense, visual belief is a 

proj ection of the self into the image. Without visual belief there is no poss ibility of 

making pictorial evaluati ons of depth or sense of motion, both of which are necessary for 

the viewer to v irtually relocate himself or herself in the image. Visual belief is the 

primary decoder in the reception of a visual artwork. ln the case of the paintings dealt 

with in this thesis, visual beliefs give authority to the evaluation of the paintings' internai 

elements of co mposition, relationships between forms, li ne and col our - and in turn their 

relationship to the pictorial space of the representation as weil as the context in whi ch the 

painting is located. Visual beliefs are influenced by, and in that way encompass, a li other 

sensory ancill ary decoders, amongst which is the sense of touch required to decode in a 

painting the texture or thickness and viscosity of the painted surface and or the vo lume of 

a painted form . Visual beliefs can be said to be in tl uenced by more than one sens ory input 

linked to vi suai recognition, and can a Iso be modifi ed by other bel iefs, including empathy 

1. 82 
or mora 1ty . 

Second Order: conceptual beliefs, similar and sometimes shared 

These are important in understanding how we obj ectify - within the tri adi c re lationship of 

the viewer's interna! imaginary space - the externat real space occupied by the viewer 

and the painting (and the painting's pictorial space) in order to locate objects, construct 

projections, and even locate ourselves. For analys is of the three art works under 

consideration, I have chosen the fo ll owing five Second Order bel ief categories because 

after much reflection, keep ing in mind the artworks under consideration, out of ali the 

possible conceptual belief categories they seemed to be most relevant to ali of them for 

the purpose of analyzing pictorial space. The five categories are: Philosophical beliefs, 

Spiritual 1 Religious Beliefs, Scientific Beliefs (concerning the opti cal system), 
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Mathematical Beliefs, and Medical Beliefs (conceming the body). Conceptual beliefs can 

comprise a fi eld of knowledge, which is the case for ali five beliefs emp loyed here as a 

background for the analysis ofthese three art works. 

Let me add here a note about establishing a field of knowl edge. An individual can 

accumulate knowledge about a field of interest - religion, science, optics and so on over a 

lifetime. No single individual possesses ali the knowledge of any sing le field . Only sorne 

of this knowledge is accessible at any given moment, and normally when needed for 

encouraging interpretations, as is the case with an artwork. I consider thi s field not an 

explanation of the artwork, but a background or potential. Interpretation is an intentional 

act in which opinions and judgments about knowledge persuade an artist- or a viewer in 

the case of this thesis- to disbelieve, suspend belief or believe in the knowledge that is 

presented. It is therefore belief in knowledge we hold that provides the fulcrum by which 

we can be persuaded that a particul ar knowledge is believable. ln this thesis I have 

followed a pattern of lay ing out a field of knowledge with respect to a given subj ect as 

assembled in a particular historical moment; my objective in this is not only to suggest the 

proximity of that subj ect to the artwork, but also to mode! a potential network through 

which to observe the increments of knowledge that become decisive to the persuas ion of 

beliefs in that knowled ge. Just as no single viewer can know the whole field , no artwork 

guarantees that ali poss ible interpretations will be realized. The competence of the 

producer and viewer, depending on their knowledge base, determines the extent of the 

representation and its reception. 

A field of knowledge, for instance, religion, science, or mathematics, is the 

culmination at any one point of changing knowledge and beliefs that defi ne any field over 

time. Belief is a way of belonging to a community where each member identifies with 

sorne of one another's similar bel iefs . Artworks can be interpreted because they carry a 

number of signs that can be shared by bath the individual and community, placed there 

consciously and unconsciously by the artist- signs that can come from different types of 

knowledge. Because each artwork is a commentary by the artist on a context that can be 

described as a field of beliefs, the artist judges the knowledge that is carried by these 
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fields and fonns his/ber own beliefs and - as we have seen - chooses signs to persuade 

the interpreting viewer ofthese beliefs. 

It is important to real ize that the totality of each field of knowledge that I outlined, 

with its associated beliefs, persuaded me - in interpreting the signs given to me by the 

artists or artist - to believe that a relationship could be formed between the signs 

contained in the artwork and the beliefs that are recorded in the history of a subj ect. 

Reading these fields sim ply as a history lesson would be to miss the point of this thesis. 

The fil ed of Roman philosophical beli efs, for example, was written in the presence of the 

images of the Ixion room. To begin with, I had certain intuitions about the art work, and 

as the history of philosophy unfolded through my research, frequent! y it was not only one 

specifie event but the cumulative ambience of certain recorded beliefs - the docum entary 

knowledge- that persuaded me, made me believe, that particul ar signs offered up by the 

work that the artist had incorporated in their representations, consciously or 

unconsciously, rel ated back to this field that I cali philosophical beliefs. 

Philosophical Beliefs 

Philosophical beli efs are concemed with questions of origin affecting humanity and the 

nature of things. Philosophical methodologies include a concern with structures and 

principles of reasoning and the nature of knowl edge: how can we possi bly have 

knowledge of the world, and what is the nature of our senses by which we know the 

world? From Epicurus through Kant to the present the answers change, yet in each case 

the nature of the senses by which we know the world has to be taken into account. For 

instance, Epicurus believes that because the body is an aggregate of heat and breath, it 

houses the sou! and is responsible for sense perception. The frescoes of the Ixion Room 

with their complex and diverse and emotively charged subject matter and warm-cool 

colour combinations as weil as terrestrial and celestial references persuade this viewer of 

a multi-sensorial aggregate reality. Philosophical questions, in other words, have to come 

to tenns with the nature of perception, and therefore perceptual beliefs. 
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Religious Beliefs, Spiritual Beliefs 

Of the three pictorial examples central to this thesis, the subject matter of two are signs 

with respect to religious beliefs and their associated rituals. Roman religious belief 

constructed a very orderly and ritually determined relationship to world space, 

recognizing and acknowledging the differences of defined space, while at the same time 

uni:tying these different spaces by assigning a different god to each one . This kept both 

the gods and Man in an enclosed relationship. In the Bardi Chape! The Cycle of the Life of 

Saint Francis as a representation of the transcendental s ignificance of Divine Order 

similarly provides interpretable signs that index Chri sti an religious beli efs. On the other 

hand, Monet's representation in the Nymphéas, while located in the context of a Chri stian 

society, does not persuade me of Christian religious belief. The images of nature - the 

pond at Giverny with its lilies and surrounding trees and so on - as a set of signs 

persuades us of Monet 's spiritual impul se, objectifi ed as Nature. Spirituality can be 

understood as a subjective impulse that fills the void left by unanswered , indeed 

unanswerable, questions. Spirituality itself may not yet be a belief, but one can say it is 

the antecedent to its objectification and institutionalization as reli gion . Whether it is 

Roman acceptance of defined order, Giotto's medieval transference between the Divine 

and the Material, or Monet's modern persona! desire for communion with Nature through 

his own nature, religious-spiritual beliefs concerning space and time underlie in different 

ways the formation ofpictorial beliefs contained in the images . 

Scientific beliefs (concerning the optical) 

Scientific beliefs concerning the optical are form ed by systems with which to apprehend 

visual experiences. Beliefs conceming the optical have vari ed from one historical period 

to another. For instance, in the Ancient world, beliefs about the optical system explained 

vision as a geometrie proposition of fire emanating from the eye and illuminating the 

objects seen by means of straight divergi ng geometri e rays refracting off the surface of the 

object and retuming to converge through the lens onto the retina. In the Middle Ages, 

light was considered a divine emanation from God, with a beliefthat the physical property 

of light had a monocular source. In The Cycle of the !ife of Saint Francis, architectural 
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representations and emanations from the sky are sorne of the s igns that persuade the 

viewer that beliefs about optical properties associated scientific with reli gious beliefs. In 

the nineteenth century, with the impact of innovative optical technologies and theoretical 

physics, optics came to be understood as waves reilecting off surfaces to cause colour 

sensations in the structure of the eye. The close connection between optical theories and 

visual beliefs is easy to understand, and is di scussed at sorne length in the thes is. 

Mathematical beliefs 

Mathematical beliefs are based on an anticipation of rational re lationships, and seek out 

affinities between figure and form, and relationships between quantities - additions, 

subtractions, or multiplications- that develop into more complex operating systems like 

geometry , algebra, or principles of quantum mechanics. But mathematical bel iefs have 

also been adapted to demonstrate the legitimacy of other beliefs- for exampl e, re li g ious 

beliefs in the Middle Ages- propos ing mathematics as underl ying ali other realiti es. Thi s 

led to the view that mathematics could demonstrate through geometry the emanation or 

presence of the Divine, or Divine Order, a view widely held in the Middl e Ages. The 

geometry ofthe layout ofthe Bas ilica of Santa Croce and within it, the Bardi Chape!, is 

based on a mathematical principle, as are the ex teri or dimensions of Giotto 's 

representations and the interior pictorial constructions of the compositions of The Cycle of 

the Life of Saint Francis. 

Medical beliefs (beliefs concerning the body) 

Medical beliefs are concemed with the body 's physiology or psychological state. If in the 

medieval period the heart was considered the site of the body's purification, the heart 

became synonymous with love and purity. The tendency to see the body as inferior, as 

weil as a Jack of any real experimental knowledge concerning it, ensured that the body 

was vulnerable to disease and sufferi ng. The representation of Ixion on the wheel of fi re 

opened up for the Roman viewer an empathetic relationship to their own body's pain, just 

as the representation of Saint Francis ' s stigmatic wound in Giotto 's Cycle provides the 

ground fo r the Friars empathetic witnessing. These representations as pictorial signs of the 

suffering body persuade the viewer of their own belief in the suffering body. By the time 
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of the Nymphéas, it was understood that psychological unconscious states were influenced 

by extemal controllable forces or circumstances, making the membrane between the body 

and the world permeable. In Monet 's work, the use of colour, scale, texture and visceral 

subject matter, as weil as the purity of his colours, encourage in the viewer the 

anticipation of- and desire for- a pure, multi-sensorial and self-identifying embodiment. 

Summation 

In this introduction 1 have attempted to establish my reasons for undertaking the thesis, 

my selection of artworks for examination, my general methodology in approaching them, 

as weil as the various theories that have contributed to my understanding of the subj ect, 

and which inform that methodology. 
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CHAPTERONE 

The Frescoes in the Ixion Room ofthe Casa dei Vettii (The House of the Vettii) 

in Pompeii, 79 A.C.E. 
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1.1 Pompeii- The House of the Vettii (79 A.C.E.): general context 

The wall paintings under consideration embellish the Ixion Room (fig, 1.1 ), identified by 

William Archer among others 1 as a combined reception (oecus) and dining room (triclinium). 

My purpose is to speak of these paintings from the point of view of the implications to be 

derived from their construction of pictorial space. But first it is important to have an 

understanding ofthe Roman house, in this case the Bouse of the Vettii, and its primary visual 

axis from the entrance to the garden. It is useful to think of this passage to the Ixion Room as 

offering a rehearsal by which to orient us to its complex pictorial characteristics and 

underlying beliefs2
. 

Roman houses as seen in Pompeii are adjoining buildings that could only expand by 

incorporating adjacent properties. The Peristyle Bouse of the Vettii can be found at the 

intersection of the Via dei Vettii and Vicolo dei Mercuri in the ancient Roman Campagnia 

town of Pompeii (fig. 1.2, 1 .3). Its interior sub-division adhered generally to classical 

Vitruvian proportions in accordance with the social station and aspirat ions of the owner of 

the house. In hi s ten books on architecture, the Roman Architect Yitruvius ca librated and set 

down certain parameters as idealized architectural proportions and spatial di spositions (fig. 

1.4). Deviations from the Yitruvian conventions in the Bouse of the Vettii can be attributed 

to changing ideals rather than to merely practical decisions. 

From the Vico Jo dei Vettii one enters directly through the front door into the fauces 

(literally "jaws") or passage into the house3 (fig. 1.2, 1.5). From here a vista directs the 

visitor's gaze across the atrium (fig. 1.6) towards the large colonnaded peri style garden (fig. 

1.7) that eliminated in this house the traditional tablinum4
; it is believed that the triclinium 

and oeci facing onto the peristyle in this house have taken its place5
. As one enters the 

peristyle on its east side, two oeci or reception-dining rooms (p and n on the plan) (fig. 1.5) 

are in parallel configuration on each si de of the entrance. On the north si de and closest to the 

Ixion Room (p on the plan) is an entrance to a small apartment built around a courtyard. 1t 

has been suggested that this was the women's quarters . Private rooms- such as bedrooms, 

dining rooms, bathrooms and ali other private accommodations - Vitruvius informs us6 were 
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off limits to vi si tors without an invitation, while in the case of other rooms considered public, 

anyone had the ri ght to enter even without an invitation. With respect to the latter, the 

primary objective of a formai visit to the house was an audience with the dominus, who - in 

the conventionally designed house- held audience on the tablinum or elevated platform as a 

daily civic ritual and obligation to the citizens for whom he was responsible, or for others 

that came to consult with him. Significantly - and I will be discussing thi s later in 

relationship to the iconography of the Ixion Room itself- the tablinum is beli eved to have 

had its origins in Roman temple architecture7
. What most distinguished an ancient Roman 

house from a contemporary western home was its dual function as a place of business and as 

a residency . The primary interior axis of a Roman ho use was des igned to contro l the social 

and hierarchical relationship between the visitor and the dominus. For a more detailed 

understanding of this axis I will give an account of how the Bouse of the Vettii 8 confirms but 

also deviates from convention. On this point, both Willi am Archer and John Clarke more 

recently made studies of the House of the Vettii , with Archer cataloging and thoroughly 

describing the paintings while Clarke investi gated its relationship to the general character of 

a Roman house9
. 

The primary axis of the house is approximately east-wes t (fig. 1.5) . We enter on its east 

side directly from the street (fig. 1.8) and up a coup le of steps to arrive in the passageway or 

fauces (2.39 rn x 2.79 rn) (fig. 1.9) that opens onto the large prim ary open space or atrium 

(8.42 x 11.13m). Two adjoining identically sized rooms on its ri ght and left served as the 

porter' s gate-room and food storage or pantry (fig. 1.1 0). From here, on the ri ght or north 

side of the atrium, one can catch a view into the kitchen quarters with a small minor atrium at 

its centre and servants ' accommodations just beyond. The activi ty in the principle atrium was 

integrated into the domestic activity of the household and was also an important pl ace of 

ritual and worship (fig. 1.11) that centred on the cu lt of the ancestry or genus ofthe fami ly. It 

was also here that either portable or permanent shri nes were employed for sacra privata 

rituals of ancestral veneration. Images of the familia , ancestors in the form of masks cast 

from wax 10 or -later during the time of the Vettii - pl aster or metal , frequently adorned the 

atrium walls. On the flanking right and left or east and west sides of the atrium, and 
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mirroring each other, are another two sets of identical rooms on each si de. These rooms have 

been identified as day ti me resting rooms, possibly bedrooms or cubiculum 11
. An opening or 

compluvium (fig. 1.12) at the centre of the atrium's rooffunctioned originally as the principle 

source of light, but also to facilitate telling time and supplying water to the reservoir 12
• 

Elaborate sculptural proj ections decorate the edge of the compluvium, gui ding rainwater into 

a rectangular catch basin or impluvium (fig. 1.13) sunk into the atrium floor directly below. 

The impluvium also acted as one point of focus on the visual ax is, and in the House of the 

Vettii had functioned previously as a fountain: the lead conduit pipe that fed the fountain is 

still visible. From the atrium the visitor could be directed to move either to the right or left of 

the impluvium. In the conventional house, a number of steps led up to the tablinum, which 

was also occasionally employed to hold formai gatherings or meals, while to the rear of the 

tablinum the garden or hortus (fig. 1.14, 1.15) acted as a backdrop and vista to further extend 

the primary visual axis for the visitor upon entry to the house 13
. In the House of the Vettii, 

however, the tablinum was eliminated , and in its stead an arch itectonie deviee empl oying 

pillars was substituted not only to create an unimpeded vi sual ax is into the peri style ( 17.82 x 

28.08m), but al so to foster an illusion through their graduated spacing that sugges ted a much 

increased vista (fig. 1.16). This can be found starting wi th two large columns defi ning the 

western end ofthe atrium and which possibly mark the threshold of the eliminated tablinum. 

Beyond this threshold another two sets of columns on either s i de of the hortus (now located 

at the centre of the peristyle) 14 (fig. 1.17), have been more narrowly spaced than those 

surrounding the peristyle15 While this discrepancy became obvious to me during my own 

investigations of the site, Lise Bek must be credited with first noticing this element of 

theatrical illusionism 16
• 

The preoccupation with vistas in a Roman bouse might be attributed to two major 

objectives. The visitor's ascending trajectory, entering a few steps up from the street leve! 

towards the tablinum, constructs a physical topography that reflected Roman social 

hierarchy. By the same token, from the position of the master or dominus standing on the 

elevated platform of the traditional tablinum, the descending vista facil itated an overview 

that contributed to a sense of control. Vistas, as John Barrow suggests have "clear adaptive 
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advantages, choosing or constructing environments thal combine places of security with 

clear unimpeded views of the terrain" 17
. With the elimination of the tablinum and 

consequently the elimination also of direct visual access to the dominus, the larger luxurious 

expanse now given over to the peristyle (which includes the garden or hortus) as the central 

focus is an observable architectural and organi zational revision of the conventional Roman 

house, effectively conflating tablinum with hortus. The peristyle, with its extensive eighteen

column colonnade supporting the roof and surrounding the garden, carries an corresponding 

significance with the traditional tablium 18
. In this regard , Andrew Wallace-Hadrill 's 

conclusion seems convincing: competitive representations celebrating the grandeur of the 

ruling class were meant not sim ply to "convert financial muscle into social muscle" 19
, an 

index therefore of wealth and status, but rather should be seen as a careful ly crafted set of 

visual patterns that speak of the owner's commitment to shared cultural and social beliefs. 

Furthermore, as Wallace-Hadrill also points out, they should be read "as making maximum 

impact at the point of maximum effectiveness". In this way one might see the primary axis in 

a Roman house like the House of the Vettii as exerci sing signs of a social language 

influenced by the influx of secular Hellenistic trends. Among these were a multiplicity of 

conflicting philosophical ideologies that stretched from the rational and moral ordering of the 

Stoics to the pursuit offreedom-from-pain-by-pl easure of the Epicurians, and even to the still 

more radical Skeptics whose belief in the uncertainty of knowledge or its origin as truth 

resulted in a complete suspension ofjudgment. This diversity ofviews, which influenced the 

Roman world from the second century B.C.E. on, brought dramatic revisions to Roman life 

that can be seen in the House of the Vettii. Taking up John Clarkee's reference20 to the 

tablinum as a quotation of the elevated platform of the Etruscan shrine which defined the 

templum (or boundaries) of the Etruscan sac red space, and on which was drawn the Circle of 

Divination (fig. 1.18), it is possible to line up the card inal points of the Circle with the 

principal axis of the House of the Vettii. The Pars Familiaris hemisphere (region of the 

celestial gods and gods of nature) faces the atrium, while the Pars Hostilis hemisphere 

(region of terrestrial gods and gods of fate and the underworld) faces the hortus. What was 

therefore previously an interdependent relationship in the primary axis of the Roman house, 

situating the dominus at the tablium between the atrium and the hortus, between the known 
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and the unknowable, is - with the removal of the tablinum - broken. To put it another way, 

the historie connection between religious and domestic order, with the tablinum as the 

fulcrum linking the social order before it with the natural order of the hortus, or garden, 

behind it, can now be observed to have been eliminated, and to have consequently recast the 

character of the traditional Roman house in a secular mold21
• 

lt is very important in ali of this to appreciate the complex set of relationships 

responsible for the original inclusion and subsequent disappearance of the tablinum. 

Clarkee's comparison between the tablinum of the domus and the templum of the Etruscan 

shrine is extended by Brendan Nagle22 as a comparison between the tablinum and the 

templum of the Roman temple. Clarkee and others have compared the do minus to the Roman 

soothsayer (haruspices) who stood at the centre of the Circle of Divination. A crucial point 

to bear in mind is that the presence of the priest or soothsayer standing at the centre of the 

Circle and facing south constructs a posterior region given over to the infernal and celestial 

deities, while the anterior region before him is occupied by terrestrial gods and gods of 

nature. It is this latter realm upon which the soothsayer is able to pronounce, while the 

posterior remains the realms of fate, the celestial deities and the gods of the underworld. 

Clarke's suggestion that the Circle is inscribed into the plan of the Roman bouse requires 

noting that while in the temple the priest faces south, in the Roman house the tablinum 

orients the dominus to face east, which is also the primary wall that the guest faces upon 

entering the Ixion Room. The posterior region behind the priest becomes the realm of the 

hostilis, that of the unknowable or uncontrollable world of sensation and mortality requiring 

appeasement, while before him lies the region of the familiaris, the known phenomenal 

world requiring recognition, and subject to explanation, influence and transcendence23
. There 

is surely a geopolitical cause for these orientations, since for the Mediterranean peoples east 

and south were familiar terrain, while north and west remained obscure and impenetrable. 

But the most important point with respect to the Roman house is that with the tablinum in 

place there was a clear correlation between the dichotomous body - split front to back 

between knowing and unknowing - and a dichotomous universe of recognition and 

appeasement. With the removal of the tablinum, the clarity of this dichotomy, and the 
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mediating position ofthe dominus, is eroded or at !east complicated by the sweeping vista of 

atrium to peristyle that succeeds it. The result is an ambi guity of position as this passage 

decl ares itself public while reli ev ing itself of confrontation. There is only the passage. The 

passage is the message, and the message of this passage is a hierarchical social, political, and 

reli gious triade whose visual axis was a two-way conduit. The visitor encountering the 

various degrees of grandeur of these vistas was given a measure of the signifi cance and 

status of the dominus while simul taneously the poli tical and social responsibility of the 

dominus was impli ed by this submission to public scrutiny. The elimination ofthe tablinum 

served to compound thi s uniquely public character of the Roman house, a role given visual 

effect through its symmetrically framed primary axis its mirroring employ ing evenly-spaced 

doorways, rooms and columns which, as Wallace-Hadrill points out, was not simply an 

architectonie deviee but was designed to evoke famili ar signs. With its epi sodic punctuation 

of pi ctorial events along its central ax is, passage along this vista contributed to the 

construction of a visual primacy that as we shall see becomes part of the vocabul ary of the 

pi ctori al space echoed in the Ixion Room24
. 

1.2 The Ixion Room in the House of the Vettii: stylistic history of the murais 

The Bouse of the Vettii (Pompeii EJecta Napolip A.59i5
, on ev idence from electoral 

propaganda and two signet rings found in the house, is known to have been owned by two 

freed-men: Aulus Vettius Conviva and Aulus Vettius Restitutus (fig. 1.20). T heir tlourishing 

trading business had bought them their freedom and, through enormous fi nancial donations 

towards public works, considerable status. This also bestowed on Vettius Conviva the titl e 

servus augusti, the highest civic office given to a freeman and one which was generally held 

only by a freebom aristocrat. In many ways their house was typi cal of Roman ho uses in its 

reflection of the status and aspi ration of its occupants. Due to the earthq uake of 51
h of 

February , 62 A. C.E., it underwent sorne rn inor repairs both to its structure and its interior 

wall decoration. 

To the right of the central axis at the entrance to the peristyle, and facing into the 

hortus, a large entrance previously outfitted with doors leads to the Ixion Room. This oecus, 
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or reception-dining room, was architecturally appointed in its proportions and location on the 

east-west axis at the north-west corner of the peristyle. lts proportions and location in the 

Roman house followed the guidelines set down by Vitruvius26
. 

[ . . . ]Winter dining rooms should have a south-west exposure for the reason that they 
need the evening Jight, and also because the setting sun, fac ing them in ali its splendour 
but with abated heat, Jends a gentler warmth to that quarter in the evening27

( ... ]Dining 
rooms should be twice as long as wide. Their height should be calculated by adding 
Jength and width and dividing it in half. Picture galleries should be constructed of 
generous dimensions. In the case of a reception room or oeci using the corinthian 
model it should have single tiers of columns, set on a podium and coronea of stucco 
with a carved vaulted ceilings above the coronea to give the impression of walking 
under an open sky28

. 

The principal activity ofeating and talking was carried out while reclining on upwardly 

slanting couches, generally of wood and covered with thick mattresses and changeable 

sheets. The normal dining room with three couches (triclinium) could accommodate nine to 

ten peopl e. These couches faced onto a round or square table on whi ch the food was served 

from the fourth side, which was Jeft open for that purpose29
. It was tradition that the most 

important dinner guest was always given the privileged position of having a view onto a vista 

or garden. 

The wall paintings, technically frescoes, th at embell ish the room are considered a 

classic example of Roman Fourth Style wall decoration of the Neron ian, 54-68 A.C.E., and 

early Flavian, 69-96 A.C.E. period, and were first defined by August Mau, the nineteenth 

century art historian30
. He described the Fourth Style as an aggregate of the Roman First, 

Second and Third sty le, each with a set of distinct sty listic characteristics. These are clearly 

outlined by John Clarkee in his book The House of Roman Italy. The First Style decoration , 

100 B.C.E. -250 A.C.E. 31 (fig. 1.21), affirms the physical integrity of each wall. Simple 

geometrie patterns imitated stucco and brickwork that followed the structure of the wall and 

became a pictorial deviee to unite what might otherwise have seemed Jike a set of rooms 

each with their own vocation. The lay out of the Roman ho use made each room subject to a 

greater sense of order. It could be said that the first style was a kind of democratizi ng act and 

imposed a blue print for an abstract order, religious, social and philosophical , that was 

superimposed over the simple physical organization of the Roman house. 
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The Second Style (fig. 1.22), on the other hand, inverts thi s trend by placing the 

emphasis on pictorial rather than architectural unity so that the presence and actual physical 

position of the individual viewer becomes central to the illusionary construction of the 

arcade-like projection. Second Style decorations frequently included vistas of gardens or 

landscape views. Here the two-dimensional perspective of Greek theatre set des ign is 

overlaid onto the three-dimensionality of the room 's architecture32
. A s ingle point on the 

room 's end wall detennines the pictorial construction of, for example, the representation of a 

colonnade on each oftwo adjoining wall s that is continued on the end wall faci ng the viewer. 

Since ali such perspective illusion is constructed from the point of entry into the room, 

columns, railings, and arcades converge their proj ected !ines towards that one centrally 

located point on the end wall, forming in this way a symm etrical mirroring33
. The problem 

arises, however, that the illusionary projection of the early second sty le co llapses as a 

phys ical experience not only at the corner where the two walls meet but also in its inabilïty to 

accommodate the movement of the viewer, as Clarke points out. This compos ition pres umed 

a fi xed and ïdealïzed view for the visitor echoing the overarching symmetry in the 

architecturallayout of the Roman hou se as faucea-atrium-tablium-hortus. 

It should be noted, incidentally, that this dïfficulty was ïngenïously solved in the Ixion 

Room, as will be di scussed later. It should also be noted that this incongruity was solved in 

the later part of the second style by treating each wall as hav ing its own vani shing point. This 

has become known as symmetrical perspective, permitting the viewer a singu lar li ne of entry 

but also permitting the viewer to develop an intimate relationship to each wall. In the Ixion 

Room this development is evident in that each of its walls, while decorated at its centre with 

mythological scenes of moral and metaphoric value, nonetheless overall adheres to a 

pictorial structure that conforms with a number of what points of convergence, or near 

convergence not to be mistaken for Renaissance vanishing points - and the fact that there are 

severa! is significant - on the vertical central axis. This had the effect of redirecting the 

viewer's gaze away from the single-view landscape or 'garden-scape' of the earlier Second 

Style to a more complex play of mirror images and illusionary architectural constructions 

that focused attention on thematic mythological narratives . This therefore extended Roman 
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imaginative experience beyond the physical world into a projected world of genealogical and 

poetic narratives based in religion and mythology . 

The Third Style (fig. 1.23) was consequently Jess concemed with the illusion of 

architectural conceits, and instead simplified architectural illusion in order to draw the 

viewer's attention to mythological and sti ll !ife scenes, orto small Jandscapes. Of principal 

significance is the division of the room into separate registers or zones floor to ceiling - in 

the Ixion Room there are three - in which architectural embellishment was primarily 

reserved for the upper zone where, within a set of aediculae and entablatures, muses and 

protective gods took their place (fig. 1.24). 

1.3 Generallayout and iconographie description of the frescoes in the architectural 
context 

The principle disposition of the triclinium (pi4 (fig. 1.5) room could be said to exist 

subsequent to major renovations at the Bouse of the Vettii sometime in the second century 

B.C.E.35
. The triclinium is 3.63 rn wide, 6.32 rn long and 4.64 rn in height. Vitruvius, as 

previously noted , prescribed the proportions of a rectangular dining room: its length was to 

be twice its width and its height to be an addition of its Iength and its width divided by two. 

The Ixion Room is, as it tums out, only 4.65 rn to the top of the third register, Jess than the 

expected 4.95 m. This may be due to the original ceiling being a vaulted arch that would 

have been 5.50 rn at its apex36
. The west wall, location of the principal entrance from the 

peristyle, is constructed of large basait s labs and stands 3.3 rn in height and 3.55 rn in width . 

The threshold reveals the previous existence of both an interior and exterior set of double 

doors th at closed the room off from the peristylé7
. Perhaps these had seasonal functions. The 

floor was laid in closely spaced small stones set in mortar38
. As one enters there is almost 

immediate! y to the right in the west corner of the south wall another small er doorway that 

leads to the atrium (fig. 1.25). The three walls, south, east and north, are elaborately 

decorated. As mentioned earlier, the plan of the Roman house was symmetrically divided 

both axially and bilaterally. In the Ixion Room the formai elements on the south and north 

wall, each approximately 4.64 rn in height by 6.32 m in Jength, are axially symmetrical 

mirror images of each other in ali but iconographie detail (fig. 1.26). There is also a bilateral 
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symmetry (fig. 1.27, 1.28) from left to right on each wall sin ce the ri ght wall mirrors the 

formai elements of the left wall. The end wall, 4.64m in height and 3.63 min width- a little 

wider than halfthe length of the room39
- also bilaterally divides down its central axis so that 

right side mirrors left side (fig. 1.29). Despite small variations in the proportions of details in 

the south and north wall, this decorative continuity and integrity is preserved through similar 

subject matter providing an echo effect. Finally, ail three walls and their decorations are 

visually unified by division into three hori zontal and abutting registers (fig. 1.30, 1.31 ). For 

the iconological identification 1 have depended heavily on Karl Schefold 's icono logical 

inventory40 of the Ixion Room. At times 1 have contributed sorne new ins ights and also 

confirmed my own interpretation with William Archer et al. 

1.4 The North, South and East Walls: First (Lower) Register; Second (Middle) 

Register; Third (Upper) Register 

1.4.1 The North and South Walls: First (Lower) Register 

The First (Lower) Register, or socle, on which the other two superior sections visually rest, is 

.87 rn tai! and can be associated with First Style pictorial conceptions and pai nting 

techniques. That is to say, it is rendered illusionistically to portray slabs of exotic imported 

and costly marbles - pavonazetto, a speck led peacock-blue, and giallo antico, a dark brown 

making up its panels and borders (fig. 1.32). The relativel y wide dark green plinth in verde 

antico supports, on the north and south walls, four peacock-blue bordered hori zontal 

rectangles symmetrically interrupted by two smaller vertical rectangles inlaid with large 

circular brown disks. In the centre of the socle of the south and north wall is a narrow 

vertical panel surrounded by a slender edging imitating dark brown marble. The central or 

east wall at the rear of the room has as its socle one bordered and centred rectangle which is 

flanked by panels on which the light disk of dark marb le is a reversa] of the north and south 

walls. These conclude at the outermost edges with the same bordered rectangle as found on 

the south and north wall. The upper section of the socle consists of a white slender, 

illusionistically rounded dark gray veined marble. 
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1.4.2. The North and South Walls: Second (Middle) Register 

Above this the Second Register begins. In the centre of the south (fig. 1.33, 1.34) and north 

walls are the largest separately defined sections, the entablature supported by a colonnade 

consisting of architrave frieze and comice 41 traversing the entire 2.45m height of the second 

register. The upper section of each the illusionistically gilded entablature whose projecting 

comice and horizontal frieze is supported on each s ide by columns of unfluted gi lded 

colonettes, the architrave. At their top the entablature is joined to the frieze above, whi le 

ionie capitals become its base. These colonettes are decorated with a vertically winding vine 

scroll pattern and, according to William Archer42
, in the upper portion of the colonette shaft 

six tiny figures in combat, representing three crouching giants below and three gods above, 

are preparing to di scharge their weapons. This detail was Jess visible when J researched and 

recorded thi s site in both 2000 and 2001. Again according to Archer, writing in the late 

seventies, each of the four colonelles on the opposing wall depict three di ffe rent gods. These 

colonettes are connected to the illusionistic backwall by the representation of a low, narrow 

and inclined wall section. A coffered soffit underneath the gilded entablature completes the 

pictorial illusion of both depth and space, and has been frequently characteri zed as 

reminiscent of a stage setting 43
• John Clarke mentions44 the Ixion Room as the prime 

example of the baroque aspect of what he calls the Theatrical Manner of the Fourth Sty le. 

Wh ile 1 take thi s term to be generally applied by him because of the fusion of the first three 

sty les, I wi lll ater relate it to the pictorial illusionary constructions of the theatre. 

Suspended beneath the entablature and between the architrave on the rear wall 1s a 

black-bordered red panel-curtain attached from its triangular top edge by two points to the 

coffered soffit. Three festoons of fragile vines descend into the upper part of the red panel 

and are also attached by two points. Two peacocks are perched on the central festoon whi le a 

single goat stands on the right and left draped vine. In the centre of the red field on each of 

the north and south walls , mythological scenes are presented . While each scene is of a 

particular subject matter, their size varies only slightly. On the north wall, the painting of 

Daedalus and Pasiphae is enclosed by a narrow border measuring 1.18 rn x 1.07 rn, while on 

the south wall Dyonysus Discovering Ariadne measures 1.8 rn x .97 rn (fig. 1.34, 1.35). 
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On the bottom edge and central to the red panel, a trio of hippocampi or sea horses with 

serpentine tails and two curving fins have a pl ant omament sprouting from their midst (fig. 

1.36). This extends on each side with delicate acanthus festoons to the outer edges ofthe red 

panel. Zeus in the form of a spotted panther faces outwards, crouching on si des of the centre 

of thi s vine. Four vertical rectangles, each with an architecturally complex pictorial space in 

its upper half, are painted symmetrically on either side of the architrave on both the north and 

south walls. Extending the full height ofeach wall 's central zone and enclosed on the inside 

by a pair of colonnettes, as already described, another but even more delicately conceived 

pair of colonnettes completes the framing on the outside. These colonnettes are decorated 

with a doubled scroll of intertwining gilded vines around a central blue-gray shaft45 with a 

vegetal Corinthian base. The width of each of these rectangles matches the width of the 

narrow panels in the socle of the First Register directly below. Aligned with these, four blue 

rectangles with a pedimented top edge and a central panel painted in a bas-relief illusion 

extend up from the first register each framed by a wide black border. A head (identified by 

Schefold as Minerva but I agree with Archer) of Athena46 (fig. 1.39), an identifi cation 

corroborated by Willi am Archer47
, is painted in three-quarter view facing inward in the 

centre of each panel. On her head is a plumed helmet and around her neck she wears a 

wreath, according to Archer, of acanthus leaves. The contours of this linear drawing are 

rendered in light and dark blue, with white for hi ghlights. 

Direct! y above each of these four panels on both the north and south walls, and of the 

same width, is a horizontal panel framed in a sequence of first red, then gold then black 

borders picturing four warships with armed soldi ers holding vertical lances and round 

shields. Taken together, these four symmetrically positioned battle scenes read like an 

animation of an invasion and defense (fig. 1.38, 1.39, 1.40, 1.41). The narrat ive appears to 

start from the south-west corner immediately to the right of the west entrance. The first scene 

bas four single-oared ships of two different kinds (let us call ali them type A and B) crossing 

each other. Filling the frame, A seems to be cutting off B 's progress. In the foreground a 

rock or cliff offers a viewing position for someone observing from the shore. In the second 

scene on the south wall in the southeast corner ali four ships appear closer to the imaginary 
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viewer and are perhaps continuing the previously described action or may be locked in battle 

at the central point of the picture. In the third scene on the northeast corner two ships in 

close prox imity can be seen moving away from a harbor. A is moving outwards to the left 

side of the frame while Bis moving outwards to the ri ght, whil e a distant harbor is evident48 

in the background . This could be a view from a third boat doser to the shore. In the last and 

fourth sequence, the type A ship has tumed towards type B and with dynamically angled 

lances is actively pursuing ty pe B, chasing it out of the harbor. The painting of these four 

panels is loosely gestural and its impressionistic rendering imparts a sense of urgent 

movement to the scene49
. 

Above each of these naval battle scenes sits a woven basket seemingly on the s i li of a 

window-like arched opening that extends the remaining height of the Middl e Register 

above50
. The window-like illusion is created by a painted coffered !intel at the top and a 

slender j ambon each si de. A head in the form of a theatrical mask Jeans against the basket in 

each window, facing towards the centre of each wall of the room. Ali four baskets contain 

what appears to be a severed phallus, according to William Archer, wrapped in a deep red 

cloth. Along with the phallus are two silver vessels - drinking cups perhaps, or in the case of 

the two scenes on the east end of the south and north wall s, poss ibly trumpets or hunting 

homs, or comucopias . 

On the west end of the south and north wall are two identical scenarios (fig. 1.42, 1.43). 

In each the mask represents a youthfu l Silenus, identified by his snub nose and thick lips, 

posed in a dramatically exaggerated profile. The mask leaning against the basket on the east 

end of the north wall is that of a maenad, a Dionys ian priestess with ivy and flowers wound 

through her haïr (fig. 1.44). A maenad , when possessed by the wine god, sacrificed and ate 

her victims. Hence perhaps the severed phallus in the baskets, and it is important to 

remember that the phallus was a sign of power and ferti lity - and good fortune - in 

Pompeiian culture 51
. Finally, opposite on the south wall, Ieani ng agai nst the basket, is a mask 

of an old sleeping satyr with closed eyes and open mou th (fig. 1.45). 

These scenes on each of the four windowsills are framed against overlapping 

architectural structures that fi li each alcove/window. Within each window (fig. 1.46, 1.47, 
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1.48, 1.49), a two-story arcade-like open structure is painted against a white background, 

reversed in the windows on each s i de of the architrave on both north and south walls so as to 

forrn a mirror image that faces inward on either side of the architrave. The architectural 

illusion of space, even in th is case, employs for the meeting of the converging 1 ines a vertical 

line through the centre of each architrave. A number of diffe rent points of convergence o r 

almost convergence are located above or below the centre of thi s vertical ax is in order to 

achi eve a vari ety of acute angles that approximate and define planes of di fferent pi cto ri a l 

depth52
. The sy mmetrical nature of the arch itectural ill usion on each side of the arch itrave 

perrnits each converging line to construct the mirror image. The two-story colonnade is only 

pa~tly visible as it is eut off by the window frame on both sides at the top and below by the 

windowsill. Each tier is of equal hei ght, and as Archer des cribes it, consists of two 

perpendicul ar entablatures - architrave, fri eze and cornice, supported at their juncture by a 

narro w wall and slender colonnette. 

On either side of these architectural illusions, and extending the ful l height of the 

central zone of each wall, are three large white panels with broad red and narrow black 

borders (fi g. 1.50, 1.51 , 1 .52) that culminate in a pediment53 at the upper edge. Three fl ora l 

fes toons suspended at two points symm etrically decorate the pediment whi le a vertical 

border runs down on either side. A symmetrical hori zontal and centrally spiraled fes toon 

links the vertical floral wreathed border. Due to the existence of the secondary entrance, 

poss ibly for the servants, at the southwes t corner, the fourth whi te panel is interrupted and its 

central image, common to the other three, is di fferent and accommodated in the upper part of 

the remaining panel. In the centre of each of the three complete white panels there is a coupl e 

which includes a floating female fi gure - interpreted by Willi am Archer as poss ibly a 

maenad -and a male fi gure, poss ibly a satyr reinterpreted by me as the goddess Feronia and 

her son. They appear to represent intimate companions wi th a flow ing green garland ris ing 

from around their waist to above their heads. The satyr is al ways on the side fac ing the centre 

of the wall while the female companion seems to be danci ng. Primarily because oftheir dress 

and the objects they carry as weil as their disposition in space, William Archer believes these 

couples represent three seasons: spring, summer and winter (fig. 1.50, 1.51, 1.52). The 
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female figure (Feronia) and the satyr (Ery lus) are dressed differently and hold different 

objects in each panel. At the northeast end the female figure is dressed in a long yell ow 

garment with a light blue border holding a snake in one hand and a large sickle in the other. 

Possib le the Roman goddess Ceres is intentionally invoked54
. The satyr in this panel is nude55 

except for a blue cl oak draped through his legs, and is carry ing a shepherd 's staff in one hand 

and on his shoulder a basket filled with grapes. While the fourth panel (fig. 1.53) around the 

doorway has kept ail the same floral motives where poss ible, the figures have, however, been 

replaced by a Hermaphrodite reclining on the ground and leani ng on a tambourine while 

partly draped with a blue stola and wearing a delicate necklace of red stones. In the 

background a tree can be seen at a distance. Accompanying the figure on the left, and slightly 

at a di stance holding a long pedum or shepherd's hook56
, is the figure of Pan. His hand is 

raised in a gesture of anticipation, attention or alarm. 

While a large part of the Upper Register no longer ex ists, it is poss ible to reconstruct its 

main features due to the mirror sy mmetry , both laterall y and from the north and south wall. 

William Archer has helped to corroborate my own observations and fil! in sorne of the gaps 

because since hi s observations twelve years ago sorne of the upper zone has markedly 

deteri orated. 

1.4.3 The North and South Walls: The Third (Upper) Register 

In the Upper Register, beginning at 3.32m above ground leve! and reaching approximately 

1.32 rn in hei ght, are three adjacent and symmetrically organized aediculae 57
, two at each end 

and one in the centre, mirrored on both south and north wall and resting on the gi lded upper 

zone border (fig. 1.54, 1.55, 1.56). They are of equal width and height and painted on a white 

neutra! ground. Each aedicula has a pedimented roof structure (fig. 1.57, 1.58), as does the 

central aedicula (fig. 1.59, 1.60), which has two lower non-pedimented pavilion-like 

structures that extend it on either side. This divides the upper register-zone into nine separate 

but interconnected structures. The central aedicula has a wide gilded base, not unlike the base 

that supported Athena of Parthenos by Phidias58
. The central base is represented as 

complete! y frontal (fig. 1.61 ). A lower pavilion-like structure, with a base of a similar height, 
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is painted in three-quarter profil e in a mirror form ati on on each side of the aedicula and 

facing towards the centre of the wall. The vanishing point of these bases and ali other 

architectural features in this upper zone is once again located along the central vertical axis 

of each wall (fi g. 1.62). 

Alternating with the gilded bases, but nearly twice as hi gh, are red panels with wide 

blue borders that support the aedicul ae above them. And at both extremiti es of the north and 

south wall , adj oining the eastern and western end-wall s, is a representation of a taller wooden 

structure like a second-story balcony common to Roman houses . This balcony, unlike the 

other aediculae, is enclosed . Each aedicula in the Upper Register has a pedimented roof 

supported by two or three colonnettes on either side (fi g. 1 .63, and see also again fi g. 1.54). 

Between the lower parts of the illusionistically receding colonnettes is a wall section 

supporting a deep red or blue partiti on above. Wh il e each of the spaces of these aediculae is 

relatively shallow, together they are part of a larger lateral continuous space represented by a 

two-tiered entablature consisti ng of perpendicul ar and hori zontal beams apparently supported 

by sm ali colonnettes. 

On the south wall , and positioned in the central aedi cul a seated on an elaborate throne, 

is the largest most visible and prominent fi gure of fi ve figures that originally animated thi s 

wall 's upper zone (fig. 1.64). I would like to suggest that thi s bare-chested and red draped 

figure is the equivalent of the Roman god Liber Pater, associated wi th Dionysus, the god of 

wine and the mystic ecstasy. Dionysus, also known as the Lyaeus or Liberator, sits with hi s 

foot on a low stool holding perhaps a cl uster of grapes in his band and supporting a long 

vertical staff, a thyrsos, a long staff tipped with a pine-cone and twined sometimes with ivy 

and vines, the symbol of Dionysus that is identified with hi m. His fe male counterpart Ceres, 

in Latin mythology, is identified with Ari adne59
. It is interesting to take note that this figure 

is placed over the centre ofthe mythological panel below ofDionys us rescuing Ariadne. 

The figure on the North wall is no longer identifiable. William Archer who made his 

study in the late seventies mentions four fi gures as being preserved on the north wall. Now 

there are only three fi gures preserved on either wa11 60
. Archer suggests that the central figure 
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of the north wall is that of Apollo, son of Zeus born at Delos-Delphi. According to his 

description he is wearing a blue mantle draped over hi s legs. 

Thi s is another case of a red/blue contrast, with Dionysus in red on the other s ide. 

Apollo was also wearing a small brown cap with a go lden lyre held by hi s left band resting 

on his thi gh, parts of which are just barely recognizable now. Apoll o oversaw the pastime of 

the muses and his oracular pronouncements in the form of verse gave inspiration to 

clairvoyants and poets (fi g. 1.65). Even though Dionysus and Apoll o shared this station, 

Apollo was Jess mischievous and more evenly tempered than Dionysus and his demon 

entourage. Apollo was also weil known for hi s many pass ionate and sometimes disastrous 

love affairs with gods, young men and women. 1 al so believe it is worth mentioning that in 

this room he is centrally positioned over the mythological panel of Daedalus and Pasiphae61
, 

and that in the Jegend Pas iphae mated with the sacred bull to give bi1t h to the Minotaur62 (fi g . 

1.66). 

Oppos ite each other on the north and south wall in the alternating and fl anking 

aediculea are female fi gures standing on the edge of the illusionisti cally proj ecting bases . 

The fi gure on the Jeft of centre on the south wall has one of her feet raised while she stands 

on a small footstool wearing a sleeveless palla with a blue tunic that covers her head and is 

al so draped over her el evated left knee. In her left band she holds a thyrsos. She is probably 

also a maenad63
, one of the followers of Dionysus. On the north wall oppos ite is a female 

fi gure in a long and overhanging palla belted at the waist and looking towards the central 

figure of Apollo on the same wall. She is holding a short torch in her ri ght hand with a red 

ribbon fallin g from her left hand (fi g. 1.67). Augustus cl aimed that his mother conceived him 

through the instrument of the god as she slept one night in the Temple of Apoll o. ls there a 

relationship between the female fi gure with the torch and the mother of the emperor 

Augustus64? 

The representation of the balcony adjoining the south and east wall has a male fig ure 

facing towards the centre of the east wall wearing a green wreath and a blue mantle (fig. 

1.68). The other figure on the north wall , also on a balcony adjoining the east wall , appears 

des pite being badly damaged to face into the east wall. They visually shift the focus fro m the 
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centre of the north and south wall to th at of the east wall. The only surviving fi gure at the 

extreme west end of the north wall is seated and barely visible, but cl earl y look ing towards 

the centre ofthe room. 

1.4.4 The East Wall: First (Lower) Register 

Since there are no murais on the west wall , which is entirely given over to the entrance , the 

final wall to be described is the east wall (fi g. 1.69), 4.64 rn in height and 3.55 rn 

approximate ly in width . It continues a divi sion into zones or registers identical to those on 

the north and south walls, with the same combined height of the First and Second Registers 

being 3.32 rn , and an upper register ris ing another 1.32 m. 

The socle at the bottom has ali the same characteri sti cs as the longer north and south 

wall s except that the proportions of the central panel are narrower and the painted circu lar 

decorations on the socle are inverted in that they are rendered as light marbl e within dark 

brown marb le rectangles . 

1.4.5 The East Wall : Second (Middle) Register 

The central zone (fi g. 1.70) also features an entablature (fi g. 1.7 1) supported by an architrave 

supporting a slightly narrower red panel with a centra l mythic scene ofl xion, after whom the 

room has been named, tied to the wheel of fire for eternity after having seduced Zeus ' sister, 

Hera, who in phantom forrn bore him a son, Centaurus, father of the Centaurs. lt is worth 

comparing this to the Minotaur legend of Pas iphae's coupling with the sacred bu ll described 

above. Its entablature also has a coffered soffi t (fi g. 1.72) and is supported on either side by 

only one colonnette. This colonnette is also connected to the illusion isti ca lly painted wall 

behind with a low wall supporting a blue panel. The decorations on the large central red 

panel are identical to those on the other walls, with the exception that at the top of the 

festoons two birds are perched on the central loop while a panther is poised on the outer loop. 

On the bottom of the red panel a small deer stands symmetri cally on either side at the edge of 

the festoons , while from its centre three sea bulls with curving fi ns make up the triad from 

whose midst a bare-torsoed triton - son of Poseidon - sprouts (fig. 1.73). On either si de of 
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the architrave a blue panel, also with a pedimented edge and executed like that picturing the 

Athena, is framed in red. On its central and illusionistically recessed panel the image of a sea 

horse- hyppocampus- has its head tumed away towards the edge of the wall. Above a go ld 

border on either side is a hori zontal panel framed with green representing sti Jl lifes (fig. 1.74, 

1.75) instead of warships on the north and south wall. Left of centre the sti ll-li fe represents 

two dead birds lying on their backs with a yellow quince on either side. Three others are 

sitting on recessed shelves and at the bottom right what appears to be a pendu rn or thyrsos, 

wrapped and decorated with a blue ribbon, cuts diagonally across pa1t of the picture . The 

painting to the right has a goat standing on its left while on the bottom shelf a bound sheath, 

possibly grain, lies diagonally in the foreground. Near it, tipped over on its side, lies a brown 

eup with its white content spilling onto the shelf. Two identical-looking fu ll cups sit on a si il. 

Directly on top, and in the centre of each still !ife, is a co nventional theatrical female 

mask of a tragic actor with an elaborate woman 's hairsty le or onkos gathered and ribboned at 

the top of her head (fig. 1.74, 1.75). A thyrsos, as noted above a wand and symbol of 

Dionysus carried by his followers, diagonally projects out behind her head . Above, a red 

wall panel is pierced by an illusionistically constructed window (fig. 1.76, 1.77) like an 

alcove whose view is of a series of interconnected two-story hi gh lintels and jambs situated 

against a white background. The perspective construction ofthese architectural details on the 

east wall in the windows, as in each wall , is a li gned on the central vertical axis of this wall. 

The colonnade construction in its foreground features an roofed gateway or entrance on 

which two golden horses appear to be prancing, facing away from the centre, and is mirrored 

in an identical manner on the other side above the sti lllife. While this window is similar to 

those on the north and south wall, its frontality also incorporates a column and lintel 

construction that is perpendicular. The intention appears to be to visually connect these 

lintels and jambs seamlessly to those appearing in the windows/openings of the north and 

south walls (fig. 1.78, 1.79, 1.80). (Here the problem involved in solving the distortions 

experienced at the beginning of the second style in the corner of a room is minimized by the 

restriction of the illusion to the windows al one.) 
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1.4.6 The East Wall: The Third (Upper) Register 

In the Upper Register of the east wall (fig. 1.81 ), a central aedicula is flanked by two others 

on each side. The interior architectural constructions in each aedicula also appear to be 

connecting to the adjoining ones on both the north and south wall with their receding sides. 

This sense of continuity persists as the farthest aedicula connects behind the central 

semicircular colonnade or exedra65 in front ofwhich a fi gure is seated. 

On the lower frontal plane of the left and right aedicul ae are red-framed green panels 

with low pedimented borders supported by columns, which in turn support a roof. These 

aedicul ae are two rooms deep, with each room defined by an open or atrium- like roof 

structure. In the second room on the left of centre looking towards the seated figure at centre 

is a male fi gure situated in the second or rear space holding a thyrsos with the left hand 

against his chest and a theatrical mask in his lowered right hand . Also a fi gure on the extreme 

ri ght aedicula in the same spatial position appears to be holding a thyrsos in his right hand 

and a mask at waist hei ght with the right hand. Both si des of the balcony fac ing the centre of 

the east wall include a gilded socle supporting a lower li ght-blue wall and an upper curtained 

or paneled s ide. This whole side illus ionistically projects out and the side of its roof merges 

with the roof of the atri um-like opening covering the central aedicul a, paradoxica lly giving it 

the appearance of being recessed. 

The seated figure at the centre is identified as Athena or Fortuna (fig. 1.8 1 A) with a 

comucopia or rhyton (drinking eup) in the left hand and what is probably , l believe, a dise in 

her right hand. The question is if it is a disk, wh y, and what function wou id it represent? 

(Archer describes this as a dish for pouring libations or offerings, but why would Athena be 

pouring libations?) At the north and south ends of the east wall actors appearing in the 

recessed rooms wear laurelleaves in their hair as a reminder of Apollo's !ost love. Visible on 

the extreme end of the flanking aediculae, a red column has a large vertical representation of 

a thyrsos. ln the centre, the figure of Athena!Fortuna is separated from the central space by 

having a narrow aedicula as part of the frontal support, giving the appearance of a recessed 

balcony with its own roof at whose centre is also an impluvium. Behind Athena!Fortuna is a 

semicircular colonnade including two entrances with steps and an elevated two-story 
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structure behind it. (These do ors are symbolic representations of the open do ors of the templ e 

so that Janus, the most signifi cant founding god of Rome could come to the aid of the 

Romans in time of need)66
. Finally, the central balcony has a narrow green horizontal panel 

at its midpoint, while four blue panels framed in red are located symmetrically on the bottom 

of the far balconies and to the side of the central balcony, each one bearing a scene with 

fi gures . 

1.5 Belief categories: Perceptual Beliefs, Philosophical Beliefs, Religions Beliefs, 
Scientific Beliefs (concerning the optical system), Mathematical Beliefs, Medical 
Beliefs (concerning the body) 

1.5.1 Perceptual Beliefs 

This section examines the perceptual beliefs underlying the pi ctorial decorati on of the Ixion 

Room. The wall decorations consist of representations of wall s with windows and complex 

architectural features. These representations are attempting to be integrated seaml essly into 

the already existing architectural features of the room. The problem with two overlapping 

realities, the three dimensional real space within whi ch the viewer is mobile and the 

superimposition of fixed pictori al space of a three dimensional representation inevitably 

causes pi ctorial ambi guities . The encounter between the percept ion of real space and the 

perception of represented space creates these ambiguities that involves the arti st to make 

pi ctorial compensations in order to ensure commensurabili ty with the dominant beli ef about 

the experience oflived space; and the ru les by which these compensations may proceed. 

The Ixion Room, like any other, inevitably offers up latent spati al ambiguities to any 

superimposition ofpictorial space. The artist - who is after ali the first perceiver or producer 

- makes compensation for these ambiguities in the execution of the decorations. As John R. 

Searle informs us , the artist 's perceptions are moved by his or her intentionalitl 7
, in th is case 

the desire for commensurability of the li ved experience of space, to conceptions of pictorial 

compensations, guide the conscious decisions behind the room ' s grand desi gn. This section 

wi ll therefore concentrate on the visual beliefs, physiological and automatic beliefs, that it 

should not be forgotten become complemented by other multisensorial perceptual beliefs, 
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and become converted - into the conscious conceptual beliefs that form our general vis ual 

awareness. 

On a technical point, it is important to note that sorne of the representat ions on the 

Upper Register are incomplete, and have become further degraded since being uncovered. 

My understanding of them therefore is based parti y on what I saw and recorded on my four 

separate visits in the summer of 1999, 2001, 2003, 2007, and parti y on information obtained 

from historical photographie documentation. Additionally I have of course Ieamed and 

understood much from written accounts that have helped to further describe the decorations 

as they where found in their original state. Nonetheless, as it is possible to see from my 

documentation, the room is still to a very large extent intact. 

In his chapter View from Below68
, John Baird suggests that sensory perceptions is a 

very complex physiological state that depends on moment to moment judgments that also 

depend on a particular set of perceptual mechanisms already in place. (thi s would also 

include neural mechanisms - sending information.). Imagine an obj ect moving away in the 

distance, these perceptual mechanisms need to co-ordinate severa] kinds of information in 

order for the viewer from a stationary position to perceive the event as a smooth believable 

transi tion - judgments are made very quickly to adjust relative size, relati ve distance and 

relative motion/speed. Perceptual judgments are in a constant state of re-evaluati on. 

Phys iology as fast as it is able to respond and as flexible as it is nevertheless has its 

limitations and has developed a set of perceptual mechanisms and strategies that make up the 

perceptual experience. When performing a compl ex task Ii ke perceiving from a stationary 

position a moving object at a distance ail of those perceptual mechan isms and their strategies 

come into play . In this case the perception of relative size judgment is made in respect to 

near by objects. However the object does not shri nk as rapidly as it is moving away 

according to the visual angle and this means that the receding object is perceived or judged to 

be greater than expected from its visual angle, and Jess than expected from its metric size. 

Therefore the perception of size is a compromise between the object ' s proximal and distal 

values. Baird suggests that perception of size-at-a-distance is assessed by sensory 

transducers, but distal size is assessed by contextual constraints on judgment process. From 
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this example it is possible to see how we really live in two worlds. The world according to a 

metric measure and synthetic perspective and the perceived world with its natural 

perspective that is in constant process, made by constant judgments that depends on ail 

perceptual mechanisms. 

This perceptual input when it becomes converted from perceptions to conceptions in 

consciousness, draws on ali we know and believe at any given moment. Concepts while they 

can only ever be similar however can be shared and judged in accordance with a cultures 

bel iefs and constitute conscious me mory, conscious judgments and conscious reasoning69
. 

In the case of the Ixion Room , we are considering the particular visual question of an 

authored pictorial space, one that has both a producer - an artist - and a viewer. Given 

Baird ' s analysis, for both artist and viewer and both are subject to beliefs, the roles of 

producer and receiver differ, however. Although the process of producing images and the 

process of receiving perceptions rely on the same mechani sms, those mechanisms are not 

used identically. Images are constructions of information previously internali zed by the 

producer and organized into perceptual units that have been already interpreted. In contrast , 

perceptions must be organized by the viewer from scratch and matched to stored 

representations extemal to the images viewed; there is no advance idea concerning the obj ect 

of perception 70
• 

But who conceived the decorations of the Ixion Room in the House of the Vettii ? Was 

their author one or both of the Vettii brothers? Or were the decorations authored by someone 

else? It was most probably an experienced artist whose workshop of assistant painters , 

students and supporting labour pool was capable of undertaking such comp lex commissions? 

The question is significant for the degree of interpretation involved in the production of the 

images, and here I would just briefly like to clarify the position I assume on the creative 

input of the Pompeiian artist. 

According to Roger Ling and others, it seems that most artists, if not ali, were 

connected to workshops to which they would bring their particular expertise, be it rendering 

the figure or decorative painting, and that whi le they worked as a team, there was a certain 

hierarchy amongst them 71
. While accepting the existence of su ch workshops, Ling and others 
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believe that ultimate authorship of this or that decorative scheme was vested in "pattern 

books" available to the patron or client for their selection and choice, leaving the artist little 

creative input into the over ali scheme of the decorations. As a result, the conclusion is that 

the well-known stylistic shifts of the period were the resul t of changes in the prevai ling tastes 

of the patrons themselves. Two problems emerge with this conclusion. The first is that an 

emphasis on style, whi le legitimate to the extent that rhetorical sk il l was apprec iated as a 

mark of authority, runs the risk of ignoring the complicated belief structures of the ti me. The 

concept of the pattern book rests on the idea that style can be formulated and copied, or 

simply purchased like wallpaper by a client. There may in fact be built into the apparently 

futile search for these alleged pattern books a late-modernist bias fami 1 iar with the rotation of 

styles that constitutes the conventionalized history of art in our ti me. The second and rel ated 

problem is that, as Ling himself adroits, these decorations are far more complex and varied 

from one to another than the use of pattern books would suggest. 

[ ... ] Des pite the use of pattern-books and the striking similarity between decorative 
motives and figure compositions in far-flung regions of the Empire, hardly any two 
decorations are identical. Even among the hundreds of wall -paintings known from 
Pompeii the degree of repetition is extraordinari ly small , being confined in most cases 
of the odd figure-subject or a handful of ornamental motifs ... Moreover, where 
repetition does occur, the motif or motifs in question are often used in a different way 
or in a different position, or the basic colour scheme is changed72

. 

It is therefore likely that if pattern books did indeed exist73
, their utility would have 

been limited to examples of work already done, and offering to a client suggestions or 

precedents by which to judge the worth of the artist seeking the commission. The historical 

record itself reveals that they would have been of little use in coordinating such visual 

complexities as are found in the Ixion Room, a skill not unlike an orator's that would have 

taken an experienced artist many years to develop. This is not to say that the patron mi ght not 

express a general idea, just as is the case now. The point rather is that the artist was 

employed for the production of an original and inventive conception for a spectacle, one that 

would astound the patron and more importantly perhaps impress the patron 's circle of 

influence. The pointis borne out by the fact that the visual solutions to sorne of the pictorial 

problems in the Ixion Room are far more sophisticated than they may at first appear. And if 
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we consider the dramatic evolution of wall decoration over a short period of one hundred and 

fifty years from the first style to the Ixion Room 's fourth style decorations, there is no doubt 

that arti sts at the time freely understood and elaborated the significance of originality. 1 

would think that for them it must have been in a way no different than our own contemporary 

mode! that both relies on and challenges the images available to artists through the 

international art magazines. 

Consequently, I am going to assume that the Pompeiian artist conceptualized the room 

as a totality, and that the responsibility for which they were commissioned was to take, as we 

will see, every aspect of the room 's decoration into consideration. In the case of the Ixion 

room, this included al so the room 's purpose as a dining room with specifie spat ial locations 

of the guests along with the metaphysical implications of the patron, his family and friends 

breaking bread with the ancestors and the gods. For this, the a1tist was clearly expected to be 

not only a master of painting as a craft, but like the architect also to be familiar with the 

thematic structures threading through such important constituents as philosophy, religion, 

mathematics- especially geometry - and science. It now becomes possib le to understand the 

artist's complex leve! of engagement mediating perceptions and conceptions in the 

production of the Ixion Room 's decorations. 

Mediations are central to the complex web of intersecting pictori al spaces in the Ixion 

Room. Paintings are by their nature invested in spatial paradox, but spatial paradox becomes 

perceptual ambiguity when faced with the problem the Pompeiian artist took on of 

integrating a spatial representati on into a spati al dimension. As outlined in the introduction, 

the subtlety required is made ali the more impress ive from our contemporary understanding 

of perceptual mechanisms. It is clear from the Pompeiian wall decorations that the artists had 

recourse to compensations by which to resolve pictorial ambiguities so that the image would 

conform with the collective beliefs- the cognitive conceptions - embraced by their society. 

If the artist's task was to find visual solutions to picturing their world and themselves within 

it, that task required frequent compensations and camouflage74
. In the case of the Ixion Room 

decorations, the viewer is caught in various states of belief5
, disbelief or suspens ion oftheir 

(perceptual and conceptual) beliefs. 
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The analysis that follows applies seven aspects of perception- horizon line, scaling, framing, 

perspective, colour, texture, and mirroring - defined in the introduction. I introduce my 

analysis of the Ixion Room by first defining the relationship of the hori zon li ne to the wall 

decorations. Since horizon plays an important role in our ability to judge the scale not on! y of 

objects but of distances as weil, how scale is employed is therefore taken up next. I then 

outline the impact of the frame as a deviee. There are many different kinds of frames in the 

Ixion Room on ali three walls, and they constitute a play of shifting spaces. The horizon line, 

scale and the various framing deviees ali have impacts on our perception of pictorial space in 

the room that are particularly significant. While other visual characteristics like contrast and 

shape through shading influence our perceptual experience as weil , their impact is not 

sufficiently important to discuss here. More vital is the matter of perspective systems, since 

they offer the possibility of organizing pictorial space in more than one way. The fifth and 

sixth factors include col our and texture, whi le the final factor is the element of mirroring we 

fi nd on ali three wall s, including within this the matter of stereoscopie vision. Fol lowing the 

discussion of these seven aspects, I wi ll tum to the internai pictorial spatial logic of each 

register, starting with the Upper or Third Register, followed then by the Middle or Second 

Register before finishing with the First or Lower Register, the socle. The section will 

conclude with a summary ofbeliefs of the Ixion Room. 

The horizon fine 

To enter the Ixion Room (fig. 1.1) is to enter into a space divided horizo ntally into three 

distinct registers, and three distinct narrative space. Ali three registers are divided by the 

iconographie content. The Upper Regis ter is the domain primarily of the gods . As we lower 

our gaze, we encounter in the Second Register a hybrid terrain, a domain encompassing both 

the earthly domestic and the ambiguously mythological. Lower still, and we fi nd ourselves in 

the Lower Register surrounded by marble, the material aggregate ofthe earth itself. 

These iconographie divisions do not, however, override the discreet or implicit horizon 

li ne that is broadcast by the physical eye leve! of the viewer entering this room. Sedgewick, 
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writing in 1973, states that as a general rule any horizon is unique in that it never changes its 

proj ective location76
. The horizon is al ways ' horizontal ', lateral, and al ways at eye lev el. A 

vertical shift of the hori zon will establish therefore a new pos ition of the viewer. 

Determining the scale of things relative to the hori zon li ne in both real and pictorial space 

has focused on what Rogers calls intrinsic units of measurement. The relati ve height of the 

viewer's eye leve! from which they are able to develop a sense of scale, a gradient of texture, 

size information, slant and direction of objects and surfaces. Al so it gives information about 

the angle of the visual ray that intersects with either the ground pl ane or the defining planes 

above eye-level. This is as true for the experience of three-dimensional space as it is for 

pictori al space77
. Roger quotes Sedgwick (1980) who sugges ted that viewers mi ght be able 

to recover an implicit hori zon from geometrie features of a representati on78
. 

In the Ixion Room just such an impli cit horizon li ne can be detected on ail three walls 

(fi g. 1.82, 1.83, 1.84), one that would be consistent with a viewer of the peri od as they enter 

the room. The average eye leve! according to Vitruvius' meas ure would be close to about 

136 cm 79
. This is calculated by taking a man's height of 145 cm or 4'9" and subtracting 9 cm 

to find eye-level at 4 '5" or so, bringing the hori zon line to approximately the bottom of the 

mythol ogical scenes80
. Thi s hori zon line is not a cl ear and continuous linear division, though 

the horizon line divides the room neatly so as to emphas ize the shall ow fl at planes that then 

fall below it. These shallow planes are fo und in the Jowest register and extend up to the 

bottom of the mythological scene in the Middle Register, partially including the still !ife 

renderings and warship seascapes that are situated j ust below the trompe l 'oeil windows. 

But al ong the hori zon line itself our sense of space becomes uncertain. Gregory (1966, 

1970) has shown that when flatness eues are eliminated - as occurs when fo r example an 

image remains unframed - the illusory effect is greatl y increased and the perceiver can read 

the appearance of depth unencumbered. When however, as is the case with the Ixion room, a 

relatively fl at pictorial area is adjacent to areas of deeper pictori al projecti ons, and therefore 

acts in a similar way to a frame or border, a flattening out or compression of perceived depth 

results in considerable spatial ambiguitl' (fig. 1.85). Ambiguity is also emphasized by the 

transitional mediation of elements along this horizon line. The merging of the shallow or flat 
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spatial depictions below the Ixion Room 's hori zon li ne with the deeper spaces above is 

effected by the small framed scenes at the lower edge of the Middle Register. These include 

the entablature and the mythological scenes at each wall 's centre, the panel s with sti ll !ife 

libations and offerings on the east wall and the naval battle scenes on the north and south 

wal l, as weil as the window alcoves of the Middle Register. 

If ali of these appear to be located in an indeterminate space along the hori zon line, 

above that we can see that the !ines of perspective are inclined downward, signaling to us 

that we are looking up. We fee! the pull ofthe determined architecture of spati al planes, with 

their strong descending perspective !ines, lifting us up towards the atmospheric li ghtness of 

the heavens in the Upper Register. 

That pull , nonetheless, is not directing us towards one vanishing point, as we will see 

described in detail in the discussion of optical beliefs, and is not therefore inclined towards 

an essence that is locked within a single authority , whether transcendental or human. The 

!ines of perspective that inevitably situate the position of the viewer are themselves 

ambiguous, mobil e (fig. 1.87). Given the sy mmetrical formulation of perspective in the 

room, the projected !ines of the architectural planes of the middle register 'windows' on the 

right move left only, while the projected !ines on the left move ri ght on ly (fig. 1.88). The 

projected !ines in the upper-most section ofthese window representations incline to intersect 

on the horizon li ne, oreye leve! of the viewer, at the centre of the mythological scene, while 

those projection !ines that define the lower part of the architectural features of the windows 

meet near the top edge of the lower register, a horizon line consistent with the reclining guest 

at dinner (fig. 1.89). This mobility suggests a mobile viewer, one who will occupy severa! 

positions in the room. Most obviously, they will move in the Ixion Room from door to 

'table ', from standing to reclining at dinner, and in a sense the play of spatial depth must 

follow them, aligning itself with their positions of significance. The lower the eye leve!, the 

sharper the perspective projection must be82 (fig. 1.82, 1.83, 1.84). 

This principle ofthe mobility ofthe viewer, can be traced in the architectural detailing 

of the upper register, where more of the sky is made visible than in the middle register 

window/alcoves, an effect manifested by a more widely sloping horizontal plane that results 
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in the perception of deeper space. The intersecti on of the perspect ive !ines extended from the 

extremity of this plane coïncides approximately with the top of the entab lature. On the other 

hand, the hori zontal plane that can be constructed between the si des of the aedi culae in the 

centre of the Upper Register has its proj ected !ines extend ing to coïncide with the centre of 

the seated figure ofFortuna (fi g. 1.90). 

In each of these instances noted above, the viewer' s eye leve) is shi fted to a new 

hori zon. Bear in mind that eye leve! and hori zon line are synonymous with viewer pos ition ; 

the hori zon is the point zero of a calcul ation by which we estimate spatial depth, and the 

estab lishment of an hori zon line in any representati on is a means of shift ing the pos ition of 

the viewer. In the case of the represented windows on the north, east and south wall , there are 

two hori zon !ines, one, at the bottom of the mythological scenes when the guest enters the 

room, and one for the eye leve! of the reclining guest ly ing on couches located on the north 

walllooking at both the east and the south wall at the represen tati ons of the wi ndows and the 

reclining guest on the south wall looking at the east and north wall at the window 

representations; in the case of the perspectival intersection at the top of the entabl ature, a 

hori zon line is established that implies for the viewer eleva ti on to a di fferent and hi gher 

position. Finally, in the case of the aedi culae, a fourth hori zon line implying an even more 

elevated viewing posit ion is set fo r the centre of the seated fig ure of Fortuna on the Upper 

Regis ter. 

lt is the potenti al of the infi nite distance of the ground plane that al ways positions the 

horizon at eye leve!. In the Ixion Room the only ground plane visible is the one the viewer is 

standing on; there are no ground pl anes visibly rendered in the wall decorati ons. Because 

there are multiple hori zon !ines- according to the various incline of the projective angles of 

the representation, an imaginary series or maybe even a mobil e ground plane is impli ed. It 

remains, however, virtual and unrepresented. Not on ly does the occlusion of the ground 

plane reduce both depth and height calculation of the pictorial plane, but the deniai of any 

perspective !ines projected up towards a horizon line that would position the viewer ' s height 

from the ground plane destabil izes the hori zon line ' s relation to the ground plane, rendering 

the v iewing position indetermi nate and unresolved, doubly mobile (fig. 1.91). 
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As Hagen emphasizes, the projective characteristic of the horizon is that it acts as a 

stable reference in the optic array because it never changes its projective location83
. Hagen 

reminds us in ber book Varieties of Realism that whi le laboratory tests have greatly 

contributed to our understanding of perceptual mechanisms, they are often so particular that 

they do not incorporate perceptual stabilizers, like the hori zon or the ground plane, that are 

part of the greater complexities ofthe world. The perspectival mobi lities evident in the Ixion 

Room demonstrate the significance of attending to the architectural envelope to which the 

viewing subjects physical engagement, their position in space and time becomes only the 

point of departure - and in virtual space re-establishing their position with the various 

implied virtual ground planes each making equivalences between them and the subject 

represented , giving them temporarily access to the world of myths and the world of the gods. 

Interestingly, we as viewer out of our time can follow the guests in the Ixion Room 

encountering a fluidity that reflects their time and space, the ti me and space of a first century 

Roman citizen. 

Scaling 

Scaling of real or pictorial space is a matter of having sorne metric, or measure - whether eye 

leve! , horizon or known objects - that can give a eue of size to the perceiver84
. This is true 

whether scaling real or pictorial space. lt is important to emphasize that despite the 

undoubted fact that the decorations of the Ixion Room are fictional representations and not 

based upon any actual scene, our scaling of pictorial distance or size is related to the 

experience we have in the world. 

We ail have experienced ambiguities of scale wh en the eues we depend upon are absent 

or ambiguous - for instance the distance to the horizon across a calm sea. Most often the 

eues are present. For example, our close experience of the physical dimensions of the Ixion 

Room provides a scale by which to allocate a relationship between the individual decorative 

details and figures provided and the spa ce of the room itself. However, ambiguities of scale 

arise when we are faced with iconographie elements that are of different metric orders 85
. 

Consider on the one band the stilllife paintings, and on the other the naval scenes underneath 

the trompe l 'oeil windows in the Middle Register. Both are approximately the same size 
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while their subject matter, referring to completely di fferent real spatial situations, is not. We 

as viewer must scale these representations in two ways: one is to note the relatively simil ar 

size of each representation within the broad context of the Ixion Room decorations; the other 

is to recognize the internai scale in each that is appropri ate to the subj ect matter86
. 

But even within these we find scaling ambiguiti es. An exampl e is the stiJl li fe/offering 

consisting of shelves, tabletops and objects normally associ ated with each other supporting 

fruit and cakes and tableware. In the still li fe to the ri ght on the east wall the presence of the 

goat on the top left creates an incongruity in our reading of relati ve s ize or proporti on87
• 

Consider also that whil e the internai scale eues within the naval scene provide apparently 

coherent relations between the shore, the ships and the distant harbor, yet even this coherence 

is subj ect to the influence of external factors. Here the truncation of the scene's fo reground 

by the frame interrupts or obscures part of the potential visual fi eld that could provide furth er 

depth eues, and our ability to scale obj ects becomes limited. Thi s leads to a co mpress ion of 

the pictorial space perceived88
. In this regard, it has been shown - if it weren ' t intuitively 

obvi ous - that obj ect information on a ground pl ane greatl y increases the ability to judge 

depth89
. This is because we use obj ects and surfaces for scaling the rest of the scene and 

determining our percept ion of spatial dimension. The only ground planes that are visible in 

the Ixion Room decorations are those seen in the mythological scenes. 

While eues are valuable, it is also important to realize that perceived space has been 

shown to not in fact match the actual measure of real space in any given scene90
. Even whi le 

standing within a landscape, depth estimates by the viewer are usually underestimated. 

Rogers, speaking about the veridicality property in the representation of spatial relati ons, 

points out that this is because what we are attempting is not a matchi ng of objective 

measurements to real space, but rather the matching of our spatial p erceptions, or 

assumptions, to real space - assumptions consistently shown in experiments to be under

estimations. 

Finally, it should be noted that there are two other significant forrns of assigning scale. 

One is to use the metric of gradient eues, such as texture gradients that show a regular change 

in density and spacing of the ground91
. In the Ixion Room, texture gradients are most evident 
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in the diminishing detail of the architectural elements as they recede. A second important 

scaling effect involves the use of reduction, as is visible in the reduction of scale in the upper 

register as a distance eue to give a sense of greater height. 

Framing 

Framing is essentially the operation of ass igning boundaries or establi shing perimeter 

reference points. The frame may take a number of forms. The narrative separation of ali three 

registers is a form of fi-aming, as is the entablature framing the mythological paintings. The 

white panel tapestries frame the two dancing figures internally through festoons , and the 

dei ti es and actors are fi-amed by the aediculae. The trompe l'oeil windows become frames 

for the faux arch itectural details. Even though each frame appears to be different, their 

perceptual impact on the pictorial spatial reading is s imilar to the perceptual effect of an 

extrinsic .frame autonomous from the intrinsic content of the decorative paintings . In the 

Ixion Room frames are occlusions and truncations th at 1 imit the pictorial information 

separat ing it from adjacent visual information92
. 

Then there are also the spatial fi-ames that help us locate ourselves in space, and which 

require establi shing a correspondence between the various perceptual mechanisms that link 

our perception of the environment and our knowledge conceming it. These can take two 

forms. There is the egocentric frame, in which the visual features of the environment are 

preserved - including both the objects that are situated within it and the position of the 

producer or ideali zed viewer. Alternatively, there is the exocentric or allocentric frame in 

which objects are located independently of the producer or perceiver93
. In the Ixion Room 

both of these two maps exist: on the one hand there is the physical map of the space where 

the dinner guests are moving, the egocentric frame. On the other hand, there is the imaginary 

or 'theoretical' map provided by the pictorial space presented to the guests , the allocentric 

frame. Difficulty arises when the 'maps' provided by these frames are both present and do 

not correspond, making it difficult for the navigator to find the assigned destination orto find 

theirway back from them94
. It is this difficulty that requires ofthe painter-designer a defined 

choreography for the viewer's location. In the Ixion Room, as an example, the rendered 

architectural projections visible through the faux windows on the east wall are convincing 
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only from our positi on as we enter from the west entrance or from the low position of a 

reclining guest at dinner. 

Framing can also act, as Pierce proposes, to limit poss ibl e choices, to reduce 

complex ity, in thi s case pictorial spatial complexity95
. Each of the framed events beco mes a 

separate episode that contains within it different pictorial spati al propos iti ons, each 

provoking a different emotive state. Similarly, Nycole Paquin speaks about two factors that 

are simultaneously intenti onal and are overlaid on the perceptual experi ence - namely the 

perceptual effort and the emotive framing of our encounter with any [situati on] or obj ect96
. 

Perspective 

As I have outli ned in the introduction, the central ax is of the Roman house sets a condi tion 

on how both the visual and phys ical penetrati on of space is di rected fo r the visi tor. For 

example, the mirroring and parall el recession of rooms - including the tab linum and the 

hortus - in a success ive rhythmi c orderly repet ition estab li shes a social hi erarchy to whi ch 

the whole body res ponds in the passage fro m entrance to interior. Joseph Lappin points out 

that our contemporary conception of describing images involves the co nception of space, and 

rests on the idea that visual spaces are deri ved from both abjects and motion - rather than 

from a fi xed extri ns ic frame97
• What is involved is a three dimensional relati ons hi p in which 

image information is di fferent fro m that whi ch wo uld be the case given a concept of 

description that includes only the continuous single surface. Im age info rm ation, that is, rests 

on a correspondence between an obj ect and its environment, and considerab le lat itude of 

fo rm can be entertained as a consequence of allowing fo r the changes that moti on produces . 

This is as true for our encounter with two-dimensional representations as it is for our three

dimensional encounters. In the case of two-dimensional representations, the observer may 

not be specifically aware of irregu larities, automatically assuming the constancy of the 

representati on98
. However, if the viewing angle of a representation is too near, too obli que or 

too distant, there will be a uniform distortion of the representation given the visual angle -

and the represented object will appear to be equally distorted on its two dimensional plane. In 

the Ixion Room, due to the superimposition of the virtual onto the real architecture, there are 
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a number of instances in which distortions occur as a result of the viewer's angle of vision or 

di splacement, and the representation becomes a failed illusion . 

David Rose, investi gating the reason for our beli ef in perspective, suggests that the 

operating system for process ing sensory signais and knowled ge is responsi ble for producing 

the rules of perspective that then apply virtually to ali objects. However, despite these rules, 

our perception of perspective, or projected space, is influenced by such agencies as colour99
, 

motion, distance, direction and shape, and depends on eues like haze, perspective, stereopsis, 

texture, gradient and shading. When these mediating agen ci es are applied inappropriately, 

they produce in us inappropriate perceptions of perspective, and systemic errors such as 

distortions of size and di stance. Curvature and departures from linear perspective, Rose 

suggests, stems from an awareness ofspace that is not necessarily Euclidean, since according 

to empirical evidence distant spaces appear compressed - with only near-space conforming 

to Euclidean metrics in our human perception 100
• Perceptual spatial evaluati on in which 

surface tilt - the direction in which a pictorial surface points away - is not affected by 

perceived depth, whereas slant - how much it points away - is affected 101
. 

The original viewer would probably approache the Ixion Room , walks aboutit however 

bri efly, and eventually reclines on a dining couch. In the process, as his or her gaze rests on 

the north , south or east wall , its painted representations would have been seen from a number 

of different positions in space. Even though empirical ev idence suggests that perceptually 

speaking pictures bear close structural resemblance to the real scenes they represent, Rogers 

proposes that because we see pictures other than from the intended ideal si ngular position 

however, the result is that pictorial spatial perception is subject to change whether we choose 

to acknowledge it or not102
• 

Margaret Hagen writes that representational art essentially is about the depiction of 

images and their surfaces in the world transferred to an image plane, or support. But the Ixion 

Room decorations are neither veridicalities - mimetic depictions - nor yet entirely fictional 

representations. Damasio writes that images that are seen by us in our mind - as would have 

been the case with the pictorial conception of the Ixion Room - are ultimately not facsimi les 

of particular objects; rather, they are images interacting between us and the world we know. 
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Objects or object ideas engage our perceptual mechani sms, and are constructed in neura l 

patterns formed according to the organism's des ign. Thi s makes the obj ect real, the 

interacti on real, and the images that are constructed real103
. And I quote Damas io: 

There is no picture of the obj ect being transferred from the object to the retina, and 
from the retina to the brain. There is rather a set of correspondences between phys ical 
characteristics of the obj ect and modes of reaction of the organi sm according to which 
an internally generated image is constructed. And s ince you and 1 are similar enough 
bi ologically to construct a similar enough image of the same thing, we can accept 
without protest the conventi onal idea that we have fo rmed the pi cture of sorne 

. l h. 104 parttcu ar t mg . 

It is important to appreci ate that there are constraints to the ground-pl ane observer 's 

visual world , one of which is - as 1 have already indi cated - the ground or surface fro m 

which the observer and obj ects in the environment directly or indirectly must find support 105
. 

The transliteration from one dimension to another - real space to representati onal space -

also implies that the arti st, as the first viewer, deve lops a pos ition in relationship to the 

subject within the spatial representation, no matter whether it is a real or fictive scene. The 

Ixion Room in fact has both : it is a representation of a room to the same scale as the room 

within whi ch it is being represented. There is the physical posit ion of the viewer in 

relationship to the projected plane, and there is the conceptual positioni ng of the viewer 

requi ring a decision on just how to enter thi s project ive space. Marga ret Hagen 106 echoes 

Damas io, the premise of her thes is being that it is not good enough to construct a linear 

perspective that according to sorne rule might be a correct projecti on; it must also generate a 

certain cultural constraint in order to look correct to the intended viewer 107
. By analyzing the 

perceptual experience that the contemporary viewer has of the Ixion Room, and by observing 

the compensations made by the Roman painter, it beco mes evident what was perceptually 

important to the Roman viewer - fo r example, perspecti val compensations that would be 

viewer-relational. Since perceiving a pictorial representation is more comp lex than had 

previously been understood, accounting for both the producer' s and perceiver's context and 

activities more adequately completes the analysis of the perceived experience. 
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As di scussed in the Introduction, Hagen outlines four basic perspective projective systems. 

Of these, three are appli cable to the Ixion Room : similarity , affin e and projective systems 

(fi g. 1.92). 

Perspective: Similarity 

The second rung in the hierarchy of perceptual complexity, after metri c, is similarity. As 

previously described, in similarity projection, shape, angle, size and parall eli sm, and 

perpendicul arity are ali invariant - but the image has undergone a scale change and is smaller 

in size than the original. In the similarity system, if a viewer is facing a symmetri cal surface 

it will expand or contract depending on the di stance from the observer: as the viewer gets 

cl oser to a pattern it appears to be rushing towards them. The rapid rate of change is linked to 

distance and time. This transform ation, however, is reversibl e and while opti ca l tex tures are 

ali invariant, a change of scale has taken place and the image is identi cal but small er. The 

horizon parallel to the ground is always at eye leve!, leaving visible as much below as above 

for any obj ect. In the Upper Register of the Ixion Roo m, the architectural representati ons are 

relatively smaller than the room-scaled architectural representati ons of the Mi ddle Register. 

The aediculae and exedra in the U pper Register are also proporti onately small er, but the 

relati onship between the fi gures and the archi tecture is larger than in the Middle Register. 

While this could be construed as proj ect ive perspecti ve decreas ing in size with di stance, the 

proj ective !ines do not converge to a s ingle point, giving thi s the appearance and 

characteri sti cs of similarity perspective in wh ich shape, angle, s ize and pa rall e! ism and 

perpendicularity are ali invari ant but the image has undergone a scale change, bei ng small er 

in size than the norm al scal e of the room 108
• As a result, the viewer interprets the 

representations of the Upper Register to be at a greater distance - further away - than they 

actually are and the relatively large size of the Gods and their attendants gives them the 

appearance of grandeur and power. The viewer experiences an equali ty between their lived 

space and that of the representation of the architectural elements and mythological characters 

and scenes in the middle register -l ike in a theatre, the stage and its actors- However the 

Upper Register appears to be much farther - out of their reach, and inhabited by powerfu l 

giants or their gods, Apollo to the north, Fortuna to the east, and Dionys ius to the south. 
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Perspective: Affine 

According to Hagen, the third proj ective system is affine; it has no scale change fro m the 

ori ginal, as can be seen by the size of certain of the representations in the Ixion Room . For 

example, the entablature and the painted windows are scaled to the room itself. In affine 

perspective proj ection !ines are parallel. However, size shape and angle are different. It 

should be remembered that angle shape and size always change together despite the 

invariants of paralle li sm from the original and every affine transformation of a plane, 

including motion, is the result of parallel projections 109
. The Ixion Room has primarily an 

affine geometrical perspective system. Because affine perspective usually deals with larger 

surfaces in the world , li ght on the surfaces of planes are parallel to the viewer and are 

refl ected from a large source, like the sun, that reflects off a variety of diffe rent surfaces. The 

Ixion Room decorations seem to be lit by ambient li ght, that is a general li ght source like the 

sun, which bounces off many di fferen t surfaces and illuminates the environment wi th 

ambient light. This is true in the case of the ambi ent light cast on the architectural features of 

the representations, the aediculae and the co lonnade, of the Upper Register on the north, 

south and east walls. This is equally true for the architectural features seen through the 

window representations. The impression given to the viewer is that the architectural 

representations are an extension of the real space, and that creates fo r the viewer the illusion 

that the representations of the window are real windows looki ng out into a sunlit exterior 

space. This further creates the illusion that the room, although windowless, is flooded by 

sunlight. The eternal illumination reinfo rces a sense ofconstancy ofthe presence ofthe Gods 

and the etemal moral tales of the mythological scenes 

Perspective: Projective 

The final system Hagen lists is Projective projection 110
. This has projection Ji nes or linear 

perspect ive that converges to a point, replacing paralleli sm with convergence. The Ixion 

Room has aspects of projective perspective properties in which, contrary to affine, the face of 

the represented plane in projective projection is not parallel to the original picture plane. The 

image converges to a progressively smaller size as the distance from the picture plane 

increases, resulting in scale changes . Shape, planes, and objects succumb to projective 
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distortion, which is also synonymous with spati al relations. The ground plane and the picture 

plane are at right angles to each other. Objects in a projecti ve scene sit either on the ground 

plane or on a surface parallel to that plane, but occupy the space at vari ous angles to the 

picture plane. In the Ixion Room 's proj ective characteri stics, the verti cal pl anes th at are part 

of the architectural features that are perpendicular to the hori zontal pl anes incl ine towards the 

centre and become progressively narrower. The angles success ive ly become steeper as they 

approach the centre of the wall. This does not result in a single vanishi ng po int when these 

proj ective !ines are extended, but rather in severa) po in ts along the vertica l central axis of 

each wall , where the projected perspectival !ines in sorne cases appear to co me together 

though in other cases they do not quite meet. The conseq uence is that the viewer experiences 

the representations in the Ixion Room much as they would experience the real world. Even 

though there is no s ingular point of convergence, projecti ve proj ecti on gives the appea rance 

of depth for exampl e the representations of the windows and the aed icul ae at the centre of ail 

three walls, as weil as the architectural representations in the Upper R egister. 

Col our 

The decorations of the Ixion Room are dominated by red (fi g. 1.3 1 ). lt is a shade of red that 

Vitruvius calls both vermilli on and cinnabar. The seco nd most im portant co lour is blue, then 

ochre or gold, and fi nally a black is used as an outline or framing dev ice 11 1
• Colour 

sensations are totally subj ective and depend on the way the visual system interprets di fferent 

wavelengths of li ght as they are refl ected from an object. By stri king the eye, each 

wavelength - whether reflected off a painted surface or a co loured filte r - initiates in the 

visual system colour sensations. These co lour sensati ons are only generated by the perceiver 

- ·whether that is the arti st or the viewer112
• That does not mean that one person cannot match 

a parti cul ar col our made by another person, in terms of va lue and hue; but col our sensations 

are, nonetheless, loaded with particular affective sensations that may differ substantia lly in 

their reception. For example, the short wavelength that makes up the spectral band of red is 

experienced as a physiologically exciting sensation, loading this colour with particular 

associated emotive characteristics. Colour is also an important primary affect directly 

connected to the ecological importance of survival strategies. It is usefu l, fo r example, to be 
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able to differentiate between close objects and di stant objects, so lid forms from empty forms , 

living matter from dead matter, dry surfaces from wet surfaces, and the colour for a food to 

be eaten or - if the col our seems wrong- to be avoided. It has been suggested th at the col our 

red may have an anatomical functional connection between the category red and a 

particular balance of neurotransmitter production in those regulatory brain systems of 

emotion that modulate attention, consciousness, and remembering 11 3
. These characteristics 

of col ours can be identified with the intentions served by the decorations of the Ix ion Room. 

Colour also plays an important part in our ability to focus. Shapes can be di fferenti ated or 

recognized by colour contrasts (red on blue, for example); they can also be contrasted by 

light and dark value contrasts (yellow shape against a dark red shape). Detai ls can also 

corroborate the legitimacy of the big picture 11 4
• The use of local (or natural) col our - a 

banana is yellow, not blue - establishes also an equivalence between representation and 

abject experience. 

The Ixion Room primarily has thi s local colour designat ion, but only because the object 

world of the Romanis already indexed with symbolically charged co l our choices. Moreover, 

the wavelength composition of li ght that enters the eye changes brightness from one point of 

the scene to another. The brain has developed a mechanism that calcul ates these bri ghtness 

differences to the extent that the brain simplifies this otherwise complex perception, 

assembling the appearance ofuniform brightness 115
• This impul se to s impli fy complex visual 

information is also assisted by having a limited number of colours - in the case of the Ixion 

Room hues of red, blue, yellow and black. Seen in another way , red yellow and blue are 

primary co lours. The warm ochre (light orange) against the cool blue fields , and the 

verrnillion (orange-red) frames against the cool greeni sh-blue fields define each other 

through complementary contrasts. Colour has been used optically to maximi ze its total effect 

in the Ixion Room. As has been proven, colour provides additional eues to light and dark

only resolution, and aids in a quicker object or situation recogni tion 11 6
• Bernstein 11 7 has 

shown that the meaning - and therefore significance - of colour is also strongly influenced 

by culture. This can, and has, subverted totalizing assumptions concerning universal values -

ecological or interpersonal - associated with colour. For instance, both black and white, 
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depending on cultural references, can be associated with mouming. The colours used in the 

decorations of the Ixion Room can be viewed as being both ecological/ interpersonal and 

culturally indexed. 

Texture 

Properties of surfaces and texture gradients help to distinguish between one object and 

another, but also- in terms of relative size of texture - they can signal close proximity on the 

one hand (large can suggest coarse or detailed) and distance on the other (smaller can suggest 

the Joss of detail) relative to other surface properties. Texture recognition is secondary to 

colour or shape recognition, but plays an impo1tant part in spatial relations identification. 

What this means for the reception of the Ixion Room is the difference between the very rich 

textures of the representations of the first and second register, giving an appearance of 

proximity, compared with the relatively minimal amou nt of texture infonnation in the upper 

or third register, giving the impression that this register is further away from the viewer. 

Mirroring 

The mirroring of the wall decorations on each si de of the entab lature or on each si de of the 

central figure in the Upper Regis ter constructs a bi lateral vertical symmetry. Kosslyn 11 8 

suggests that symmetrical figures have fewer properties to encode, and mirrored parts are 

easier to organize. As for Merzenich and Kaas 11 9
, they have observed that a split 

representation permits a second-order representation to wrap around the first-order 

transformation, permitting short interconnections between paired representations. Patricia 

Churchland 120 also suggests that this wrap-around design, together with expanded 

representation of the visual field's centre, may be what has engendered our ability for 

stereoscopie vision 121
. While obviously stereoscopie vision and topographie mapping depend 

on the overlaying of two visual fields originating simultaneously in both eyes, it has an echo 

in the mirroring elements in the Ixion Room , acting as a reflection of topographie mapping 

by which to extend the perceptual depth of the pictorial plane 122
• For the viewer, this 

mirroring- most particularly through the representation of the window openings- constructs 

the illusion ofparallax convergence as would be experienced in viewing the real world. 
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Approaching the Ixion Room upon arriving at the peristyle, we are confronted by a very large 

entrance twice the hei ght of a person and almost the full width of the tri clinium. Walking 

towards the doorway, now permanent! y open, it is possible to take in the whole room at a 

glanee. Scanning the north, east, and south wall decorations from the first or lowest register 

up to the Middle Register and further up towards the Upper Register, an intricate pictorial 

complexity impresses itself on the viewer. Because these registers offer separate 'narratives', 

it is useful to treat each separately, beginning with the Lower and then treating the Middle 

Register and the Upper respective! y. 

First (Lower) Register 

The first register, in imitation of marble stonework suggests weight and so lidity as a dense 

foundation for the depiction of architectural play in the upper two registers . The greatest 

perceptual spatial differentiation in this register is the advancing warm and receding coole r 

colour contrasts. While there is also a perceptual di ffe rence between ci rel es, rectangles, and 

squares- and the differently sized marks that give texture to the marble are mimetic so is the 

use of colour which is local- nonethel ess each form is further em bedded in a fram e that 

forms part of a geometrie pattern which, much li ke the mate ri al aggregate of marble itse lf, 

keeps this pictorial space very shallow. 

Second (Middle) Register 

As will be suggested, there exists between the Upper Register and the Midd le Register a 

dialectic between the appeal to moral authority in the Upper Register and the moral fa llibility 

operating in the Middle Register. The Second Register on the east wall is most marked for its 

direct relationship to the architecture of the room and the scale of the viewer. Because 

pictorial space in this register is more varied than in the Upper Register, it is good to 

remember that pictorial invention of space is not arbitrary but is based instead on the 

perceptual stimulus that is equivalent to features in the visual system (Hochgerg 1 970)123
. In 

this register, flat planes are butted up against deep pictorial spaces that are intended to 

virtually extend the room. Each pictorial space is defined and limited, either by an 
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architectural conceit and a border, or in other cases by a frame. There are five di st inct areas 

on each wall. The largest is the entablature that acts like a frame surrounding- on its back 

wall- what is either a red panel or hanging drapery, an aulea, with the representation of a 

large mythological scene at its centre. The second largest are the two white aulea on each of 

the north and south wall , each framed against a red panel. Each of these aulea holds small 

floating fi gures framed near the edge by festoons. Thirdly, flanking the entablatures and the 

mythological scenes on each wall are the trompe l'oeil windows, their view virtually 

extending the room beyond its actual wall surface. The fourth area, the blue panels that 

contain the seahorses on the east wall and the head of Athena on the north and south walls, 

have above them the smallest framed areas: the still lifes of the offerings or libati ons on the 

east wall and the naval battle scenes, both being about the same size. 

Entablatures 

In detail , and starting with the largest fields- the entabl atu res- what we have here is defined 

as a horizontal structure carried by a colonnade, consisting of arch itrave, frieze and com ice. 

The frieze and comice at its top has a coffered soffi t. Each unit of the coffered cei ling 

recedes perspectivally on the right s ide of centre fro m ri ght to left and on the left s ide from 

left to ri ght. These perspectival !ines do not, however, meet at one point on the central axis. 

Instead they forman altemate herring-bone pattern along the central axis beginning at Hera's 

robe and proceeding to the top of the mythological scene. They give a sense of depth to the 

entablature, as do the receding perpendi cul ar white wall s that mark the entab lature' s sides. If 

extended, they intersect on the central axis at the edge of the first and lowest register. While 

both the top and si des of the entablature establish a sense of depth, the absence of a grou nd 

plane and its occlusion by the Lower Register give this near stage-like setting with its 

suggestion of depth a relatively shallow pictorial space. However, the comice and frieze of 

the entablature appear linked to the bottom of the Upper Register (fig. 1. 71 ). 

Koenderink and van Doom (1993 , 1994) reflected on the invariants of pictorial relief 

and consider the [perceptual] depth dimension as a bellows that can be stretched and 

compressed under certain viewing conditions 124
. An example of this is the perpendicular 

displacement of the viewer in relationship to the surface of the representation, as when 
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shifting from a standing to a reclining position. On the east wall , the ambiguity of the upper 

register and the movement of the viewer in space has an effect on the vari able depth 

perception of its entablature. 

Before di scussing how the mythological scenes on the entabl atures contribute to the 

perception of pictori al space, it is important to consider the pictorial space of the faux 

windows that flank the entablature on each side since they also are influenced by the 

movement of the v iewer125
. 

Th e trompe l 'oeil windows 

I would like to start out with Richard Gregory 's idea that perceptions are hypotheses based 

on experience 126
. As I move towards the Ixion Room, I am aware of the fact that I am 

looking at a wall , the east wall. Yet I am simultaneously aware of looki ng through the 

'windows' of the Middle Register on this same wall at a view of the extended architectural 

'structures' of the north and south walls. In effect these two sets of awareness are in 

contradiction. A proposition by J.M. Hinton127 expl ains that a percepti on illusion di sjuncti on 

neither negates nor necessarily endorses distincti ve assumpti ons. Thi s appli es if hav ing an 

unambiguously perceived experi ence, for example between the architectural limits and the 

representation of a window with a view- as on the north, south and east wall , because it can 

induce the beliefthat a perfect illusion is at play. The wi ndows of the eas t wall promote the 

beli ef, then, that the architectural e lements seen through the windows extend the n01th and 

south wal l. Because the viewer is moving within the actual three-dimensional space, whi ch 

appears to be extended through thi s window, the experience of the actual wall feeds into an 

explici t memory of both the persona! world and the world of which we have conscious 

knowledge- and informs our recognition ofvisio-spatial configurations. 

However, our conscious recognition cornes after it has been driven by implicit 

memory, whi ch is itself driven by perception 128
. Gazzaniga, in his book The Mind's Past 

(1998), explains that there is a time !ag between an actual stimulus, the stimulus response, 

and the raw fee! of the sensation we experience129
. Considering this sequence of delay, there 

is also time to project predictions and Romi Nijhawan demonstrated that what we see 

compared to what is on our retina are not the same. "Sorne system in the brain takes oldfacts 
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and makes predictions as if our perceptual system were real/y a virtual and continuous 

movie in our mind"130 We are not consciously aware of how the real wall 's limits and the 

representation of the wall 's continuation become one in our mind because conscious 

j udgment, based on explicit memory, is in fact based on conceptual beli ef structures and 

occurs after perceptual evaluation. Ralph Norman Harbor underlines that "perception of 

pictures fo llow the same ru les and process as the perception of three-dimensional scenes"13 1
• 

The ill us ion of a continuation of the north and south wall 's architecture suggested by the ir 

representations in both windows of the east wall is vulnerable to coll apse as the viewer 

moves. This is particularly true the cl oser one moves to the corner of the windows, si nee the 

!intel 's hori zontality becomes skewed and no longer makes a smooth and convincing 

transi tion with the horizontality of the lintels of the windows on the north and south side. As 

Rogers writes, orientation judgments are explicitly observer-relati ve and are readily 

noticeable132
. Even though there is considerable to lerance for shape distortion, if the viewing 

angle is sm all er than 2 1 degrees or if it is larger than 4 1 degrees the distortion of the picture 

pl ane's relative shape becomes very marked 133
. Distortions or irregularities in the visual 

space will have little effect on perception if the observer assumes that regularity infact exists 

in the environment134
• Since "regul arity in the environment" of the frescoes is sacri ficed to 

selected viewer pos itioning, the representations they convey work only in a 'shift' from one 

positi on to another, and this can be seen as a specifi e calculat ion by the arti sts. In other 

words, once the dinner guest enters the room, the illusion of conti nui ty fa ll s apart to be again 

corrected, once more made believable, from the rec lining posit ions that the dinner guests 

assume during the meal on the sofas that would have been located on the south, east and 

north wall (fig. 1.92, 1.93). 

Besides offering the illusion of transparency and continui ty, the windows bring into 

play stereoscopie perception, and 1 want here to consider the configuration of the two 

windows on either si de of the entablature framing the mythological panel that treats the story 

of Ixion. Both the north and south wall have sim il ar configurations, and the mirro ri ng of the 

windows is the same on each wall. While it can be said that the windows serve a pragmatic 

purpose - to ' light ' the Ixion Room, psychologically if not actually - their consistent 
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mirroring disposition and spatial illusions construct a kind of pseudo-stereoscopie effect on 

the viewer. There is no obvious necessity for the architectural detail of the windows to be 

identical and in mirror reversai unless somehow they are intended to appear to intersect with 

one another. That intention would appear arguably to be based on a recognition of 

stereoscopie vision, since only in that case would it be urgent that they be identical: there is a 

significant collapse of conviction if the differences between wh at the ri ght and left eye are 

seeing is dramatical ly different, and the parallax too far apart 135
. The windows as such will 

not, of course, produce stereoscopie vision; what is required is a combination of two identical 

images at a set distance from one another136
. Looking at the east wall, or at the north or south 

wall , the mirroring of the windows directs and keeps the viewer's eyes focused steadily on 

the mythological panels, as if each window helps to confirm its pictorial depth. Although it is 

not possible to see the continuation or totality of the architectural structures glimpsed 

through the windows, they clearly continue behind the central mythological panel. This 

illusion or assomption is possible because perceptual hypothesis is capable of sustaining 

continuity through data gaps, as Richard Gregory 137 explains. That is equally true for the 

north and south walls, in which large white panels on each si de of the windows extend the 

symmetry to maintain focus on the mythological panel s. This focusing deviee, however, 

becomes increasingly peripheral the closer one moves towards the wall . 

Mirror images, like shapes that are similar, bind visual representations and faci litate our 

beliefthat a spatial depiction, like a real space, holds continuity - in this case an architecture 

behind the central mythological scene (fig. 1.94). We often combine perceptual and 

conceptual experience in what appears to be a seamless flow. This is because perceptual 

interruptions are camouflaged by short-term memory responses as the viewer moves from 

one spatial proposition to another138
• Implicit memory is driven by interpreting ambiguous 

combinations of the real and illusory, since memory is a fondamental cognitive process for 

acquiring information about the world. 

The representations of the two windows that give so completely the impression of 

piercing the east wall seem at first awkwardly placed by their abutment right up against the 

north and south walls. The intention is clear, however, that this proximity with the 
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architectural detail s of columns and lintel s (fig. 1.95) on these two walls most successfully 

carnes the virtual extens ion of the north and south walls . And the profusion of detailed 

ornate surfaces , highlighted in a li ghter value, gives these architectural extensions 

illusionistic credibility. Through shading, colour, and their consequent texture, a strong sense 

of the materiality of the architectural representations is provoked, enforcing assumptions 

about what is present on a multisensoriallevel of acceptance. 

The naval scenes and the offering or libation stilllife scenes 

The independence of spatial presence in the red-framed naval battle scenes and the blue

framed still life scenes is maintained through the strong presence of their frames. Two 

perceptual effects result. The frames permit the internai spatial integrity of each image to 

stay intact by having its own frame of reference . Kosslyn writes that we frequently encode 

patterns relative to a frame of reference that is not fi xed on the pattern observed, but - as in 

thi s case - surrounds a pictori al narrative. This does not mean, however, that the stored 

representations in memory are viewer-centred; rather, it seems that the input is organi zed into 

perceptual units that depend on the orientation of dominant pl anes of the im age, one as pect in 

the definit ion of the pictori al space 139
. The sti lllife paintings (fig. 1.97, 1.98), for exampl e, 

are spatially organi zed in successive hori zontal planes and construct a shallow pi ctori al space 

th at is made even shall ower by the occlusion of the blue frame. Thi s success ive organizati on 

of space is similar to that in the Ixion mythological scene on this wall (fi g. 1.99). The wide 

red vermill ion or cinnabar frames of the mythological scenes can also be associated with 

rituals oflibations, echoing sacri fi ci al offerings 140
• 

This is not the case for the naval scenes on the north and south walls, where the ships 

eut diagonally into the picture plane and converge at the centre of each scene (fig. 1.1 00, 

1.101 , 1.102, 1.103). Thi s diagonal cutting into the pictori al space corresponds fo rmally or 

strategically to the mythological scenes on the north and south wall. The narration of the 

seascapes provides depth eues that give these small scenes great illusory depth from a 

distance, though paradoxically the employment of relatively large and loose brushwork 

confounds the illusion of depth so that as one moves closer their pictorial space flattens out. 
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As discussed earlier, the wide red and black frame around the narrative also occludes a 

potentially larger scene and fu rther contri butes to this fl attening effect. 

Just below eye leve! there is an intermingling of receding cool blues or water abutting 

and defining the advanci ng cinnabar hot blood red fi eld framing the mythological scene. O n 

the north and south wall s, the white fi elds of the aulea with their fl oating fi gures mark this 

section adj oining the north and south wall with the east. The white fi elds also offer a 

transition to the white background of the windows on either si de. Above the blue fi elds, the 

architectural details represented in the faux windows arrest the eye and prevent us fro m 

gazing pass ively into the distance. These white fi elds insinuate an architectura lly undefined 

amorphous space, an effect strengthened by an internai framing of garl ands on ali sides . 

Every element of the second register has our attenti on framed, often through the limitati ons 

of a frame, as in the blue panels with the fl oating head of Athena (fig. 1.104) on the north 

and south wall s, or in the case of the sea horses on the east wall fl an king the lowest part of 

the entablature. In the blue panels the pictorial space is reduced due to the absence of othe r 

references to give a sense of scale and depth. The white outlines that highli ght the seahorses 

on the east wall represent the image as parall el to the picture plane, whereas the head of 

Athena is positioned diagonally, fac ing on each s ide into the centre of the picture plane. This 

continues the theme of success ive spatial depth - both horizo ntal and lateral - on the eas t 

wall , and the consistent divergent elements on the north and south wall s. 

The gaze of the figures 

The relationshi p between the cast of characters that participate in the myths, their gaze and 

pi ctorial location, directs the viewer's own location and gaze (fig. 1.1 06). In the Ixion Room 

it appears as though Fortuna gazes on Dionysus - givi ng Dionysus a presence - and 

Dionysus at Apollo, giving Apollo a presence. It is possible, though impossible now to say 

for sure, that Apollo is looking down at the guests to give them a presence as weil. The two 

actors gazing at Fortuna give her a presence. And the same relationship can be established 

amongst the characters inside each of the mythological scenes. For example, the gaze from 

Nephele towards Hermes gives Hermes a presence and confirms the pictorial space that 
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exists between them. On the other hand, there are as weil those figures that appear to be 

simply looking out across the space. 

J. Michael Walton 141 writes about the triangulation in Greek or Roman theatre where 

the actors , the chorus, and the audience confirm each other's presence by empathizing or 

contradicting the plight of the actors through action and reaction. Richard Latto 142 informs us 

that facial expressions and body posture are part of low-level visual forms, whose 

characterizations represent emotions responsible for aesthetic experience. These low-level 

visual forms , however, establish important relationships between hi gh-level neural processes 

and the human body. In Greek and Roman theatre each character is defined by a mask with a 

constant facial expression, and cannot be given more than one presence . Even Aristotle, in 

his time143
, relates how artists specialized in particular human characteristics. He recorded 

that Polygnotus paints fi gures that are better than we are, while the painter Pauson represents 

those that are worse than we are, or like Dionysus are just like ourselves . What Latto is 

suggesting is that each emotive state can also fulfill a different pi ctori al state. 

The mythological scenes - The story of Ixion. 

Ali mythological scenes are framed by a wide cinnabar (red) border. This colour according to 

Pliny is the result of the battle between two forces of nature - the dragon and the elephant. 

When they both die in the battle thcir blood mingles and results in this colour of red 144
. Each 

mythological scene is a morality play between forces of des ire and consequences . The 

cinnabar frame not only by its powerful presence frames but also lifts the mythological 

scenes of the wall and provides symbolic meaning to this frame. This frame and the 

mythological scene is given further focus by the converging symmetry of the windows on 

each wall. The viewer finds themselves confronting the iconography of each of the 

mythological scenes at the centre of their given entablature. The pictorial space of the 

mythological scene of Ixion on the east wall is not a space of convergence (fig. 1.1 07). lt is 

primarily, rather, a parallel plane projection 145 with a successively receding spatial depth 

configuration. This permits more than one position for the viewer and accommodates the 

view of guests on both sides of the room. Ali the figures in this narrative are parallel to the 

picture plane, as are the architectural elements. The exceptions are Hera's throne that sits 
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obliquely on a platform parallel to the picture plane, and the wheel to which Ixion is tied , 

which is on the very edge of the scene and appears to eut just barely di agonally into the 

picture plane. Overlaid are two pictorial organizat ions: an oblique projection 146
, with a 

parallel plane proj ection permitting entry from the front and from the sides. In this 

mythological scene a receding ground plane is vis ible on which each fi gure marks off a 

specifie distance. According to Hagen 's projective models, the Ixion scene also hasan affine 

projection: parallelism. One also notes that the scale of the fi gures is one half human scale 

and equal to the height of the lowest or first register. 

Sitting in the most frontal and central position at the bottom of the Ixion panel , and on 

the same platform as Hera's throne, is the figure identified as both Nemesis - spirit of 

punishment - and more likely Nephele, Ixion 's lover, the phantom of Hera 147
. Nephele 

appears with her ri ght knee to touch the surface of the picture plane. Her head is raised in a 

pleading gaze toward s Hermes, the messenger oflxion 's fate, who stands just sli ghtly back 

on her ri ght. His right arm rests on the foreshortened secti on of the wheel to which Ixion has 

been tied. Ixion 's back , paradoxical!y, appears to be pressing against the picture plane. 

Behind Hermes on the left is the figure of Hephaestus, god of fi re, reaching out towards the 

spoked wheel on which Ixion is tied. On the right side of the painting is the goddess Hera 

s itting on her throne just a short distance behind Hermes and Nephele. Standing behind to 

her ri ght is a childlike fi gure sometimes identifi ed as an incarnat ion of Zeus but more likely 

Iri s, Hera's messenger or rainbow who travels between heaven and earth, men and gods 148
• 

Behind Iris is a rectangular, diagonally positioned column that rises to her right and almost 

exactly divides the painting in half. Its shaded side suggests that light fall s from the left to 

illuminate this scene149
• This is consistent with the shadow cast by Hermes ' ri ght side and 

foot and Nepheles body, as well as the right s ide Hera and her throne. In the rendering of 

Hermes, Nephele and Neptune, a thin white or black line is painted along the outside edge of 

the figures. The resulting optical phenomenon is a simultaneous brightness and contrast 

setting up vibrations at the edge between lightness and darkness 150
. On the left, the pictorial 

space behind the figures is undefined by other objects. The white surface makes this half of 
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the background appear paradoxically limitless and flat, while the throne and the columns 

exact! y defi ne the limits of the space on the right. 

While it is possible by the dispositions of the figures to draw a number of diagrammatic 

and geometrie configurations that can connect them, I would like to take another approach to 

understanding the spatial disposition of the fi gures and their ges tures: I suggest that they 

should be linked to the audience. For this purpose l refer to Bernard J. Baars' study In the 

Theatre of Consciousness 15 1
. He applies the notion of the theatrical stage as a metaphor for 

the experience of consciousness, and speaks of convergent input and divergent output. He 

writes that on stage there is a convergence of the actors, their positions, their speeches, the 

scenic design, and the suppo1iive entourage of the play wright and directors- ali fusing what 

is compatible and leaving out what is not. Even though the message the play delivers is 

broadcast to ali present, it is interpreted locally in the mi nd for each member of the audience. 

There is a massive convergence from the audience back onto the stage, from which it returns 

once again to the audi ence as a divergence. 

Each figure represents a particu lar part of the cogni tive process. Hera 's intention is 

focused on punishing Ixion. She sends her messenger Iri s, the furthest back in pictorial 

terms, to send a message to Hepheastus, who acts on her command and ties Ix ion to the 

wheel, setting it in motion by fire. Hermes - messenger of consciousness - announces the 

fate to Ixion, while Nephele- Hera's phantom - displays a state of disbelief. The question 

arises: why have two messengers? The answer would appear to lie in the act of 

consciousness itself. What this theatrical narrative demonstrates through the mythological 

theme is the process of becoming conscious. While each figure is presented in a frontal pose, 

Hermes alone is fully exposed, a naked presence. He holds onto the wheel of mis-fortune, 

potentially with his hand setting it into motion. And he stands in fron t of the tabula rasa, or 

white space, to which Iris is gesturing. There is an obvious intersection between the scepter 

Hermes holds leaning back over his shoulder and the hand Iris is painting into empty space. 

One could even say that on the right si de of the picture, and set back, Hera's face is in a state 

of contemplation, hand to her head. Iris takes a neutra! role, apparent! y expressionless as she 

simply passes something on. Hepheastus leans forward with a look of intention and purpose, 
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while Hermes bears an expression of conscious recognition and Nephele of di sbelief. Ixion , 

tied to the wheel with his back to the audience, is in a somatic state. In short, it is not just a 

story about Ixion that is the message here, but the w hole Iayered process of consciousness 

that is being demonstrated. 

The importance of representing old and familiar themes is to engage not the conscio us 

but the unconscious processes that control most of the activities perfo nned by the body. 

Baars writes: 

[ ... ] Most of the business of the body and brai n is conducted with great ski !! by 
unconscious processes without moment to moment conscious control. Consider how 
many ordinary actions are mn by automatic components of act ions: talking, Ii stening, 
viewing a scene, reacting emotionally, interpreting a social situati on, relating to others 
[ ... ] dancing walking arguing [ ... ] Automati sm can be invoked by a di stincti ve 
stimulus, such as the reading habits that ti re quickly when you see any known word , 
the gestures of a friend, a famili ar face fro m ten years ago, a signal of instinctive 
danger 152

• 

Similarly when a familiar mythological scene that is weil integrated into a culture is 

presented over and over again it tri ggers a deep automatic recogni tion. The cognitive 

linguists George Lakhoff and Mark Johnson fou nd that many cultures have a lim ited number 

of metaphors that help them think about self, other space and lime ( 1980) 153
. The ad v an tage 

is that an abstract concept, such as in the case of thi s painting of the Ixion narrative's 

moralistic tale, becomes grounded in reality as the pi ctori al spati al clarity of each pl ayer is 

crafted to reflect a different aspect of the self. Thi s makes it clearer in moving from one 

abstract concept to another, each ex press ing a different point of view. The reading therefore 

offered by thi s myth is not intended to be simply a linear narrative, but to take a form - such 

as a formalized theatrical setting - by which the perceptual mechanism, here a mythi c 

narrative, re-enacts through the pos iti on and the ges tures of each figu re the mechani sms of 

becoming conscious. Each member of the audience diverges with the converging output of 

the play, and through this process each viewer confinns their own depth or state of 

consciousness. 
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The mythological scenes - Daedalus and Pasiphae 

The spatial organization of the scene Daedalus and Pasiphae (fig. 1.1 08) nearest its 

pictorial surface has Icarus, a childlike figure at bottom left, carving what appears to be a 

flute. Just behind Icarus at centre stands the dark male figure of Daedalus with his back 

tumed to the viewer. In his right hand he is holding the plan of deception, resting his hand on 

top of the cow he constructed for Pasiphae. His left hand is raised, and his face is in profile, 

Iooking intense! y off into the distance and avoiding the gaze of any one el se in the cast of this 

narrative's characters . Pasiphae, sitting diagonally on her throne with her hand raised, seems 

oblivious to these circumstances. She is under the spell ofPoseidon, who might be the male 

figure standing behind her on the right pointing and guiding her gaze towards the false cow. 

On the left behind Pasiphae's throne is the figure of a woman in a gesture of anxiety, her 

hands raised to her mouth. This scenario takes place in a room in which the wall on the right 

converges left to join the back wall. The figure of Icarus at bottom left brings the viewer 

back to the front of the picture plane. Each figure occupies its own space between the pi ct ure 

plane and the rear wall parallel to it. 

The figure oflcarus is parallel to the picture plane. Daedalus, planner of the deception, 

cuts diagonally into space that spans between him and Pasiphae. Neptune drives the plot as 

he reaches out from behind Pasiphae, painting her gaze towards the false cow. The oblique! y 

constructed scenario moving from right to left seems counter-intuitive to the tradition of 

reading, but would be appropriate to a reclining dinner gu est on the east or south si de of the 

triclinium. The guest 's gaze enters the converging side and is punctuated by the dark figure 

of Daedalus at the centre. The figure of Pasiphae, who is central to this controversial act, 

seems oblivious, but the other woman in the background is uneasy, or perhaps here again in a 

state of disbelief, while everyone around her reveals sorne form of intention in carrying out 

this act. Baar's metaphor also applies here. This is a subjective and intemalized space in 

which unconscious deep desires construct an act of self-deception. Like the windows it 

converges from one side only. The interior configuration of the cow, Daedalus, and Pasiphae 

ail diagonally eut into the picture plane, as though accommodating the reclining viewer's 

position. Only Icarus, his work-bench, the female figure and the rear wall are parallel to the 
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picture plane. The eut off at the left of this scene stops the view from continuing further to 

the left . 

The mythological scenes - the Ariadne and Dionysus 

ln this third panel (fig. 1.1 09), a childlike maenad lifts the veil that covers Ariadne to reveal 

only to Dionysus, though of course also for us - the privileged viewer - her nakedness in ali 

her beauty. Standing behind her, Hypnos the god of sleep, with his right hand sprinkles her 

with water from a golden dish, inducing sleep. Dionysus gazes at Ariadne, his body 

positioned frontally and his head in three quarter view. Not unlike Hermes, his vertical pose 

is emphasized by the staff he holds in his left hand, whi le his gaze ampl ifies his presence and 

aura of full consciousness. Asleep on a leopard skin, Ariadne's exposed body occupies the 

ground from left to right at the bottom of the scene. An undulating landscape stretches 

upward towards a light tower that sits near the end less hori zon of a vast ocean on which we 

see Theseus' ship sai ling away, abandoning Ariadne. Of ali three mythological panels, this 

one has the greatest sense of infinite space. The figure of the sleeping Ariadne gives a firm 

location to the ground plane. The diagonal eut of her body into this space permits the 

reclining guest at dinner on the east or north side to enter it from their right. The vertical staff 

that Dionysus holds guides the viewer to the top of the painting. The sweep of Ariadne's 

figure to the right is continued upward by Hypnos behind her, and continued by the hill 's 

diagonal sweep up to meet the light tower. This prevents the viewer from going outside or 

beyond the frame, but unlike the other two panel s, with their interior architectural spaces, a 

vista opens up at the top of the panel to bring this composition closest to the open spaces of 

the Upper Register. 

The mythological scenes- conclusion 

Each of the mythological panels is pariicular in the thrust of its narrative and its relationship 

to the audience. The horizontally organized space of the Ixion tale's depiction of crime and 

punishment within the circles of the gods is dramatically different from the terrestrial drama 

of sexual Just that lies at the root of the cow's construction in the painting of Daedalus and 

Pasiphae. And the truncated and oblique space we find here differs again from the oblique 

but open space of innocence and love that is the subject of Ariadne and Dionysus. Spatially, 
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the Ixion Room 's tri adic narrative - Divine Puni shment on the central east wall , fl anked by 

Perversion on the north wall and Innocence on the south - offers a central horizontal fl anked 

by two di fferent obliques. Baars 154 describes how info rmation in representations is either 

processed along horizontal, vertical or di agonal spati al relati ons, to whi ch Koss lyn ads that 

ti me is also an element in the perceptual measurement of proj ected depth . 

[ .. . ] If visual mental images are patterns in a functi onal space, then more time is 
required to shift attention farther distances across imaged objects; using scanning as a 
kind of tape measure to show that distance is in fact embod ied in mental 
representations 155

. 

The Ari adne and Dionysus narrati ve takes the most ti me to read, fo ll owed next by the 

converging space occupied by Daedalus and Pas iphae. The frontal compositi on of the Ixion 

narrative presents the shallowest pi ctorial space, and is al so the furt hest from the viewer as 

they enter the Ixion Room. Here the face of each fi gure is clearly directed to look across the 

space at the viewer, a maneuver familiar to us as the perceptual constancy of a painted 

portrait 's gaze as it fo ll ows the viewer that Gombrich has mentioned 156
. Jacq ues Aumont has 

observed that while "the spectator constructs the image, the image also constructs th e 

spectator", hold ing them in their gaze. Myths make us aware of our unconscious des ires , in 

which somatic states and phantoms ri se to consciousness. 

The separate pictori al spaces in the Second Register depend on the perceiver's ability t o 

hold paradoxical depth eues simultaneo usly in mind . The viewer is also ass isted in 

minim izing spat ial incongruity or confl ict through the framing elements that surround each 

vari ab le pictorial field in this register, aided by our grasp of episodic memory 157
. 

Summation of the Second (Middle) Regis ter 

In summary, the Second Register has the characteristic of both affine projection an d 

projective proj ection systems. There is no scale change- it is the same as the room itself. On 

the east wall, the receding planes - including the ground plane of the mythological scene -

are horizontal and ali parai lei to the pictorial surface, Jeading to compression of the pictorial 

space. The windows as weil as the mythological scenes have converging sides, and if 

extended do not necessarily coïncide with each other, relating to more than one vanishing 
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point along the central ax1s. Because the architectural detail seen through the windows 

changes scale, and the column and !intel are treated as an aerial perspective, the mirroring 

converging sides appear to extend those details deeply into pictorial space beyond the surface 

ofthe east wall. This same phenomenon occurs on both the north and south wall s, creating 

the impress ion of an open roofed continuous colonnade or arcade surrounding the outside of 

the room. This confirms and affirms the solidity, verticality, and limited depth of ali three 

wall s in the middle register compared with the openness and transparency of the upper 

register. Texturai gradients in the receding architecture, and the fi gures represented in the 

mythological scene, contribute to depth perception. The shallow blue receding walls on the 

side of the red frames on the rear wall of the entablature as we il as the coffered !intel at the 

top also suggest depth . This sense of depth is, however, contradicted by the other red fie lds 

that frame the windows and the white panels that appear closest to the pictorial surface. 

Another pictorial ambi guity is the lowest wall of the entablature. It appears to become a si de 

to the libati on sti ll !ife paintings, giving their shelves the perception of actual depth and 

further extending the red surface around the window forward. 

The play of pictorial space in thi s register telescopes the viewer 's vis ion to converge 

onto the mythol ogical scenes in a play of oppositions pitting deep space aga inst shallow 

space, warm red fields against cool blue surfaces, success ively receding and obliquely 

converging. For thi s to work , it seems self-evident that a critical priority for the des igners of 

these wall paintings remained the position of the viewer, that through their design we can 

appreciate how conscious they were at a li times of thi s necessity. The framing deviee around 

each pictorial episode becomes a catch and release mechanism that permits the viewer to 

believe in each instant, in which the transition from one moment or episode to another is a 

moment in whi ch ambiguity permits the shift of perceptual variants to invariants or visa 

versa. Belief, disbelief and suspensi on of belief are ali part of the belief-forming strateg ies 

that move perception to conception. I would like to conclude with Baars' comments: 
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[ .. . ] In sum, sensory consciousness seems to be special. It gives us our most vi v id 
moment-to-moment experi ences . Mental images seem to be faint copies of sensory 
events, generated from within the brain itself. As far as the brain is concerned 
sensations and images belong together. Abstract ideas, on the other hand, allow us to 
transcend the limitations of the perceptual world in time and space, to enter the many 
realms of abstraction. Concepts do not have the same compelling sense of conscious 
reality as percepts do because they have no qualia - reds and greens, no stubbl e and 
wetness, no smell. The parts of the human cortex that support abstract thinking seem 
relatively recent on an evoluti onary scale, and may ride on the older functioning of 
sensory cortex 158

. 

Summation of the Th ird (Upper) Regis ter 

From the entrance the Upper Register is panorami c. Representati ons of pavili on-like di stant 

structures, the aedi culae- modeled on temple fronts- are open on ali sides . Those positioned 

at the corners of the wall appear to have a ceiling with an ornament suspended fro m its 

centre. Between these projecting aedicul ae at the north and south corners of the east wall is 

an open-roofed peristyle, and below and at its centre the goddess Fortuna Augusta sits on a 

throne. Ali the other archi tectural details - of lintels and co lumns, on the east, north, and 

south walls al so have no roofs and are open to the sky, an exception to this being the 

colonnaded exedra on the east wall. 

The panorama is compl icated, its apparent reality more apparent than real. Th e 

architectural structures of the third register do not appear to be connected with the 

architectural structures vi sible through the trompe l' oeil windows on the Second or Middle 

Register. Thi s makes their relati onship ambiguous, because the architectural elements on the 

Second Register are open to the sky, an imposs ibility if indeed these architectural structures 

were in fact below the structures in the th ird register. This ambigui ty , in which normal visual 

perception is challenged, goes against our common sense. Gregory identified perception as a 

hypothesis or assumption based on past visual experiences 159
• If the assumption we make is 

contradicted, as is the case here, it is an act of imagination that fascinates the mind in 

attempting to make sense of something that goes against experi ence 160
. Thi s contradiction 

between hypothesis and stored memory draws attention to the separation between the Second 

and Third Register, between the aim for veridicality of the Second Register and the appeal to 

the imagination of the Third. 
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If it is the imagination that is set into play, this play is extended to a phenomenon 

famil iar to us when we see a three-dimensional image as simultaneously advancing and 

retreating. The aediculae of the Upper Register are hori zontally ali interconnected 

uninterruptedly with columns and lintels on ali three walls of the room. Facing the corners of 

this regis ter where the east walls meets the south wall , the connection of the horizontal !intel 

and the mirroring architectural featu res in the corners plays with perspective ill usion eues, or 

what is known as the Ponzo illusion161 (fi g. 1.11 0). Thi s corner reversai at times folds the 

corner in - becoming concave, or proj ects it out - becoming convex . False distance eues 

permit the reversai of the aediculae of the east wall to flip the adj o ining aediculae on the 

north or south wall to become its divergent side. Thi s play of divergence and convergence 

exists al so in other Pompeiian wall paintings162
. From the entrance, there are other simi lar 

pictorial contradictions on the east wall as weil. The aediculae, with their proj ecti ng s ides on 

either si des of the central fi gure of Fortuna, are supported by scenes framed in red borders 

that act like pedestals or bases. There is a contradicti on between the proj ecting sides of the 

aedicu lae and the location of the pedes tals, which seem to be simul taneously proj ecting in 

front of and behind the leading edge of the portico . Thi s fl ipping back and fo rth between the 

symmetry of the framed pedestal s and the proj ecting aedicu lae acti ve ly pursues the 

constructi on of space and virtual movement. Thi s apparent movement is exploited by 

bringing two different spatial eues side by side. The east wall's Upper Register appears 

simultaneously to be advancing and receding with respect to the picture plane of the entire 

wall. The merging of incompatible depth eues within the total configurati on produces a 

spati ally impossible construction, yet perceptually achieves an activated space in the process 

,.(" . 163 o1 perception . 

It is weil to clarify a few of the components contributing to thi s question of depth 

perception, and we can note at !east s ix. Atmospheri c gradation - the thickness of the ai r 

itself- is one: the architectural representat ions of the exedra and its adjoining aedicul ae are 

primarily painted a blui sh gray. This choice of col our is associated with aerial perspective, a 

phenomenon in nature in which the density of the atmosphere casts a bluish tinge over 

objects as they recede fu rther into the d istance164 
- and one incidentally recognized by 
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Leonardo da Vinci 165. The col our enables the artist to imitate the effect of atmosphere and 

produce a sense of deep space. In abandoning the mapping concept of space, in other words , 

clear distinct outlines are substituted by more optic and painterly - or " impressionistic" 

depictions, so that of course in comparison with our normal viewing of an architectural scene 

this gradation seems exaggerated. 

As a point of interest l'd like to note that the atmospheric bluish quality is also, as da 

Vinci points out, a consequence of the moming east li ght166, and so in the Ixion Room ' s east 

wall we are treated to the moming of the day - the sensation of a new beginning! 

A second component of depth perception is lies not so much in a matter of seeing three 

dimensionally as it lies in making judgments on surfaces and their texture167. Therefore as the 

texture becomes less defined, which is the case here , it is assumed that the objects are further 

away . Rogers , writing in 1995, states that gradient textures alert us to di stance, since the 

angle at which visual rays fall from a stationary point intersects wi th a surface in an effect 

called the optical slant. This effect is equally important in pictorial representations as a 

means of informing us on the distance at which we perceive an image, as already mentioned 

relative to the horizon line168. Instances of this can be seen in the detail of the robe, or palla, 

ofFortuna as weil as in the diminished detail of the acto r's toga (fig. 1.111 ). 

Then there is also how di stance is marked off. Increas ing our sense of greater 

perceptual depth, Kosslyn writes , is not so much the number of objects that are scanned, but 

the number of objects that mark off a distance169. Particular structures mark off the upper 

register 's depth: Fortuna on her throne; the fl anking aed icu lae and porticus; the actors at 

middle ground, and the semicircular colonnaded exedra at the centre. 

A fourth eue in depth perception is light gradi ent, which is not to be confused with 

atmospheric presence. The porticus, rendered in the darkest and most saturated colour, 

signais an interior space. This then becomes a foreground through which is seen the exedra, 

which is on the other hand rendered progressively lighter on either side as it recedes further 

into the distance and encircles the figure of Fortuna, giving the perception of a bri ghtly 

illuminated exterior element behind her. Fortuna herself is, of course, therefore propelled 

towards us by vi1tue of the darker colour of the nearer features of the exedra. 
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Two final eues are important to depth perception. For one thing, it is not simply 

receding objects or col our gradient that constructs depth perception (fig. 1.111 ): there is the 

relative size of objects, as in the figure ofFortuna against the small er figures of the actors , or 

the exedra scaled against the porticus and aediculae; even empty spaces are scaled, like the 

distant openings that frame the actors. Even more important is the sixth and last eue, the 

orientation of surfaces or planes, such as we have here with the walls of the aedicu lae that 

recede obliquely into space. The projecting aediculae appear in front of the picture plane, 

jutting out into the space of the room. The throne is positioned on a lower pedestal below the 

porticus. In projective perspective those planes that are closer to the viewer are lower and 

slant upwards away from the viewer. This gives the appearance of Fortuna's pedes tal being 

advanced beyond those flanking heron both sides, and also gives a momentum suggestive of 

her being slightly li fted from behind. Y et there is a pictorial paradox when studying the s ides 

ofthe porticus : Fortuna's knee breaks the pictorial surface of the picture plane, while the two 

actors occupy a middle ground between Fortuna and the exedra. Also, because the figure of 

Fortuna is framed with a small porticus, it is the most frontal ly present element. McCarley 

and Zijiang suggests that objects that are placed above eye level and hi gher in the visual field 

could be said to dominate that field , as weil as freq uently guide behavior and assist in forms 

of navigation 170
. Fortuna, as a central element of the east wall , is a case in point. Since the 

floor of this register is not visible, and only the framed pedestal s imply it, the planes of the 

ceiling cum sky are important depth eues. Bear in mind that - due to the body's response to 

gravity 171 - planes above eye leve!, when lacking any connection to the ground, recede away. 

The cei ling ofthe porticus and the empty spaces, or sky, both slant away from the viewer. 

There is a general principle that when a wall 's junction with the ceiling includes a 

projecting overhang, for the viewer the wall will slant away at the bottom into receeding 

space172
. The presence of a floor is affirmed by the repetitive acknowledgement of the 

framed pedestals. As McCarley and Zijiang concluded, the more grounded a surface is , the 

more likely we can identify its content173
. To give a sense of presence to both floors, the red 

borders that frame the pedestals form a visual connection, like a frieze, around the room on 

ali three sides, and are grounded by the red border framing the faux windows as weil as the 
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large red border surrounding the mythological scenes of the Second Regis ter. The pedestal , 

however, on which Fortuna's throne is positioned, is rendered in a yell ow go ld and appears 

to float in between the flanking pedestals. The Roman artists succeeded in maintaining the 

vertical integrity of the walls' surfaces by a compensation in which the projected 

architectural elements - the overhanging aediculae and pedestals with the architectural 

elements that recede into space - are cantilevered in front of the picture plane. Fortuna, on 

the other hand, at the centre on a lower pedestal , is independently canti levered by the two 

actors positioned in the middle ground. The sides of the flanking aed iculae proj ect diagonally 

into spatial depth, while the semicircular colonnade of the exedra located behind Fortuna 

defines the space in front of it. If depth perception, as we have shown, is especially 

significant in the construction ofpictorial space, continuity is s ignificant as we il . 

Bozkov, Bohdnecky and Wei ss in their research on scanning images concluded that 

when the eye scans geo metrical elements , these elements take on meaning only as the 

information they contain is absorbed by the scanning eye - rather than instan taneous ly as 

some mi ght imagine174
. In other words, we read a pi cture. ln the Ixion Room, our scan ning 

eye, perceiving the curved space of the exedra, is guided to continue this contour towards or 

between the apparently projected aediculae on either side of Fortuna. This contributes to 

bringing di stant elements into contact with the pi cture pl ane, estab li shing a perceived sense 

of continuity or linking features joining rel ated elements . Livingston and Hubel175 define 

lin king fea tures as having common movement - contours moving in the sa me di rect ion -the 

velocity of movement identified belonging to the same element. The eye keeps moving 

around the apparent curved surface despite a Jack of co mmon depth. Contours that are of the 

same depth fro m the observer are assumed to belong to the same object co-linearity . Even if 

a straight line or curved contour is occluded by an object - as here with the architectural 

elements and the seated figure of Fortuna in front of the exedra, we perceive them as 

continuous. lt is the luminance contrast, lightness not colour, that primari ly links parts 

together. The velocity set up by the curved exedra continues to co-jo in with the left and right 

side of the protruding aediculae. There is a linkage established here between shape and 

shad ing. Ramachandran investigated the problem of shape from shading and discovered that 
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it occurs very early on in the visual system . It is an important part of the mechanisms used to 

recover fro m images the third dimension176
. The contour of the exedra is relatively li ght, 

while the architectural elements nearer to the picture plane are darker. This graded luminance 

contributes to the sense ofthree dimensionality and continuity of this curved central space. 

In conclusion, the Upper Register can be defi ned as a hybrid of projective systems. Of 

the systems previously enumerated, there is the presence of similarity projection. Unlike the 

Middle Register, it is scaled differently from the room or its occupants and while it has the 

same overall proportions, it is rendered at a smaller scale. Secondly, there are aspects of 

projective perspective properties 177
, its perspective !ines alluding to convergence. As 

opposed to the operation of metric projection - the !east complex of the proj ection systems, 

having only one variant, the relocation of the image -projective projection, on the other 

hand, contains the most variants; those relationships that change during movement of the 

observer in real space. Invariants include harmonie divisions, co- linearity, straightness, 

regularity of between-ness, and texturai gradients. 

Thirdly, as in affine geometrical proj èctive sys tems, the face of the represented plane is 

parallel to the original picture plane. While the projection !ines converge, maki ng size, shape, 

and angle variable, ali horizontal planes are invariant178
. These hori zontal pl anes are also 

present in the north and south wall decorations, and give in this reg ister a strong sense of 

frontality, further emphasized by the frontality of the figures of Fortuna and the actors 

flanking her. As in projective perspective, the ground plane and the picture plane appear to 

be at right angles to each other, and objects sit either on the ground pl ane or on surfaces 

parallel to that plane though occupying the space at various angles to the picture plane. The 

vertical planes that are part of the architectural features incline towards the centre and 

become progressively narrower. The angles successively become steeper as they approach 

the centre of the wall. The image converges to a progressively small er size as the distance 

from the picture plane increases, resulting in scale changes. Shape, planes, and objects 

succumb to normal projective distortions. This does not result in a single vanishing point, but 

instead several points along the vertical central axis of each wall when the projected 
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perspectival !ines are extended. In sorne cases they appear to come together at the centre; in 

other cases they do not quite meet. 

Another striking aspect of the upper register is that the illumination of the scene 

appears to be reflected from above. lt is probably intended to be that of the sun illuminating 

the scene by reflecting off a variety of different surfaces to produce ambient li ght, allowing 

for a definition of the texture and details of surfaces without the intrusion of large cast 

shadows. 

The Upper Register's pictorial ambiguity is most present in those elements closest to 

the picture plane. The architectural elements in the background bring the viewer al ways back 

to the pictorial surface, with its visual paradoxes of projecting or receding planes , a push-pull 

whose movement is strictly parallel to the picture plane and linked to the paradoxical 

corners, which respond by appearing to fold in or out in an affirmat ion or contradiction of the 

room 's architecture. 

I want to finish this examination of the Upper Register by proposing that what we have 

here is a play - a spectacle that plays with the perceptions of what is real and illusory. I 

suggest that the contemporary Roman viewer would have del ighted in this play , and 

compared it to the perceptual shifts that occur as the movement of the viewer changes 

position in the real world . 

1.5.2 Philosophical Beliefs 

1.5.2.1 General context 

Roman philosophical beliefs, concemed with the structures and principals of reasoning 

defined the world through oppositions and limits. The decorations of the Ixion Room are 

dominated by the opposition ofEpicurean, Stoic and Skeptic philosophical beliefs regarding 

their severa) relationships to the body and the world. The ubiquity of the frame as a pictorial 

deviee separating the various narratives is an important organizing principle that affirms the 

Roman philosophical belief in the necessity of Iimits, and frames are therefore an important 

pictorial deviee in the Ixion Room decorations . 
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As the Helleni stic world became an increasingly cosmopo litan heterogeneous 

environment, philosophy took on a correspondingly important rote as a means of finding a 

way to fold this complexity into its classical polis or city-state roots. With Rome's ever 

expanding empire, while the more abstract probl ems that philosophy treated were not 

unfami liar, Roman philosophical speculation in the period 100 B.C.E. to 100 A.C.E. was 

directed more to questions of ethics and religion, rather than to pure phi losophical method , 

theory and speculation. This does not mean, however, that knowledge gained from such 

speculations did not play an important rote in the aesthetic judgments, decis ions and 

construction of the Ixion Room. The deep underlying history of natural phi losophy, reaching 

back to its first appearance with the pre-Socratics, is at the core of the physical, rational, and 

ethical beliefs held by Roman philosophers associated with the philosophical schools of the 

Epicurean, Stoic or Skeptic persuasion. 

Without a bas ic understanding of this fund amental structure of beliefs it is impossible 

to appreciate the subtl e influences of philosophical history on the Ixion Room paintings, and 

I will therefore first outline the fundamental premises of the pre-Socratic phi losophers , 

beginning with the School of Miletus 179 and followed by Socrates, Plato and Aristotle; I will 

th en defi ne and give examples of the Epi cu rean, Stoic and Skeptic schools of thought wh ose 

ethical formulations and Weltanschauung dominated the period in question. 

Pre-Socratic Philosophers: development ofnatural philosophy 

Briefly then, philosophy as distinct from mythic beliefs was initiated by the so-called pre

Socratic philosophers in as much as they can be cred ited with first providing a framework for 

methodology by breaking away from mythological modes of understanding the world, 

seeking instead to construct a theory of knowledge by way of si mple physical hypotheses. 

The practice of natural philosophy begins with a simple physical theory by Thal es of Miletus 

around 600 B.C.E., who proposed that water was the physical substratum to ail material 

reality in that it was capable of transforming itself into the different components of the 

universe180
. White this form of natural philosophy ventures beyond myth, there is 

nonetheless still an overlap between mythic and scientific modes, as seen in Thal es ' 

inclusion of both a single uni fy ing primary substance and a divine omnipresence: "Ail is 
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water and the world is full of gods"181
• The gods occupied ali the spaces into which the world 

space was divided, and this is reflected in the Ixion Room decorations. 

In the later part of the 61
h century B.C.E., another group of philosophers, the 

Pythagoreans 182
, a religious brotherhood founded in 525 B.C.E. in sou them Ital y and known 

to Aristotle as the Italian philosophers, developed an even more primary and abstract theory 

in developing the concept of mathematical principles as an underlying explanation for the 

physical world, and consequently for ali material causation183
. For the Pythagoreans, it was 

by judgments of scale and calculation, the ability to enumerate, that we recognize 

resemblances and therefore experience knowledge. For the purpose of resemblances, they 

developed ten principles of cognate oppositions: limited and unlimited , odd and even, one 

and plurality, right and left, male and female, res ting and moving, straight and curved, light 

and darkness, good and bad, square and oblong. 

Up to this point in pre-Socratic philosophy significant theori es of causation have 

depended on oppositions or numbers. This changes with Heraclitus 184 of Ionia around 500 

B.C.E., whose fundamental disagreement with principles that concentrated on the nature of 

primary substances led him to propose a theory of pervasive flux that made the process of 

transformation (which we eventually see as pervasive in Roman painting, an example of 

which is the transformation of vine into column in the representations of the Ixion Room) 

more important than the transformed substance. 

This concept of transformation went on to play a prominent role in the philosophy of 

the Athenian, Cratylus, who developed a radical Heraclitean doctrine in wh ich he maintained 

that since everything was in flux, accordingly nothing could truly be known, and to have 

certain knowledge of the world was impossible. This extreme nihilism became a comerstone 

for the later Skeptics, whose challenge was the demand to know on what basis could one 

specizy how and what one knows. 

Cratylus ' nihilism was itself quickly challenged by his near contemporary Parmenides, 

who rejected its implication of non-being. Parmenides' account of creation credits a divine 

but not omnipotent craftsman, who by divine will transforms the chaotic material of the 
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universe, "apeirons", into a harmoni ous cosmos by "looking" into the unchanging forms as 

paradigms and creating constantly fluctuating images of those paradigms 185
. These views 

profoundly influenced the views that Plato, writing around 427 B.C.E., took of the sensible 

world, since he believed it to be in a constant state of flux and not therefore dependable as a 

concrete form of knowledge. The result of this dramatic reassessment is that subsequent 

philosophers , in an effort not to transgress Parmenides' logic, developed a position of 

plurality within the restrictions of unchanging natural phenomena as a strategy by whi ch to 

continue developing natural philosophy. The freedom with which the Ixion Room 

decorations are incl us ive of religious, mythical and hi sto ri cal subj ect matter refl ects a 

comfort with the simultaneous representation of pluralistic narratives. 

Et hies 

There were implications that the concept of uncertainty or flux held for the attempt to answer 

the questi on: How should one live one's !ife? Natural philosophy itself, whil e it tried to 

explain physical material causes, could not explain how human knowledge could come to be, 

or in fact change and evolve. Heraclitus argued that the princip le of logos - or ' the word ' -

by which he meant thought and speech leading to action 186
, frames the order of knowledge 

and reason shared by ali. Logos both transformed and affected ali things , thereby making 

logos also the expression of change. As if to prove thi s point, Heraclitus wrote hi s thoughts 

in epigrams designed to reveal nature's reality wi th oracular and riddling language. Thi s 

form of communication, sim ilar to visual allegories, constructs an iconographie play in the 

Ixion Room that not only reveals narrative riddles , but can also be decoded , as wi ll be seen , 

through unraveling pictori al paradoxes. 

Ethical positioning is further advanced with Democritus. His elaboration of a theory of 

properties and substances in the universe are constantly rearranged in a space that is infinite 

and void, empty, nothingness and Iimitless.187 Democritus suggests that our world of 

experience involves the movement of atoms within a void so large that whole worlds come 

and go as the result ofshifting agglomerations ofthese atoms 188
. 

If the pre-Socratic philosophers succeeded in developing a cohesive unifYing theory of 

nature and natural events explaining systematically the Uni verse fro m within, "in a single set 
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of terms and by a single set of method [ ... ] without any arbitrary intervention from 

without" 189
, and if in doing so they found themselves developing as weil a concept of 

causation, they nonetheless failed to convincingly develop a consistent ground for a persona! 

morality enabling action based on choice and responsibility. 

Stoicism, Epicureanism, Skepticism 

While Stoicism and Epicureanism both share the centrality of ethics staked out by Plato, one 

of the fondamental differences between them, as noted by Maclntyre 190
, is that for the 

Epicureans morality exists in a Universe alien to them, while for the Stoics, on the other 

hand, this universe is its highest expression: one can either dissent or assent from the divine 

law and escape determination, or the predetermined course set by the nature of the ir physical 

behavior, but any such assent or dissent will inevitably conform to divine law. Epi cu rus ' 

theory of a blind physical determination whose moral consequence is that the gods are 

uninterested in human affairs, living apart in an alien world, is inherited from Democritus 

and passed onto Lucretius 191
. The Gods will only be present if they are hailed or invited. 

Their presence in the Upper Register of the Ixion Room accounts for that. A second 

fondamental difference between the Stoics and Epicureans is that while the Stoics argue for 

virtue indifferent to pleasure, the Epicurean argues that freedom from intense desire is a 

condition of pleasure, the giving over to pleasure. 

It is appropriate to examine individual examples of both these schools. Epicurean and 

Stoic philosophers divided philosophy into three areas - namely ethics, physics and logic -

and both physics and Iogic they made subordinated to ethics, which ultimately was a map or 

guide for persona! conduct. Because I am discussing the impact of philosophy on the 

decoration of a private dwelling, 1 will examine ethics as a system or guideline for persona! 

behavior. The Ixion Room can thereby be treated as a paradigm, a three-dimensional mode! , 

by which the owners, the Vettii brothers, could demonstrate their ideals with respect to 

persona! behavior and their responsibilities to the state. 

Founded by Zeno of Citium 192 around 300 B.C.E., Stoicism was fo ndamentally 

pantheistic, deterministic, and self-goveming. Based on Platonic ideals, with Socrates treated 

as perhaps the only example of a Sage, a being possessed of a rational intellect consistent 
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with the divine cosmic plan, Stoici sm perceived reality as suffused by an intelli gent divine 

force , a divine Logos avai lable to ail and in which uni versai reason ordered ali things. In this 

scheme of things, well-being and happiness was a matter of attuning one's character to an 

all-powerful providential wisdom, thus permitting one to live in conformity wi th God 's wi ll. 

For the Stoic, this was the only certain way to achieve true freedom . What ultimately really 

mattered, then, was to be judged by the quality of ones sou! - a soul that in its natural state 

was otherwise conflicted - and not one's station in li fe. Naturally, these beliefs could be 

quite appealing to recent freedmen like the Vetti brothers . 

1 suggest that not unlike the Vettii , patrons of the Ixion Room, is the Stoic Epictetus, 

also a freedman , whose time-frame 50 A.C.E. - 138 A.C.E. - more or Jess co ïncides with the 

time of the Ixion Room 's decoration 193
. Epictetus transformed Stoicism into a way of !ife and 

advises the reader that it is not the part you are given, but the way you play it that is 

important, and that: 

[ ... ] Part of right thinking entai ls knowing how to distinguish th at whi ch we cao 
change from that which we cannot. Our lives are subj ect to many intractables : the 
vagaries of health and fortune, and, finally , death. But we retain the power to control 
our thinking, passion, and decisions. ln thi s way we can come to terms with our 
environment, and thus free ourselves from a world of chance and dependencies 194

. 

As we will see, the painting of the Ixion Room can be said to refl ect many of these 

aspects in both the choices of the decorat ion and in its pictorial organization. 

Seneca, the preeminent Roman Stoic whose dates , 3 B.C.E. - 65 A.C.E., also co ïncide with 

the Ixion Room, writes in a Ietter (XL VIII) to Lucil ius195
. 

[ .. . ] 1 shall tell you what philosophy holds out to humanity? Council. One person is 
fac ing death, another is vexed by poverty, while another is tormented by wealth -
whether hi s own or someone else's; one man is appalled by his misfortune while 
another longs for to get away from his own prosperity; one man is suffering at the 
hands of men, another at the bands of the gods. What's the point of concocting 
whimsies for me ofthe sort I'vejust been mentioning196? 

Seneca is referring to the abstract game of logic as practiced by Greek philosophers 

unduly influenced by the Socratic tradition of definitional truth. 
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An ethics nevertheless depends not only on an argument for a universal collective 

human community sharing a belief in the same spiritual value, but also, realistically, must 

argue as weil the fate of the physical potential of the person. Stoicism's transcendentalism 

positioned the body as indifferent toits own fate. Epicurus, writing between 341-240 B.C.E., 

developed a different system of ethics. In the eighty-six preserved maxims, Democritus sums 

up his understanding of the material and divine worlds: "the world is change[. .. ]; there is a 

necessity to take a position towards this change, and for Democritus [. . .} !ife is opinion". 

And "if you be lieve th at the gods, (although they are indifferent to regulating man 's affairs) 

observe everything, you will do wrong neither in secret nor openly" 197
. For Democritus, the 

gods are al ways present, but are neither anthropomorphic nor predictable, and rem ain 

indifferent to human affairs. Somewhat consequently, Epicurus saw no pre-ordained role for 

man, and offered only the idea that [ ... ] The world is a stage, !ife is our entrance: you came, 

you saw, you left 198
. In this he echoes Democritus: 

[ ... ] We in reality know nothing firmly but only as it changes in accordance with the 
condition ofthe body and of the things which enter it and of the things which resist it. .. 
That in reality we do not understand how each thing is or is not ... a man must 
recognize by this rule that he is removed from real ity ... this argument too shows th at in 
reality we know nothing about anything, but our belief in each case is a changing of 
shape 199

. 

Despite his awareness of a Jack of absolute knowledge, Democritus locates a happy li fe 

in the knowledge of things, and seeks "his inquiry into nature to put him in a good frame of 

mind, making no moral judgment on their truth or falseness"200
. Democritus claims that the 

highest good in life is contentment and imperturbability, or a mi nd free from fear (Cicero, On 

Ends V xxix 87)20 1
. 

Epicurus developed his physical doctrine as a system by which to grasp the study of 

nature. This is to be done by one's sense-perceptions and in accordance with feelings as 

signs, so that inferences can be made not only about things that can be confirmed, but also 

about those that are non-evident because nothing cornes into being from nothing. 

For Epicurus, sense perception and feelings manifest the presence of the sou! , a body of 

a particular aggregate of beat and breath, and this makes the sou! ultimately responsible for 
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sense perception. Because inconsistencies - perceptual errors or unpredictability - produce 

the greatest stresses on the body 's ability to form correspondence and therefore disturb the 

sou!. Better, therefore, that one should attend to one's feelings and sense perceptions in the 

present. 

[ ... ] For if we attend to these things, we will give a correct and complete causal account 
of the source of our disturbance and fear, and (so) dissolve them by accounting for 
these causes of meteorological and other phenomena which we are exposed to and 
which terrif)r other men most severel/02

. 

Applying his theory ofpossibilities he describes that, 

[ . . . ] The cosmos is a circumscribed portion of heavens which contains stars and an 
earth and ali the phenomena, whose dissolution will involve ail the destruction within 
it; it is separated off from the unlimited and terminates at a boundary which is either 
rare or dense; it is either revolving or stationary ; it has an outline which is either round 
or triangular, or sorne shape or other. For ali of these are possibilities . For none of the 
phenomena in this cosmos testifies against it since here it is not possible to grasp a 
Iimit203

. 

These beliefs, then, mark a radical departure from the traditional regime of a 

transcendent physicality elaborated through mythic structures, with their theologically 

deterministic moralizing, and the canon of bodily proportions, with its two principles of 

rythmas or composition and symmetria or commensurability . This understanding by Epicurus 

not only of the immediacy of phenomenal experience, but also of image-formation and 

reception as dependent on the body as a sensing, feeling organism is directly counter to the 

idea that images bear only a relationship of measure and scal e ta the body, and would 

inevitably influence modes of representation, such as painting, that are so dependent on 

perceptual phenomena. The pleasure of the physical act of eating in the Ixion (dining) Room 

engages the multi-sensorial experience of the body (v ision, taste smell and touch) with the 

representations of the act through the philosophical belief in the body as a sensing deviee. 

If Epicureanism 's formation is coïncident with Stoici sm, its most arti cul ate exponent in 

the period that sees the end of the Roman Republ ic and the beginning of the Empire is 

Lucretius, writing between 100-55 B.C.E. The infl uence of Lucretius, and later the writer

satirist Petronius who died in 66 A.C.E., testifi es to the passionate embracing and popular 

elaborations of Epicurean philosophy in Rome near the ti me of the Ixion Room decorations 
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(Fourth Style, between A.C.E. 54 - 68). Distortions of Epicurian philosophy naturally 

abounded, and the notoriously parodie Trima/chio 's Feast in Petronius' The Satyricon book 

XV, is a portrait of the heedless hedonism, ofpleasure over pain at ali cost with no thought to 

the consequences oftomorrow, that re-interpretations ofEpicurus' could produce204
. 

After Stoicism and Epicurianism, the third powerful philosophy dominating the 

Hellenistic period was Skepticism, developed at Plato's Academy in the third century A.C.E. 

as a rival to Stoicism itself. If the Stoic was optimistic in the potential that human beings 

were capable of change, the Skeptic took a more pessimistic view. Skepticism applied a 

theory of cognitive disengagement, in which it was argued that the degree of happiness, a 

positive force, or unhappiness, a negative force, is deterrnined as a result of our be!ief or 

disbelief in favouring or disfavouring a particular matter205
. The Skeptics thus developed 

influential arguments that argued against ali claims of absolute philosophical knowledge, 

employing Zeno's argument of infinite regressions against any criteria as inevitably 

appealing to further criteria, ad infinitum206
. Although they were not paralyzed by 

superstitions causing fear, they were paradoxically paralyzed by fear of making an error in 

judgment. If the Stoic, in avoiding unhappiness, forfeited a corresponding - sensory 

possibility of happiness, the Skeptic, in avoiding error, on the other hand forfeited a 

corresponding possibility oftruth207
. 

Bearing this in mind, we can delineate more clearly the various ethical arguments in the 

period of the Ixion Room. The Stoics defined themselves through a set of moral virtues that 

framed their ethical arguments on the basis of oppositions between that over which we have 

power and that over which we do not. Their rejection of the body and di strust in its 

perceptual sensory experience forrn part of their belief that we have no power over our own 

bod/08
. While Stoicism subscribed to traditional religious beliefs, it emphasized moral virtue 

and the world-governing Logos that existed outside sensory experience in the realm of the 

greater divine order. If both the Stoics and the Epicureans occupied firmi y held if somewhat 

oppositional positions, Skepticism on the other hand offered a sober leavening criticality that 

helped to keep these ethical positions open to further elaborations. Cicero's De Natura 
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Deorum (The Nature of the Gods) and later Saint Augustine's Contra Academicos (Against 

Academies) are two such examples. 

ln short, philosophy by the second century B.C.E. and to the time of the eruption of 

Vesuvius in 79 A.C.E. was no longer a purely theoretical pursuit attempting to develop 

methodologies of enquiry, but rather had became a practical tool that helped to navigate a 

politically complex and often irrational and paranoid social , political and theological path 

toward which philosophy acted not only as a persona] guide of conduct, but even more 

frequently as an essential recipe for survival. 

1.5.2.2 Analysis of pictorial space in the First (Lower) , Second (Middle) and 

Third (Upper) Registers 

"The world is a stage, life is our entrance: you came, you saw, you left"- Epicurus 

A profound metaphor for the passage of !ife; a !ife that was then much closer to the 

possibility of being premature! y extinguished than we are, accustomed to today. When !ife 

may be brief, !ife and death become substantively linked in the imagi nat ion, with an effect 

familiar to us as the memento mari of the medi eval period : an intense interest in the 

poss ibility of etemal salvation on the one band, accompanied by an enriched and ambivalent 

sensu al ity concerning the material possibilities present in the ma teri al world on the other. 

Both effects are strikingly apparent here in the Ixion Room (fig. 1.11 2) . As we enter, we 

glanee up to find ourselves transfixed by the august fi gure of Fortuna on her throne of 

judgment. And as our gaze inevitably follows hers to fix on Dionysus, it is as though the 

entire vo lume of the room opens up to us as a volume indeed: a rich ly textured book whose 

complex text, folding out from the figure ofFortuna herself, invites us into a publi c reading, 

a sermon almost, whose enterprise it is to remind us as we break bread that !ife, be it ever so 

short or long, filled with happiness or pain, must be measured against the ambiguities set by 

responsibility and desire. What is it, then, that we actually encounter here, in this "text"? 

Let it be said that the division of the room into three levels bas many references in 

Roman theatre209
. But while that may explain formally and conventionally this kind of 

division and hierarchy, it does not reveal its underlying motivations. We cao begin, for 
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instance, with the suggestion that the intricate and richly coloured imagery is secured in the 

Epicurean insistence on the value of sensory awareness rooted in the present and its richly 

diverse encounters. Yet in placing the most engaging and provocative imagery - the 

mythological scenes with their stories of hum an emotional vu lnerability - at the centre of the 

Second Regis ter and in close contact with the viewer, the room 's text issues a homily on the 

dangers awaiting the unwary who wou ld tempt fate and venture too far. One can see that in 

this context the Skeptics would avoid any claim to absolute knowledge, preferring an infinite 

deferrai of judgment that appealed to the revelation of further criteria. Zeus tied Ixion alive 

for etemity to the wheel of tire defining etemity as a place for eternal discussions and 

gathering of more evidence. The representations of the myths on can say represent the et erna! 

arena for dialogue and argument which would be appropriate in the context of the dining 

room the most social and intimate place for these kinds of di scuss ions where. After ali, 

Ixion 's fate is there to see, and this reminder of hi s fate seems a calculated appeal to the 

disposition of the Stoic, for whom such a warning acts to reference the higher authority and 

terrible justice meted out to hu bri s. 

The room , then, is a merged text embracing the two dominant philosophical 

perspectives of the ti me. As such, the decorative ensemble has been carefully orchestrated in 

order not to cause conflict to the sou! or conflict amongst the guests, who might likely be of 

either Stoic or Epicurean conviction. For both there are clear pictori al signs that relate to 

their respective beliefs, and this would seem strategically appropriate; but additionally the 

merger undoubtedly reflects the Vettii brothers' own ambivalent position: on the one hand, 

an attachment to the Epicurean's inclusive, even democratized world view that celebrated 

freedom and material accomplishments as a virtue, white on the other hand a regard for the 

Stoic's sense of virtue and modesty, the emphasis on traditional values celebrated and 

promulgated by Augustus, something they would be inclined to practice as a mark of their 

adopted nobility. 

While the decorations of the Ixion Room are thus a hybrid of signs that could readily be 

interpreted as calculated subscription to both sensibi lities for various reasons , they are 

despite this hybridity quite classical in their structural mirroring and typically pluralistic in 
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their inclusion of mythological, theological, ethical as weil as secul ar subj ect matter. On this 

latter po int, the decorati ons as a moral guide lay bare the ambiguity between the secular and 

divine elements within Roman cultural express ion. Like the riddles in the epigrams that 

characterized Roman d iscourse, the room's v isual iconography refl ects their recognition of 

language's capacity to shi ft meaning, to leave itself open to interpreting content. Divinely 

ordained and fond amental though moral principles might be in their ori gins, their 

interpretation remained a rich ground of discrete possibilities. Epicurus speaks about the 

necessity of fixing the denoted meaning of words so as to ensure the dependabil ity of 

meaningful signs in relation to the sense perception of obj ects given the fluidity ari sing from 

a universe in whi ch matter is understood to be in constant movement. This preoccupation 

with framing as a conseq uence of understanding reality as epi sodic or incident-ridden is 

clearly evident in the approach to pictorial space that places each element within a frame or, 

one might say, frames each element within a slightly variant perspecti ve. In thi s respect, one 

mi ght even speak of the iconographi e plurality of the Ixion Room as epigrammatically 

episod ic. If it is Epicurus that speaks such, the po int is not limited to an Epicurean position ; 

the Roman Stoic, fro m the positi on of moral vi rtue, co uld just as eas ily relate to the value of 

framing - if from a di fferent perspective. In the second register, for example, the greater 

order g limpsed through the open alcoves intermingles epi sod ica lly or ep igrammati cally with 

the mythological panels and their ta les of conflicted virtue. 

Indeed, the very division into three horizontal registers clearly denotes a separation of 

terrestrial and celestial domains, and th is raises the question whether the spatial separation 

was ideo logical ly and phi losophically important to the Roman mind, or whether it was 

simply the arch itectural continuati on of a narrative tradition il lustrating the real ms of heaven 

and earth derived fro m the traditions of theatre. After a li , the cl ass ical concept that the nature 

of space was an empty or undifferentiated receptacle offered no definition by which it could 

be organized - in contrast with the spatial dimension of modem perspective in which 

everything is held firmly in its assigned place. 
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Third (Upper) Register 

We can probably start by admitting to the theatrica l tradition standing behind the room 's 

conception, and as a viewer entering thi s theatre we immediately encounter, as we have 

remarked, the realm of the gods- who may from a Stoic reading be sitting in judgment, or 

from an Epicurean position simply be a presence. In this uppermost register, the Third 

(Upper) Register, the gods are placed in a neutrally des ignated white monochrome space that 

can be paradoxically read as having the properties of either blank fl atness (tabula rasa) or 

infinite space. Because space is defined as place- albeit a place of emptiness or void where 

change occurs- its whiteness can act also as a reference to Jupiter's dom ain, a place of li ght, 

!ife and the virtuous. 1t is a mark of this register that it is defined primarily by this 

designation of space. To be sure there are decorative elements present: the architectural 

elements, the posed gods and numina, and the loosely painted miniature fi gures of the gods 

in heroic battles painted on the front edges of the pedestals supporting the four vacant 

aediculae. There are two of these each on the north and south wa ll in which scrolled vines 

wind around lintels and columns. This plant !ife motif appealed to the Stoic's pantheistic 

beliefs, which were never far from associating nature with the celestial ord er. Apart from 

these, the white background that dominates the upper register Jacks sensory or emotive 

details that would later be found in Renaissance painting, as for exampl e a clouded sky , thus 

avoiding any insinuation of the body 's sensory experi ence that would be appropriate to 

terrestrial space. If this white space is in itself indeterminate, the presence of the architectural 

details, which symbolizes divine order, also renders it finite ; and here somethi ng curi ous 

occurs, because in relation to these details the gods seem awkwardly posed, poised and fused 

as though suspended between the architecture as a theatrical backdrop and the real space of 

the room. More curious sti Jl , at ]east from the modern point of view that would require 

coherence, this artificiality is not extended to the other signi ficant elements to be fo und in the 

register. Where the east wall meets the south and north walls at the corners, four male 

figures , actors , are placed quite securely within deeply rendered architectura l spaces, while at 

the corners (fig. 1.113, 1.114) of each of the south and north walls we find described 

matching wooden . Iatticework balconies typical of the standard Roman house. The 
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paradoxical nature of these relationships is extended by virtue of the fact that the two actors 

on the north and south walls, who are in profile, appear to be looking towards the central 

figure of Fortuna Augusta, both within the pictorial space they occupy and as weil diagonally 

across the real space of the Ixion Room. The improbable space of the god meets the very 

possible space of the actors . 

This curious play of spatial reality can be seen as weil in the two figures (fig. 1.115) on 

the east wall , who stand within an architectural space clearly two rooms deep. Mirroring each 

other, they are depicted holding the Dionysian symbol , a thyrsos, in one hand pressed against 

their chest- possibly in a Roman salute - whi le the other arm holds a theatrical mask in its 

lowered hand. They are tumed to look towards the central figure of Fortuna Augusta, but 

they appear to be looking only through the architectural illusion painted on the east wall. 

Together, these four figures can be seen as affirrning the act of seeing caught as a two

dimensional depiction within the illusory dimension of the surface wh ile affirming as wei l a 

three-dimensional engagement with the act of seeing across real space210
. As Epicurus in 

Text 2. 40 and 2.63- 64 writes: 

[ ... ]And ifthere did not exist that which we cal i void and space and intangible nature, 
bodies would not have any place to be in or move through, as they obvious ly do move. 
Beyond these two things (viz. Bodies and void) nothing can be conceived [ ... ]The sou] , 
as long as it is in (the body) (the four figures caught within their enclosed spaces) wi ll 
never Jack sense-perception even ifsome other part has departed [ . .. ] Further one must 
hold firm ly that the sou! is most responsible for sense-perception2 11

• 

Since the Epicureans considered the sou! as requiring the enclosure of the body, it can 

be seen that these deep pictorial spaces make not only an allusion to terrestrial and domestic 

spaces but also can be interpreted as enclosures around the human sou!. Perhaps what one 

can recognize in the complex pictorial spatial articulation of the Upper Regis ter is that space 

is not conceived here as being coherent, or singular, but rather, one might say, disputable. 

And while space is clearly a necessary adjunct to the existence of objects, closed or enclosing 

space in the context of classical thought gave presence to the sou!, which Epicurus credited 

with both sense perception and feeling, arguing that ali- al! perceptions are true. 
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[ ... ] The philosophy of materialism states that everything in the world is made of 
matter and that nothing can exist which is non-material except the vacuum of empty 
space. Now if that is true than ail our perceptions must be sorne sort of material effect 
caused by sorne sort ofmaterial cause: ali perceptions are therefore in sorne sense real , 
even imagined sensations without any obvious external stimulus 212

. 

On this matter of truth, or singularity, it is worth noting that on the question of space 

and ti me, Epicurean concepts held to the idea of minimal parts, a sort of parti cie theory, 

while Stoic thought viewed space-time as a continuum, or continua, an approximation of 

wave theory 213
. Bearing this in mind, it is possible to suggest that the Upper Register (fig. 

1.116) may reveal the intersection of two versions of space, the Stoic or d ivine space, empty 

and undefined, and the Epicurean space of the corners, defining, definable and somehow 

material, real and emotively charged. This acceptance of an abstract versus a material duality 

is echoed in the central figure of Fortuna's multiple identities or incarnations214
, among them 

Fortuna - psyche-sou! , anima-spirit- as one of the Fates, and Mi nerva of the ancient order of 

the primai terrestrial or nature part of the Roman trinity . Fortuna' s position is depicted here, 

as Vitruvius stipul ated, on the very highest point comm anding a view215
. She is seated also at 

the centre in front of a semi circular colonnade with two open doorways (fig. 1.116), 

recalling the two faced Janus216
. Moreover, thi s theme of oppositional pairs includes the 

ethical opposition of the Virtuous verses the Non Virtuous, and this opposition is ev ident in 

the Upper Register with Apollo representin g Virtue- easily embracing Stoic thought - whi le 

its opposition is represented by the mischievous Dionysius, the sensual pleasure seeker, 

similarly ali gned with an Epicurean bias217
. 

In painting, the picture-plane carries the prevailing concept of space-time. If we look at 

how the positions of the three principle gods - Apollo, Fortuna and Dionysus - are 

represented, we fi nd them poised apparent! y on the edge of their seats wh ile flanked by two 

female figures on each side similarly perched on the edge of bases that appear to sit beyond 

the picture plane218
• In the case of Apollo and Dionysus on the north and south wall , we 

notice that the pictorial illusion positions them beyond the picture-plane and within the 

physical space of the Ixion Room. In contrast, on the east wall the four figures that ani mate 

the northeast and southeast corners are deliberately depicted within a deeper space beyond 
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the phys ical limi tation of the Ixion Room 's archi tecture. On the other hand, the fa ct th at the 

architectural depictions appear to continue the north and south wall beyond the phys ical 

limitations of the east wall tends to the pictorial space a sense of continuity. Within this 

contradiction, space, the universal container, is not thereby si ngul ar in its uni versali ty. lt is 

not a unified picture-plane but rather one that can be said to be wrought by the influence of 

both Stoic and Epicurean beliefs that simultaneously affirm and reject its pictori al surface. In 

thi s manner, contrasting philosophical beliefs provoke a reading whereby the meaning of 

space in the Ixion Room res ides not in an argument but in a rhetori cal debate in whi ch a 

concept of space as undi fferentiated fl ows into and connects with the concept of perceptual 

experi ence as ori ginat ing in the soul. It is within this debate that the concept of space thereby 

assumes a leve! of the Real219 a concept perhaps implici t in Vitruv ius: "the appearance of 

buildings might be given in painted scenery, so that, though all is drawn on a flat facade, 

some parts may seem to be withdrawing into the background, and other standing out in 

fi t,no ron . 

In any case, thi s debate woul d have been one in which each gues t was free to choose 

what to see. The Epicurean guest would see the gods in the Upper Register (fig. 1.64, 1.65, 

1.8l a) si mply as present and in harmony wi th those sharing in the feast, and would identify 

with Dionysus on the right and Minerva at centre while being re lative ly indifferent to 

Fortuna (Minerva's other identity) and the concept of future that th is would entait. The Stoic 

wou id, of course, identify with Apollo and Fortuna (instead of Minerva). 

First (Lower) Register 

Agai n, the Epicurean would find a connection in the lowest, or First (lower) Register (socle), 

whose shallow picture-plane depi cts the tactile materia l density of marb le symbo lizing earth 

as alchemical presence (fig. 1.117). Here, a pictorial demonstration of the aggregation of 

material oppositions signais the potential for material transfonnation not in the context of 

deep space but rather in the oscillation between warm and colder hues. Square, rectangular 

and round marble panels of warm-brown, and cold-blue hues are interlocked or positioned 

si de by si de. These flattened dense representations of marble slabs act against the suspension 

of disbelief that the illusions created by the paintings might generate, and place the guest 
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frankl y against the depiction as though secured within the materi al reali ty of painting itself. 

Ali illusions designed to construct volumetri e depth occur above the first register. 

Vanishing points 

In the middl e and upper registers, where illusion is constructed, ali the angles are set above 

the horizon line and recede from top to bottom, positioning the vi ewer looking up and 

registering never the en tire co ne of the vi suai ray - if we adhere to Eue! id 's theory of vision 

- emanating from the viewer 's eye, but only the upper semi circle of vis ion. Thi s emphas is 

can be interpreted as reinforcing the unresolved definiti on of real and imagined spatia l 

propositions with respect to the terrestri al and celestial spheres. But since the Epi curean 

vers ion of perception differs from the Euclidean, how wou ld an Epicurean unders tand vision 

operating within thi s pictori al representation? The Epicurean conception of vision and image 

form ati on is pass ive, involving literally the re-presentation of images to the vi ewer through 

fine fi lms that are continually released from each object, and not fi·om empty space, movi ng 

at the speed of perception towards and into the eye. Thi s does not !end itse lfto construct ing a 

cohes ive pi ctori al projection that can be bound by a vani sh ing point, even if Epi curus 

considered the poss ibility of an infi ni te uni verse beyond the heavens - as Ari stotl e discusses 

and argues against in Physics Book III Ch 4221
. While there is no explanation as to how these 

thin films of images take on defl ected shape in accord with the pos iti on of the viewer, it is 

poss ible to follow the argument that obj ects take on meaning as a result of being perceptually 

charged with a quality that the sou! , or as we would say mind, can co rrespond with ; clearl y 

by this is meant that meaning is produced by association. Therefore pictorial space for the 

Epicurean becomes meaningful by association with fee lings, and not by virtue of sorne grand 

abstract design as favo ured by the Stoic, and so we can see that Epicurean space can be 

conceived and rendered pictorially as shallow - or not - irrespective of any indication of 

transcendental signi fi cance. From the position of the Epieu rean pi cture-pl ane, in other words, 

spatial distance as indexed by perspective rendering requires no consistency or grand 

cohesion; indeed, one might even say that the depiction of deep space would th en seem to be 

ofinterest only in so far as it would suggest a particular mood or fee ling, and woul d therefore 
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be entertained as an enjoyable episodic experience rather than a motivating or embracing 

one. 

White perspective )ines are one major strategy in the schematizing of pictorial space, 

colour selection and shift represents another (fig. 1.112). In the Second Register a deeply 

emotive rich vermillion dominates ali three walls. Vitruvius chastises thi s co lour choice: 

"For example, which of the ancients can be found to have used vermillion otherwise than 

sparingly, like a drug? But today whole walls are commonly covered with il everywhere"222
. 

Second (Middle) Register 

For Vitruvius, this misuse of colour is a sign both of a contemporary extravagance and of 

untempered sensuality, not quite a rejection of co lour per se, but cautious as to its 

implications when used too prevalently. Certainly in the Middle Register the allusion to deep 

space in the windows through the use of perspective tines is counteracted by the strong red 

hue that excites and even dominates the viewer's visual attention, red irecting it to 

concentrate on the mythological scenes (fig. 1.118), with very different effects depending 

upon whether read from a ·stoic or Epicurean position. Moreover, the verm illion panels 

suspended in the entablature further fl atten out what appears already from the perspective 

tines to be a shallow pictorial space. In other words , through the use ofcolour and its relation 

to perspective tines there is a play with different spatial illus ions, a play that can be seen, in 

another example, in the Second Style wall paintings from the house of Augustus on the 

Palatine in Rome223 (fig. 1.119), where on one of the walls there is a representation 

interpreted as a theatre stage. Everything about the painting promotes the illusion of enab ling 

the viewer to suspend their disbelief and enter the scenae, despite its being positioned on a 

raised pedestal , with the perspective illusion placing the viewer as though at normal eye- level 

gazing at the in teri or of the stage. Th at is to say, the li nes of sight at the base of the depicted 

walls angle in and up . However in the same room on the other wall , a similar stage setting is 

depicted flattened out, as though addressing it only as a painting, or one could say a sign for 

the stage. Similarly, in the Ixion Room, the entablature - white alluding to the convention of 

theatre - refers us from a stage set to a method of framing. Such a referential shift from 
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illustration to quotation involves recognition of the frame as si gnaling a connotation, or 

conventionalized meaning. This paradigm shift is significant. 

On this bas is it is possible to see the Second, or Architectural, Style as more than 

sim ply an eclectic combination of three earlier styles, as suggested by August Mau224
, but in 

fact reflecting a sophisticated culture that has become self reflexive to the point of parody, a 

culture in which everyone is an actor rather than an authentic subj ect. Th is is borne out by 

Vitruvius ' dismissive reaction towards the prevalence of vermili on, in this light 

understandable since he is looking for pictorial representation to soberl y refl ect the fact that 

architectural authenticity, as he sees it, is a consequence of its purpose - the veneration of 

real ancestors as part of the natural order who, it must be remembered, were fo r an older 

generation of Romans considered to be just as individual, and every bit as present in the 

house as those who still lived and dined in the Ixion Room . Whi le the House of the Vettii 

retains this sense of veneration, as we have di scussed it in the general context at the head of 

this chapter, the Ixion Room's pi ctori al archi tectural space, li ke that in the house of 

Augustus, nonetheless compl icates this adherence to the natural order in its epi grammatic 

cel ebration of what we would cali the primacy of the signifi er. Vitruvius is shocked by thi s 

development, whi ch has its parallel in the trend towards substituting a generali zed mask as a 

stand-in for the individual mask of the real ancestor. Signifi er, and hence inevitably style, 

erases the referent. And shocking or not, thi s trend can be seen as another instance of the 

Stoic 's contempt, or at the very !east, anxiety over the implications of Epi curean thought: 

Stoi c authenticity versus Epicurean pleas ure in the sign. And this tension of opposing views 

is, as has been suggested, evident in the decorati on of the room. 

In the organization of a Roman house, including that of the Vettii , Roman traditi on -

which cl earl y would favour the Stoic traditi on - is interested not in the frame but in what is 

being fram ed; it has an investment in looking past and through the given style as simply a 

passage, as allegorized in the orchestrated manner in which the visitor to the Roman house is 

escorted towards the tablinum or altar. ln the Ixion Room, the Stoic' s eye is simi larly 

escorted towards the transcendental moment of essence - the apprehension of vi rtue -

through the moral tale as vehicle to be fo und in the content ofthe mythological scenes . If th e 
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fonn is assuredly important to a Stoic like Vitruvius, the appreciation of fonn and order is 

grounded in respect for the deep space of tradition and history, a respect that an untraditional 

misuse of col our in dazzling and fl attening out perception appears to void. 

For the Epicurean guest, however, the contrary holds true. As Epicurus is quoted, it is 

not the part that you are given which matters, but how you play it, and from this humanist 

position it is the framin g that matters , not the raw content; the dancer, not the dance. And as 

for the use of col our, the Epicurean 's involvement in the sensations of the hum an body , its 

submission to style and to the sheer presence of the fonns of the image, ensures the 

simultaneous importance of both the vermilion and the play of forms, form ally as weil as 

erotically, within the mythological scenes. 

The pl ay between perspective line and colour is more compl ex than simply the 

pervasive use of vennilion, however, and it is useful to pursue thi s compl ex ity furth er as it in 

unfolds here in the Ixion Room 's Middle Register. The pictori al elements are depicted in 

contrasting col ours of primarily red and blue, inferrin g warm versus co id, li ght versus dark . 

Then there are submerging and emerging iconographie elements- triton and the hypocampus 

see (fig. 1.120)emerge from a red fi eld while the floating head of Athena appears to 

submerge into a blue (fi g. 1.1 21 ). A wide red border on two si des of the alcoves or windows 

appear to be positioned in front of the larger red panels that are pictorially recessed at the 

back of the entablature. Except for the alcoves, the pictori al space in this Second Register is 

shallow and paradoxical as though in the presence or even within the process of material 

transfonnation. Ionie columns supporting the entablature at their base that start out as 

geometrie are transformed into plant !ife- vertically winding vine scroll s supporting six tiny 

fi gures of gods in combat. For the Epicurean this unreality can be accepted without j udgment 

as to whether true or false because reality is held in ali that can be perceived - in the act of 

perception itself and not in this or that presumption as to what is real. The sign itself is real, 

an unfold ing of possibility, starkly in contrast with Stoicism's view of reality as ethically 

loaded with the task of striving for truth or virtue, in order to mirror the transcendentally 

authentic. The unfo lding of possibility is, one might say, positively rampant in the 

mythological scenes, which quite apart from whatever their moral tales of virtue mi ght 
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convey include a dizzying array of transformations, variations, and hybridizations in the 

forms of Pasaphea mating with the sacred bull and giving birth to the Minotaur, or Ixion 

mating with Jupiter's phantom Hera to conceive Centaurus - father of the centaurs, or 

Dionysus transforming Ariadne into a goddess . 

On the other hand, transformation can also serve a transcendental agenda, and in the 

First Register the presence and transformation of the primary elements, nam ely earth -

altematively brown and blue (hot or cold) square or rectangular or square and round - and 

water and fire which potentially mix with air in the Middle and Upper Registers , establishes 

a hierarchy that moves from the lowest register of earth to the Upper Register of air in 

confirmation of Stoic aspirations. 

Central to concepts of transformation is ambiguity, and spat ial ambi guity is nowhere 

more evident than in the depiction here of three large white panels225
, two on the north and 

one on the south wall , the centres of each of which are occupied by the figure of a num en or 

spirit, possi bly Feronia226
, a goddess of springs and woods often assoc iated with the cult of 

Libertas , whose templ es were a sanctuary for slaves seek ing their freedom. The spirit is 

pictured seemingly gaily walking arm in arm with a male fi gure who co uld be a wood spirit, 

but is more likely her son Erylus, a figure of ambiguity in hi s own ri ght227
, hav ing three 

separate lives and bodies228
. But the important point is that these panels, whil e introduced 

into the wall surrounded by garlands, themselves hover in the space without reference to any 

architectural depictions. They describe a blank space where in an entirely different episode 

can take place unencumbered by the depictions that swirl around it. This is sign ificant 

because it therefore also reflects Roman understanding of space, in its inheritance from Pre

Socratic philosophy, as a place of trans ition, an arena for change, a container for change or 

change chamber whose necessity, one might say, rests in the restri ctions and proscriptions 

that so dominated li fe at the time, restrictions that required philosophically the possibility not 

of progress-a later concept- but of a transforming release into paradox229
. The urgency th at 

can be associated with these panels, then, can be linked to the climate of fatal ism, here 

symbolized by Fortuna representing the Fates, and the concept that space-time, or we could 

say History, enables Goodness or altematively Bad ness to follow its allotted course. 
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Transformation provides an opening but not a point of arrivai; it is essentially not 

teleological, and as we have seen in discussing optics, divergent rather than convergent. 

Roman fatalism is such because it is registers either Stoical subservience to a larger arder or 

Epicurean subjection to a mias ma of shifting perceptions. 

The conclusions we may draw from the Ixion Room 's picturing of space suggest that 

with space understood as the Universal container, void or emptiness was not yet thought of 

as being organized into coherence, but was seen instead as a receptacle, a container for 

ethics. The question was not where is the abject located but rather wh at is my opinion of the 

abject. To put it another way, mimesis in this period was directed to our beli efs conceming 

abjects, not to the verity of measured spatial relations. And it is for this reason that no 

systematic rational for projected pictorial space was conceived! Material origins may be 

reasoned, or material stability, how different abjects come to be and how they can change 

may be reasoned. How we are, and how we can control our emotions may be reasoned in 

relation to the appearances of abjects, and therefore our perceptions may be reasoned. Even 

our physical, mental and spiritual aspects can be reasoned . But while ali thi s is happening, 

there is no rational system or belief conceming the nature of space itself. What is important 

only is that pictorially we get sufficient information to recognize the abject and sorne 

information about it, but nothing concerning the significance it might hold in relation to the 

continuity of space and time. We can correlate this to what we have discussed under 

mathematics, and the primacy of the point over the line. 

While to the modern eye the architectural elements may seem fascinating simply as 

decorative elements, they become under investigation philosophically meaningful as 

allegories for the framing of thought, wh ether linked to the importance of defined meaning 

as advocated by Socrates and Plata - orto the necessity, as advocated by Epicurus, to speak 

about the play of sign-objects exposed through one 's sense perceptions, where the merging 

of matter and movement account for the world we experience230
. 

While Plato 's assumptions that human beings could improve and that the intellect was 

supreme offered an exit to the classical world's fatalistic perspective, Roman thought at this 

time was dominated, as we have seen, by philosophical options - Stoicism, Epicureanism 
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and Skepticism - whose predilections disposed them to the acceptance of existing realities , 

however understood. A person's part in the divine plan was predetermined, and freedom, 

such as it was, lay not in metaphysical structures but in persona! ethical choices23 1
. The Ixion 

Room 's pictorial space reflects, whether wholly intentionally or not, certain assumptions on 

existence implicit or explicit in the dominant ethics of the time along with certain exigencies 

arising from the circumstances of the Vettii brothers themselves . 

1.5.3 Religious Beliefs 

1.5.3.1 General context 

[ .. . ] A fatal malaise has taken hold of the arts, and since our minds cannot be 
portrayed, our physical features also are neglected [ .. . ] It was quite different with our 
ancestors. In their halls portraits were objects to be admired [ ... ] when someone died, 
ali the members of his family who had ever existed were present [ ... ] (A wax mask was 
made from the dead person 's face)[ ... ] The family tree was traced by !ines connecting 
the painted portraits232

.- Pliny The Eider 

[ ... ] The banqueting couches gleam high on golden pillars, and the feast is set before 
his face in kingly luxury; but, couches at his side, the eldest of the furies forbids him 
lay upon the board, and starts erect with torch uplifted and thunder on her lips. Here 
dwell they do while !ife endured had hatred for its bretheren, a blow for a parent, or the 
toils of fraud for a client; who found wealth and brooded thereover al one, nor shared it 
with their kin, who where slain for adultery, or who followed unri ghteous war [ ... ] 
agony cries warning to ali [ ... ] 
Behold, and learn to do justice and condemn not the gods233 ! 

Given the tendency of mythic and religious beliefs to converge with one another, I 

would like to clarizy the understanding I have oftheir difference. Mythic beliefstructures are 

grounded in narrative stories and are made tangible by art and literature. Religious belief 

structures, on the other hand, are based on a commitment to abstract relationships and ideas 

that cannot be literally illustrated234
• 

Roman religion with its many cuits, gods and their assigned and complex rituals 

envelop the contemporary scholar in something near-metaphorically akin to an echo effect. 

Overwhelming and claustrophobie to the contemporary mind, it becomes difficult to imagine 

that individual Romans could have had a clear sense of place or an independent sense of 
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action. Saint Augustine in The City of God gives us a fair\ y accurate reading, and though he 

speaks of course with a biased heart, he nevertheless presents us at !east with the im age of a 

phys ical object whose weight underlines Roman religion's complexity. 

The present task, however, is not to address the vast range of Rom an religion. For one 

thing, even living contemporaries like Saint Augustine had troubl e assembling the entire 

panoply oftheir ever-increas ing gods and goddesses: 

[ .. . ] But how can 1 give a list in one passage of this book, of ali the nam es of the ir gods 
and goddesses? The Romans bad difficulty in getting them into the mass ive volumes in 
which they ass igned particular functions and responsibil iti es to the divine powers235

. 

Instead, the purpose here is to concentrate on those aspects of Roman reli gion that most 

directly impact on the construction of pictorial space in the Ixion Room frescoes. My sources 

incJude much from Pliny 's accounts , since he was writing up to the time of his death in 

Pompeii 's destruction. While it is worth noting that hi s attitude towards Rom an reli gion is 

skeptical and cri ti cal, one could even say anti-reli gious236
, the profusion of vi suai and written 

evidence suggests that a standard set of religious beliefs held more or less in common 

infused the most intimate to the most public acts of Roman, and specifically Pompeiian 

culturallife at the ti me of the Ixion Room 's conception around 63 A. C.E. 

The primary relationship that dominated Rom an religion from early Etruscan times 

through to the time of Pompeii 's demise was the assembly of gods into a triadic 

constellation237
• The principle force within this triadic constellat ion in earl y Roman religion 

was the feminine, in the form of the earth goddess Tellus Mater (related to Ceres and 

eventually Fortuna, as will be noted later) who could also invoke the powers or numina, or 

gods of special function. lt is my understanding that these numina become the basis on which 

a hierarchy of value differentiates aspects of the originating singular entity of the earth 

goddess, initi ati ng the hierarchical distinctions that inform such fundamental aspects of 

society as, for instance, genealogy and the !ines of family descent which played such a 

significant role in Roman tradition. Numina numeninis can be correlated with the notion that 

ferti li ty resides in the head. lts Latin root means to nod, to give consent or agreement- to 

have will or divine power.238 In time, sorne of the numina relating to certain operations 
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proved to be ideal candidates for an evolution into anthropomorphic beings, male, female, or 

hermaphroditic, since unlike their Greek counterparts they did not originally have legends 

constructed around them239
. 

Layered as Roman religion was, it is best to start with the earliest of the Roman triadic 

constellations of gods: Tellus Mater-Janus - one of the ascribed founders of Rome itself, 

Mars, and Jupiter. With the earth goddess Tellus Mater as the binding principle of origin 

through the numina or aspects she could invoke, Janus, at first a numen, gained status as a 

god of beginnings and spirit of the door, Iater represented as having two faces loo king both 

ways240
. He wi ll be important in the analysis of the Ixion Room. Mars was an indigenous 

Roman god originally associated with agriculture and later war241
. Completing the triad, 

Jupiter, with a history stretching back to the time of the Etruscan kings and equivalent to the 

Greek god Zeus, was god of the sky and dominated the Roman celestial pantheon242
. The 

roles are clear: Tellus Mater-Janus represents the body, the earth-mother, linked here to the 

numen-god Janus in order to underline the importance to be attached to the home; Mars 

represents the agency required to fertilize and defend this body, while Jupiter represents the 

celestial sphere- everything outside the material world. 

Another characteristic of Roman religion is fundamentally significant. Unlike 

Christianity, Roman religion willingly assimilated into the many gods, cuits and ri tuais of its 

own history those that it encountered through Rome's ever-expanding imperial conquests, 

giving them Roman interpretations in a ritual called interpretatio Romano243
. The general 

consensus that the gods where indifferent to Man 's plight required a constant hailing on 

behalf of the believer. Because every possible circumstance of life's processes and associated 

material enterprises, as weil as the many aspects of unmediated natural phenomena, were 

ultimately believed to be in the. hands of one power or another, religion was a matter of 

securing the pax decorum, or favour of the gods, as Geoffry Parrinder has noted244
. Whether 

it was a numen anthropomorphized or a bonafide god, considerable time was spent within 

and outside the home in religious observances and ceremonies that had to be performed with 

the utmost precision. The complexity of this can be imagined when one bears in mind that 

Roman terrestrial reality, converted to religious observances, was paralleled not only in the 
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celes ti al real m, but as weil in both the underworld, where Dis, equivalent to the Greek god 

Hades, reigned, and in the realm of the sea, where Neptune, the Greek Poseidon, ruled. 

A rarely mentioned but important aspect to the character of the nature of the Roman 

god or goddess is their association with one kind of space or another. It is understood that 

they were omnipresent in the temples dedicated to them, and it was also understood that they 

were present in the many shrines where offerings and appeals where made to them. There is, 

however, an aspect to their presence that is unique to the Roman pantheon, namely the 

presence of the multitude of gods associated with every celestial and terrestrial space. Joyce 

Salisbury writes: "The Romans assigned particular gods to particular spheres and to a/most 

every single moment [. .. } we get a picture of a people who saw divine power profoundly 

linked to the spaces they inhabited"245
. Celsus, the second century Roman, wrote: 

[From] the beginning of the world different parts of the earth were allotted to different 
guardians, and in its having been apportioned in this manner, things are done in such a 
way as pleases the guardians. For this reason it is impious to abandon the customs 
which have existed in each locality from the beginning246

. 

And later Saint Augustine247
, as a critique, wrote in Concerning the City ofGod, Book 

IV, Chapter 9: 

But this very brief account is intended to make it clear that the pagans have not the 
impudence to allege that the Roman Empire was estab lished , increased , and preserved 
by those divinities who were so clearly confined to their own particu lar departments, 
that no general responsibility was entrusted to any of them. When could Segetia have 
looked after the Empire, seeing she was not allowed the simultaneo us charge of crops 
and trees? How could Cumina have even given a thought to arms, when her authority 
was not permitted to range beyond the cradles? How could Nodutus help in war, when 
his interest was confined to the node of the stalk and did not even ex tend the follicle? 
Each man appoints one doorkeeper . .. But the Romans appointed three gods; Forculus to 
guard the doors (forces); Cardea the hinges (cardo); Limentinus the threshold (Jimen) 
So Forcu lus could not guard both hinges and threshold at the same time. 

This sense of Gods inhabiting and having power over very particular domains 

occupying their very spaces, no matter how great or small , both within and outside the home, 

is reflected in the Etruscan circle of divination that the Romans inherited as a religious 

ritual 248
. Each separated space confronts the pious person with a constant reminder at every 
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moment and at every occasion that they are entering or leaving, often trespass ing, into one 

god 's domain or another. Without hailing, paying tribute and offering libations, one's safe 

conduct was not assured. The concept of space fo r a Roman is defi nable through the frames 

offered by each un ique space, but a lso through spaces defined by the relationships between 

the gods themselves, as in the form of the Roman triad - a geometry form ed by the gods249
. 

Ali these spheres intersected on a daily basis within the cultural and ideological climate 

of the Roman world, in which the recogn ition of an individual ' s self-determination offered 

by religious choices confronted an otherwise hierarchical and near-inflex ible social system . 

Every decision was embedded in the obl igations to the larger order of the individual and their 

status in relationship to the collectivity or state. In ali this pro li feration and its attendant 

excesses it becomes easier to understand why certain religious forms were fixed as a way to 

at !east present the appearance, no matter how tenuous, of continuity and stability when in 

fact their content constantly and dramatically shi fted over tim e. 

As a prime exampl e, the principal early triad menti oned prev iously became more 

diverse and complex with Rome's ever-expanding fro nt iers, giving different - and often 

newly acquired - gods additional responsibilities250
. The most important triad parti cular to 

Pompeii was that of Hercules, Dionysus and Venus, worshiped not only in the templ e but 

also on a daily bas is in the home25 1
. Hercules was regarded as the legendary fo under o f 

Pompeii . Venus Pompeiana was the city's official goddess, whil e Dionys us, the god of wine 

and theatre, was also the main protagonist in the Dionys ian mystery cul t252 practiced in 

Pompeii. The cult, centred on a re-enactment of the apotheosis of Semele and Dionysus253
, 

could be seen as Pompei i 's ci vic sym bol of generosity , prosperi ty and continui ty. Whi le this 

triad was particular to Pompeii , the triad of Jupiter, Juno and Minerva, represented in the 

prominently situated temple of the Capitoline in Pompeii ' s Forum, stood as a symbolic 

reminder of Pompeii ' s support for Roman sovereignty that fo ll owed on Rome's conquest of 

southem Italy. 

Religious iconography 

While these triads (fig. 1.122, 1.123, 1.1 24) held general currency, a much more particular 

tri ad holds primacy in the Ho use of the Vettii . In the Upper Regis ter of the Ixion Room, the 
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aediculae with their pedimented roofs see to signal temple settings254
, and this as sumpti on is 

gi ven further wei ght by the presence of a tri ad of gods whi ch includes Apollo, Foituna

Augusta and Dionysus255
. Apollo is seated on a throne at the centre of the south wall with 

Dionysus seated on a throne opposite on the north wall , while at the centre of the east wall 

facing the entrance is seated Fortuna-Augusta, who also incorporates Juno Minerva-Athena 

and Isis256
. Fortuna's identity is confirmed by a coin from the Ves pian peri od picturing 

Fortuna Redux257 that shows a seated Fortuna with a cornucopi a in ber Jeft arm and a rudder 

in her ri ght hand. In the Ixion Room the seated fi gure has both. The centrality of Fortuna

Augusta in the room betrays the particular significance of thi s triad for the interests of the 

Vettii , and reflects in its crafting the general s igni ficance reli gion held in the public and 

private li fe of a Pompeiian citizen. Not only did the goddess258 represent the personalized 

aspirations of each venerator, she also ensured fu ture prosperi ty as one aspect of the four 

virtues - Discipline, Victory , Virtue and Fortune - which together personifi ed the ideal ized 

Roman spirit and, more im mediately , the ideals of the emperor Augustus. lndeed, in Pompeii 

the Templ e of Fortuna-Augusta259 was dedi cated to the good fo rtune of the Emperor 

Augustus, identifi ed with the Fates and therefore with Fortuna. Fortune, and the Emperor, 

had smiled on the Vettii. Vettius Conviva was a freedman thanks to Augustus, and moreover 

held an augustalis , a high office normally conferred only upon highborn nobility as a 

consequence of generous donati ons to the state. Bence the central location of Fortuna

Augusta was likely meant to emphas ize an understandably strong all egiance on the part of 

the Vettii to Augustus or to the empire260
. The signi ficance within the triad of Apollo's 

presence can also be attributed to the link with Augustus, who had adopted Apoll o as his 

protector owing to the god's oracular powers, which were understood to lend wisdom and 

guidance in conj oining sexual passion and patriarchal love; hence Apollo 's pos ition over the 

mythological scene of Daedalus and Pasiphae26 1
• 

For the Vettii , this would serve to rei nfo rce the bond with an emperor-protector who 

had conferred on them the exceptional honour of the augustalis. Dionysus, the third member 

of the triad, is described as having among his many other attributes that of redemption and 

resurrection262
, of proving one's worthiness through generosity, good deeds or charity, and 
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learning263
. His presence here can be interpreted as a reference to the generous donations on 

the part of Vettius Conviva which eamed him his augustalis and the aristocratie genealogy 

conferred upon him. On the most immediate reading, then, thi s triad could be said to 

represent a sort of heraldic deviee, a very persona! constellation for the Vettii in which 

fortune, wi sdom and good deeds constitute and authori ze social position. 

The triclinium: - Dining with the Gods 

"Jupiter" she prayed , "Y ou make the laws for host and guest, they say. 
Grant that this day be one ofjoy for Tyrians 
And men of Troy; grant that it be remembered 
By our descendants. Now be with us , 
Bach us, Giver of happiness, and kindly Juno, 
And ail you Tyrians attend in friendliness this meeting that unites us"- Virgil

264
. 

Having outlined the significance of triads in Roman religion and the particular tri ad of 

Fortuna-Augusta, Apollo and Dionysius for the Vettii , it is now important to draw attention 

to the purpose of the Ixion Room as an oecus, the place in which the di ners break bread in the 

presence of the gods. It is important, as weil, to recall that the di ners are also guests of the 

ancestors through whose presence they passed as they moved ac ross the atrium towards the 

oecus. This in effect constitutes the core of Roman tradition : to break bread and make 

offerings in the presence of the gods and the ancestors. 

The oecus was entered on its west side, and from thi s vantage point guests would have 

the opportunity to take in the entire room at a glanee. The complexity of this glanee will be 

treated Iater, as wi ll also the difference between viewing the room 's wall paintings from a 

standing versus a reclining position. Moving on into the room, the dinner guests would 

proceed to recline on three low inclined couches or kliai arranged against the side and end 

walls of the triclinium. Ali would be facing into the centre of the room, where their meals 

would be served from a low table. Other trays of food would be placed on tables against the 

north and south walls in the entrance area of the dining room waiting their turn to be served. 

The most privileged guest would be given the place with the longest possible vista. In the 

summer this would include a view through to the peristy le and hortus. Eating, as the 

principal activity in this dining roorn, complements visual beliefs with the perceptual beliefs 
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of tas te, smell , and touch , sin ce mu ch of the food was eaten by hand . As weil , the rel igious 

and mythol ogical beliefs in the presence of the hortus would ensure the total multi -sensorial 

- perceptual and conceptual - experience of the dinner. 

The lares familiares265 that protected the household have been suggested both by 

Adkins and by Parrinder266 to be dead ancestors that had entered the realm of the gods and 

became guardian spirits of the home . This correlates to their worship around the household 

hearth, the larium or shrine that was dedicated to them in the presence of the masks of the 

deceased ancestors in the corner of the atrium. In the House of the Vettii, the shrine in the 

minor atrium takes the form of a classical temple facade with a pedimented roof supported 

by two co lumns. The central image of the shrine includes the penates who a long with the 

lares were worshipped as spirits of the household, but who were specifically charged with 

protecting the pantry or storehouse. A portion of every meal was set as ide for them and 

thrown onto the fire in the hearth. On the table where food was served , a saltcell ar and small 

offerings of fruit were set aside for thei r veneration. The origin of the tradition of still -life 

painting has been attributed to these ri tuai offerings of food left in shrines and tombs. Due to 

their peri shab le nature, these offerings of fruit or sacrificial animais came to be replaced by 

objects made of clay , wax or wood- votive offerings267
, or sim ply two-dimensional painted 

representations : what in French is still called nature morte268
. 

The two still-life representations on the east wall facing the viewer as they would have 

approached the reclining couches both conform in content to ri tuai food offeri ngs . In Virgil 's 

Aeneid, during a godly feast Juno pours out a libation before she puts the drink to her lips269
. 

It is clear that they are not simply framed domestic scenarios. Depicted are cakes , liquids, 

and even animais either sacrificed or about to be sacrificed as described in a number of 

literary accounts270
. The most prominent of these accounts are the epigrams collected by 

Martial and published by him under the collective title of Xenia or gifts to the guests27 1 

shortly after the destruction ofPompeii272
• The 127 epigrams include allusions to such items 

as corn, asparagus, guinees , Luna cheese, eggs, chickens, peaches, sea urchins, kid - as weil 

as wines for libations and many other foods that he includes as present in Pompeiian still-life 

paintings. Here is one of Martial 's epigrams about the sacrifice of a young goat: "Let the 
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wonton animal, mischievous to the green vine, pay his penalty; young though he be, he has 

already harmed the god'' 273
. Martial likes to play with the perceptual slippage between the 

real and that which is represented in words or in pictures. In the introduction to these 

epigrams he suggests that because their publication only cost four sesterces the host could 

offer them to their guests as gifts like a xenia 274 instead of a meal should they not have the 

money 275
. lt is worth mentioning that the representation of one of the brown cups in the still

life left of centre on the east wall has its content spilling out onto the shelf. This would have 

the effect of enabling these representations to engage the viewer in the present of an action 

and its intentions276
. This coïncides with the animated quartet of war-ships waging battle (fig. 

1.100, 1.101 , 1.102, 1.103) on the north and south wal ls which very possibly refers to 

Augustus' victory over Anthony and Cleopatra and for which the E mperor credited his 

guardian Apollo who, it will be recalled , forms part of the tri ad of gods in the Ixion Room277
. 

These scenes assume the viewpoint of an observer standing on the shore, but are also framed 

in an identical manner to the still-life on the east wall, and occupy a s imilar position in the 

overall pictorial organization of the north and south walls. The eq uivalence this establishes 

between representations of sacrificial offerings and victorious battle implies that the dining 

room was pictorially conceptualized as a place of active engagement between what was 

represented and what was actual: the still-life paintings and victory snap-shots are integrated 

into the act of eating and its associated ri tuai of celebration and appeasement. It suggests that 

in the dining room, re-presentation and presentation moved closer together in the here and 

now, a form of trans-substantiation. This ki nd of mirroring - presentation tore-presentation -

is consistent with the transition of the body from the real to the imagined through the 

dimension of the body itself A good example of this can be found in the ho uses of the dead 

along the Via Appia, in which elaborate dining rooms and kitchens are incorporated in arder 

to make it possible for descendents to share the birthday of the deceased with the deceased in 

their own house278
. 

Inviting the gods to share in the celebrations of a sacrificial feast was first introduced in 

the early Roman Republic at the time when the Sibyline Books of oracles were imported 

from Greece and placed under the auspices of a special body of priests whose position 
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constituted political influence, since the oracles formed the bas is for deci sions in times of 

crisis. The priests gradually introduced a number of different cuits that appealed to Roman 

sensibility and need. One such cult was introduced during the long famine of 469 B .C.E.: the 

cult of Liber Libera and Ceres required that the ri ght relation to the gods could only be 

restored if six statues of gods reclining on couches at meals were di splayed (lectisternia) and 

invited to partake in the sacrificial feast279
. Incorporating in this manner not only the 

ancestors, but also the presence of the gods in the sharing of a meal, became a well

entrenched trad ition invoked as one more attempt at securing certainty . Pliny confirms this 

pervasive anxiety when he writes: 

[ ... ] They wait upon gods with forei gn rituals , they wear them on their fingers; they 
pass sentence on the monsters they worship and invent food for them; they inflict dire 
tyrannies on themselves, resting fitfully even when asleep; they do not make decis ions 
about marriage about hav ing children, or any other matter, unless instructed by 
sa cri fi ces 280

. 

The poi nt that is perhaps most forcefully obvious from the perspectives of cultural 

history and persona! experience is that anxiety - or uncertainty - imposes an existential 

dimension on our awareness . It therefore requires a leap of hi storical connectedn ess for the 

tourist or the researcher to think beyond the concept of the decorated room to real ize that for 

the Pompeii an citizens who came to dine in the tri clinium, the paintings, and most especially 

the divine tri ad, were to be read as an animation of their own persona! obligat ions and 

assurances; to be read , that is, not as two-dimensional points of reflection, but as 

dimensionally active points of rem inder, like urgent spirits whose embod iment lay a feather 's 

touch from their own. 

1.5.3.2 Analysis of pictorial space in the Second (Middle) and Third (Upper) Registers 

lt is important to begin with the Third (Upper) Register, since this is the defining register for 

reference to Roman religion. 

Third (Upper) Regis ter 

There is a spatial narrative served by the entrance on the west wall , since it is only at this 

point of entry that the room ' s entire complex of tableaux cornes into focus. The Upper 
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Register from here can be seen as a totality. The entering guest would register and recognize 

the triad of gods (fig. 1.125), each positioned at the centre of the three wall s in this upper 

zone, and in their viewing could not fail to construct across space a connecting triangulation . 

This recognition of course would almost immediately extend to include the arc of reflective 

mirroring that links the opposing symmetries that make up the central elements on each wall. 

This symmetry is held in the triangulation between the three gods, whose di stance from one 

another forrns an equilateral triangle due to the fact that the room 's design as prescribed by 

Vitruvius is a rectangle constructed by two identical squares. With this in mind, it can be 

seen that the entrance si de of this divine triad-triangle di vides the Ixion Room exactly in half 

into two squares . While the square-triangle to the eas t end of the room is therefore animated 

by the eastwardly oriented triad , the square-triangle at the wes t end into which the guest 

enters acts as its mirror image, with the guest at the threshold comp leting a tri ad in which 

they echo the fi gure of Augusta-Fortuna. The point of entry , in other words, initiates a line 

through the apex oftwo opposing eq uilateral triangles (fig. 1.125), and places the guest in a 

rehearsal of the architectural hierarchy es tabl ished by the primary ax is of the Roman hou se, 

as previously described in the introduction, in which the dominus, though now Fortuna

Augusta, occupies the descending view while the guest occupies the ascending relationship. 

Second (Middle) Register 

Corresponding to the tri angulations performed by the Upper Register, a second triangulation 

occurs directly below in the Middle Register and in li ne with each of the dei ti es in the upper 

triangle. On red panels and at the centre of both the north and south walls three seahorses -

hyppocampi- connect with a bare-torsoed Triton on a similar red panel at the centre of the 

east wall. The Triton holds a trident, itself shaped to representa triangle, and is flanked on 

either si de by three sea-bulls on blue panels. The trident is the symbol of the trip le phallus, a 

masculine counterpart of the female triangle28 1
, which was displayed by any god whose 

function it was to mate with the triple goddess, here represented by Fortuna-Augusta at the 

centre of the Upper Register. The Middle Register is the lower of the two registers bearing 

pictorial depictions, and it seems clear that the triangulation here, with its reference to the 

nether regions represented by the creatures of the sea, mirrors the triangulation in the upper 
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register to suggest a tension, redolent with sexuality and power, between idealistic aspiration 

and base desire, between the promise of li fe and the threat of death. 

This tension is enhanced through the use of colour, with s ix blue panels, each 

approximately the hei ght of a person, representing the ocean depths, and altern ating with the 

central red panels whose signature of passion gives the Middle Regis ter its basic character. It 

is worth noting that the blue panels appear to continue on and connect behind the red, 

suggesting the contingency ofhuman passion played against the vastness of nature's abyss. 

A further tension is supplied by the reminder of a contest. Floating on four of these 

'ocean' blue panels, and located just below the small nava l scenes on both the north and 

south walls, a Nereid is portrayed as Athena in her ro le as ship-builder282
. On the east wall , 

Triton, son of Athena's ri val Poseidon, is flanked by two blue panels. On each of these blue 

panels, the head of a seahorse faces away from the centre in opposite directions283 and 

towards respectively the north and south wall s, where the blue panel s each butt against a 

large white panel on the adjoining wall. Thi s disposit ion of the seahorse heads could be in 

reference to Janus, the god of beginnings whose two faces look in opposite directions, but it 

may in addition serve to emphasize the competitive relationship between Athena and 

Poseidon, between - that is - !i fe and death. Moreover, numbers seem signiticant here as 

weil. Together with other spirits fl anking the gods, whether ancesto rs or numina, the total 

number including the two male gods cornes to twelve, leav ing the centra lly positioned 

Fortuna as the presiding agent of fortune or Fate . Th is choreography of 12 could weil relate 

to the 12 gods and goddesses cal led in to choose the ruler of Attica, a competition between 

Poseidon and Athena in which Athena won and gained sovereignty over Atti ca284
, a story 

that itself may weil index the fearful intersection of land and sea in the ancient imagination. 

This possibi lity seems justified by the fact that wh ile the lower part of the Middle Register 

appears to float in the indefinable depth of an overall aquat ic presence, in the Upper Register 

the gods and spirits are positioned within a highly articulated corn pl ex reminiscent of temple 

architecture, or a mixture of temple and theatre architecture, in a manner that suggests that 

the gods are sitting in judgment285
. Through ali of this, it is worth being reminded of the 

proximity these stori es held for the people ofPompeii , with the city itselflodged between the 
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sea and the mount of Vesuvius. That proximity is reflected in the height of these panel s, 

which places them in clear view of the guests dining against the north and south wall s, whi le 

just above those dining agai nst the east wall would be the two small still-lifes representing 

ritual food offerings, a reminder of the constant need to appease the gods. 

Summation of Second and Third Registers 

When we consider the degree to which, within a stran ge assemblage of hybrid texts, the 

profusion of gods and their particular histories are folded into a genealogical tradition of 

respect for the ancestors, whether persona! or Iiterary, we can see how very different from 

Iater western Christianity was the relationship Romans had to the notion oftheological belief. 

Feeney writes that a polytheistic system makes it di fficult to identi fY the param eters of what 

we mean by Roman relig ious beliefs, and he points to the exampl e of Augustus who was 

both a participant in and an object ofbelief. As he notes, matters get fut1her compli cated: 

[ .. . ] Our earliest texts show a delight in juxtaposing reli gious ideas from different 
registers combining Homeric and cult ep ithets fo r Jupiter, or turning the epie hero 
Anchises into a proto-decimuir who consults sacred books. Plautus puts on a bravura 
display with Mercury's prologue to the Amphitryo, enjoying the feat of throwing 
together 'Mercury ' and 'Hermes ', supposedly the 'same' at sorne leve! of co mpari son, 
yet scarcely recognizable as a figure of cu lt. ln the first line Mercury puns on the 
etymology of hi s Roman title [twenty !ines before he actually speaks hi s name] 
showing his status as a god of mercantile activity [mercimonii] [ ... ] to announce that he 
also has the messenger function of the messenger-god Hermes-Mercur/86

. 

Where these references lead is to the repositioning of the order in which reli gious belief 

was possible. As Feeney writes, what was previously understood was that any core of real 

belief must have been Iocated in domestic rites, not public ones287
. To understand Roman 

religious belief, we can contrast it with Christian beli ef structure, which rests on the 

assumption that while God 's ' love' is unconditional, our own salvation is conditi onal on our 

belief in Him. For a Roman, however, the gods ' indifference to man 's general plight 

rendered their interest in the individual conditional on the individual hailing the god through 

offerings, celebrations and sacrifice. lt was therefore not so much a question of the 

individual 's belief in any god, to which the gods remained indifferent, but rather a question 

of the individual promoting the god's- or goddess's - interest in the individual ' s existence 
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and fortunes. This constructs a very different relationship between the individual and their 

god. 

How this impacts on pictorial space is a matter of the terrestrial being mirrored in the 

various spheres of the gods. Instead of a Christian Heaven on earth, we have a Roman earth 

in the celestial sphere. While the gods might occupy ali space, each space was particularly 

defined -one might even say framed - each an independent domain within wh ich action and 

potency was possible; and that space became meaningless to a Roman if it were not charged 

separately with sorne terrestrial presence through the agency of spirits - numina. The 

hierarchy lies not in the fact that the gods imposed themselves, but rather in that Rom ans 

imposed themselves on the consciousness of a god - and any god would do, new or old, 

native or foreign. Any play, any gesture was therefore an acknowledgement, and belief was 

not uni-dimensional but multivalent, a constant tracing and overlay ing of one identity over 

another, of different hi stories and different mom ents or cultures over each other. For 

Pompeiian culture, and thi s is evident in the decorations of the Ixion Room , pictorial space 

follows suit, depicting a celestial complexity and establi shing a network of intersecting 

connections between the guests and the gods and spirits in whi ch those who came to dine 

came as weil to seek favour. 

The guests , once reclining, li e at the edge between the subterranean world Di inferi 

where Dis Pater resided and the sacred world of water where Neptune ru led with the nymphs 

-young, beautiful and fond of music. The eternal God of the water keeps company with the 

nymphs who shared mortality with human beings288
• In this atmosphere, perhaps comparable 

to Aeneas ' des cent into the underworld, the guests took on the ro le of the future heroes - a 

role involving rebirth and redemption following the cleansing oftheir souls. 

In after years and from Italian blood 
What famous chi ldren in your line will come 
Souls of the future, living in our name, 
l shall tell cl earl y now and in the telling 
Teach you your destiny.- The Aeneid Book VI289

. 

It is also here in the underworld that Aeneas - Virgil ' s protagonist 111 the Aeneid 

through who rn he pays homage to Augustus as the savior, future and founder of Rome- goes 

to the island where Apo llo dwells. Nearby resided Daedlian, the god of prophesy, living in a 
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place apart - a dark enormous cave- as Virgil emphasizes. In the Ixion Room, the paintings 

speak of the relationship between Apollo, Daedalus and Pasiphae290
. It is her unholy lust, 

resulting in the birth of the Minotaur, that Daedalus facilitated, and later out of remorse gave 

Ariadne, daughter of King Minos, the thread that helped her lover Theseus escape the 

labyrinth. In so doing, Daedalus undoes his labyrinth and his deed. The narrati ve content, 

echoed in the layered architectural depictions of the wall decorations, connects these two 

mythological panel s to the resolution of moral conflict in the mythological panel of Ariadne 

and Dionysus 

The maze none could untangled, until, touched 
By a great love shown by a royal girl , 
He Daedalus himself, unraveled all 29 1

. 

In the third element or mythological theme that completes the moral tri angul ation, 

Virgil employs Ixion as his mode] of transgression against the sav iour - the patron and the 

pater, Jupiter. Ix ion, though having been forgiven by Jupiter/Zeus for murdering his father

in-law, in an act of ingratitude attempts to seduce Hera, also known as Juno, the wife of 

Zeus. In Virgil ' s epie poem, Ixion is bani shed to the underworld fo r eternity by Zeus and 

becomes the anti-hero Turnus, fi ghting the cloud phantom of the prophetica lly appointed 

future leader of Rome, Aeneas . 

And Life was still ahead, assured for Turnus ! 
Now heavy dooms ah ead for hi m . . . 
In likeness of Aeneas, weird and strange, 
Adomed the image with Daedanian arms 
And matched the godlike hero 's shield and plume, 
Gave unreal words, a voice without a mind, 
Away of walking after hid292

• 

As Virgil stresses, each realm, each place, narrati ve or space was charged with 

importance and its own internai logic. In Roman !ife, even the future is a place apart. Here 

the underworld had its own rules, the terrestrial world other rules still , and the celestial world 

its own order or wisdom. Each separate sphere or regis ter in the Ixion Room submits to these 

requirements. The Upper Register is ordered by the architecture of the temple structures, and 

given meaning by those that inhabited it. The Second Register is an aggregate of myth and 
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illusion (the Phantom Figure attempting to extend itself beyond its own sphere), while the 

First Register is an aggregate indeed, a depiction of the density that lies beneath the earth, the 

gravity of stone meeting the fluidity of water. 

These divisions offer a fundamental hierarchy in which religion could separate virtue 

from vice. In the Middle Register that separation is given representations where the real and 

the illusory join in battle, somewhat as in the vital spirits of the heart with its labyrinth of 

emotion. As Feeny points out, the hierarchy of religious values - so closely integrated into 

Roman poli tics- demanded an ordering deviee, and here it is suppli ed by the division of the 

wall 's surface into registers and sections and subsections, each pictorial space cl earl y framed, 

together insisting on the viewer's focused attention across a series of different episodes. This 

episodic focus is reinforced in the Upper Register, where - despite the fact that the 

architectural structures and their spaces appear to be interconnected - no deity steps outside 

their proper frame, while below, the guests and hosts, reclining on their couches, have clearl y 

also been given theirs. 

1.5.4 Scientific Beliefs (concerning the optica l system) 

1.5.4.1 General context 

There are three approaches underlying both Greek and Roman optical thought: there is firstly 

the medical tradition that dealt with the anatomy and physiology of the eye; there is the 

larger philosophical question of ep istemology, which can include psychology or perception ; 

and there is finally the question of physical causation, what we may cali physics , attendant 

on the application from within the mathematical tradition of geometry to the perception of 

space. It is this last that forms most specifically the study of optics as discussed belo w. 

To begin with I would like to outline the seven primary geometrie theorems that 

underpin al i fifty-seven of Euclid ' s propositions relating to optics. As summarized by David 

Lindberg, these primary theorems had important influences on the understanding of 

perspective and spatial pictorial construction of the Ixion Room: 

1) "Rectilinear rays moving out from the eye diverging indefinitely." (to move, lie, or extend 

in different directions from a common point, the opposite view of renaissance perspective 
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which converge indefinitely) 2) "The figure contained by a set of rays is a cane of which the 

vertex is in the eye and the base at the surface of the abj ect seen"; 3) "Th ose things are se en 

upon which visual rays Jal! and th ose things are not se en upon which visual rays do not Jal!" ; 

(thinking here of the Second Register of the Ixion Room) 4) "That things seen under a larger 

angle seem to be larger those under a smaller angle appear smaller, and those u'nder equal 

angles appear equal" (this plays an important rol e in the choice of multip le positions of the 

viewer in the perspectival construction of the Ixion Room; 5) "That things seen by higher 

visual rays app ear higher and things seen by lower visual rays appear lower" (Again, this is 

important to the pictorial construction of the Ixion Room; 6) "Thal, similarly, seen by rays 

further to the right appear furth er to the right, and things seen fur ther to the leji appear 

fur ther to the left"; 7) "That things seen under more angles are seen more clearly"293
. 

They also influenced my approach to a methodology by which to construct the pictorial 

spatial propositions that are fondamental to the Ixion Room's decorations. Consequentl y, 

rather than working fro m a two-dimensional representati on of the Ixion Room, 1 made a 

three-dimensional mode! (fi g. 1.1 26) on whose internai s ides are inscribed with the linear 

outlines of ali the pictorial architectural elements represented on the eas t, no1th, and south 

walls. In this I was inspired by my discovery of three items that can serve in di fferent ways 

as examples for my central proposition - whi ch is that the Ixion Room decorati ons must be 

experienced as a volumetrie whole organized as a projection from the v iewer's positi oning at 

the entrance to the space; in its entirety a hybrid, one might say, invo lving the viewer in an 

extended engagement with the actual phys ical space of the room by means of its pictorial 

continuity. 

The fi rst example was a small painting on the back wall in a compl etely enclosed niche 

m the Domus Aurea, Quadretto di paesaggio lacustre animato da figure appena 

abbozzate294(fig. 1.1 27). The painting, in the Second Style, is of a landscape gesturally 

painted with a few strokes ofthe brush to simulate a window with a view. At the centre of 

the back edge of the niche's ceiling are two painted !ines, clearly visual rays that diverge out 

from a central apex towards the front corners of the niche to forma triangle. Contained in the 

apex of this triangle is a simple childl ike representation of an eye complete with pupil and 
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eyelashes. The eye is looking at a bi rd flying in front of the sun. What is crucial to note is 

that the apparent triangle enclosing the sun and bird is missing the side opposite the eye that 

would otherwise enclose the space within. Substituting for the absent s ide is the sill of the 

alcove. Crucial, because this makes it an implicit triangle, not an actual or di agrammatically 

completed one, and this suggests the concept of an open cone of vision with the eye-apex a 

min or sun in its own right, launching its diverging rays out into the void of space beyond the 

edge of the si li to encompass ali th at can be made visible to it. Important! y, this little vignette 

demonstrates not simply pictorially but also spatially- in employing the actual volume of the 

alcove by choosing to present the scene on the upper surface verging out into the room - how 

vision was then understood. 

The second discovery concems G.J. Kern 's article, Glyptothek und die Skenographie 

bei Vitruv295(fig. 1.128, 1.129). ln his lecture, he proposes that the conception of the 

perspectival impul se in Greek and Roman art did not arise from a fl at schematic 

representation based on the concept of a vanishing point. Rather, it originates in the 

apprehension of space as depth, a space in which any surface can be seen not as the rectangle 

that it most usually is, but as a triangular wedge that moves the viewer into space when 

viewed from above or below. He chooses as his example the Jahreszeitenmosaik from 

around the 2nd century A. C.E. in the collection of the Münchener Glyptothek. This square 

mosaic, like many such mosaics using illusionistic geometrie patterns, is constructed in such 

a way that one appears to be looking down - or up - into deep space. In positioning the 

viewer here as paradoxically peering both down into and up at a coffered ceiling, the effect 

reveals the importance that the extended sensation of phys ical three-dimensionality held in 

the construction of Roman pictorial space. In the central depth of the apparent ceiling, and 

inside a circle that is itself rotated to form a vertical oval , stands the sun god Sol with, in the 

foreground, four tellus menaeids personifYing the four seasons. The central vertical diameter 

of the foreshortened circle within which Sol is pictured coïncides with the mosaic's central 

vertical axis in a perspective constructed by diverging rays emanating out from within the 

sun-circle. This representation conforms to the circle described by Vitruvius that is to be 

inscribed around the figure on the basis of simple ratios296
. 
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The third example was John Clarke's reference to the Iinear constructions of the First 

and Second Style pictorial representations297
. In his schema, Clarke points to the First

Style298 system of framing doorways with matched columns as a deviee by which to un izy ali 

spaces in the Roman house. He first reminds us of the construction technique that involved 

coating the stone block core with cement and following this with plaster, thus producing a 

continuous surface that was frequently then divided into three hori zontal divisions that ran 

along ail the walls from room to room, Iending further unity to the otherwise independent 

spaces of the house. In addition to this, in an innovation that required a suspension of 

disbelief, the real columns of the First Sty Je were substituted by the ir representations, often 

in the forrn of a depicted colonnade running along al 1 three walls of a room 's interior. The 

significance of this lies in the fact that their perspective coherence functioned so lely from the 

position of a viewer at the entrance; illusion was thus conceived as divergent rays inscribed 

as perspective li nes emanating out from the eye of the viewer at th at point of entry - or from 

an exactly opposing viewpoint, in an interesting variation that constituted a mirror refl ection 

of the viewer 's eye on the opposite wall. Needless to say, once the viewer entered the room, 

the illusion of the colonnade disappeared as it di sintegrated into incongruity. 

These three examples offer the core constituents of the Roman concept of spatial vision 

and representation. Firstly, and fundamentally , there is the concept of diverging rays of li ght 

forming a cane of vision emanating from the apex of the eye. Second ly, and specificaJJy 

related to perspective rendering, the eye can be reproduced on an opposing planar surface as 

one or more circ/es of emanation sending out diverging rays through space and iJlum inating 

objects in their path, which are then seen inverse! y by the viewer as converging towards that 

centre -or those centres- of emanation. Thirdly, there is the construction of perspective -

for instance in the development of rendered as opposed to actual colonnades - whose effect, 

one might actually say existence, depends upon this conception of the eye's diverging rays , 

inscribed as lin es of sight projecting out from the position of the viewer at the ir point of entry 

into the space to produce what is in effect a suspended moment of recognition, one to be held 

in the mi nd as the viewer ' s passage takes them past the point of coherent illusion. With this 
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in place, it is possible to tum now to a consideration of how these constituents work together 

in practice. 

In the example that Clarke refers to, the horizontal bands, it is easy to imagine that the 

original horizontal bands along the walls created in the viewer a sensation of perspectival 

recession, especially when seen from the point of entry, and given the daily experience of 

this same recession in the architectural colonnade of the peristyle home. The receding !ines 

within a colonnade were a familiar experience in Roman !ife, and in 55 B.C.E. around the 

beginning of the second Style there is an interesting passage in Lucretius, On the Nature of 

the Universe, Book Four line 426, that makes a comment on this visual phenomenon: 

[ ... ] When we gaze from one end down the whole length of a colonnade, though its 
structure is perfectly symmetrical and it is propped throughout on pillars of equal 
height, yet it con tracts by slow degrees in a narrowing co ne that draws roof to floor and 
left to right till it unites them in the imperceptible apex of the cone299

. 

The observation is significant for how he understands his perception of the vi suai effect 

of recession. It should also be noted that his view of the convergence he describes is 

apparently perceived not from the centre but from the point of entry near the wall, and the 

colonnade he describes is one-sided, as in the garden of the peristyle. The depicted or 

illusionistic colonnades of the Second Style seek to encompass and incorporate the larger 

unity of the entire house, and the practice of painting a colonnade on ali three walls of the 

room was intended as a cohesive pictorial illusion, although of course on! y from the position 

at the point of entrance to the room300
• 

Tf we assume this same position at the entrance to the Ixion Room on its west side (fig. 

1.130), and if we accept both Alcmaeon 's premise of vi suai rays or fi re emanating from the 

eye and Euclid's first proposition based on this concept, we are then in a position to view the 

apparent/y erratic converging perspectival !ines on the central vertical axis of the east wall 

as they would have been perceived at the time - as diverging, not converging. While we, 

with our vanishing point expectations wish to conceive of these !ines as potentially 

converging towards infinit/01
, it could not have been understood this way to a Roman 

mind302
• As I have pointed out in the section on philosophical beliefs, and will point out in 

the section on mathematical beliefs, the concept of two or more !ines converging towards 
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infinity was both aesthetically and philosophically unacceptable, and therefore such co

incidence was not mathematically, aesthetically or philosophically meaningful. There is a 

very important consequence to be derived from this - that the precision of singularity we 

assume was not for the cl assical mind a function of reality, and ceJiainly not of perceived 

reality. For them , it was rather the plurality ofthings, their constantly shifting relationship to 

our perception, which characterized their thought. A corollary of this is that just as there 

would be no requirement or expectation that lines would recede towards a single point on the 

hori zon, similarly there be no reverse expectation that with the eye as the point of diverging 

rays that these rays would emanate from a mathematically pure centre (but a mobile centre in 

the eye); in other words, whether the point of apparent convergence or apparent divergence 

was precise or not was simply not in question303
. 

Here the question arises as to what is meant by the centre of the circle of which 

Vitruvius speaks when he quotes Agatharcus: 

[ ... ] In the first pl ace Agatharcus, in Athens, when Aeschylus was bringing out a 
tragedy, painted a scene, and left a commentary about it. This led Democritus and 
Anaxagoras to write on the same subject, showing how, given a centre in a definitive 
place, the li nes should naturally correspond with due regard to the point of sight and 
the diverge of the of visual rays, so that by this deception a faithful representation of 
the appearance of buildings might be given in painted scenery , and so that, though ali is 
drawn on a vertical flat facade, sorne parts may seem to be withdrawing into the 
background, and others to be standing out in frone 04

. 

John White in his The Birth and Rebirth of Pictorial Space305 translates Vitruvius 's first 

mention of perspective in Book One, Chapter Two as follows: "Perspective is the method of 

sketching a front with the sides withdrawing into the background, the !ines al! meeting in the 

centre of a circle "306
. "The centre of a circ le" in the original Latin reads: "Item 

scaenographia est frontis et laterum abscedentium adumbratio ad circinique centrum 

omnium linearum responsus ". In a literai translation this passage might better be read as: In 

like manner, scenography is the sketch of the front and of the retreating sides and the 

correspondence of ali !ines to the point of the pair of compasses, where ' circin -us -i ' m 

means (geometer's) compass, pair of compasses, the compass making a circ le to describe the 

divergent end of the cone of vision on a flat surface. It is necessary here to then imagine the 
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point of the compass (or pair of compasses) as positioned at the viewer's eye, with its infinite 

gradations of arc drawn as an interrupted projection of one gradation onto the opposite wall. 

The effect is similar to, though conceptually dissimilar from our own perspective 

construction, and it is the dissimilarity that is important. Without the belief in a point out 

there- a vanishing point lent credence by a bel ief in singular infinity, the centre of the circle 

referred to by Vitruvius refers back to the body -the body always in motion, not fixed but 

instead constantly aware of its own ' plural' occupation of space. A useful reference he re is 

the plan of a Roman theatre as described in Vitruvius Book VI, where the audience is seated 

in a semi-circle facing the skena or scene, and in the drawing shown it is clear that the basic 

design is that of circle with points of correspondence around its circumference307
. 

To reiterate, there is an ambiguity in the concept of centre, with its meaning suspended 

between our tendency to conceive it as an exact point in space and the evident tendency of 

the classical world to understand it as describing a location or place, an arrivai point more 

associated with the body in three dimensional space. In sorne respects we also adhere to this 

sense when we say we are standing in the centre of the room, whether or not we are at its 

dead centre. Moreover, many words in any language are subject to contextual interpretation, 

and an example is the Latin word for line: linearum can mean line, string, thread, plumb line, 

outline, boundary-line and limit. A particular point to be made on the bas is of these two 

considerations is that words used in an abstract sense frequently betray their material origins, 

and in the physical world - including painting - exactitude is not often required. The 

significance I attach to this point is that in attempting to re-enact the construct ion of 

perspective in the Ixion Room, I decided to employ actual Jines in space as a means of 

establishing the receding spatial dimension. Among the equipment found in a painter's 

workshop was a plumb bob for making verticallines, and no doubt chalk ]ines for sketching 

out straight !ines were employed as they are today308
• The material base of Euclid 's 

observations can be detected in passages such as: [These !ines] should naturally correspond 

with due regard to the point of sight and the divergence of the vi suai rays. Note here in this 

respect also Lindberg ' s second summarizing point on Euclid ' s optical propositions: "The 
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figure set by a set of rays is a cane of which the vertex is in the eye and the base at the 

surface of the abject se en". 

In Lindberg's sixth summarizing point, Euclid is quoted as stating that "things seen 

further ta the left appear further ta the left and things seenfurther ta the right appear further 

ta the right" . There are two things to note. Firstly, Euclid 's descriptive manner here is 

physical , with rays leaving the eye and then appearing to diverge, a physicality that Yitruvius 

implies as weil by stating that "Perspective is the method of sketching a front with its sides 

withdrawing into the background", although he is concerned with the flat surface309
. 

Secondly, in fact Euclid's proposition is more clearly translated differently than stated by 

Lindberg. Euclid ' s ambiguously obvious proposition - incidentally, number twelve in 

Eecke's translation but number thirteen in El ah eh Kheirandish 's translation3 10 
- wh en 

examined in reference to various translations fi·om the Greek text should really read : "things 

seen furth er ta the le ft appear ta rn ove fur th er ta the right and things se en fur th er ta the right 

appear ta move furth er ta the lefl" . In this case, another dimension becomes evident: the 

dimension of movement in space, a dynamic three-dimensionality so obviously assumed -

hence the ambiguous language- by anyone who is conceptualizing in materi al spatial terms , 

anyone for whom the eye with its light-emitting rays is an active participant in the possibility 

of spatial vision. 

For the Stoic architect Yitruvius, in pursuit of authoritative, one might say theoretical 

justification for the prescripti ons he addresses, quoting Euclid and the theory of divergence 

to support pictorial illusion is inevitably more useful than reliance on mere sensation3 11
. 

[ ... ] Showing how given a centre in a definitive place, the li nes should naturally 
correspond with due regard to the point of sight and the divergence of the vis ua! rays , 
so that by this deception a faith fu! representation of the appearance of buildings might 
be given in painted scenery . And so that, though ali is drawn in a vertical flat facade, 
sorne parts may seem to be withdrawing into the background, and others to be standing 
out in fro nt312

• 

Up to this point the discussion has been focused on the general issue of perception- the 

theory of diverging rays emanating from the centre of the eye, including the relation of this 

theory with an Epicurean tendency to favour convergence as a sense-perception - and as weil 
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the issue of what is meant by the concept of centre and the related matter of circles of 

emanation. The substance of this has been to suggest the importance of understanding 

Roman attitudes towards space in order to realize why what might seem to have been 

awkward and un-informed by pictorial spatial constructions must, in fac t, be seen as logical 

consequences of their attitude. 

I would like now to treat a matter of s ignificance for the issue of continuity in illusion, 

something quite pressing to the artist required to provide that moment of recognition 

mentioned earlier. In his précis ofEuclid's propositions, Lindberg's third point paraphrases a 

number of different propositions as "those things are seen upon which visual rays fall and 

those things are not seen upon which visual rays do notfall". While Euclid's point may seem 

obvious, implied within it are botha waming and a solution for the decorative artist, which 

might be stated as an axiom: where an illusion is in danger offalling apart, obscure that point 

with an obstruction. This clearly becomes a very important element to be taken advantage of 

in the construction of an illusion that must negotiate the interruptions represented by, most 

obviously, the corners of a room. In the Ixion Room, the discrete openings in the Second 

Regis ter (fig. 1.131) are designed to contain architectural details th at gi ve the impress ion of 

belonging not only to a space greater than the room, but also as a consequence to part of ail 

the other architectural details in similar alcove openings in positions mirrored across the 

room 313
. The pictorial problem for the painter arises when two different physical planes -

two walls- meet in real space despite the fact that pictorial continuity must be maintained. A 

pragmatic solution to this problem of pictorial incongruity was effected in the Ixion Room by 

the deviee offinishing offthe north and south walls with flat white tapestry panels, while the 

interior architectural details in each of the illusionistic windows at the corners of the east 

wall are painted in a perspective rendering that suggests pictorial congruity with the details 

painted in the simi lar windows of the south and north walls. The point ofthese manipulations 

of course is to replicate, des pite each wall ' s individual central axis, the sense of continuo us 

structural and cohesive space that marked the original rooms with their architectural 

columns, which as we have seen from Clarke were the inspiration for these painted 

substitutes. In the Ixion Room, both the central axis and the perspectival !ines that define its 
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pictorial space - sometimes intersecting on the central axis and at other times not - are 

hidden from view by the central recessed entabl ature in which is suspended the mythological 

scene314
. On the Upper Register, axis and perspective !ines are hidden by the central 

positions ofFortuna on the east wall , Apollo on the north , and Dionysus on the south. 

The pictorial extension of the north and south wall into the east wall as just described 

cannot be successfully constructed from the internai pictoriallogic of the east, n01th or south 

walls. For it to be successful, we must retum to the point of entry from which it can be seen 

to operate like an anamorphic illusion across the three surfaces. This indicates that the 

artists/authors who painted this sect ion of the pictorial illusion were aware and capable of 

conceiving a method of executing such an illusion with sight lines, imitating in a practical 

manner the visual rays315 that Alcmaeon and Euclid describe as forming the cone of vision. 

lndeed, the anarnorphic extensions of the north and south walls ofthe Ixion Room work weil 

from the point of entry, while as soon as one moves into the room itself the convincing 

illusion falls apart, as Clarke confirms happens with the example of the co lonnaded room in 

the Casa dei Grifi in Rome316
, or as can be seen in a yet more similar example presented in 

Pompeii itself by the second alcove of the cubicu luma in the Villa dei Mi steri of about 60 

B.C.E317
. However, as wi ll be demonstrated in the analysis, these window illusions work 

fi·om two distinct positions that the guest would occupy in the room - and surprisingly not 

only from the point of entry. 

Having established the core of Roman spatial vision as emanations describing a body

centred circle diverging as a cone of vision from the eye, and also having establi shed the 

significance of entry-point positioning in marking a point of recognition, like a snapshot to 

be carried into the room, it is important to tum our attention to the fact that, in the case of the 

Second and Third Registers , each of the walls in the Ixion Room has more than one spatial 

relationship with respect to the positioning of the viewer. To study this it is important to 

examine the relationship between the viewer stationed at the point of entry and the east wall 

directly opposite them. How to understand this problem of multiple viewpoints requires 

further examination of just how spatial relationship to terres trial reality itself was imagined at 
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the time. For this it is necessary first to quickly note an important revolution in the 

acceptance of astronomical observation, and then to turn our attention to geography. 

The existence of a comprehensive astronomical mode! based on optical principles 

permitted the study of objects, their shape and their relationship to each other in space, and 

changed the manner in which the Roman world could picture its relationship not only to the 

heavens, but also to the earth itself. This, of course, is the province of geography, and it was 

geography that played an essential role in the more immediate realm of perpectival relations . 

There are two aspects to Roman geography that bear on the Ixion Room decorations, and 

these have significant implications for the attem pt to reconstruct their concepts of 

perspective. A crucial ly important fi gure here is the Greek geographer Strabo, born 63 B.C .E 

around eight years before the death of Lucretius in 55 B.C.E. Strabo 's great contribution to 

the study of geography lay in his recognition that the earth was spherical and existed in a 

h 
0 1 . 318 sp enca umverse . 

With thi s observation conceming the consequences ari sing from the curvature of the 

earth as a sphere, Strabo lays the groundwork for the Roman acceptance of a seria! 

perspective in the representation of reality. In the Ixion Room the three registers thus 

combine contemporary knowledge of the relative positioning of the viewer with respect to 

the phys ical world and the metaphysical intent to suggest ethi cal content. It is within thi s 

context th at the attempt to understand the multi pie centres of perspective apparent on the east 

wall ofthe room must proceed. 

The second important aspect of Roman geography for this study involves the 

relationship between pictorial convergence to a centre and Strabo's applicat ion, attendant on 

astronomical observations. Strabo worked out the complexity inherent in our progressive 

visual enco unter with a spherical world by empirical means Strabo's observation of 

progressively larger objects, suggesting that we know the true proportions of things at a 

distance because we mentally move towards them. 
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[ ... ) For it is not by the mind 's reaching out towards them, as sorne say a visual ray 
from the eye does (in seeing), that one thinks of large things at a distance in space; but 
one does so by proportional mental movement. For there are in the mind the like 
figures and movements. Therefore, when one thinks the greater objects, in what will his 
thinking those differ from his thinking the smaller? (in nothing) because ali the internai 
though smaller are as it were proportional to the extemal319

. 

Strabo's practical focus, directed towards map-making and navigation, would naturally 

have great appeal to Roman commonsensical engineering incorporating the dimension of 

movement and could also have appeal to the painters of the Ixion Room. 

1.5.4.2 Analysis of pictorial space in the First (Lower), Second (Middle) and Third 
(Upper) Registers 

lt is best to begin by summarizing sorne main points before applying ourselves to the room. 

There is the concept of diverging rays formin g a cone of vision emanating from the 

observer's eye that produces the eflect of a convergence when reproduced as a centre of 

emanation on an opposing surface; there is as weil the recogniti on of the ephemeral nature of 

such rendered experience, their authority relying on a suspended moment of 

commensurabi lity before their collapse, or rather, their elision into another reference point. It 

is in order to escort us through these elis ions that viewing points require obstructing deviees 

intercepting the passage of the rays of vision so as to mask off incommensurab ilities and 

maintain an orderly transition between succeeding moments. Moreover, since our visual 

experience in the world is dependent upon our position relative to the curved surface of the 

earth, elevations in position reflect on our abi lity to stretch our spatial perception - to stretch 

the horizon of our comprehension. 

The construction of a madel 

Taking these points into account, we can position ourselves at the entrance of the Ixion Room 

and at that moment of suspension before we move on in. This encounter will be consistent 

with the final point just made: the progressively elevated centres of emanation on the east 

wall ahead of us cause us to assume a series of increasingly elevated perpectives as we rise 

upwards as though towards a higher ground of experience. I am going to concentrate on this 

phenomenon for now, and bef ore treating this as a formai issue of design, I want first to note 
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sorne practi cal matters of production. While the method of painting these frescoes is 

generally di scussed fro m the point of view of technique itself, an extension of this is the 

process by which the Pompeiian arti sts would have proceeded to set up their workstations. A 

wall painting from the tomb of Treb ius Justus at Rome320 shows a building under 

constructi on. Not unlike in the Renaissance or even now, a wooden scaffo lding was erected 

of severa! level s fastened to the wall with putlog holes . This construction would give the 

painter an opportunity to work comfortably while paintings the frescoes. A fine layer of 

plaster intonaco was laid over a rougher section to become the actual painting ground . Each 

day only a certain amount was covered with intonaco, only the amount that could be painted 

that same day since the plaster had to remain damp during the painting process itself. The 

des ign was inscribed onto this layer, first as an outline with a brush and then fill ed in with 

undercoating and over painting, before being fini shed with linear hatching to secure the final 

defini tion of a form 32 1
. This process offres co painting applied when the decorations were 

systematically started at the top and worked down towards the bottom of the wa ll322
. The 

exception to this occurs with still !ife and mythological or subj ect paintings, where a seam 

indicates that they were most likely painted in later. These would be painted into freshly laid 

grounds that fill ed the cavity left fo r this purpose323
. The scaffolding that was set up fo r the 

mason was presumably also used by the plasterer and eventually by the painter. Having 

considered the overall height of the room and its pictorial divi sion into three reg isters, one 

can conclude that fo r practical reasons there were probably three di fferent Jevels to the 

scaffolding in the Ixion Room. 

lt is in the formai des ign pri nciples, however, that it is poss ible to best grasp the 

relationship between the three registers, the application of perspecti ve and the concept of 

elevation. To clari :ty thi s I want to come back to the mode! 1 constructed. Thi s included a 

bas ic replication of the room at scale, and a series of elasticized threads to indicate the 

diverging rays of vision emanating from the positions that represented the apexes or centres 

of divergence. Let me note before explaining the number and location of these centres that 

the threads fanning out fro m them were attached to the surfaces of the room 's opposite walls 

-in the case of the entrance this would be the east wall- at the points in the trompe l'oeil 
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from which the perspective !ines begin their suggestion of spatial depth. To examine the east 

wall , one could draw the strings together to a point at the apex of the eye (fig. 1.1 32, 1.133) 

located at specifie points along the central vertical axis at the point of entrance to the room 

and discover that the threads aligned themselves with the perspective !ines painted on the 

wall , and consequently with the rays of vi sion assumed by Roman optical theory. However, 

as suggested , it became evident that there is not simply one centre of divergence but in fact 

severa! along the vertical ax is of the east wall . The fact that there are severa!, and thal they 

occur at specifie points, requires explanation since it is crucial to correcting a general 

misunderstanding that Roman perspective represents a failure to find a solution to the 

problem of accurately rendering perspective. 

As we have seen· in discuss ing Strabo, it was at the time a known and accepted fact of 

experience that our relationship to the hori zon, and to objects at a di stance, is mobile . Just 

how thi s mobility might be registered in the Ixion Room decorati ons was the issue. J 

therefore investigated how the points of divergence, cl earl y occurring a long the vertical axes , 

could be understood in light of the overwhelming evidence in Roman philosophy for the 

desi re of sorne kind ofcommensurab ility . My assumption was that this must refer back to the 

body, based on the well-known classical ideal of the human body's proportions as an 

organizing principl e. Vitruvius is, of course, a prime source for this, and using hi s definition 

of a man 's height as six Roman feet 1 calculated the approximate average height of a man at 

the time as 145 cm, or 4'9" in modem feet324
. However, it is important to remember that 

Vitruvius ' definition is of the ideal height of a man as represented by the diameter of a circle 

drawn around the figure with outstretched arms and legs, the so-call ed Vitruvian man made 

famili ar to us by Leonardo da Vinci. In this ideal proportion with the nave! at the centre, of 

the total diameter of 177 cm, one sixth (or one Roman foot) is the distance from the circle ' s 

perimeter to the top of the figure ' s head - approximately 29 cm. Moreover this makes the 

distance between the nave! and the perimeter to be approximately 87cm, and this 

corresponds closely to the height of the First Regis ter in the Ixion Room, which in fact is 87 

cm. It is with th is measure that I determined that the proportional calculations of the Ixion 

room form a correspondence, and thus provide the essential divisions on the central vertical 
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axes of the wall s. The mode! here is the body, and it is important to acknowledge that it is 

more than the mathematical proportions of the body, it is the body that has phys iological and 

perceptual dimensions. 

These calculations also revealed that the total height of the three registers is very close 

to the height of three times the Vitruvian ideal (fig. 1.1 34). Vitruvius severa) times mentions 

the necess ity to work within a sys tem related to a concept of the body that is also within itse lf 

commensurate. Roman measurements in general were based on parts of the human body such 

as feet, fingers and paces325
, and it is to the sculptor Polykleitos that we attribute the firs t 

theoretical treatise on bodily proportions based on the mean with in each genus326
. In 

applying Vitruvian calculations to the Ixion Room, and starting with the height of the First 

Regis ter as 87 cm, or hal f the height of a person, we can add the Second Register of 245 cm 

and the Third Register of 132 cm to arrive at a height of 464 cm . We can then further add the 

vault, which from it's remaining fragments could be calcul ated to be approxi mately 42--44 

cm in height or approximately half the height of the F irst Register, making the room 506 to 

528 cm in total height. If we multiply the averaged height of the cei li ng vau lt - 43 cm -

times twelve we arrive at the figure 516 cm. Thi s makes the lowes t register approximately 

twice the height of the vau lted ceiling, a multiple oftwo equaling 86 cm; the Middle Register 

six times the height of the vault, a multiple of six equaling 258 cm (a di screpancy of 13 cm), 

and the Upper Register three times the height, a multiple of three equaling 129 cm (a 

discrepancy of 3 cm), with the vault- representing the heavenly sphere or uni verse- as the 

unitary figure or dimension of the multiple one at 4 cm, fittingly therefore the divine 

measure. It is interesting to note on a practical leve! that the height of the Ixion Room up to 

the heavenly vau lt is exactly three times the height of an average Roman, sign ificant for the 

process of construction and painting since the painters were working on scaffoldings and the 

fresco process involves starting at the top and working down. At ali times the artist works on 

the scaffolding keeping his body automatically in an equilibrium and it is the artist and aiso 

the receptor of the work performed that must keep an equilibrium -the producer artist who 

works near the frescoes while the receptor will always see the fresco high up on the wall 

from afar. The artist is engaged with the representations of the frescoes not only visually but 
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also through touch, the tactility of his material encountering the wall surface. On the other 

hand the receptor from afar can only ever visually touch the representations and cannot 

decode the thickness of the representation. lnterestingly , the gods- the materially intangible 

one mi ght even say untouchable entities are perfectly placed up at the third register - beyond 

touch to maintain thi s immaterial integrity . It is exactly this relationship to the body that 

gives meaning through the body to this hierarchy. 

Retuming to the mode! 1 constructed (fi g. 1.135, 1.36, 1.37), let us focus on the east 

wall. 1 placed small circular marks at 84 cm intervals- or materi ally close to twice the hei ght 

of the vault - along the vertical axis of the wall. For the west wal l, which would be the point 

of entrance, 1 substituted a piece of transparent Plexiglas. The question arose just where 

wou ld 1 situate myself as a viewer. With the room as a mirror image, each side mirroring the 

other, and each side mirroring itself from end to end, a central position seemed logical. 

Therefore I also drew on the Plexiglas the same vertical central ax is as on the east wall 

opposite, and at the same interval s proceeded to drill small circular holes so as to have points 

on the west wall, or Plexig las, that corresponded exactly to those on the east wall. 

As described earl ier, I drew threads through each hole in the Pl exiglas to correspond to, 

or line up with the drawn perspectival angles on the east wall. We can name these holes as 

angles of correspondence. How these angles correspond to the eas t wall are as fo ll ows: 1) the 

lowest angle of correspondence is at the approximate leve! of the nave! of the proportionate 

idea l human standing at the entrance on the west wall and fac ing the east wall , with the nave! 

marking the division between the Lower and Middle Registers; 2) the second point of 

correspondence puts us at the vertical extension of the ideal proportion representing a person 

facing towards the Middle Register and at the point marking the lower edge of the 

mythological scene of Ix ion tied to the wheel of fire , in Jine with the stiJl !ife paintings of 

offeri ngs or libations si tuated below the window sills on wh ich the mask of a tragic actor is 

positioned. These !ines correspond to the angles constructed by the architectural detail in the 

upper left and right side of the window or alcove opening; 3) the third angle of 

correspondence is at the next nave] centre moving upwards and intersects at the eye leve] of 

the painted figure of Zeus just above the hand he raises in a demonstrative gesture that refers 
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us to the justice dispensed on Ixion, and corresponds to the perspectival )ines that mark the 

recession of the coffered soffit; 4) the fourth angle of correspondence puts us at the second 

vertical extens ion of the ideal proportion as we move up the wall, and marks the bottom edge 

of the upper register, which corresponds to the outer architectural perspecti val angles of the 

aediculae containing the actors holding masks; 5) the fifth and final angle of correspondence 

occurs natu rally once more at the nave) centre of the third movement upward of the ideal 

proportion, and matches the eye leve) of Fortuna Augusta at the centre of the peristyle, 

accommodating the perspectival angles of the central field , a complex exedra or semicircular 

room fully open at the front. 

It may be useful here to comment on the process by which the room 's decorations were 

produced. In my opinion, the most probable method for constructing the pictorial 

compositions would have been for the painter - undoubtedly a master running an atelier or 

workshop and working under contract - to have set up a form of surveyor 's s ight !ines in 

order to transfera studio-designed drawing to the room's wall s. To do so, a scaffo lding such 

as I have mentioned before (fig. 1.138, 1.39) would have been erected, and a string would 

have been stretched from an apex corresponding to the formai structu res I have just 

elaborated in the preceding paragraphs. From this apex (fig. 1.140), the string would be 

drawn taut to the salient points on the outline of the leading elements- the frontal forms- of 

the design. At each point, a painter stationed on the wall would be able to trace with a ruler 

onto the surface the perspective equivalent of the sight li ne as directed by the painter - we 

could cali him a surveyor - standing at the apex and viewing the apparent angles of 

convergence resulting from the divergence of the string to its severa! points on the design. It 

would be a simple matter for the one painter to move the rul er until it lined up with the string 

from the viewpoint of the surveyor. 

The method is probable, as I say, because I have used it in my own work for large and 

complex three-dimensional and two-dimensional constructions on glass. I have also applied 

this technique to creating anamorphic two- and three-dimensional constructions that 

functioned from the point of entry into the room327
. I have found it to be a very efficient way 

of very close! y simulating perspective (fig. 1.141 ). This is not to deny that experimentations 
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of other kinds were not underway, though we are left with little direction as to any of the 

methods employed at the time. Remarkably, Vitruvius relates no information as to the 

techniques of artists328
; it is as though he himself had never observed them at work. This is 

ali the more frustrating and strange, since he is able to speak about the process of bui lding 

walls and can go into detail on the layering of the grou nd for fresco, the process of applying 

paint and the nature of the pigment used. Uncharacteristically, he betrays no hint of interest 

in the manner of applying perspective to images, instead merely referring back to the 

ancients with a very vague theoretical mode!. This vagueness suggests a Jack of preci sion in 

Vitruvius' comprehension ofEuclid ' s two books on optics and catoptrics . Paul Ver Eecke, in 

his translation of Euclid ' s Greek text into French, remarks on this inadequate refinement in 

Vitruvius ' translation into Latin: "Il est manifeste que les deux ouvrages sur les phénomènes 

optiques, qui nous ont étè transmis sous le nom d 'Euclide, sont d 'un verbalisme moins châtie 

et d 'une géométrie moins rigoureuse que les Éléments329
. 

A final observation may be made concerning the effects resulting from the angles of 

correspondence 1 referred to in my mode! on the perspective !ines in the room. It appears that 

the receding angles direct ly in front conform to a shallower angle and those to the right and 

Jeft to a steeper. The shallower angles correspond to a higher point on the vertical axis , the 

steeper angles to a lower point, much as one might experience in an elevator as it moves up 

or down . In fact, the best way to imagine one's perspectival relationship to the room is 

precisely as though one were being elevated up towards the heavenly sphere, bearing in mind 

that the proportions - and therefore the reference- is not to the actual or real visitors to the 

room, but to the divine proportions of the ideal human. This principle of e levati on is implied 

as a property ofsight in Euclid's Proposition 12: "Of planes higher than the eye, the most 

distant one is seen as lowest", a corollary of which would be that planes furthest left or 

furthest right of centre are at their most oblique angle, flattening towards a right angle as they 

move towards the centre. This feeds into his Proposition 13: "Of those magnitudes distant 

from the eye and facing it, th ose to the right are se en [to move] to the left and th ose to the 

left are seen [to move] to the right" . It is also significant that in Greek theatre the ' gods' 

were mechanically elevated up or down as a part of the theatrical production330
. In Roman 
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theatre, this same principle is accompanied by a similar elevation of the audience itself by 

virtue of the strategie elevation of the seating arrangement in three stages, each 

corresponding with one ofthe three floors, or stages of the theatre's scaenafrons33
'. 

Having established a likely method for the conception and construction of the 

perspective positionings in the Ixion Room, I want now to turn to a discuss ion of the spatial 

configurations suggested by the paintings themselves. 

Morphological coïncidence 

I want to clarifY the reasons of why I am including the morphological coïncidence in thi s 

section rather than under the heading of visual beliefs. The direction of the representation of 

the head directing the eyes ofthe mythological figures form in me the visual beli ef that they 

are directed towards each other. Acknowledging that I am also aware that their gazes 

construct for this viewer an implied spatial geometrical configuration within the actual space 

of the room connecting it to the pictori al space in which the fi gures are located . Tt is the 

understanding of the geometry underlying optics that this possibility is contextuali zed here. 

C.L. Raggianti in Pittori Di Pompei332 speaks of the "morphological coïncidence" between 

the directions of the gaze depicted by the fi gures and the geometrie construction within the 

pictorial composition (fig. J.l42). A good exampl e of thi s is represented by the gaze of the 

two actors on either si de of Fortuna, their gaze being cl earl y directed towards her, and their 

positions significant for the maintenance of the mirror formation of the composition. Jt would 

seem, therefore , that there are two intersect ing pictorial spat ial constructions at play in the 

Ixion Room , both directly related to the active concept that the visual ray emanating from the 

eye apprehends the objects towards which it is directed. The one we have just described may 

be termed the mobile gaze of the ideal proport ionate being who, like a sailor seeing afar the 

curvature of the earth, or like a god capable oftravers ing the boundari es ofheaven and earth, 

exists simultaneously at different elevations of perception: an ideal being capab le of 

conceiving and projecting the multivalent architecture of the pictorial proj ections333
. 

But additionally there is also the morphological co-incidence of the fig ures. Gods, 

actors, menaeds or other mythological characters construct a sub-plot through literai sight 

!ines that connect them to each other within the otherwise independent compositions of the 
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painting's architectural framework. Emphasizing these connections of sight is the fact that 

the figures engage the space in which they are situated by being positioned obliquely, with 

the effect of cutting into the depth of the pictorial space to establish a living presence. But it 

is the directed gaze that is the clearest indicator of the subtexts in the storylines that are 

illuminated, one might say, by the perspectival framings pursued in the desi gn of the room. 

And it is the subtexts - not the story lines themselves - that concern us here; as a 

consequence it is not the figures that are important but rather it is the network of connections 

they construct through the tines of their sight that animates the entire volume of the space 

and turns it into a minefield of intersecting rays of vi sion that arc across the room to finally 

implicate the viewers themselves within the skein of engagement. It is here that 1 find 

significant G.J. Kern's observation that Roman wall paintings were conceived as reflexive of 

the deep space of the room itself, its rectangular configuration334
. For instance, in the upper 

register one can see- though the figures of Apollo and Dionysus are no longer legi ble - that 

Fortuna's gaze is directed towards Dionysus, and one can imagine that Dionysus in tum 

looks towards Apollo, and that Apollo closes the triangulation by returning the gaze to 

Fortuna. Triangulation, it will be remembered, is basic to the structure of Vitruvian 

proportions on which the rectangle of the room is based. While the paintings are degraded , 

the likelihood of this triangulated gaze can be extrapolated from the fact that the few 

remaining figures on either side of the gods, the menaeds or actors whose gaze is directed 

towards them , indicate just such a form of interconnection. 

Moreover, the paintings in the middle register are relatively well-preserved, and here it 

seems fairly certain that from the east wall Hermes' gaze crosses to Dionysus and Ariadne on 

the south wall, white Hera ' s crosses to Pasaphae and Daedalus on the north wall; finally it 

seems arguable that Pasaphae's gaze directs us to Dionysus on the south wall to form a 

similar triangulation335
• It is notable that no gaze in the south wall painting is directed away 

from itself, and this may be because, unlike the other paintings with their admonitions of 

crime and punishment, this panel represents a story of beauty and love redeemed: a thing of 

beauty, and a truth in itself. These narrative elements and the complexity of the 

interrelationships will be discussed more fully in the section on mythology. 
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Euclid 's optics applied ta the wall decorations 

Euclid's theories of optics is an abstraction of the physics of light as it intersect with the 

physiology of the eye -visual apparatus and is expressed through geometrie propositions. 

However as can be seen with Lucretius these geometrie propositions are reinterpreted 

through Lucretius 's vi suai believes, demonstrating how a concept as the abstraction and 

perception as vi suai belief play of each other. The artist 1 ikewise mi ght refer to Eue! id ' s 

principl es of optics while at the same time referencing their visual perceptions-beliefs of 

what they are seeing. During the Roman period under examination here, there was no 

coherent pictorial spatial mode! of representation, one can assume that the artist depended on 

both. 

So far the discussion has centred on the interlinked questions of elevation and 

perspective, both in positioning and production. Without necessarily leav ing those matters 

behind, it is important to consider now severa! other aspects of the room, and again the 

mode! that I constructed opened up further possi ble glimpses into the methodologies 

available to the Pompeiian artist. But it was a re-reading of Euclid through Elaheh 

Kheirandrish 's excellent translation of the optics that clarified for me key differences in the 

ten propositions that are glossed over in the versions usually offered as a summary of 

Euclid's work in this area. Kheirandrish 's336 version includes the Arabie and Greek as weil , 

and offers annotations regarding possible additions and semiotic variations. An important 

consequence of this reading was that it enabled me to realize that Lucret ius, in his 

phenomenological observations, was attempting to remove Euclid 's propositions fro m their 

mathematical context and rephrase them as contributions to understanding physical and 

visual phenomena. For instance, in Euclid ' s Propositions Ten and Thirteen337
. Proposition 

Ten - which states that "right angle figures when seen from a far distance are seen as 

circular"- in Lucretius' version becomes 'square towers at a distance appear round', whi le 

proposition thirteen is restated as 'two parallel !ines like the perpendicular sides of the 

colonnade' from Euclid's "For let there be two visible magnitudes[. .. ] those to the right are 

seen ta the left and those to the left are seen to the right". In Lucretius' reference to the 

colonnade he states : 
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[ ... ] When we gaze down a colonnade though the structure is perfectly symmetrical 
and propped throughout on pillars of equal height, yet it contracts by slow degrees in a 
narrowing cone that draws roof to floor and left to ri ght in the imperceptible apex of 
the coné 38

. 

But perhaps what struck me as most surprising in reading through the translations was 

the realization that Euclid 's references to binocular phenomena, evident in the texts, has 

received to the best of my knowled ge no comment in the Iiterature on pictori al space. Y et 

this is an especially important aspect of the room 's depi ction of spatial dimension . In the 

references to this, both Kheirandish and Eecke agree in their translations of Proposition 

Twenty-Six and Twenty-Eight: Proposition Twenty-Six: "When a sphere is seen by bath 

eyes, and the distance between the eyes is equal to the sphere 's diameter then thal which is 

seen by the sphere is half its entirety"; Proposition Twenty-Eight: "When the distance 

between the eyes is smaller than a sphere 's diameter, then that which is seen of the sphere is 

less than half". 

Alcmaeon bad already discovered that the eyes ' individual optic nerves come together 

as one behind the eyes and continue on into the brain. In Proposition Twenty-Seven, Eu cl id 

states; "Wh en the distance between the eyes is smaller than the sphere 's diameter then that 

which is seen is greater than a sphere 's diameter". In this case the visual rays from both 

eyes, projecting on either si de of the sphere move past the sphere and intersect in front of the 

sphere to form a point of convergence: 

[ ... ] Th en I say that more than half of the sphere is seen. So let two rays BE, GD fall, 
and we draw them rectilinearly; then it is clear that their two ends meet in the same 
point because the sphere's diameter is smaller than BG or [distance between the eyes] 
so let the two ends meet at point Z339

. 

In each proposition he moves from a sphere with a centre A to a circl e with a centre A 

as he describes the diagrammatic instructions (fig. 1.143). The mode! I constructed assisted 

me in understanding the basic principles that might have been applied in the formation of 

pictorial perspective. The complexities that became evident in working with the model 

became Jess confusing once I made the connection to Euclid ' s references to what we would 

cali binocular vision. I will address this through the tradition of mirroring as we il - itself 

generally evident in the symmetry of the room's layout, and most strongly emphasized by the 
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window-like alcoves - but here I will pursue it through a system of plotting circles on the 

general design of the east wall that could explain the slightly lateral dislocation of the 

perspective !ines. 

Vitruvius speaks of the circle and its centre as a basis for pictorial construction. lt is 

clear under close examination of the design that there are two kinds of curves- an indication 

of the circles Vitruvius cites - within the composition of the east wall. There are in the 

lowest register two small painted circles of faux marble, while in the middle register there are 

two arching curves at the top of the alcove window opening. Finally, in the upper register 

exedra behind Fortuna on her throne there are severa! consecutive curves. To apply 

Vitruvius' statement, I began with the lowest register and proceeded first to draw in a circle 

of the same diameter as the two already there at the centre in li ne with and equidistant from 

them. The centre of this circle therefore coincided with the central vertical axis of the wall 

itself. I then repeated this circle as a series one above the other along the vertical axis until it 

reached the top ofthe Upper Register. This made the total hei ght of the east wall 10 circles 

high, and I also established that the wall is exactly eight such circles wide. 1 discovered as a 

result that at a number of points there were exact coïncidences or matches. Without go ing 

into an exhaustive analysis of these here, such matches included one between the seventh 

circle and the curve of the gari and suspended from the centre of the entablature at the top of 

the middle register, as weil as one between the ninth circle and the curve created by Fortuna 

holding a comucopia and a dish for pouring libations: the width to the framing of Fortuna 

nicely accommodates this circle. 

There is in addition a second, larger set of circ! es that can be extrapolated from the arc 

of the slightly arched windows represented to each si de of the central mythological panel of 

the east wall. Locating the centre for this arc, I discovered that the diameter of the circle so 

formed was commensurate with Vitruvius' height of the ideal man. Taking this diameter, and 

with the floor as base for the circumference of the lowest circle, I proceeded to draw three of 

these circles up along the vertical axis and confirmed that they corresponded to the height of 

the room. Moreover, the curved top of the exedra behind Fortuna also matches the arc 

described by this same circle, evident when the compass point rests on the third circle's 
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upper circumference. Incidentally, Vittorio Spinazzola340
, writing in a catalogue on the 

decorative arts of Pompeii, speaks of a curved space, similar to that seen here in the exedra 

of the east wall , that is to be found in the Casa dell ' Ara Mas sima. Proceeding further, and 

employing the principle of morphological co-incidence, I used the eyes of the two fi gures 

flanking Fortuna Augusta as a centre for the compass and inscribed the same circl e from 

these two points to fi nd that these circles th en approximated the height of the upper regis ter, 

with each circle touching exact! y the outside of the frame around Fortuna. Retuming to the 

Middle Register and the two arched windows , I then inscribed as a circle for each the arc I 

had initially used to arrive at the circle's diameter and found that they both touched exactly 

the si de edges of the mythological scene. I also fou nd that the circle's diameter matches the 

width of the entablature to the inside line of the supporting colonnettes. 

In ali , it becomes clear the extent to which the desi gn of the wall is governed by 

principles of commensurability established through the properties of circle and centre 

mentioned by Vitruvius. But the question that is begged is just how commensurabi lity relates 

to vision, and whether the circl es reflect anything more fondamental than merely playing on 

paper. Of course, the relation of the larger circles to the ideal proportions of the fi gure 

engages one such fondamental logic. Another, one somewhat difficult to app ly, is sugges ted 

in Euclid's objective approach to optics, his view that there is a rational system to the 

externat world that leaves our body 's centrality with no fixed position in space. White the 

eyes permit rectilinear rays to project out towards objects in that externat wo rld, the position 

of the rays is dependant on the relative position of the viewer at any one time. But there is yet 

another, one that can be traced to bath Euclid 's propositions and Lucretius' observation, and 

that is the logic arising from stereoscopie vision. 

On the Upper Register, the two larger circles with their centres established by the eyes 

of the two actors on each side of Fortuna- a tantalizing link to sight -forma narrow space 

between them reminiscent of parallax. Parallax is an innate fonction of the body 's own 

symmetry , our projectionforward into the world as two !ines of sight . One could say that, in 

contradiction to modern photography or renaissance rules of perspective, our capacity for 

stereoscopie vision means that we experience two different visual fields simultaneously; we 
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exist, that is, in two disparate perspectives at any one ti me, and to anyone not coerced by our 

modem suspension of that fact, this would be obvious. In the Ixion Room, the two ci rel es -

in effect two eyes - that occur in each of the middle and upper registers represent the body 

itself, its visu al symmetry. As weil, in the upper regis ter the positioning of the two ac tors on 

either side of Fortuna's curved space in such a way that their eyes are the centres of the two 

circ les of vision producing the parallax invites us to re cali both Alcmaeon 's observation th at 

the two optic nerves conjoin at the centre and Euclid 's Propositions Twenty-Six to Twenty

Eight regarding the intersection ofvisual rays in front of the sphere. 

In the Second Register, these circles as formed by the two arched windows all ow a 

more generous space, but one that holds or suspends the mythological painting between 

them, a sort of third or mind 's eye image as though trompe l'oeil vision were stretched to 

reveal a metaphoric vision, arguably one of even greater truth than that which is availab le to 

sight. The final aspect of the room 's optical characteristics that 1 wish to consider is the 

mirror phenomena. The concept of pictori al mirroring is a crucial element in the Ixion 

Room's spatial dimension. 

Generally, interpretation of the mirroring in spaces such as the Ixion Room has been 

based on the development oftheatrical sets traceable to Dionys ian rituals. Michael Walton's 

The Greek Sense of Theatre341 makes a couple of interesting points that are relevant here. 

The early Greek stage was portable and had two side wings or paraskenia. While Thespis 

introduced a more permanent stone structure, Lycurgus developed stage settings suitable fo r 

mobility and versatility. The Roman world adopted both these aspects, investing them in a 

central columned stone facade of two or three stories, the actors entering through a central 

door but with the performance being acted out nevertheless in the paraskenia, constructed as 

columned porches with pedimented tops. The point is that the twin paraskenia produced the 

effect of a mirror or doubled view, the relation to parallax again evident. The relationship is 

important, and 1 would simply want to clarifY that while the colonnaded structures of the 

Upper Register bear sorne distinct similarity to the stage, the window openings of the Middle 

Register offer themselves to this reference indirectly or by allusion, as for instance with the 
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presence of the actors' masks perched on the si lls. Otherwise they Jack any direct 

architectural elements, such as a pedimented roof, to suggest specifie context342
. 

The second interesting point Walton makes with regard to theatrical mirroring is that 

the actor is not isolated in space but defined by a relationship set up with the chorus343
. Ail of 

this tradition is epigrammatically contained in the representation of the actors' masks s itting 

on the si lls of the east wall in the Ixion Room. 

Besides the matter of doubling, another significant effect of the mirror is its image 

reversai , and this can also be seen in the Ixion Room. Image reversai is explained by Plato as 

a consequence of internal and extemal fires causing at their point of coalescence a reversai of 

the visual stream, the effect of which is to reflect images so that the right si de is left and left 

is ri ght, or as Plato also suggests like in a concave mirror in his Timaeus 344 In the latter, 

particularly the chapter on memory and reminiscence345
. Plato speaks of the necessary 

relationship between vision and daylight that can explain the general importance of depicting 

windows as in the Ixion Room346
. 

Lucretius too was curious about mirror images, and the similarity they have with actual 

objects: 

[ ... ] There exists therefore flimsy but accurate replicas of objects, individual ly invisible 
but such that, when flung back in a rapid succession of recoils from the flat surface of 
mirrors they produce a visible image. That is the only conceivab le way these films can 
reproduce such a perfect likeness of each other 347

. 

What Lucretius describes is an idea of vision as forming physical images independent 

of perceptual mechanisms, an understandable position given Epicurean atomic theories348
. If 

Euclid pictured vision as an active physical projection of the viewer navigating the space 

towards the objecP49
, Lucretius saw vision as a passive experience of images flying towards 

the viewer. ln either case there was a shared assumption that the earth rotates in a spheroid 

universe in motion, one in which the horizon line is mobile and proportionate to the position 

of the viewer - a view very much at odds with the static and planar assumptions of 

Renaissance in Europe. 
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If these early theories of picturing vision seem cl oser to subjective speculations, they 

nevertheless play an important role in the construction of pictorial imaging. ln the course of 

over a hundred years of Pompei ian mural painting from the decorat ions of the first style 

through to the fourth , it is obvious that painters re-thought the nature of representation. These 

decorations are not simply individual styles that accumulated to develop the fourth style; 

rather, they incorporated, adapted and extended their understanding of picturing and 

representation. Euclid 's theories of optics - adopted even if only sketchily by Vitruvius -

would have been a major influence and without doubt known and adapted by Lucretius in 

developing hi s own theory of vision. Ail of these would have contributed to the manner in 

which painters, and their clients, would have conceived their designs for, among others, the 

Ixion Room. 

Catoptrics- Mirroring 

It is clear from the writings of Heron of Alexandria, also known as hero, a Greek geometer 

living around the same ti me as the destruction of Pompeii , that the matter of mirror reversai 

excited wonder as much as it might reflect a history of theatre staging. Hero studied optics at 

Rome and wrote on mechanical and physical subjects using examples similar to those in 

Euclid's treat ises On Divisions of figures and On the Dioptra - a treati se on land survey ing. 

Hero 's treatise Metrica contains a geometrical proof for the expression of the area fof a 

triangle in terms of its sides. Most relevant here, however, is that he divided the science of 

vision into three parts: optics, dioptries and catoptrics350
. Hero's belief in the visual ray as 

having a material nature, in line with Epicurean physical sensibilities , is weil illustrated when 

he discusses the nature of mirrors. If for example a vi suai ray stri kes any abject, it becomes 

absorbed by the material porosity of the said obj ect's surface. However, a ray cast by a 

mirror will, like a stone thrown against a solid wall , spring back. Like Euclid , he understood 

that the angle of incidence-reflection occurs at equal angles, and this is how he determined 

that rays proceeding from our eyes are reflected by mirrors351
• But for Hero the observation 

of mirrors also included his awareness and wonder at the ri ght - Jeft reversai. 
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[ ... ] Clearly a science worthy of study and at the same time it produces spectacles 
which excite wonder in the observer. For with the aïd of this science mirrors are 
constructed which show the right side as the right side, and similarly, the left side as 
the left side, whereas ordinary mirrors by their nature have the contrary property and 
show opposite sides 352

. 

If we look at the north and south wall of the Ixion Room, each wall is the mirror 

reversai of the other wall. This doubling or symmetry is in its most primary forrn re lated to 

th at of the body, and while this may be a fact, the effect gives ri se to fascinations bordering 

on the magical: 

[ ... ] we can see our own backs, see ourselves inverted, see ourselves standing on our 
heads, with three eyes, two noses, fe at ures di storted as in intense grief[ . .. ] A gain who 
will not be astonished when he sees, in a mirror, neither himself nor another, but what 
we desire to see353? 

Magic and wonder are pro perl y the project of the sens ua! and the paraphysical. For the 

Stoic, magic is mere! y a distraction from truth. For the Epicurean, magic is the stuff of !ife, 

and it is perhaps appropriate to give the Epicurean position a final say in this section. The 

degree to which mirroring predominates in the decorations of the Ixion Room perhaps 

illustrates the Epicurean idea that objects - or the images within a painting - emanate 

simulacra, thin fi lms of themselves that when projected forward to be deposited on the 

opposite wall become mirror images. 

[ .. . ]No matter how suddenly or at what time you set any object in front of a mirror, an 
image appears . From this you may infer that the surface of abjects emit a ceaseless 
stream offlimsy tissue and fi lmy shapes. Therefore a great many films are generated in 
a brief space of time, so that their origin can ri ghtly be described as instantaneous. Just 
as a great many partiel es if light must be emitted in a brief space of ti me by the sun to 
keep the world continually filled with it, so objects in general must correspondingly off 
a great many images in a great many ways from every surface and in ali directions 
instantaneously. Tum the mirror which way we will, ali objects are reproduced in it 
with corresponding shape and colour354

. 

The wonder implicit in Lucretius' words reflects the magic of the simulacrum 's 

mobility- an awe that inevitably has its dark side for those who prefer their truth straight up. 

The Ixion Room, a series of simulacra with its complex representations of surface and recess , 

indefinite spaces and mirror reversais across the north and south wall provides us with an 
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optical complexity that propels its pictorial dimensions into the relativities of time and space 

itself, folding the viewer into its elaborate web of intersecting narratives and stereoscopie 

moves. And that, to borrow from Euclid, is what I wished to demonstrate. 

1.5.5 Mathematical beliefs 

1.5.5.1 General context 

[ ... ] Then again, in the human body the central pointis naturally the nave!. For if a man 
be placed flat on his back, with his hands and feet extended, and a pair of compasses 
centred at his nave!, the fingers and toes of his two hands and feet will touch the 
circumference of a circle described therefrom. And just as the human body yields a 
circular outline, so too a square fi gure may be found from it. For if we measure the 
distance from the soles of the fe et to the top of the head, and th en apply that measure to 
the outstretched arms, the breath will be found to be the same as the height, as in the 
case of plane surfaces which are perfectly square355

. 

This comment by Vitruvius on symmetry as an ordering function stemming from the 

human body, an internally referenced commensurability describing ali its members, finds 

expression in Roman architectural space as an external geometry constructed by the body. 

The Ixion Room decorations are determined by the proportions of the body , principles of 

geometry of which symmetry is of particular importance. 

In order to understand the methodology employed by Roman perspective in the Ixion 

Room, J shall first turn to Euclid's mathematics and optics, and then to the impact of hi s 

analysis on both astronomy and geography. It is in these latter experientially based 

applications of geometry that we can di sco ver the mathematics of the Ixion Room 's method 

of pictorial construction. 

While mathematics is often closely affiliated with and incorporated into the field of 

science, I need here to separate out two subcategories of belief. Science is generally believed 

to research or investigate the physical world through inductive empirical reasoning. 

Mathematics, with its roots in Egypt and Mesopotamia, was based on both inductive 

reasoning and anal ogy. In Greece, from the time of Thal es of Milentus around 580 B.C.E., 

mathematics became increasingly associated through analogy with the idea of pure reason . 

This method privileged deductive Jogic in an effort to stretch analogies obtained from 
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comparing particulars to generalized abstractions that could be seen as truths and universals. 

This development in mathematics was concemed with formulating definitions and explicitly 

stating assumptions that could become the basis of a rigorous logic by which to contemplate 

Truth, the Ideal and the Beautiful. The guiding purpose was to rise above the particular 

narrow view associated with the span of a single lifetime and the limits of each person ' s 

particular space. lt was, in effect, an attempt to synthesize a Theory of Everything, and it 

took as its eue Form: if the form was logical , then it was beautiful , and therefore true; if it 

was not beautiful, it was neither Jogical nor true356
. 

lt was with this kind of reasoning that around 295 B.C.E. the Greek mathematician 

Eucl id, writing sorne fifty years after Aristotle, published Elements, setting out his founding 

axioms. Elements codified classical geometry and for the Hellenistic period represented one 

of the most important advances in the field of mathematics generally, including along with 

geometry , al gebra and the mathematical aspect of vision. 

lt is clear that the mathematical beliefs that impinged on Roman understanding of 

themselves and their world were not of Roman origin. Rather, they must be understood as 

interpretations of Euclidean speculations. According to Morris Klein in his overview of 

Mathematics in Western Culture35 7
, the prominent Roman Senator and Orator, Cicero, noted 

that "it was preferable that his country men were not dreamers as were the Greeks , but 

applied the ir study of mathematics to the useful". In fact, already during the Etruscan period 

and weil before Euclid, the practical application of geometry is in evidence. The Romans 

Jearned a technique known as limitatio from the Etruscans , one that applied geometrie 

principles for the purpose of establishing the boundaries of colonies. This technique divided 

the land into neat rectilinear grids irrespective of topological obstacles and created fixed 

regular and uninterrupted geometrical fi gures. Since there is no record indicating knowledge 

of the theodolite or dioptra, a portable water leve! for use in surveying358
, it is possible that 

limitatio was purely a mathematical invention. The Ixion Room decorations divided the wall 

surface into di screet underlying enclosed geometrical forms. 

Two other geometrie figures p layed an important part in Etruscan culture. The Etruscan 

Circ le of Divination was drawn on the floor of the elevated platform, the temple or templum 
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of the Sacred Space. This circle was divided into four sections and subdivided into sixteen 

sub-sections, with the four primary regions representing, in one section, the gods of fate and 

of the infern al regions, and in a second, the great celestial deities making up the northem 

hemi sphere or Pars Postica. The other two quarters, the southern hemi sphere Pars Antica, 

represented terrestrial gods and gods of nature. Each subsection represented the appropriate 

deities belonging to them. Within this circle the haruspices, or Roman soothsayers, would 

take up a position at the cardinal points in space, as John R. Clarke notes: [ ... ] Clear 

definition of the axis in fro nt of the platform and of the cardinal points to the right, left, and 

behind it formed the basis of reading the omen at the heart of Etruscan religion359
. This earl y 

ordering principal find s its echo in the Ixion Room decorations with Fortuna or godess offate 

located in the most prom inent position of the central wall on the Upper Register constructing 

the central axis of the room. 

The second important and related instance of the app lication of geometry was therefore 

the practice of extispicium, the examination and interpretat ion of animal organs during 

sacrifice. The circumference of the li ver was divided into a sect ioned band, with the nam es 

of Etruscan dei ti es engraved in each section . It is thought that the 42 divi sions related to the 

regions of the skl60
. The Ixion Room in itself is a compl ex of geometrical organizati on -

horizontal bands, registers proportionally related, repetition of rectangles, sq uares, the use of 

circles and triangles - ali of which are applied to making a relationship between the 

representations that became a mirror of the celestial and terrestrial subject matter. 

While littl e is known concerning this, it seems that the Etruscans, and therefore early 

Romans, were quite familiar with a concept of lateral mirroring, one in which the events of 

the heavens were mirrored in terres trial reality. In the Ixion Room, the mirroring of the right 

si de of the wa ll decorations with the left si de of the wall decorations echoes this mirroring, 

which reflects a determinism that privileged imposed geometrie order above ali else, quite 

evident when comparing Greek with Etruscan temple architecture. The Greek temple was 

freestanding, and the venerator was unrestricted in movement. As Klein adds, the Greek 

temple was small and completely visib le to the observer, suggesting accessibility, finali ty 

and definiteness36 1
. The Etruscan temple, on the other hand, was placed on a high platform at 

l 
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the rear of a sacred space that was encl osed and elaborated with an even hi gher pl atforrn and 

decorations, the tablinum, which drew immediate attention upon entering. Entering the Ixion 

Room there is in the presence of the gods high up on the Third Register a real presence of 

ri tual and worshi p. The effect was to subordinate the individual to an order and a symmetry 

not only of the building but also, as Brendan Nagle writes: 

[ .. . ] ' to the gods of the states who inhabited them' [ ... ] the Romans earl y came to place 
the person in an orderly arrangement, symbolizing their belief that ail people had 
preordained places in the scheme of !ife, places fi xed by the gods and interpreted by the 
state362

. 

In contrast, the Greek templ es had neither thi s prescription nor a dominating visual 

hierarchy. The application of mathematics in the Roman peri od in question is to be found in 

the work of the architectural theoreti cian Vitruvi us wh ose wri tings I suggest must have been 

avail able to the arti sts decorating the Ixion Room. He refers not only to the architecture, but 

he was also prescripti ve about wall decorations and the materi al - the pi gments - they 

empl oyed. Vitruvius lists mathematics, history, philosophy, geometry, music and an 

acquaintance with medi cine, astronomy and the theory of the heavens363 as areas of 

knowledge important to the study and practi ce of architecture. 

lt is due to Vitruvius that we know that the fundamental theori es of Euclid 's geometry 

dominated Pompeii an thought during the time in ques tion. ln his Ten Books on Architecture, 

he lists five principl es the archi tect must engage. First cornes Order, whose purpose is to 

give due me as ure to the parts of a work considered separately, and symmetrical agreement to 

the proportions of the who le. Symmetry, the second principle, in vo lves the proper agreement 

between parts of the work itself and relations between the differen t parts and the whole 

scheme. This symmetry is present in the Ixion Room decorations, as I will demonstrate in the 

analysis. For this, Vitruvius gives the human body as an examp le - find ing symmetrical 

harrnony between forearrn and foot, palm and finger and so on with other members. The 

horizontal divisions of the Ixion Room, for example, are related to the proportions of the 

human body. Eurythmy is the third principle, understood as beauty and fitness or adjustment 

of the various members , for which he suggests it is acceptable and even desirable to make 

small changes visually and not only mathematically, taking into account illusions and 
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distortions- although here he does not go into any detail. The geometrical proportions are 

approximate and appear to have been adjusted in the context of the Ixion Room. Propriety is 

the fourth principle, and stands for the perfection of a style, which itself must be 

authoritatively constructed according to approved principles of nature or in relationship to 

the presence and inclusions of gods. For example, a hypeathral edifice dedicated to Jupiter 

needs to have a space open to the sky or, as in the Ixion Room , a curved cei ling insinuating 

an open space and heaven in honour of Jupiter's command of thunder and lightning364
. And 

finally , Economy, the proper management of the material site as weil as the appropriateness 

of plans, taking into account whether the client is of modest me ans or wealthy. 

Behind these principles are the mathematical, and specifically geometrical, assumptions 

ofVitruvius ' rhetoric, and it is this that needs to be examined here: 

[ ... ] Geometry ... teaches us the use of the rule and compass, and facilitates the 
planning of buildings on their sites and the truing of them by square, the leve! , and the 
plummet. By means of optics, again, light in buildings can be properly drawn from 
definitive quarters in the sky. It is true that it is by arithmetic the total cost of a building 
is calculated and measurements are computed, but difficult questions involving 
symmetry are solved by geometrical theories and methods365

. 

ln the Ixion room there is a pictorial spatial dia lectic between the projected pictorial 

space of the representation that is fixed , and the spatial apprehension of the actual space by 

the mobile viewer. Euclid concentrated exclusively on deductive reasoning. A brief outline 

of Euclid 's main themes book by book can be found in the endnotes366
. What these themes 

reveal is the insistence on symmetry, or Aristotle's propositions of commensurability, as a 

value that is good, beautiful, harmonious and universal, a position that is basic to Vitruvius 

as wei l. As 1 point out in the conclusion, commensurability - its importance to 

representations cannot be overstated - exists in the pictorial realization of the Ixion Room 

decorations between perceptual beliefs, visual being the dominant here, and conceptual 

beliefs. Even though Euclid's axioms were intended to be undeniable truths, the deep desire 

to privilege parallel or equal relationships is always present and, as Morris Klein points out, 

Euclid chose to work with static geometry rather than investigate the properties of changing 

figures367
. Yet the artists adapted static representations to the changing positions of the 

original viewer or dinner guest in the representations of the Ixion Room. 
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Discussing the idea of discrete and continuous boundaries in his Categories, Aristotle 

states that everything is part of relationships with one another368
. By discrete, he refers to 

those boundaries that can be contextualized, while continuous includes those that have no 

particular association. For example, a point is a discrete part of a li ne, whereas a continuous 

line is not a discrete part of anything but, being continuous, it just lies somewhere. What 

becomes clear is that for Aristotle what cannot be thought, argued , demonstrated or 

corroborated cannot be held in the mind and therefore cannot be defined: "being infinite is a 

privation, not a perfection but the absence of a limit "369 In the Ixion Room decorations, each 

discrete part- for example, a stiJl !ife or myth - is limited by a frame. The set parameters 

dominating Euclid's mathematics have therefore to be understood in the context of 

Aristotle's universe, which is spherical and finite and with respect to which it is only 

potentially possible to imagine an infinity of divi sions by which to measure the distance from 

the centre of the earth to the edge ofthe spherical universe. Since such a measurement cannot 

be held in the mind, however, in the Aristotelian conception of the uni verse there is no 

verifiability of the infinite, and it must remain potential only. The closest he will therefore 

get to the infinite, or apeiron370
, is hi s suggestion of the potentially possible or potentially 

infinite as opposed to the actually infinite, writes Rudy Rucker37 1
. The concept of infinity can 

only exist when it is accepted that the movement or motion along a straight line that is not 

perceptible in its entirety is never complete. Vitruvius, a practical man , strives for conformity 

and control , puts his faith in the traditional Greek id eals of abstract principles underlying 

nature, and maintains propriety in the presence of the gods and associated myths372
• Morris 

Klein points out that the Greek tragic poet Sophocles ( 495-406 B.C.E.) felt that infiniteness 

and vastness were a curse upon mankind and that "the concept of limitless processes 

frightened them and they shrank before 'the silence of the infinite spaces" 373
. In the Ixion 

Room decoration even the gods are framed by the architectural elements . 

In conclusion, the infinite is imperfect, unfinished, and confused - the opposite to the 

concept of wh at is beautiful to the Greek mind: nam ely order, consistency, completeness and 

definitiveness as echoed by Vitruvius. In Aristotle this is also connected to his rejection of 

the concept of a fast generation in which ali generations would exist simultaneously in a 
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confusion of past and present. This rej ection can be correlated to the atrium of the Roman 

house374
, in which the coexistence of past with present generations was consequ ent! y al ways 

conceived as part of an emerging finite whole. There was no room here for a sense of 

infinity, just as from the entrance the vista of establishing points ending in the hm·tus offered 

not an infinity, but a discrete continuity. 

1.5.5.2 Analysis of pictorial space in the First (Lower) , Second (Middle) and Third 
(Upper) Registers 

Euclid 's mathemati cal speculations include three main themes that fi nd their rehearsals in the 

Ixion Room . The first of these is the preoccupation with an equilateral triangulation evident 

in the arrangement in plan of the principle gods on the three walls- no1th, east and south - as 

points of an equilateral tri angle fo nned by an imaginary semi -circ le drawn on the floo r and 

whose apex is centred on the eas t wall. This semi-circle is echoed or quoted in the arched 

ceiling that ori ginally enclosed the room, which - ri si ng above the gods seated in their 

temples- would have suggested the appearance of the open but limited Ari stoteli an uni verse 

assumed by Eu cl id. Seeing it through the eyes of Yitru vius who prescribed it, we can with a 

good measure of certainty say that thi s curved ceiling was intended to represent the spherical 

fin ite uni verse that is constantly in the process of completing itself. For the Epicurean 

Lucretius, a curv ed ceiling would never have been chosen to express hi s understanding of 

infinite space, a space in which Man's fate was infi nites imally inconseq uent ial, and in the 

face of whi ch sensual awareness was the on ly soluti on. Trimalchi o, an exaggerated character 

of grand Epicurean proportions from Petroneous' The Satyricon voices that emphasis in thi s 

little spontaneous poem while entertaining his guest to a grand dinner. 

0 woe, woe, man is only a dot : 
Hell drags us off and that is the lot; 
So let us live a little space, 
At !east while we can feed our face 375

. 

Second, there is a Euclidean commitment to commensurabi lity evident in the 

symmetrical mirroring resulting from the construction of the room 's rectangle as two 

identical squares. Other commensurate relationships ex ist in the mirroring of the mai n 
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pictorial elements of the wall decorations on ali three wall s. Each pictorial space is 

represented so asto permit an imagined depth while simultaneously the trompe l'oeil lintels 

and crossbeams depict a visual interconnectedness. In the upper zone, the white background 

against which the temple structures are set represents a metaphor for the finite but 

undi fferentiated space that is defined by Jupiter ' s Aristotelian heaven. 

Thirdly, the perspectival construction along the vertical central ax is of each wall with 

its different vanishing points can be related to Euclid ' s concept that along any line "of 

discrete moments", a moment or singular point is both in a relative position to other singular 

points while remaining in itself complete and finite . This is not unlike Zeno 's Paradox376 in 

which ali distances along a tine are divisible with the res ult that there can never be an 

absolute point of arrivai. In this process of deferrai there is neither an abso lute beginning nor 

an end, yet symmetrically ali points are interconnected. Analogously, the Euclidean 

al gorithm for magnitudes is arrived at by continually taking, of two magnitudes, the lesser 

from the greater. Should they prove to be commensurab le, they wi ll inevitably therefore also 

describe a finite or self-defi ning relationship that would be independent of any other 

rel ationship. On the other hand , should they afte r a number of steps prove not to be 

commensurable, they will be potentially infin itely incommensurab le, therefore 

immeasurabl e, and also therefore inconsequent. Consequently, along the central vertical ax is 

of each wall of the Ixion Room points related to the constructed illusion of advancing or 

receding abjects - such as detail s of buildings - can, because each exists in a discrete 

moment, be set out according to the needs of the pictorial representation without regard for 

any absolute or finite-less picture of reality, the latter bei ng inconsequent. Significantly for 

Roman perspective, and in contrast to post-renaissance conceptions of spa ce, this concept of 

unity and symmetry as episodic visual perceptions establishes a shi fting or relational rather 

than an - un imaginable - abstract condition or completion in the eye of the viewer. Classical 

thought in general sought perfection, and perfection can only be related to a closed or fi nite 

entity. Vitruvius articulates this nicely when he writes: 
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[ . .. ] Therefore, if it is agreed that [perfect] number was found out from the human 
fingers, and that there is a symmetrical correspondence between the members 
separately and the entire forrn of the body, in accordance with a certain part selected as 
standard, we can have nothing but respect for those who, in constructing temples of the 
immortal gods, have so arranged the members of the works that both the separate parts 
and the whole design may harmonize in their proportions and symmetry377

. 

This commensurability can be examined further. The Ixion Room's three walls strike a 

register ofthree, with the north and south walls divisible by two into the east wall , and with 

each wall divided into three different registers. The mirroring within each wal l divides the 

whole into equal parts, whi ch again produces commensurability. Moreover, since each 

architectural detail is echoed, there are no unique or incommensurable singular spaces; there 

is in fact a repetition and reflection of fantastical architectural interconnected illusions 

around the walls that are also connected visually across the space between the north and 

south walls , dividing and subdividing not only the pictorial space of each wall , but al so 

punctuating the relationship between the viewer and the representations on the wal ls. Thi s 

constant mirroring subdivides and organ izes the physical space, positioning the viewer so 

that they not only glide across the repetitions on the visual surfaces but al so find themselves 

caught in a kind of cat's cradle formed by the invi s ible grid crossing the space of the room. 

Finally it is worth referring back to the three principle app li cat ions of geometry 

attributable to the Etruscans and early Romans : the equi lateral triangle or pyramid, the 

laterally sectioned cone and the semicircle or hemi sphere. How these traces of Etruscan 

culture fo ld into what we have seen as the Greek inO uence of Euclidean geometry can only 

be intuited. However, the Circle of divinat ion with its equal divisions and equal 

representation given to the gods implies a set of two equal mirroring realiti es, heaven and 

earth , both within and without the circl e. One can spec ul ate that the Iaterally sectioned cone 

with its apparent hierarchy of divisions from base to apex, refl ecting the four quarters of the 

heavens as a hierarchy of divinities , could bear a d istant relationship to the different registers 

of the Ixion room with its subterranean or oceanic region below, its terres trial region at the 

centre and the celestial sphere above capped by the original arched ceiling. What can clearly 

be seen from the third century B.C.E. Etruscan bronze mode! of a sheep 's liver found in 
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Piacenza, Italy, 378 used by the hauruspices for extispicium, or interpretation of signs, are the 

shapes of a pyramid - forrned by an equilateral triangle - a cone, and a hemisphere, which 

together recall in the Ixion Room the triangulation of the gods, the spherical suggestion of the 

ceiling and the implied cone of vision supplied by the design of the room as having only 

three walls, as though the entire room is a projection from the west wal l. These three 

elements, if indeed echoes of Etruscan divination, suggest a mystical element now !ost to 

history. 

1.5.6 Medical Beliefs (concerning the body) 

1.5.6.1 General context 

Since the premise of this thesis concerns the relationship that the body has to pi ctori al space 

through its cognitive faculties, it is centrally important to consider beli efs that informed 

Roman thought on the nature of the body, its anatomy and phys iology. Much of thi s thought 

was inherited from Greek sources. Roman med ical practice and research was only formally 

established in the period between 60 B.C.E. to 50 A.C.E. Charles Singer, in his History of 

Anatom/79 notes that a medical school was founded in Rome by Asclepiades of Bythini a 

around 60 B.C.E., and it was he who introduced the atomic views of Democritus (425-35 0 

B.C.E.) into Roman medicine. This view contributed to a dramat ic change in how the body, 

and its structure of matter, was integrated into rational explanation des igned to link natural 

processes with divine creation as a deliberate constructive activity of a craftsman380
. By 14 

A.C.E., towards the end of the Augustan period, the persona! followin gs of individual 

physicians were forming medical colleges, and these became further organ ized under 

Vespasian between 70-79 A.C.E. There are only two Roman works, both from outside these 

profess iona l organizations, that give information on both the anatomical and medical 

knowledge of Roman pre-Christian society : Cicero's De Natura Deorum from 77 B .C.E ., 

and Lucreti us ' De Rerum Natura of 60 B. C.E. There are additionally fragments of texts by 

others, such as the historian Celsius from 30 B.C.E. and the Greek medical doctor and 

researcher Rufus, 60 A.C.E., who studied in Rome. But before giving a more detailed 

analysis of their understanding of the body it is important to introduce the central themes 

prevalent in previous medical research and knowledge that intluenced their writings and help 
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explain certain contradictions in Roman medical beliefs. What is also important is that they 

provide as weil an important context by which to approach Euclid's analysis of optics in 

relationship to the application of geometrical axioms. 

Roman medical knowledge about the body was largely based on earlier Greek 

accounts, especially as formalized by the anatomical teachers Herophilus and Erasistratus (fl. 

in the first half of the third century B.C.E.) Their research was disseminated through the 

medical and anatomical research located at the Museum Library Research Centre of 

Alexandria381
. These accounts naturally included the work of Hippocrates, founder of the 

formai study of medicine (ca.460-370 B.C.E.), who first separated medicine from philosophy 

by observations and inferences intended to free his judgment from the biases of preconceived 

ideas. This led him to the view that sensations of pleasure, pain and emotions were generated 

by the brain. Hippocrates, however, did not practice dissection, instead relying as a 

practioner on theoretical speculation, a mode of inquiry that tended to limit his analysis to 

common-sense interpretations of natural cause. This lack of a research element in Greek 

knowledge of the body became characteristic of Roman theory and practice as weil. 

However, dissection was fundamental to the physician Alcmaeon 's (ca. 450 B.C.E.) 

investigations into both the optic nerve and the primacy of the brain . Alcmaeon, according to 

Charles G. Gross in his book Brain, Vision, Memory382
, described the optic nerves as coming 

together behind the forehead in what is known to us as the optic chiasm383
, a fact that 

suggested to him why the eyes move in unison. More significantly , Alcmaeon also concluded 

that the optic nerve was a light-bearing path from the eye as light-emitter to the brain as 

light-receptor, and he found confirmation for this through the familiar experience in which a 

blow to the eye makes us 'see stars', giving the impression th at the eye itself contains light or 

fi re. These observations became the basis for his theory of vision in which a ray of fi re, or 

light, streams out from the eye to apprehend objects of the world visually before passing that 

light through to the brain. It's worth noting that this theory proved persuasive enough to 

persist into and beyond the Roman period and through the Renaissance384
. 

A third significant influence on Roman concepts of the body lay in the work of the 

philosopher Democritus, a contemporary of Plato, who introduced his theory of atoms as the 
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basis by which to understand not only the workings of the uni verse but also more specifically 

the workings of the body. His theory of atoms stated that everything is made up of atoms of 

different sizes and shapes. These atoms, he speculated, come in a variety of weights: the 

lightest, fastest and most spherical atoms made up the psyche - the sou!, mind and vital 

principles- and while dispersed throughout the whole body, they are most numerous in the 

brain. The coarser atoms, on the other hand, are concentrated in the heart - the centre of 

emotions- while the coarsest atoms concentrate in the liver, the seat of lust and appetite385
. 

Democritus also formed a theory that reduced vision to the sensation of touch, basing this on 

the observation of reflections or images mirrored in the comea386
. The question he posed 

was : How can the simulacra of one thing pass through another? This conundrum was 

eventually resolved by the Roman Epicurean Lucretius, whose speculation of very thin 

successive vei ls or fi lms lacked any empirical observation387
. 

Democritus ' theory of atoms influenced Plato (427-347 B.C.E.), whose hierarchical 

division of the sou! into parts later became part of the Roman physician Gal en 's (129-199 

A.C.E.) theory of medicine which posited three parts to the human const itution or pneumas 

of humoral physiology: natural spirit, vital spirits, and animal spirits388
. While Plato's work 

generally fal ls into the category of transcendental phi losophical beliefs , he nevertheless 

contributed to the growing anxiety surrounding the interpretation of the body. As Singer 

points out, Plato was responding to a search to justizy the form and structure of ali organs in 

reference to the function for which they were believed to be destined389
. In Timaeus, Plato 

addresses the human body not as a material empirical enquiry but rather as a problem of 

creation: 

[ ... ] Living Creatures. (b) The human sou! and body . Address to the gods, who are to 
have the task offraming a morta! body for the human sou!, which is to be immortal and 
created by the Demiurge himself [ ... ] In order th at there may be morta! creatures and 
that the whole may be morta! creatures and the whole may be truly whole, tum your 
hands, as is natural to you, to the making of living things, taking as your mode! my 
own activity in creating you390

• 

Plato set out to understand the human body as part of a microcosm paralleling a 

macrocosm or Greater World, developing his anatomical reflections in relationship to these 

parameters. 
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[ ... ] The hum an body: head and limbs. They copied the shape of the uni verse and 
fastened the two divine orbits of the sou! into a spherical body, which we now cali the 
head, the tiniest part of us which contrais ali the rest; they then put the body together as 
a whole to serve the head, knowing that it would be endowed with ali the varieties of 
motion there to be391

. 

By subordinated the function of the eye or sight in astronomical observations to the 

authority of the Divine and divine princip les, Plato affected how the body as a who le began 

to be understood as an integration of the immaterial into the material status of the body 's 

physiology392
. This is weil illustrated from a passage in Plato's Republic on the dual status of 

sight. 

[ ... ) These omaments of heavens ... should be thought to be the most beautiful and to 
have the most perfect nature amongst visible things [ ... ] are moved in re lationship to 
each other, wherein they also move that which is within them, which matters to be 
apprehended by reason and understanding, but not by s ight393

• 

Plato insists on vision in an idealized state, not in what he considers a degraded second

hand reality likened to the shadows in the cave, but rather in terms of real vision beyond the 

pragmatic as in the ascent from the cave to the sunlight: 

[ ... ) and that stage in the world above when they are sti Jl unable to look at animais and 
plants and the light of the sun, but can look at the divine reflections in water and the 
shadows of real things, instead of the shadows of images thrown by light. .. It leads 
what is best in the sou! up to the vis ion of what is best in th ings that are , just as in our 
simile the clearest organ (sou!) of the body was led up to the vision of the brightest 
object in the bodily and visible world 394

. 

The body thus becomes transformed into an instrument of seeing permeated by the 

sou!, a singular connection to the apprehension of the best, or uncorrupted and divine reality, 

and becomes a mode! of uni versai knowledge, fusing the conceptualization of the body as a 

material substance involving medical or anatomical knowledge to its conceptualization as a 

site of theological and ideological speculation. Plato's legacy to Roman culture is to render 

the material body immaterial, a poor cousin to its idealized Other. In this sense Plato 

constructed an opposition to the empirical aspects of natural science, an opposition which 

dominated European thought until the twelfth century when Aristotelian scienti fic 

investigations first made their appearance. 
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Despite Plato 's enormous influence, an empirical approach to the body was for a while 

still maintained by Empedocles (490-430 B.C.E.) of Sicily, credited by Galen as the founder 

of the Italian school of medicine. Empedocles reversed the primacy of the brain. In his 

publication On the Heart395 he wrote on the pneuma or the Humoral physiology and taught 

that blood is the medium of thought, and that degrees of intelligence depended on the 

composition of the blood. He also beli eved that the sense organs are adapted to receive the 

effluxes from bodies around them and that perception is its consequence396
. For Empedocles 

the heart, not the brain, was the organ of consciousness. 

Plato 's influence on Roman culture was equaled by Aristotle (384-322 B.C.E.). Like 

Empedocles, Aristotle maintained that the heart was the seat of intelli gence- since it was the 

hottest and richest organ in the body- while he considered the brain 's primary function to be 

to cool the heart. Nevertheless, he commented that although generally agreeing with 

Empedocles, he made no distinction between perception and thought. 

Charles Gross lists a summary of Aristotle's arguments397 for the prim acy of the heart, 

and for these Aristotle drew primarily on hi s observations of embryonic development.398 

Aristotle's conclusions take the form of oppos itions, as in hot versus cold399
. Hi s assessment 

of the heart fo llows a premise that it is an organ 

( ... ] that is affected by emotion and that ali animais have a simil ar organ. ( .. . ] The 
Brain on the other hand is not affected by emotions400 

( ... ] And of course, the brain is 
not responsible for any of the sensat ions at ali. The correct view (is) that the seat and 
source of sensation is the region of the heart. [ Aristotle: (PA 656a)] [The heart] is 
specially the organ which enables us to think, see, and hear, and to distinguish the ugly 
and the beautiful , the bad and the good, pleasant and unpleasant401

. 

The importance of the heart and the blood that flowed through it causing emotions can 

be identified with the intense red coloured field that frame the emotively charged myths of 

love passion and betrayal at the centre of the Second Register of the Ixion Room decorations. 

Aristotle ' s assumption was a contestable one, however, and at Alexandria around the 

year 300 B.C.E. Herophilus of Chalcedon, a founder of the Alexandrian school of anatomy, 

was also one of its first to perform post-mortem public dissections. He isolated the brain as 
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the centre of the nervous system, and researched the sinuses, especially the eye, on which he 

wrote a treatise Of the Eyes and one On Anatom/02
. 

At around the same time, Euclid also opened a school at Alexandria, where amongst 

other works he wrote his treaty on Optics. It is worth noting, therefore, that while Eucl id did 

not consider optics from the position of making paintings, be must have been hi ghly aware of 

contemporary research on the eye and on theories of vision. 

A generation later (about 260 B.C.E.)403 Erasistratus of Chio began also at Alexandria 

to carry out a systematic study of the structure of the human body with open di ssection 

facilities. 

Unaccountably there is little known of any development of medical practice and 

research between this time and 30 B.C.E. Closer still to the Pompeiian period under 

investi gation are the medical records of the Greek anatomical writer Rufos of Ephesus404 

practicing in Rome. Rufus also studied at Alexandria in about 50 A.C.E., where he bad 

naturally gained from its history of anatomical research. His principle contributions include 

completing the nomenclature of body parts and the skeletal framework begun by Celsus. 

Again there is a strong preoccupation with the anatomy of the eye and its structures . He was 

also remarkable for attempting to base the whole ofpathology on anatomy and physiology. 

Finally , as a footnote to the debate between those who saw the body in terms of an 

ideological attachment to grand design and those who took an empirical approach to the 

body 's fonctions, it is worth noting that Rufus ' work on anatomy and physiology was 

adapted by Galen in such a way as to it render it subservient to a doctrine sympathetic with 

early Christian thought, a teleological doctrine which sought to justify the design of the 

organs as perfect for their fonctions as a means of establishing a relationship of the body to a 

kind oftheses of final causes405 

1.5.6.2 Analysis of pictorial space in the First (Lower), Second (Middle) and Third 
(Upper) Registers 

ln examining the Ixion Room in terms of Roman concepts of the body, it is useful to begin 

with just this intent - not only to examine, but also to equate the nature of the body with a 
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teleologically constructed belief in purpose. ln Pompeii at the time of the Ixion Room, this 

desire camouflaged the fusion of empirical medical observations of the body with Epicurean 

ideals, a fusion of science and religion that informed Pompeiian folk beliefs. 

Plato 's concept of a greater order of creation was mirrored in the greater order of the 

Roman state. With respect to medical beliefs, this ordering contributed through anatomical 

nomenclature to establishing a hierarchy within the body. This hierarchy was expressed as an 

order of value that not only gave primacy to the heart over the brain, but also involved the 

concept of spirits: natural spirit, animal spirit and especially the vital spirit, this latter 

elaborated into a higher type of pneuma frequent! y associated with the sou!. Along with this 

idealist conception, it is important to recognize the degree of anatomical investigation 

conducted on the body. Particularly interesting for a pictorial evaluation of the Ixion Room is 

the importance placed on understanding the organ of sight, as in Celsus' selection of the 

optic nerve as primary. lt seems safe to assume that while much folk belief played a ro le in 

the way the body was understood, as it frequently does today, a more scientifically-based 

knowled ge of the body and of vision would have been avai lab le to the artists of Pompeii. 

This assumption is supported by a study of the visu al complexity of the Ixion Room and the 

implementation of pictorially original solutions to what were at the time difficult pictorial 

problems. The Jayered pictorial spaces of the Ixion Room (fig. 1.112) with ail their internai 

contradictions are witness to the impulse that struggled to synthesize physiology with 

ideology, the microcosm with the macrocosm and the particular with the greater order. The 

artists here appropriated every part of the wall 's surfaces of the triclinium, pushing its 

pictorial possibilities to the limit. In this we can distinguish that impulse to name and co llect 

that we have seen in Roman religion and in the Hel lenistic schoo ls of anatomy, along with 

the competing impulse to determine a role that each played in the meaning of the whole. 

As with the history of anatomy in this period, various pictorial traditions coexist in the 

room as the traditions ofprevious styles are extended and given collectively greater emphasis 

and renewed meaning. From an architectural perspective, the structure of the room 's 

paintings amounts to a play of exterior and interior spaces. From an anatomical point of 

view, however, there is notably an inversion of internai to externat, as though the body were 
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laid open, with the interior structures rendered as a series of glimpses suggesting an 

uninterrupted continuity through the alcoves on the middle register of the east wall to Jink 

with the north and south walls. This anatomical integrity is extended by the representation of 

a symmetrically arranged open roofed colonnade that extends the illusion behind the 

entablature supporting the red central panel on the east wall. 

But this essential integrity can only be glimpsed. There is a constant pictorial challenge 

in the interlocking of flat and deeply illusionist space, as in the interplay between the large 

barely recessed red central panels enclosed by an entablature, or again in the totally flat white 

panels situated on the slightly larger red field that constructs its borders, with the deeper and 

Jess defined space of the alcove windows on both north south and east wall. As wei l, the 

windows on the north and south wall, whose colonnade of lintels and co lumns continue 

behind both the central red panels and the large white panel s, seem to connect with the 

colonnaded structures on the east wall. lt is as though, like the anatomist - or the priest

astrologer, since the roles of naming and predicting were not yet di sassociated - the 

relationship between the facts ofthe body, its namable elements, and the organization of the 

body as a larger order remained obscure, a matter of contesting visions in which the urge to 

derive a form of truth inev itably transcended the resi stance of conjecture. One is reminded of 

something Vitruvius notes in the introduction to Book III: 

[ . . . ] Apollo at Del phi, through the oracular utterance of his priestess, pronounced 
Socrates the wisest of men: Of him it is related that he said with sagacity and great 
leaming that the human breast should have been fumished with open windows, so that 
men mi ght not keep their feelings concealed, but have them open to the view406

. 

Significantly, it is in the architectural elements of the Middle and Upper Registers that 

these glimpsed fragments of roofs and arches present a sense of a totality of the room-as

body that contains the trace of a commitment to an ideologically inspired motivation. The 

illusionist space of the mythological paintings, however, represents a very differently located 

pictorial space. Their appearance on the red panels at the centre of each wall is no longer a 

direct engagement with the anatomical space of the room. On the flat red plane they as sert an 

intemalized narrative set apart from the complex set of architectural elements - beams, 
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lintels, capitals and columns - visible in the six alcoves or window-like openings of the 

Middle Register. 

These openings, like organs exposing their mechanical functions, are very different 

from the Upper Register with its protruding pavilion-like structures or aediculae modeled on 

temple façades and similar to scaenae and frons - the stage-building of the Roman theatre. 

What characterizes the upper register's realm of the gods in the transparent continuity of 

architectural deviees, open to the sky, is a reminder to the viewer of the anatomical concept 

that lighter finer atoms contained the sou! and the brain, while in the Lower Register the 

heavy and coarser representation of earthly material -in this case marble slabs with minimal 

illusionary space- can be said to represent the coarsest atoms and Jack of spatial definition. 

Space , air, lightness and heat have superior qualities to dense, heavy and cold, as the 

underworld differs from the world of the living. 

The Second or Middle Register in wh ich the mythological panel s are situated is 

dominated by a red oxide colour that reflects the centrali ty of emotions at the "heart" of 

human tragedy where animal spirits mix with vital spirits - where Pasiphae's Just drives her 

to mate with the Sacred Bull to beget the Minotaur; where Ixion mated with the phantom 

Hera who bore him the son Centaurus, father of the Centaurs. There is here a clear 

understanding ofthe incompatibility ofspecies (fig. 1.144). 



CHAPTER TWO 

The Cycle of Saint Francis, the Bardi Cha pel, Basilica di Santa Croce, Florence 

Giotto (Ambrogio Bondone, detto), Frescoes, 1337 
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2.1 Santa Croce- The Bardi Cha pel: general context 

The Bardi Chape! is situated within the Basilica of Santa Croce, a late thirteenth century 

church in Florence at the co mer of via Magliabechi and via di S. Gui sep peon that forrns the 

north western corner of the piazza of Santa Croce. The church is impressi ve for its size and 

for the rawness of its exterior stonework, a rawness relieved only by the decorated white 

marble facade it finally received on! y in the 191
h centuryl (fig. 2.1, 2.2). 

The church was built between the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. From the 

historical notes it seems that the original building was the adjoining monastery, wh ose main 

Cloi ster was built around 1220 by the Franciscans in what was then the poor area of the City 

of Florence (fig. 2.3). The monastery soon became the centre of social interaction and local 

activity, promoting the stabi lity and growth of the community around it. ln 1262 an adjoining 

piece of land was bought, as noted in Villani 's chronicles2
, towards the future construction of 

a Basilica. This Basilica3
, now known as Santa Croce, was official ly established in 1294 and 

became the new church of the Friars Minor of Florence. The original design has been 

attributed by Vasari (1511 - 1574) to the most likely candidate, namely Arno lfo di Cambio 

(1245 - 131 0) who is known to have designed the Palazzo Vecchio. By 1320 the new church 

was almost completely functional and finished except for the facade 4
• The architectural style 

of this church deviates from the gothie ideal despite such gothie attributes as stone-brick 

vaulting of the ceilings and tall stained glass windows. Ideally, its structural form was 

intended to give the building its decorative richness, but this has been subverted by the large 

and pervasive frescoes that decorate almost every surface of its walls and consequently 

obscure its structural integrity. 

As one enters the Basilica (fig. 2.4) through the main doors on the via Magliabechi, 

one's gaze is directed down the longitudinal narthex or nave (fig. 2.5). This central isle 

terrninates at the transept and is approximately 115 meters long, 38 meters wide and 73 

meters wide at the transept. The 'T' shape of the church was probably inspired by St Francis ' 

absorption with the Greek letter Tau, symbolic of the cross on which Christ was crucified5
. 
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In traversing the nave you are following a path that leads not only to the high altar and 

the sacramental conjoining with the body of Christ, but one that is intended also as a passage 

to the enlightenment and knowledge of God6
• It is in this spirit of communion that on either 

side of this path 's joumey through the centre of the church there are located five intimate 

chapels, three of which are decorated with narratives that speak to this path of enlightenment. 

These chapels were sponsored by prominent and wealthy patrons of the church, who paid for 

their decorations. This included choosing the arti sts and their workshops as weil as the 

subject matter to be represented. Severa] examples are present in the Basil ica. Apart from the 

Bardi itself, there is the Velluti Chape! to the extreme right of the right hand wing of the 

transept. In our imaginary walk towards the hi gh altar, imagine that you have tumed right at 

the transept, the 'cross' on the Tau, and found yourself at its end. Here you will find the 

Velluti Chape) to be decorated with frescoes illustrating on its ri ght hand wall, the Victory of 

the Archange! Michael and on the Ieft hand wall the Apparition of the Bull of the Gargano 

executed by a pupil of Cimabue known as "Master of the Velluti Chape! " . To its left, on the 

walls of the Calderini Chape! the Riccardi family commissioned a seventeenth century 

painter, Giovanni di San Giovanni, and his workshop to execute a large painting of the 

Ecstasy of St. Francis for the ri ght wall; in addition, they commisioned a Venetian artist, 

Domenico Pass ignano, to make a painting representing St. Lawrence Giving Alms. Further 

stiJl to the left is the Giugni Chape! containing the tomb of Julie Clary Bonaparte and a 

monument to Charlotte Bonaparte. The two adjoining chapels that complete the right side of 

the transept and bring us close to the high altar are first the Peruzzi Chape) and secondly the 

subsequent Bardi Chape! next to it and holding the most prest igious location immed iately to 

the right of the altar. Both these chapels are decorated with frescoes by Grotto di Bondone, 

and it is Giotto 's work that is our subject here. 

In approaching the Bardi Chape!, it should be remembered that Saint Franci s was the 

co-titular saint of the church, Giotto an respected artist, and the Bardi family represented a 

distinguished patronage7
• While Giotto frescoed three chapels in the Basi l ica of Santa Croce, 

the decorations of the third chape) - the Tosinghi-Spinelli Chape), now called the Sloan 

Chape! - have since completely disappeared. In fact, the frescoes in both the Peruzzi and 
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Bardi Chapels where whitewashed 8 in the eighteenth century and only rediscovered in 1852. 

At that point it was discovered that parts of the frescoes were mi ssing due to two tombs 

having been installed on either side at a Jater date. As a result, the frescoes were ' completed' 

by a painter called in at the time . It was only in 1960 that restoration work in both chapels 

removed the nineteenth century paintings, Jeaving Giotto's original work unmarred by later 

additions. Wh ile there have been questions as to the authenticity of sorne frescoes' attri buted 

to Giotto, the authenticity of these two chapels is undisputed and apparently remains the 

legacy of Giotto's mature work, in which both innovations of form and content confront the 

viewer with a mature gothie humanist sensibility9. 

This chapter's investigation into the history of pictorial space will examine Giotto's 

Bardi Chape! for its spatial conception of the frescoes within the Bardi Chape! itself and their 

relationship to the fresco of St Francis Receiving Stigmata pivoted just above its entrance. 

2.1.1 The Bardi Chapel and the Franciscan Order 

The very exi stence of Giotto's frescoes attest to a struggle that divided members of the 

Franciscan Order, one that involved diametrically opposed points of view on the matter of 

material !ife. Thi s struggle found a focus in Santa Croce, considered the most important 

Franciscan Church in Florence in the thirteenth century 10
• The decision to build and visually 

elaborate the Basilica as an addition to the original main cloister is witness to this internai 

politics splitting the order itself. Rona Goffen, discussing the !ife of Saint Francis and the 

Fran ci scan Order in the middle of the thirteenth century , writes of this confrontation as two 

opposing factions, the Spirituals - who were opposed to any material elaborations, whether 

clothing, domiciles or churches - and the Conventuals, who sought to cel ebrate Saint 

Francis' mission. Goffen notes that tragically, the source of their disagreements lay in the 

character of Saint Francis himself 1• whose ambivalence with respect to modest imitation of 

Chri st 's simplicity on the one si de and emulation of his own exemplary persona on the other 

side split the Order into these two factions . Since the Spirituals remained deeply opposed to 

the building and elaborate decoration of the Basi lica, responsibil ity for building the church 

consequently lay with the Friars Minor, who represented the Conventuals. 
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Giotto's task, given the controversial nature of the entire enterpri se, was therefore 

fraught with visual complexity. Moreover, there is a deeper history to thi s interlocked theme 

of imitation and emulation, one to be fou nd in the very nature of the painting of the medi eval 

leon . The art hi storian Hans Belting, in Likeness and Presence, writes that "The making of 

many replicas of icons in the Middle Ages rejlects the belief that duplicating an original 

image would extend its power" 12
• 

The leons of Saints and venerated holy individuals were treated and approached with 

the same reverence as would be shown them were they stiJl living. Thus it was only natural 

when Saint Francis died in 1226 at the age of forty-five that the Franciscan Order- and 

particul arl y the Fri ars Minor - would practice a veneration that could be likened to a 

personality cult. Ail the more so since Saint Francis himself - by receiving the wounds of 

Chri st's Crucifi xion - participated in the ultimately ambivalent act of veneration and 

phys ical imitation inherent in emulating to an astoundingly literai degree the narrative and 

symbology of Christ and hi s Apostles. We know fro m the history of iconoclasm that the !ines 

between imitation and emulation are very fine indeed, and this will be examined Jate r on. 

The literai quality of this imitation, which may seem peculiar to a modern consciousness, 

refl ects a fascination with mirroring that was perhaps a logical response to the overwhelming 

significance of a relationship between Man and God defi ned as one between an inevitably 

fallible likeness and its mod e!. 

0 truly the most Chri stian of men, 
who strove by perfect imitation to be conformed 
while liv ing to Christ living, 
dying to Chri st dying 
and dead to Christ dead and deserved to be adomed 
with an expressed likeness 13

• 

This constant mirroring, whose purpose was to articulate and extend the sense of 

authority invested in the mode! - be it a myth, a personality or indeed any act and its 

meaning- resonates as though with a long deep echo in the extension of pictorial space to be 

found in the Giotto frescoes , the subject ofthis chapter, and resonates as weil in the defining 

Iiterary work of the period, Dante ' s Divine Comedy. It is therefore illuminating to cons ider 

the Chape! in the context of Dante' s work. 
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2.1.2 The Bardi Chapel and Dante 

0 Light Etern, who dost thyselfinclude, 
who !ovest, smi ling at thine own intends, 
self-understanding and selfunderstood 14 ! 
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Particularly relevant instances in Dante's Divine Comedy written in 1310 - when the 

Basilica was half completed - focu s on the potential increments of an ever- increas ing 

presence of an exemplary !ife that ex tends its own power not only through the significance of 

that li fe's work, but everlastingly through an accumulating presence conferred on it, but also 

derived from it, by those who follow in its path 15
• Dante writes about the fame of the painter 

Cimabue, Giotto's teacher, whose fame Giotto extends but also appropriates . Inherent here is 

therefore also in development a the me of Progress that goes hand in hand with emulation. 

0 glory of the human powers, how vain, 
How little green may at the top endure, 
Un less rude after-ages supervene! 
In painting Cimabue held secure 
The field and now is Giotto in request, 
So that the other's fame is grown obscure. 
So did one Guido from the other wrest 
The palm in language; there may be, who knows 16? 

As we wi ll see, the theme of progress- progress ion in its sense of ascension- extends 

to questions embracing the body, phi losophy, mathematics and geometry, and becomes 

important to this investigation of the period 's bel ief structures . It is significantly th at Dante, 

in what are nearly the last li nes of his Divine Comedy- in the Paradisio - is pre-occupied in 

his thoughts with the question regarding the extension of the power of a circle, multiplying or 

squaring by multiplying-squaring it. Benno Artmann writes of Dante's sense of urgency at 

this time that a method be found for squaring the circle in order to open a way to the secret of 

the natural divine order 17
• In fact, the circle in the Divine Comedy as a symbolic form moves 

in ascending order from the Inferno (the fourth to the thirty fourth Canto are titled as Circle 

one to Circle nine) - ascending, that is, from Lucifer to light18
• The ultimately point of 

progress is Paradise, Love's circle circumscribing two worlds in the meeting of Dante and 

Beatrice 19
• 



That circling which in thee seemed 
effluence of light reverberated , by my view 
Surveyed awhile in its circumference, 
Within itself of its own proper hue, 
Seemed painted with the effigy of man, 
whereat my sight was wholly set thereto . 
As the geometer, intent toscan 
The measure of the circle, fails to trace, 
think as he may , sorne feature of the plan, 
Such I at the strange vision of the face: 
how the image fits the circle, fain ari ght 
Would I perceive, and how it there finds place20

. 
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The existential importance attached to squaring the circl e (fig. 2.6) can be clearly seen 

in the geometrie nature of the gothie arch of the chape! , articulated as the intersection oftwo 

overlapping circles. Robert Lawlor's Sacred Geometry21 draws attention to the division of a 

circle into two parts, which in their overlapping form contain the square root of a divided 

surface or the image of the vesica, the major thematic source for the architecture of the 

Gothie cathedral. This is reflected also in a medieva l zod iacal sign of the Vesica Piscis, 

which in one instance in a bas relief contains at its centre the seated figure of Christ with the 

marks of the stigmata visible on both feet: Christ as fi sh and the uni versai sy mbol that joins 

heaven and earth. Ali this clarifies the cultural landscape for Saint Francis' emphas is on the 

study of the natural world as leading the sou! to God, ils creator and ruler22
• 

As with Saint Francis and Dante, Giotto too em ployed the ci rcle in search of Divine 

Form. From Vasari 's The Lives of the Artists we even have this anecdote concerning Giotto's 

demonstration of competence requested by the Pope. "Giotto[. . .} look a sheet of paper and a 

brush dipped in red, closed his arm at his side, so as to make a sort of compass of it, and 

than with the twist of his hand drew such a perfect circle that it was a marvel to see" 23
. 

Giotto's act can in this light be seen to be more complex than the simple perfection of 

the circle. It was far more importantly a symbolic act, an intellectual propos ition one might 

say, th at takes up the th erne of extending man as the centre of duplication, imitation, 

multiplication or division. This theme plays an important role in the pictorial spatial relations 

not only of the fresco of Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata outside and over the Bardi Chape! 
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in its relationship to the frescoes within it, but also in its extension to the position of the 

viewer2
\ a matter hinted at by John White in speaking of the relationship between the viewer 

and the chapeF5
• 

An important event under consideration in Giotto 's life is the claimed friendship of 

Giotto and Dante. Although there is only a single statement of their friendship by Benvenuto 

Rambaldi to Imola, friend of Dante 's son Pietro, other references place them in the city of 

Padua around the same time. Giotto carried out commissions in Padua in the Basilica del 

Santo and the Palazzo della Ragione, but principally in the Arena Chapel constructed in 1303 

and consecrated in 1305, by which time the frescoes are presumed to have been done26
• 

Dante was exi led in 1302 from Florence and a document places Dante in Padua in and 

around 130627
• Dante not only speaks of Giotto in The Divine Comedy, Purgatory volume II 

but also in Paradisio volume III he dedicates Canto XI to Saint Francis under the title of 

Saint Thomas Aquinas28 in praise of Saint Francis29
• Dante was born in 1265 and died at 

Ravenna in 132 1, but the earliest known manuscript of the poem dates from 1336. 

2.2 General layout and iconographie description of the frescoes in the architectural 
context 

The size of the Basil ica permitted the gathering of a large group of individuals a11d was ideal 

for process ions inside the church during the course of the mass and its liturgies30
• This public 

ritual engaged the space of the central church , separate from and in contrast with activities in 

the si de chapels of the transept, in which took place only very persona( and private moments 

of individuals' quests for contact and veneration of the saints, communion with Christ and 

revelation of God. Even the architectural proportions of these chapels, which in the ir height 

and narrowness are ideal for focusing on and receiving divine communion, are completely 

unsuited for viewing from within them the totality of the frescoes. lt is as though the chape! 

and their frescoes- communion with God and celebration ofthat communion- are intended 

to be defined as two separated realms. Having spent sorne time myself trying to view the 

frescoes while standing or kneeling, it is clear to me that it is physically possible only for 

very short moments, like hard-won illuminations, and that ultimately on the level of 
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admiration or celebration the frescoes can only be seen from a position outside the chape! 

wall s . 

The Bardi Chape! 's width corresponds with the full width of the fresco of Saint Francis 

receiving Stigmata, or 3,90 meters3 1
• Using the width of the frescoes that literally extend to 

the whole depth of the chape!, the frescoes measure 4,5032 meters plus 60cm for the borders , 

bringing the total depth to 5,10 meters. The total approximate hei ght of the chape! is 

calculated as follows: the lowest part, a bare wall without any visible fresco, measures 

160cm; that would have included the original border visible in the Peruzzi Chape! on its 

right. Each of the three frescoes (six in ali) on the left and ri ght hand wall measure 2,80 

meter in hei ght and are surrounded by a border (three borders of 40cm) bringing the total 

hei ght of the chape! to a close approximation of Il ,20 meters. Saint Francis Receiving 

Stigrnata, above the chape!, measures 3,70 meters in height. If one divides the total height of 

the chape! at 11 ,20 meters by the hei ght of this painting, the painting cornes to very close to 

measuring one third the height of the Chape! - 3,027. Or one co uld say, the painting divides 

into the Chape! three times. This would mean that the height, including the painting of Saint 

Francis Receiving Stigmata divides the chape! with its over-arching fi"esco neatly into four 

equal sections. 

The dating ofthe Bardi Chape! decorations and the stage of !ife Giotto had attained can 

be considered together, and evidence suggests that the frescoes constitute a refl ect ive 

position of maturity rather than the advancing position of youth . Wh ile littl e is known about 

Giotto's own !ife, Peter Murray in hi s article on the date of Giotto's birth33
, convincingly 

argues that Giotto was born closer to the dates of 1266-1267. He died in 13 37. The frescoes 

of the Bardi Chape! under examination are estimated to have been carried out sometime after 

13173
\ when the basil ica was nearing final completion, and as late as the first half of the 

1330 's . A number of interesting arguments are advanced by Murray and others that put 

forward a good case for a 1ater date35
• Amongst these can be included a political argument to 

the effect that the influential and rich Bardis, the Florentine banking famil/ 6 that 

commissioned the frescoes, would have been aware of the internai prob1ems within the 

Franciscan Order. It would have been wise for them to incorporate the commission of the 
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Bardi Chape!, given to Giotto with the stipulation of the Saint Franci s theme, cl oser to the 

date of the centenary celebration of the saint's death in 1327 and the date of his canonization. 

Accordingly one can calculate Giotto's age at the time when he was carrying out work on the 

chape! to be somewhere in his sixties. Both the age ofthe artist and the graduai resolution of 

the conflict within the Franciscan Order can be seen to contribute to the calm and measured 

execution of the frescoes on the Saint's !ife. They mark more than an uninterested 

involvement in the tenor ofthe times, and hint at the watchful calm that follows the storm. 

A description of the Chape! should start with the fact that it is lit from the fl at rear wall 

by a narrow stained glass window representing scenes in the 1 ife of Christ (fig. 2.7), amongst 

which is The Annunciation, (fig. 2.8) by Jacopo del Casentino37
• The embrasure of this 

window is decorated with a rounded and voluptuous border of foliage that is punctuated by 

cherubic images. A round window or oculus is situated at the top between the window's two 

sides (fig. 2.7). Below the window a stone altar (fig. 2.9) is positioned at centre. Above the 

vaulted ceiling, a quadripartite vault38 divides into four curved sections (fig. 2.10). The three

sided ribs that support the ceiling at centre are geometrically decorated , while the sides frame 

four medallions containing the Fran ci scan virtues39 (fig. 2.1 1) incorporated in a ceiling 

painted to resemble the sky with a border of leafy vines . The four ribs that arch across the 

ceiling from its centre descend to join a relatively small pier buttress at the corners of the 

chape! just below the beginning of the top fresco . At thi s point the three-dimensional shape 

becomes a painted trompe l'oeil illusion (fig. 2. 12) that cont inues down ali four corners to 

the point at which the first fresco begins. Opposite the entrance on the left of the rear wall at 

the height where the bottom fresco and the second fresco above it meet are two personages 

painted !ife size40
• They are framed in the shape of a Gothie niche4 1 and represent Saint Claire 

(fig. 2.13) who is standing against a blue background on a pedestal holding a lil / 2 and Saint 

Louis of Toulouse (fig. 2.14) (canonized in 1317) standing on a pedestal against a striped 

ground holding a staff. On the lower ri ght side also of the rear wall is an image of Saint 

Elizabeth of Hungary (fig. 2.15), now quite degraded43
. Original ly there is reported to have 

been a fourth figure of a saint above on the right band side, now missing, making the 

decoration of the rear wall symmetrical44
• Nothing is known about this personage. The 
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intrados under the arch of the entra nee to the chape) are decorated with busts of saints at the 

centre of quatrefoils. 

Our specifie interest here though is with the frescoes. On both the left and right wall 

(fig. 2.16, 217) as one enters the chape) are six scenes, three on each wall, taken as highli ghts 

from the li fe of Saint Frances. Richard Offner writes45 that 

[ ... )The story in the Bardi chape] does not, as in Padua, unfold in a narrative moving 
progressively in a freeze-like continuity across the surface. The vertical form of the 
chapet in St Croce better suited a system of superimposed scenes. This allows a greater 
width to the compartment, the story thereby becoming Jess fluid. This altered factors 
accord with Giotto 's advancing interests, which give greater compass to the scene. For 
he cornes to be concemed not so much as formerly with a concise, progressive 
disclosure of the fortunes of the protagonist, but rather with a symbol ic presentation of 
the typical moment in his life46

. 

Most ofwhat is known about Saint Francis's life we think of as part of the tradition of 

legend47 in the writings and readings that survive from the period. The readings of the ru les 

and testaments attributed to him gave structure to the Franci scan Order. Two of the principal 

biographers of Saint Francis are referenced here. Brother Thomas of Celano was first 

commanded by the General Minister to write on the remembrances of the saint and was later 

commissioned by Pope Gregory, former bishop of Assisi, to write The remembrance of the 

Desire of a Sou! (1245-1247) which was not so much about Saint Francis himselfbut rather 

about the way of )ife that he founded 48
• Over the twelve-year period 1255-1267 the 

Franciscan Order in its restructuring phase commissioned Brother Bonaventure of 

Bagnoragio to write the officially adopted Biography of the saint which is in itself a fusion of 

many texts, poetic, factual and simply common beliefs. It is primarily Bonaventure's 

account, the official version, that provides for Giotto the main iconographie material that he 

incorporates, sometimes qui te literally, into the representations within the frescoes 49
• 

Any summary of Saint Francis's persona] history and its intersection with the social 

and political conditions of ltaly and medieval Europe in general must focus first on the 

undoubted effect of th ose conditions on framing what would become the saint's main theme 

of peace and good will. Most obviously, this theme can be seen as a reaction to the bloody 

encounter in 1202 between Assisi and the city of Perugio that caused his imprisoned for a 
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year until his father negotiated the priee of ransom for his release. This year of isolation and 

contemplation, as weil as serious ideological differences with his father, contributed to his 

leaving home by 1205 to adopt an intense! y religious and disciplined !ife of absolute poverty, 

servitude and obedience. The meaning of Saint Francis 's poverty is interpreted by Lawrence 

Cunningham 5° as the challenge to live by absolute faith at the mercy of God. His inspiration 

can be traced to Matthew VI :24-33 (the faith of love in the absence of evidence). 

[ ... ]No man can serve two masters for he will hate the one and love the other; Or el se 
he will ho id to one and des pise the other. . . Therefore 1 say to you, take no thought for 
your !ife, what ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink; nor yet for your body, what ye shall 
put on. Is not the !ife more than meat and the body raiment?[ ... ]Whereof if God so 
cloths the grass of the field , which today is and tomorrow is cast into the oven, shall he 
not much more cl othe you, oye of little faith? ... for your heaven ly father knoweth that 
ye have need of ali these things. But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his 
righteousness; and ali these things shall be added to you. Take therefore no thought of 
the morrow, for the morrow shall take thought for the things of itself. Sufficient unto 
the day is the evil thereof 1

• 

This passage acknowledges that !ife is an unpredictable and insecure state and it is this 

state that causes fear. Saint Francis understood that the conventional remedy is a desire for 

material security. But as he pointed out, this causes envy and strife lead ing to wars and even 

greater fear52
. He therefore attempted to achieve an antidote by adopting a radical insecurity 

that the poor struggle againsf3 By eliminating any state of desire, Saint Francis reasoned 

that both the emotion of fear and desire would be gone. Taking a rather more nuanced view 

of this reasoning, Dante ln the Paradisio, Canto XI 64 -75, aligns Saint Francis ' reasoning 

with the erotic, a desire to be wedded to and identifi ed with Lady Poverty54 

Reft offirst husband [Christ] she in Widowhood 
Till the eleventh hundredth year, 
contemmed, obscure, awaited him unwooed; [the ti me of St Fran ces] ... 
Nor aught avail her faith and courage tried, 
so that, let Mary at the foot remain, 
she mounted up where Crist was crucified. 
But lest too enigmatic be my strain, 
from long parable shalt though infer 
That poverty and Francis are these twain 
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2.2.1 Six Frescoes on the life and legend of Saint Francis within the Cha pel, and the 
seventh above the Chapel's entrance 

Each fresco takes up the entire width ofthe wall. Giotto deals with the chronological order of 

the events of Saint Francis' life by leading the viewer's gaze from left to ri ght, ri ght to left 

and left to right again. He places the first narrative of the cycle directly under the lunette high 

up on the left wall of the Chape! , thereby initiating for the viewer an upwards-towards 

heaven 's gaze. 

2.2.1.1 Fresco #1, top Ieft, depicting Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods 

The legend: 

In 1208 Saint Frances received God's command to rebuild his houses in the church of Saint 

Damiano. Saint Francis set out to rebuild not only this but two other dilapidated churches 

using his father ' s mo ney. Consequently his father, in a fury of disapproval over hi s son 's use 

of the money and his new vocation, took legal action against him - demanding that he give 

up hi s inheritance in front of the Bishop of Assisi. Saint Francis renounced not only his 

inheritance but also his father and ail his worldly possessions in the presence of the Bishop55
• 

Iconographie description: 

The action being represented is set outside and in front of a hi gh wall, possibly the palace of 

the Bishop of Assisi (fig. 2.18), against an enveloping blue background , possibly signifying 

the arc of the sky. On the left side ofthe fresco, a group of six noblemen are restraining Saint 

Francis ' father who in anger lurches forward towards his son . At the extreme left, a mother is 

indulging a willful child. Thomas Celano, in his First Book, notes of Saint Francis that the 

child of wrath is turned into the child of gracf?6
, and duly on the extreme right of the fresco 

we have the image of a child of wrath screaming in pain as his mother pulls his hair to 

control him. Saint Francis himself appears covered only by the Bishop's cloak, and is lined 

up with the intersection of the left and right side of the architecture, marking the point of 

convergence. The architectural perspective is foreshortened , for both the wall and the palace 

above before which the grouping of figures on both left and right side are framed. This 
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foreshortening, achieved by the greater presence given to the base of the palace and its 

surrounding wall , automatically guides upwards the eye of the viewer, positioned below the 

fresco . lt is extremely important to an understanding of Giotto's pictorial strategy to consider 

this effect, which 1 will be discussing later. In addition, a strong set of opposing diagonals -

formed by the three-quarter perspective of the palace walls and by the sloping placement of 

the figures- forces the viewer' s sight towards the centre of the arc, automatically gui ding the 

viewer's gaze upward in response to the converging diagonals represented by the two groups. 

At this point, at the very centre of the fresco -a centre marked by the space between Saint 

Francis and his father- the viewer' s gaze is caught by Saint Francis ' hands, folded in pray er 

and directing us towards the apex of the arc. Crucial here is to note that thi s centre, this 

space, is presented to the viewer as a powerful action in which Saint Francis 's hands deflect 

his father's vio lent diagonal thrust (fig. 2.19). lt is interesting as weil to note that the palace 

itself has a three-columned wall , signif)ring the Holy Trinity. Saint Franci s is accompanied 

by Franciscan Friars and Saint Clair. Contrary to the concept of vanishing diminution, the 

figures are however a mi x of sizes , placing emphasis on the architectural structure. From this 

scene the viewer is encouraged to tum towards the right wall. Thi s is because there are 

repetitions at play here, for example the arcs that structure both Fresco # 1 (Saint Francis 

Renouncing his Worldly Goods) and Fresco #2 (The Confirmation Of The Rule) and the 

opposing diagonals described by the downward thrust of the right side of the palace in Fresco 

#1 linking to the upward thrusting diagonal of the left side of the Chapel' s roof in Fresco #2. 

We can note that both the arced frame and the rooflines of these two narratives construct a 

rhythmic formation- arc versus li ne, diagonal versus diagonal , which I will discuss later. 

2.2.1.2 Fresco #2, top right, depicting The Confirmation Of The Rule 

The legend: 

lt is in 1209 that Saint Francis and his first el even brothers in simple words lay dawn a form 

of life and a rule as a code for their conduct. These he took to Rome to present to Pope 

Innocent III . In Rome he also had the support of the Bishop of Assisi, Guido, and the Lord 
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Bishop of Sabina, John of Saint Paul. This convinced Pope Innocent III to grant provisionary 

approval of the first rule57
• 

Iconographie description: 

The presentation of the Rule to Pope Innocent in Rome is set inside a small enclosed space 

(fig. 2.20). Above in the oculei central to the pedimented roof is an image of Saint Peter 

looking up to Heaven (fig. 2.21), symbolizing the location as Rome. The centra li zed !ines of 

this roof and its wings converge to lead the eye of the viewer upwards (fig. 2.22). The Pope 

sits on a Papal throne on the left si de of the fresco, flanked by two bishops poss ibly intended 

to be the Bishop of Assisi and the Bishop of Sabina who were supporters of Saint Francis . 

This ensemble of three signifies the Holy Trinity. Saint Francis, kneeling in profile at the 

foot of the Pope, presents the first rules on a scroll. Twelve friars are kneeling behind hi m. 

The perspective or vanishing point of the coffered ceiling, only two deep, points to the 

twelve friars (whi le according to both Bonaventure and Celano there were only eleven, 

Giotto appears to be making an allusion to the apostles). On both sides of the intimate chape! 

on the left are two figures located under a portico roof, unrecognizable, and on the right are 

two tall male figures possibly intended to be Saint John the Baptist, Saint Francis' original 

namesake, and Saint Mathew, from whom he drew his first inspirations. They are standing in 

the wings behind Saint Francis and the friars. The rear wall of the chape! is des igned as a 

very simple rectangle two high and six wide. Both this fresco and the first fresco are 

decentred, constructing a diagonal relationship from the centre of attention, which is cl oser to 

the rear of the Chape!, to the centre of the kneeling apostles, who are closer to the entrance of 

the Chape!. 

Rather than retuming to the next fresco down on the left wall , the viewer's eye is 

invited to read vertically down58
• The agency for this action is the juxtaposition of a strong 

horizontal axis described by the figures kneeling before the bishop in Fresco #2 and the 

equally strong vertical axis of the Sultan's throne in Fresco #3. (Trial by Fire) that together 

can be construed to form a cross, notably of course the Christian Cross. 
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2.2.1.3 Fresco #3, middle right, depicting Trial By Fire 

The legend: 

Saint Francis set out for Egypt to convert the Muslims. The encounter with the Sultan, 

religious head of the Muslims, is illustrated here and is mentioned by his first biographer 

Celano. There is, however, a dramatized version by Bonaventure in his chapter nine59
, and it 

is this version that was officially adopted by the Franciscan Order, which Giotto illustrates 

here60
• To demonstrate the power of his own faith in the Christian God, Saint Francis 

challenges the Sultan's priests to walk through the fi re with him, proving his God 's 

righteousness. The Sultan's priests, upon hearing this, flee. 

Iconographie description: 

This event is depicted in a curtained outdoor space resembling a relatively shallow theatrical 

setting (fig. 2.23). lt is delimited by two walls on either side, each with an open doorway that 

is seen in sharp perspective projecting outwards towards the viewer. The Sultan occupies a 

central position of authority, seated on a high throne with two steps and a pedimented roof 

(fig. 2.24). From this hei ght the Sultan looks sternly towards his priests on the left side of the 

fresco as they flee the scene. He points with his right arm towards Saint Francis61 on the ri ght 

hand side of the fresco , who is shielding his face from the heat of the tire as hi s gaze 

challenges the Sultan's divine authority. Saint Francis is in the company of brother 

Illuminato to his right, a virtuous and enlightened man, who accompan ied him on the 

joumey to Egypt. The Sultan, in the dead centre of the painting, becomes the focus of the 

converging !ines (fig. 2.25) of architectural perspective, but this symmetry is intersected, one 

might say crossed, by the doubled diagonal gesture of the Sultan 's gaze towards the priests 

on his right- the fresco's left- and his arm pointing towards Saint Francis on his left but the 

painting's right. Again in this fresco the viewer' s gaze is directed upwards by a combination 

of both the architectural symmetry and the strong diagonal Jinking Saint Francis ' eyes and 

the Sultan 's arm, a diagonal that is then forced upward by the throne's height. One has to 

note the subtlety here, with the Sultan, himself representing a challenge to Christian faith, 

acting as a vehicle for representing Saint Francis ' link to the cross. 
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The viewer is then invited to retum to the centre of the left band wall of the Chape! and 

to Fresco #4 (The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles). This reading is curious since it 

follows the direction taken in reading an Arabie text! In any case, the formai agency for this 

direction is Giotto 's repetition of the marked horizontal line described by the top of the wall 

passing behind the throne in Fresco #3, on the one hand, and the strong horizontal roof line 

over the triple arches in Fresco #4 on the other. 

2.2.1.4 Fresco #4, middle Ieft, depicting The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles 

The legend: 

Little detail is given by Bonaventure and others on this event. Bonaventure makes an allusion 

to a number of appearances that Saint Frances makes through divine power62 Jt is in the form 

of a cross that Saint Francis appeared to the brothers at Arles during a sermon by Saint 

Anthony of Padua. 

Iconographie description: 

In a cloistered interior somewhat similar in its flat symmetrically balanced theatrical 

conception to the last scene with the Sultan - itself an interesting supplemental commentary 

- seventeen brothers are seated in contemplation on benches placed on either s ide of a wall 

that divides the depicted interior into two rooms, one in the foregro und, the other in the 

background, with a central arched ais le connecting them. There is an open doorway - another 

quotation from the previous painting - to the left of the nearer of the two rooms. The 

dividing wall is pierced by two arched windows on either s ide of the aisle, and together the 

three identical semi-circular arches signal the presence of the Holy Trinity. Addi tionally, 

however, the central arched aisle also becomes the space in which the apparition of Saint 

Francis havers, Christ-like. The friars are seated in bath rooms to the right and left of the 

central aisle, and to the left in the second or furthest room from us a holy man is seen 

standing. Oris he entering? This figure is hard to determine. The most obvious assumption is 

that he is Saint Anthony ofPadua delivering, or about to deliver, his sermon to the friars. Y et 

there is a sense of anticipation set up by the open door in the left foreground, and the figure ' s 

halo - no other figure in the frescoes than Saint Francis himself is depicted with a halo -
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suggests that this may be an animation of Saint Francis himself appearing in sequence: 

entering silently and unobserved to then hover in the central space63
• Certainly the friars 

appear to be taken unawares by the appearance, si nce sorne are looking up while others have 

their heads bowed in contemplation. In any case, the hovering apparition of Saint Francis in 

the central arch both forms a cross in its vertical totality (fig. 2.27) and completes the 

semicircular arch above him to describe a circle comprised of his lifted arms and the belt of 

his garment. Ail the architectural perspective projections are centred on his upper body near 

his heart, and at the bottom near his feet. The distant background wall behind him changes 

from a horizontal band to an open rectangular container at centre, within whose frame the 

saint appears al most like a painting. In the immediate foreground of the fresco, the nearer of 

the two rooms is seen as itself constructed of four thin white columns that support the front 

edge of a golden tiled roof that covers the cloister. The perspectival projections of the 

cloister's side walls diverge outward at the fresco's edges to embrace us while the pattern of 

the roof' s til es converge inwards towards a distant centre above the roofl ine. With this, our 

view is led upwards as the roofline s imulates rays from heaven spread ing out over the scene. 

Once again, then, there is an encounter between two distinct apparent vanishing points, one 

inside and the other outside. 

Chronologically we next follow the cycle to the fresco below, where reading from left to 

right resumes. 

2.2.1.5 Fresco #5, bottom left, depicting The Death of Saint Francis and the Verification 
of the Stigmata 

In this fresco Giotto condenses two separately recorded events: the death of Saint Francis and 

the verification of the wounds ofthe stigmata. 

The legend: 

Near his death Saint Francis asked to be retumed to Portiuncula to be laid naked on the 

ground keeping his faith with Lady Poverty. 
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[ .. . ]In ail things he wished without hesitation to be confonned to Christ crucified, who 
hung on the cross poor sufferi ng and naked. Naked he lingered before the bishop at the 
beginning of hi s conversion [ . . . ] he wanted to leave this world naked [ .. . ] [and when] 
that most holy sou! was released from the flesh and absorbed into the abyss of the 
divine light, the blessed man feil asleep in the lord, One of his brothers and followers 
saw that blessed sou! under the appearance of a radiant star carried up on a shining 
cloud to be born aloft to heaven over many waters [ ... ] where he rests with Christ the 
Lord . [ ... ]and the amazed brothers asked to whom he was speaking so boldly [ ... ]and 
he replied Don 't y ou see our father Francis going to Heaven 64? 

From Bonaventure's account, we are infonned that on many occasions brothers that 

were intimate with Saint Francis saw his wounds, and that the supreme Lord Pontiff 

Alexand er affirmed the sacred stigmata while he was still alive. More than fifty of his 

brothers, along with the Virgin Clair and innumerable laymen, saw his stigmata wounds after 

his death. One, 

Brother Jerome, who was tak ing care of St Franci s saw the sti gmata, measured it with 

three fin gers and also accidentally- here we have the forbidden touch - touched the sacred 

wounif5 

Iconographie description: 

Giotto deviates from the description of the dea th of Saint Francis in portraying him laid out 

in his monk 's habit on a si mple bed (fig. 2.28). He is surrounded by hi s friars and Saint 

Clair, in a white gown and smaller than the monks on the right, as weil as possibly Saint 

Elizabeth on the left, also in a wh ite habit; finally in attendance there are the official 

dignitaries. Of the fr iars, there are six kneeling around the bed - clearly intended to be the 

original six brothers, kissing his hands, feet and lovingly glancing in sorrow at Saint. Francis. 

The official figure kneeling next to him and touching his wounds probably represents the 

Lord Pontiff Alexander who affirmed the sacred stigmata while Saint Francis was still 

alivé6
. A brother near the head of Saint Francis looks up because he sees Saint Francis going 

ta Heaven. At the centre and above the body lying in state is a dise carried by four angels, 

two on each side, containing the figure of Saint Francis surrounded by rays of divine 

illumination and rising on a cloud. This is a literai representation of the description given by 

Bonaventure . The two front angels are painted in a light alizarin red, while the two angels at 
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the rear are in Naples' yellow and green. Ail this takes place agai nst a blue background. 

Exactly below, a group of three monks are bent over in despairing gestures. The damage 

from the insertion of a tomb sometime after the fresco 's completion makes the reading of the 

exact placing of the architectural structure difficult. The architectural detail s that are still 

vis ible - given the damage - have their projective !ines centred on the inspection of the 

wounds to the left of the image, whereas the arrangement of the fi gures constructs a 

progressive upward and centralized projection in their placement. The imploding (fig. 2.29) 

or divergent architectural perspective emanates out from the body of Saint Francis, whi te the 

!ines that converge at centre emanate upwards to Heaven. This scene takes place in front of 

an interior but outside under a brilliant blue cloudless sky . The apparent contradiction of this 

description requires noting that the viewer is placed outside the representation of the scene 

by virtue of the low wall with co lumned windows behind whi ch the action takes place. 

Furthermore, the height of this fresco is just above the eye leve! of the viewer wh en standing 

in the chape!. Giotto therefore forces the viewer to look up at the fresco, although in much 

closer proximity than with the upper and middl e frescoes. If the viewer stands back, the 

kneeling monks, wi th their feet now at eye leve!, guide the viewer 's eye to the horizontal 

element of the body, the effect of which is to correlate Saint Francis himself with the 

hori zon. The scene is dynamic, constructing botha centering symmetry - the inward-facing, 

solemn standing fi gures on each side - and a central asymmetry - the very active emotional 

fi gures first pushing our sense of bal ance towards the left and down to the hori zon li ne of 

Saint Francis' prone body, and there at that point pushing us up through the figure directly 

above the head of Saint Francis whose gaze upward to the angels carrying the saint to 

Heaven transports us along with hi m. The effect is a powerful rhythm that we fee! rather than 

see. 

2.2.1.6 Fresco #6, bottom right, the final fresco inside the Chapel, depicting the Visions 
of Brother Agostino and Bishop Guido of Assisi 

Again this is a conflation of two events that occurred at the same time as Saint Francis's 

death, but in different locations. 
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The legend: 

In chapter fourteen , Bonaventure gi v es a brief account of Brother Augustine who just before 

his own death, having already !ost speech, suddenly raised himself and exclaimed [ ... ]wait 

for me, father, wait! ... Don ' t you see our father Francis go ing to heaven?[ ... ] To the 

astonishment of the brothers who had gathered about him he passed away at the same 

moment as Saint Francis. The second narrative concems the Bishop of Assisi who was 

making a pilgrimage to Monte Gargano . In a dream Saint Francis appeared to him the night 

and even the same hour as the saint's death. According to Bonaventure's legend, Saint 

Francis spoke to him these words: "Behold, 1 am leaving this world and am going to 

heaven" 67
. 

Iconographie description: 

This fresco (fig. 2.30) divides the two separate events by placing the story of brother 

Augustine on the left and the dream of the Bishop of Ass isi on the ri ght. Two figures appear 

to keep vigilance over the sleeping Bishop, whose bed is on an elevated platform . 

Symbolically the bishop still wears his signifying attire- gown and hat. One of the guardi ans 

appears to be in a deep slumber, while the other is looking upward. It is di fficult to 

reconstitute the whole scene because here also the installation of a tomb destroyed much of 

this fresco. On the left halfofthe rresco, a group ofseven monks is gathered at the end ofthe 

bed and towards the centre of the fresco. Saint Alexander is sitting up in his bed while 

another monk on the other side of the bed standing behind him is lifting the drawn curtain 

that surrounds his bed. The perspectival projections that can be drawn from the upper corners 

of the walls on either si de of these enclosed spaces intersect on a figure now !ost except for 

the bottom of his habit visible at the rear and apparently standing in a doorway (fig. 2.3 1) -

now just barely evident in the fresco- and apart from the closely grouped monks at the foot 

of Saint Alexander's bed. This mysterious presence in this otherwise vacant space may, 1 

suggest, be the figure of Saint Francis. In every other case in the frescoes the intersection of 

architectural projections has pointed to an important part of the narrative. And such a reading 

would give the attendant on the extreme right at the bottom of the Bishop's bed a focus for 

what appears to be his gaze. It seems that this figure is attentively looking in that direction, 
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and it certainly forc es our eyes towards the doorway. This also would make the seated fi gure 

of Saint Alexander and the !one fi gure of the monk positioned behind him part of a visual 

ascending proj ecti ve ax is that has been part of every other composition in thi s cycle of Saint 

Francis's !ife. The pictorial space of this fresco appears like the others, clearly defined but 

relatively shallow. As John White has observed, the shadows within ali the frescoes inside 

the Chape! appear as though they were lit from the windows of its back wall , giving them a 

unified look68
• 

On the transept wail immediate! y above the Chape! 's entrance and runmng its full 

width, is the fresco of Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata. The privileged position of this 

· fresco s ignais its status as most dramatic and significant event of the ent ire Cycle. 

2.2.1.7 Fresco #7, outside the Chapel, depicting Saint Francis R eceiving Stigmata 

The legend: 

Related here is the legend of Saint Francis going on retreat to Mount La Verna to fast for 

forty days in honour of the Archange! Saint Michael. As he was deep in prayer 

[ ... ] Through a divine sign [ . . . ]the lords passion always met his eyes [ .. . ]just as he had 
imitated Christ in the actions of his !ife, so he shou ld conform to him in the affliction s of 
the world after true love of Christ transformed the lover into his image .. . A Seraph69 with 
six wings appeared, suddenly between the wings the likeness of a man crucified his hands 
and feet extended in the shape of a cross fastened to a cross [ . .. ] Two wings rai sed above 
his head two extended for fli ght and two covered hi s whole body [ .. . Francis ] rejoiced at 
the gracious way Christ looked upon him [ . .. ] as the vision was disappearing it left 
imprinted in his flesh a likeness of signs no Jess marvelous [ ... ] After true love of Christ 
transformed the lover into his image70

• 

Iconographie description: 

Ali the interior frescoes (fig. 2.32) are surrounded by geometrically pattemed borders . In the 

border of this fresco, however, and very prominently are details of circular marks painted in 

relier 1 that appear to symbolically represent the head of nails protruding from the flesh of 

Saint Francis - in effect an echo nailing this fresco to the wall. Celano writes: 
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[ ... ] His bands and feet seemed to be pierced through the middle by nails, with the 
heads of the nails appearing on the inner part of his bands and on the upper part of his 
feet , and their points protruding on opposite sides. Those marks on the inside of his 
bands were round, but rather oblong on the outside; and small pieces of flesh were 
visible like the points of nails, bent over and flattened, extending beyond the fl esh 
around them. On his feet, the marks of the nails were stamped in the same way and 
raised above the surrounding flesh72

. 

Fourteen circular openings around the four sides interrupt a line of six-s ided stars , a 

pattern that runs like a frame along the edge to the corners where it meets a square. 

Surrounding this patterned band is a singular coffered border whose linear false perspective 

constructs the illusion of the fresco as a recessed surface. It is ev ident from the shading on 

this coffered border that the light is intended to be coming from top right. The representation 

of a mountain intended to signify Mount La V erna occupies most of the left side. Near its top 

perches a falcon-like bird - the falcon, as one of the funerary birds, being a symbol of the 

sou! released at buriaJ13
• Below the falcon is an isolated tree, and some Christian authorities 

insist that Christ's cross should be associated with the tree of !ife. Left of the tree is the 

image of a cave. This cave is identified both with Jes us' birth and the first re-enactment of 

that birth in a cave by Saint Francis at Christmas. The complex shape of the cave also 

represents entry into mother earth, with its overlapping rock formation recalling the vaginal 

birth opening. Just to the right, and taking up the bottom half of the fresco's left s ide, Saint 

Francis is kneeling with his hands raised. While he is kneeling forward hi s upper body is 

turned sideways as his eyes meet the eyes of Christ. His head is raised and tumed diagonal! y 

towards the figure of Christ on the Cross. As descri bed in Bonaventure, Chri st is en ci re led by 

two of the Seraph's wings above him, two wings to the side of him, and two wings folded 

down - one of which provides the figure's modesty . Lines (fig. 2.33) mark the connection 

between the wounds of Christ and the stigmata received by Saint Francis. Below the float ing 

figure on the cross is a disproportionately small chapeJ14
• 

This building has a number of symbolic associations in the context of Saint Francis: 

certainly it may represent the church or churches that Saint Francis restored as his first 

fulfillment of God's command to him. Additi onally, its frontal exposure with the Rossetta 

window evokes the fem inine, and most Gothie cathedrals were known as Palaces of the 
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Que en of Heaven dedicated to the Virgin Mary, or Ecclesia, referring of course also to the 

Church itself. The feminine link also includes Lady Poverty, the purity and perfection 

embodied in the straightforward s implicity of thi s humble church. On the side of the 

mountain and vertically in line with the saint's raised ri ght hand is an oli ve tree recalling 

Saint Francis' association with nature, typifying the tree under whi ch Saint Francis is 

generally po1trayed talking to the birds75
• Unlike ail the frescoes in the Chape! 's interior, the 

representation of Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata is less literai and more sy mbolic in its 

representation, and unli ke the others this fresco is stripped of any embracing architectural 

framework. This fresco is constituted by the figure in the landscape, the figure of Saint 

Francis doubled - married - to Christ. The simple church is apart from the figure, but part of 

a triangle whose base, or hori zon, is established by the church on the ri ght and Saint Francis 

on the left- or, given the fascinating play with mirroring versus rotation in the painting, it 

could be articulated equally as the church on the Jeft side of Chri st as the triangle's fulcrum 

with Saint Francis on the right- and whose apogee is the Sera ph bearing Christ. 

Brother Julian Speyer, a contemporary of Saint Franci s, wrote sorne liturg ical texts in 

which he sums up the sa int ' s ambitions. 

The singular virtue had already reached hi s goal when he believed he had scarce ly 
begun . His greatest desire had al ways been to extend himself to the things which @y 
before him, and to count the past as nothing. [progress] Therefore he desired still to 
endure anew ail the sufferi ngs of the body and ali the agonies of mind so that every 
wish of the divine purpose mi ght be more perfectly fulfilled in him76

• 

These words speak of the infinite extension towards a singul ar infinite design and purpose

to which William of Ockham (1285-1349) contributed the argument that God 's infinite 

presence and freedom of creation cannot be limited77
. However, white the very nature of the 

relationship between what was knowable and what had to be taken on faith required 

empirical methods in order to construct proofthat could be integrated with faith. 

The unassailable certainty of this stunning miracle [reception of stigmata] is supported 

not only by the witnesses -which in every way are worthy of our trust-of those who saw 

these wounds, and touched them, but also by the wondrous apparitions of the miracles which 

have shone forth after his death to drive away every cloud ofdoubt fro m our minds78
• 
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Taking this into context, from Giotto's perspective Saint Francis' reception of the 

stigmata is ultimately an act of such empirical demonstration, and the pictorial spatial 

experiments Giotto applies to this fresco attest to his understanding of the necessary 

intersection of faith and proof 

2.3 Belief categories: Perceptual beliefs, Philosophical beliefs, Religious Beliefs, 
Scientific Beliefs (concerning the optical system), Mathematical Beliefs, Medical 
Beliefs (concerning the body) 

2.3.1 Perceptual Beliefs 

By necessity it is to the pre-dominance of Saint Augustine 's influence over the earlier 

centuries that we must tum in order to grasp the emerging character of the visual in the 

Middle Ages. While for the period under revi ew, the late thirteenth and early fourteenth 

centuries, Saint Augustine 's influence remained strong, his rejection of the vi sible world had 

long been under review. Simply put, for Saint Augustine the visi ble world and any beli efs in 

regard to it had to be understood as subservient to Faith. And what, for Saint Augustine, was 

Faith? Just as Man is subservient to God, the Visibl e is subserv ient to the Invisible, and Sight 

is subservient to Hearing. Faith, most succinctly comprehended as Awe and Subservience to 

the Supreme Invisible Being- God , cannot by definition be acquired by sight. Faith may be 

acquired through hearing, particularly of course the inner voice - or through abstractions 

such as language; but to the extent that cognition is a function of sight, for Saint Augustine 

one cou ld say that the concept of vi suai cognition wou ld be an impossibility . The visible had 

to be understood as merely a function of the invisibility offaith. 

[ ... ] The rich man asks the good Master what is he to do to win etemal !ife. Let him 
listen to the Good Master, of whom he thinks as a man and no more, although it is 
because God that he is good. Let him listen to the good Master who tells him that if he 
wants to win eternal !ife, he must keep the commandments79

• 

By the time Giotto was charged with painting the Bardi Chape! frescoes, Saint 

Augustine's position was in many respects displaced by a keen interest in the visible world . 

This development must be considered against the renewed connection to classical texts, and 

to the philosophical traditions to which Western Europe increasingly tumed as the world 

continued to exist beyond its long expected shelflife of the year 1000. 
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The western philosophical tradition had from its inception taken pains to distinguish 

belief from knowledge as separate entities. Plato's concept of knowledge, for instance, 

posited the episteme as representing the intelligibles- immutable and eternal Forms or Ideas 

apprehended only by the mind. This he differentiated from opinion, or doxa80
, as the 

sensibles, the transitory experience of particulars. If Plato made sensibles subservient to 

intelligibles, Christian philosophers gave belief a very special status and identified it with 

faith. These beliefs were, for them , derived from God - in his Ward- and represented a vital 

aspect of the possibility of salvation. In other words, instead of separating knowledge from 

belief, the Christian tradition made belief- or Faith - the means of transmitting a superior 

knowledge to Man . 

But before entering into these debates, I want to clarify two points. The first is that in 

order to avoid unnecessarily repeating explanations concerning perceptual belief structures, I 

will rely on the first chapter's introduction to visual beliefs to provide thi s information. The 

second point is that in this chapter reli gious belief is so central to ali other forms of belief 

that I fee! compelled to explore our contemporary cognitive investigat ions of belief 

associated with reli gion. lt should be kept in mi nd that Saint Francis was no doubt a spiritual 

pers on looking for answers to unanswerable questions. Y et it is only in the object of religion 

in thi s case Christian religion that beliefs about its theological dogma can be challenged or 

practiced. Christian beliefs are the primary thematic of Giotto's subject presented through the 

!ife of Saint Francis. For us as secondary viewers , religion is therefore central to the subject 

matter of the narrative that Giotto - as the artist and initiating viewer - wishes to 

communicate. The fact that the architectural site in which the frescoes are represented also 

happens to be a church, or more specifically a basilica, makes the presence of a religious aura 

inevitable and significant. The relationship of religion to emotion and empathy is also 

important to the core of Christian beliefs, and in the case of Saint Francis crucial. And in his 

contribution to western pictorial representation, to our visual cognition, Giotto ' s transmission 

of this relationship is in effect the subject of our investigation. 

For the majority ofhis commissions, Giotto was engaged by the Franciscan Order. This 

engagement began about sixty years after Saint Francis ' death. While much is known about 
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the !ife of the saint, almost nothing is known about the !ife of the artist - with two 

exceptions. The first is his inclusion in Dante's Purgatorio. The second and most important 

is Vasari ' s reference to him that describes his meeting Cimabue as weil as two or more 

occasions regarding his persona! !ife. Interestingly, however, Paul Barolsky, in his book 

Giotto 's Father and the Family of Vasari 's Lives81
, demonstrates th at the veraci ty of Vasari 's 

reference is suspect, that his purpose was to construct a particular fiction for the ascent of a 

poor peasant boy - Giotto - to the status of a respected and elevated member of the 

Florentine elite. 

I think it important to note that biographical facts on the artist are not essential to a 

discussion of Giotto's frescoes, any more than they are for a discussion of the Pompeian 

frescoes. Biographical and autobiographical information can provide insight, but they can 

also provide mi scues and outright fabrications, and their claims must be tested against other 

data. Indeed , for the purposes of this chapter, Saint Francis himself provides just such an 

example, and si nce hi s !ife - his biography in effect - is the central iss ue of the Giotto 

frescoes, biographical witnessing as an aspect of cognition inevitably enters into our 

discussion. 

2.3.1.1 Ten sensations in perception: religion in mind, framing, outlines, horizon line, 
colour, texture, element of time, perspective, sca ling, element of emotion as 
applied to pictorial space 

Religion in mind 

Please note that spiritual/religious experience/belief is taken up in this section through 

cognitive perspectives. Inevitably there are philosophical consequences . These, however, 

help to contextualize the section. 

Two types of belief2 are possible. Intuitive beliefs are the product of spontaneous and 

unconscious perceptual processes, or perceptual beliefs. From these processes one can infer 

descriptions of emotive states , ofwhich it should be remembered one isn't necessarily aware. 

Rejlective beliefs, on the other hand, are second order beliefs that I cali conceptual beliefs, 
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and are interpretations of representations that ultimately are embedded in the context of an 

intuitive belief3
• 

Religious belief, according to Pascal Boyer, is counterintuitivé4
• In Macann, there is a 

quote from Heidegger- "that which is not provable yet needs to construct sorne evidence of 

control in the face of fear of the unknown"85
• It is a question of convincing oneself that one 

has successfully manipulated the counterintuitive agents andforces so asto achieve reli ef, an 

emotive state that is expressed as joy - euphoria, ecstasy and so on- in the face of this fear. 

Pyysiainien writes that the connection between the roles of religious experience and emotion 

is an important instance of counterintuitive thinking, and the reportage of a counterintuitive 

experience, as for example a religious experience, when related either in text or image, is 

always highly formalized as schematized accounts. These fonnal accounts should therefore 

not be seen as litera! accounts of what somebody actually felt and experienced. To 

paraphrase from Pyysiainen: counterintuitive beliefs, religious or otherwise, must transfer 

these counterintuitive intentions to something inanimate - possibly an object - denying it the 

physical and biological properties that make human beings vulnerab le. The man ipu lation of 

these forces can take the form of offerings, or as in Christianity, the fonn of Faith. Boyer in 

his book The Naturalness of Relig ious Jdeas86
, argues: 

[ ... ]In the competition among ideas for a place, so to speak, in the human mind, those 
ideas that strike an optimal cognitive balance between the intuitive and the 
counterintuitive are most likely to be given attention to be rem embered , and to be 
passed on to succeeding generations. Gods, spirits, and ghosts for instance are often 
depicted as anthropomorphic in various ways, and their conformance to our 
expectations respecting human capacities, purpose, and behavior renders them 
plausible [ ... ] their invisibility, their ability to pass through material barriers and so 
forth -that renders them memorable87

. 

It is easy to dismiss religions experiences as simply unexamined emotional reactions to 

religious representations, but it would be a mistake to belittle the significance of this 

connection between religious assumptions and their representation. As Boyer notes, religious 

assumptions are not reducible to abstract inteltectual entities. Framing these assumptions 

with symbolic systems that carry complex layers of meaning is wrong-headed. lt is also an 

error to posit cultural theories th at supposedly underpin the connections. Theology, in 
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various ways and quite systematically , mistakenly constructs reli gious representations that 

are believed to be part of a shared, consistent and integrated set of assumptions . And this, 

Boyer writes, is made in the context of Jess than perfect empirical confirmation88
• 

Joseph LeDoux, in The Emotional Brain89
, writes that cognitive evaluati ons, by virtue 

of their parti cul ar pro cesses, can lead to ideas that are considered, whose implications are to 

one extent or another realized. Epistemic evaluations, however, remain simply descriptions 

of how the world is understood . An important differentiation lies between those spiritual or 

religious responses that are expressed as emotions - said to be grounded in the neuro

physiological reflex complex understood as backgroun~0 
- and those that are socially 

constructed, or in other words sensitive to culture. In the Middle Ages , part icul arly evident 

from the thirteenth century through the example of Saint Francis, feeling and empathy for the 

suffering of Christ was of paramount importance to the successful act of redemption9 1
, and 

consequent! y falls into the arena of religious experi ence gro unded in background. 

The position taken on intell ectual cognition by Duns Scotus, and extended by Ockham 

in the earl y part of the fourteenth century, struggled with the opposition between intell ectual 

and sensory experiences. For them, cognition reaches its maximum potential when it 

apprehends an existent object as existent. From this perspective, cogniti on cannot proceed 

through the agency of species, and must be limited to an immediate relation between ex istent 

sou! and eq ually existent object. Ockham, by extending thi s idea to the sensory cognition or 

doxa , suggested that the concept of 'species' be abandoned, lending to emotive states more 

authority92
• 

In contemporary analysis, cognitivi sm has a number of theories. Benson Saler call s 

them part of an expanding universe of theories that have moved beyond the medieval 

arguments. lt is John Searle's approach that for me most convincingly sums up the 

contemporary cognitive realist's position when he writes: 
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[ ... ] On my view, mental phenomena are biologically based: they are both caused by 
the operations of the brain and realized in the structure of the brain [ .. . ] On this view, 
consciousness and Intentionality are as much part of human biol ogy as digestion or the 
circulation of the blood. It is an objective fact about the world that it contains certain 
systems, viz., brains, with subjective mental states, and it is a physical fact about such 
systems that they have mental features. The correct solution to the "mind-body
problem" lies not in denying the reality of mental phenomena, but in properly 
appreciating their biological nature93

. 

Antonio Damasio also proposes a biological origin to feelings 9
\ and considers feelings 

to be a higher form of emotions as aspects of higher cognition. Feelings, he writes, 

correspond to body states prevailing between emotions9S, defined by bodi ly changes and 

feelings that can be either consciously experienced or operate as background96
- ''feelings are 

a way of matching an organism to ils environment" 97
• Feelings, therefore, can be categorized 

as either conscious or background feelings. Again, Searle writes: 

[ ... ] Intentionality occurs in a coordinated flow of action and perception and the 
background is the condition of the possibility of the forms taken by the flow. An 
unconscious belief is an occurrent physiological event that causes conscious thoughts 
and behaviors, and unconscious actions98

• 

The cognitive is helpful in understanding the transmission and recurrence of religious 

representation. It is an emic99 mode! of analysis for religious states - in other words an 

insider's mode! that can also shed sorne light on why different cultural environments have 

similar religious objectives and representations. For example, Boyer points to the universal 

preference for essentialism, the widespread use of abductive thinking that entices a person 

away - transporting someone mentally through the elaboration of images that may be viewed 

in the context of a psychology of desire. This is certainly the case with respect to Giotto's 

intention when he constructs his representations in the Bardi frescoes. 

For the philosopher, Baruch Spinoza (1632-1677), God is just an idea 100
- to offer a 

contrasting and, for a modern secular viewer, possibly a relevant alternative mode!. But 

Damasio, in his book, Looking for Spinoza: joy, sorrow, and the feeling brain 101
, writes that 

the pragmatic view held by Spinoza - that suffering and death are, after ali , only natural 

biological phenomena- can never offer a true resolution. The stark reality we face, even in 

death, is the sense of absolute aloneness. Christ's cry on the Cross, "Why hast thouforsaken 
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me", offers the best summation of this, and in fact it is al ways the presence of the Wound, a 

wound of not-knowing and of aloneness, that must forever remain 102
• For the medieval 

Christian believer, God in Christ is made flesh and blood, able to share this part of the wound 

that accompanies the living at every step of the way - despite and because of that death on 

the cross. 

For Saint Francis, joy in God and sorrow over His sacrifice through the Crucifixion 

offers the emotional telescoping through which his salvation may be accomplished. Joy and 

sorrow - emotions at the opposite ends of the emotional spectrum - are part of a complex 

process by which the body maintains its emotive and chemical balance . Let me paraphrase 

Damasio in the following paragraph. 

Emotionally competent stimulus, it's processing In a specifie context, leads to the 

selection of preexisting programs of emotions. Emotions 103 lead to the construction of a 

particular set of neural maps of the organism - to which signais from the body proper 

prominently contribute. The configuration of certain maps represents joy in ali of its 

variations - feelin gs of pleasure signify states of equilibrium to the biological body. 

Aristotle's notion of happiness offers a precedent to this concept. Another configuration 

would be sorrow, a negative state in the form of anguish, fear, gui lt and des pair, signify ing a 

state of di sequilibrium. We naturally grav itate to the tluidity of positive feelings and stay 

away from the strained states of negative feeling. The contents of feelings are the 

configuration of body states represented in somato - sensing maps. But the transient patterns 

of body states104 change rapidly under the mutual reverbarative influences of brain and body 

during the unfolding of an occurrence of feeling. Both the positive and negative valence of 

feelings , and their intensity, are aligned with the overall ease or difficulty with which !ife 

events are proceeding. 

Emotional responses are an integral part of ali aspects of religious cognition, from 

effective prayer to participation in solemn ritual. Devotion to religious ideas can be so 

extreme as to claim the !ife of the believer. In fact, martyrdom for faith is held to be a virtue 

- particularly in Christian and Islamic religion, as Patrick McNamara elaborates in Religion 

and the Frontal Lobd 05
. There is a strong link between religious cognition and the frontal 
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lobe and ev idence that people with strong religious feelings, and faith in prayer, enjoy better 

health in old age. Religion, like ali forms of spirituality, would therefore seem to be a 

definable survival strategy, and the evolutionary origin of religion can be surmised by 

studying the evolution of the frontal lobes, as weil as through su ch associated disciplines as 

the theory of mi nd. The origin of the notion of sin, as an instance, lies in the awareness of the 

self as the intending perpetrator of the offending action, and in recognition of the unpleasant 

implication of the acti on for others - together adding up to its moral repulsiveness. To this 

relatively secul ar equation there must be attached the concept of the Mind of God. For the 

Christian God, the Mi nd of God is Goodness. Ali of thi s is dependent upon the healthy body. 

The initiation, execution and self-monitoring of moral action is ali part of the central 

execut ive of the brain, which can do nothing without the frontal lobes performing 

correctly' 06
• Theories of religious cognition - and their phys iological and psychologica l 

implications - remain theories in progress; but wliat has been shown empirically is that 

religious cognition is an integral part of the evolution of the brain, and has a fu nction 

necessary to the body 's survival , whatever significance its role as an aspect of socialization 

may be. In effect, re li gious belief cannot be dismissed as mere 'opiate for the masses' , in 

Lenin 's famous phrase. 

Framing: the approach to the Bardi Chapelfrescoes 

The Bardi Chapel' s location next to the high altar is heralded long before we arrive at its 

entrance. The light stream ing from the principle oculus hi gh above the altar, and direct ly 

facing the viewer upon entering the Basilica, acts like a guiding compass for the viewer as 

they approach. By the time one reaches the Bardi Chape! one has traversed the entire Basil ica 

and, as I have demonstrated, this progress induces sorne fundamental spatial experiences that 

are then inevitably brought into one's engagement with the frescos. Positioned next to the 

immense height of the chancel , the Chapel ' s scale seems intimate in contrast - an effect 

arising from the natural inclination to look up, which then brings our gaze into alignment 

with the fresco of Saint Francis receiving the stigmata above the Chapel ' s entrance. As a 

consequence, the approach to the Chape! is dominated by this fresco , whose pictorial 

composition is in tum dominated by an upwardly thrusting diagonal of li ght-dark contrast 

-------------
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that leads the eye up and towards the oculus. This diagonal is ali the more effective as an 

index pointing to the light for the fact that the subdued colouring of the fresco, and the 

economy of its composition, at first blends into the complex texture of saints that deco rate, in 

trompe l 'oei l manner, the vertical column that separates chape! from chance l. 

Framing 

If in the case of Assisi the borders (fig. 2.34) fo r the Saint Francis Cycle converge uniformly 

downwards to cons tru ct the illusion of a three dimensional frieze- and in that sense present a 

double spatial entrance to the representations of the frescoes 107 
- the Bardi Chape! has no 

such illusion in its borders (fig. 2.35) . Here, the border has become simply a geometrie 

pattern. Apparent! y. But on clos er inspection it be co mes clear th at the lozenge-shaped 

elements that occur regularly to interrupt - or pierce - this pattern are in fact the heads of 

nails that pierced the tl esh and mark the crucified wounds of Christ. This dev iee substitutes 

for the standard construction of a spatial illusion intended to break the real surface of the 

architecture a far more press ing necessity - the reminder ofGod 's sacrifice and our empathy 

with it - the subject, in fact, of Giotto ' s fresco. Panofsky, writes Samuel Edgerton, 

considered the illusory border as marking a psychological space 108
• The image of the nails 

piercing Christ 's flesh is now- in Giotto 's border - no longer associated with illusion, but 

with the pierced material reality of the body (fig. 2.36) - the wound as the psychological 

space of the body 's very physical sens ory empathy. Damasio confirms th at the speed with 

whi ch the hallucinating body can invoke not only emotive states in accordance with the 

body 's maps, but also induces changes in the body proper- in seconds from the moment of 

response, hormones are released into the bloodstream to create a temporal relationship 

between image and subject that can be immensely transporting109
• 

Tuming to the pictorial space of the painting within the borders of the frescoes- and all 

the frescoes are surrounded with a border- there is a greater penetration of the surface than 

is the case with either the detail of the borders or ofthe saints that occupy the shallow trompe 

l 'œil niches between the Chape! and the chancel. Notably, these saints and niches (fig. 2.13, 

2.14, 2.15) are painted to appear as though they are sculpted and part ofthe architecture (fig. 

2.37), with the effect of a folding ofthe plastic dimension into the supporting structure ofthe 
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cathedral. Whether through niche or through border, the representation is that of a closed 

inner space 110
• These framings isolate the image and give it its own unique reference as I 

discussed in chapter one. There is the separation of one narrative from the one next to it . 

Theo there is the fram e of reference in relationship to the viewer. Giotto does not establish an 

egocentric frame, in which the visual features of the environment and within it the position 

of the ideali zed viewer, is included. His representations to a large extent are established 

through an allocentric frame, in which objects are Jocated independently of the producer or 

perceiver 111 (fig. 2.38). Giotto compensates intuitively- one might say - for this absence of 

the viewer's positioning by making his fi gures near life-size in an effort to establish a 

relationship based on equivalence, or mirroring, between the representation and the viewer. lt 

is possible to reverse this interpretation, with Giotto starting with fi gures that have a s ize 

relationship to the viewer and then fitting around them the architectural structures. It is said 

that the preliminary sketches of the compositi on in carboncio, or charcoal , calibrated the 

scene and the fi gures within the pictorial space by means of careful measurement, compass 

construction helped him situate the points from which he could snap centering lines, plumb

lines, and ground-lines with thin ropes or cords dipped in pigment, whose ends were tied 

around the heads of nails. The artist reinforced the figurai sketch in carboncio by laying in 

within a fine brush a pale hue of un-tempered ocher, greatly diluted with water. With a bunch 

of feathers, he usually brushed the ocher under-drawing clean of any traces of preliminary 

charcoal under-sketch . Probably the final design would be clearly legible on the ensuing 

layers of intonaco. "Giotto and his immediate followers , muralists, constructed the finest 

painted architectural ornament painstakingly unit by unit, direct /y on the intonaco, by the 

measured, geometrie means of cord snapping, compass sectioning, stylus ruling and/or 

ruling with reddish or brownish under-paint" 112
• 

On this point, I would like to suggest that after reading the description of the 

methodology employed by Giotto, I came to the conclusion that he drew his figure 

compositions first in order to accommodate their near to life size scale into the rather small 

spaces, after which he constructed around them the architectural detail. I would propose that 

this manipulation of space was for Giotto a strategie privileging of the figures over the 
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architectural surround. As evidence of this , l would point to the manner in which his 

architectural structures al ways index his figures, often through their !ines of perspective. 

Out/ines 

At the ti me, outlin ing the drawing clearly and the application of colour were considered the 

principle support for arriving at a convincing representation, and the fresco's of the Bardi 

Chape! would seem to conform to this principle11 3
• With the exception that Giotto reserves 

this principle primarily for his fi gures, their hands and faces. While sorne outlines do exist in 

the architectural representations, little can be discemed in the landscape of the important 

fresco of Saint Francis' reception of the stigmata. In body language, the most expressive 

features are the face and the hands, and the outlining of the fi gures can be read as an attempt 

to mark out a space within which experience, the human experience caught in body language, 

could be delineated. I suggest that Giotto's drawing served this purpose - to render 

simultaneously vital and reassuringly authoritative the facial characteristics and hand 

gestures for which the figures are so remark ab le114
• The outlining thus serves two functions: 

it constructs a singular pictorial space that ex ists within its own ri ght, and it does so with an 

economy that most simply and directly communicates the emotions of the figures in the 

frescoes. The fact that Giotto does not outline the fi gures in their entirety permits them to 

merge into the architectural space - as Panofsky noted conceming the merging of the plastic 

figures with the architecture. 

Horizon line 

For Giotto, the horizon is establi shed not by the viewer, but by the figures in each scene. But 

he is not unaware of the necessity to establish contact with the viewer, to hook the viewer 

into the cycle. He chooses to locate the most provocative - indeed, as J believe, the key 

introduction to the cycle- The Dea th of Saint Francis and the Verification of the Stigmata -

at the lowest register so that its relationship coïncides closely with the average eye leve! of a 

person kneeling on a bench, that is between 130-1 60 cm up (fig. 2.39). This decision 

inevitably brings the immediacy of the narrative home to the viewer, who is consequently 

also invited to observe and inspect the stigmatic wound in a shared act between the 

represented and the li ving. For the rest, the horizon of each fresco would be in line if the 
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viewer were to occupy the position of the fi gures. For example, if we took the position of 

Saint Francis in the Apparition fresco (fig. 2.40), we would then be looking down on the 

floor and the benches. That these frescos would have been conceived and executed from 

scaffolding would have placed Giotto and his workers as though indeed they were occupying 

the same space as their figures, and their horizon line accordingly. In any case, each fresco is 

spatially composed as though at ground leve! with the viewer. There are, however sorne 

significant compensations of which I will speak later. 

Col our 

Colour in the Middle Ages, according to Herman Pl ei/ 15
, took on an importance that can 

only be explained by the belief that every thing was part of divine revelat ion, seen as di vine 

rays illuminating the earth. Stained-glass windows, with their li ght spilling into the churches, 

mediated this divine flooding of earthly reality. In the Middle Ages, the presence of nature 

freely displayed its profusion of colour, and s ince nature was God 's creation, to emulate it to 

wrap yourself in God 's glorious creation, gave colours a special status, and took on socia l 

values linking col our to status. In fact , particular colours became the sign of particular social 

classes and, through the col our of one's clothing, became a code announcing who one was 11 6
• 

Colour was also a weapon of war; the bolder, purer and brighter the co lours, the more 

confident and bold a foe was seen to be, which is why in the Midd le Ages, the soldi ers ' 

tunics, tents, and armour were brightly coloured and boldly patterned. 

Countl ess texts 11 7 described Christ's sacrifice for man by describing the bright and 

colourful robes he wore. Christ's sacrifice was lavishly described in tenns of co lour, blood

red colour for his wounds as )ife ebbed away. Religious texts were illuminated with brightly 

coloured illustrations dominated by blue, red and gold. It should be remembered that 

medieval churches, with their highly coloured interiors and stained-glass windows, were 

extraordinarily colourful, and this was a way of wrapping themselves in God's creation - a 

temple of colour brought to life by light11 8
• The simplicity of blacks, whites or browns 

adopted by monks - black for the Benedictines or white for the Cistercians, immaculate 

white, offering cleansing and deliverance 119
, variously expressing humility and joy- found 

its complement in the lilacs, scarlet and purples of the bishops and cardinals 120
• For wealthy 
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women, the bri ghter and the more striking and costly the dye used to colour their clothing, 

the higher their status. In time, this profusion, even extravagance, became a conundrum. 

Ironically, because the voluptuous and ex pensive col ours alienated the poor, who cou id not 

afford them, this colour obsession- which had extended to dying haïr, the feathers and furs 

of animais- became fo r the Church a debate asto whether colour was the work of the Dev i! 

or the glorification of God. Suffi ce it to say that it was during this t ime that particu lar 

associations were made to col our that are still omnipresent today in the West. 

If fo r the Middle Ages col our was a substance both created and made vis ible by li ght, 

with the source of naturalii ght being divine light, Giotto's sensitivity to light and hi s des ire 

to have the works flooded by natural light is understandable, especially given his subject -

the connection with the Divine that Saint Francis represented. The Bardi Chapel's window 

provided the fu lcrum by which the introduction of natural - that is, divine - Ji ght cou id fi nd 

its corresponding pictorial representation by the emul ation of the actual archi tectural play of 

light and shadow with in the frescoes 121
• This is consistent with Giotto 's attempt to crea te a 

transitional experi ence linking real and pictorial space- the fig ures in the frescoes are near 

life-size 122
- and, one imagines, an echo of the transitional nature of the story being told - the 

!ife of Saint Francis and the linkage between Sai nt Francis's phys ical body and the div ine 

body of Chri st. 

Giotto's application of colour is also consistent with the co nnection between light and 

the divine. It was considered a pervers ion to mix colours, since pure colour was held to most 

pro perl y resemble God's pure creation 123
, and the frescoes exhibit a sense of clean, bright 

li ght accordingly. The understanding of the phys ical characteri sti c of col our in the Middl e 

Ages held that it was refracted from objects, but that light could change to matter. Colour 

was an inherent property of the obj ect in as much as the duali ty of col our was at one and the 

same ti me part of the thing itself and also part of the light that illuminated it124
. Stained glass 

windows were intended to simulate the beauty described in the Book of Revelations 

concerning the Eternal City's construction of gold, silver, and precious stones. That the 

nature of glass was to refract light was therefore important: if colour was refracted light, it 
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was considered to originate from the divine; if, on the other hand, it was a substance in its 

own right, it was considered an earthly omament and the work of the devifl 25
• 

This duality would have to be a matter for careful consideration by any painter working 

m the Middle Ages. Playing with colour, and developing or giving it meaning, was an 

important part of medieval artistic practice. Giotto, in the setting and representation of his 

subject matter, could invent architectural settings as weil signi:ty a person's importance and 

characteristics through complex colour codes; placed in the right setting, colours took on 

particular meanings126
. The preference for blue, for examp le, was cued to Heaven, white 

yellow was avoided except to suggest the golden colour of the sun - heavenly sunlight 127
; 

blond haïr was only beautiful wh en in combination with brown eyes, suggesting humility. 

The aversion to yellow followed on its connotation of sorrow, covetousness, hunger and 

death , and was often wom by muslims and Jews or heathens 128
• Yellow was also, therefore, 

the colour code of disapproval. Red-headed individuals were considered devious, and the 

devi] - Satan - was portrayed with red haïr. Green, associated with the third day of God's 

creation of the world , was the colour of the earth and nature, and by extension of the 

fickelness of fortune and fate, since nature is unpredictable and capricious. Hildegard von 

Bingen found green restful on the eyes as it was also considered to li e midway between black 

and white 129
• Blue was associated with timelessness and the midpoint between heaven and 

earth, yet it had as weil many negative connotations - for instance, the blue, unreal make

believe world of the blue devils who could so eas ily di sguise themselves through the 

camoufl age of colourn°. 

Giotto 's frescoes bear out many of these medieval meanings and associations with 

colour. It is hard to say with Giotto 's use of colour how much the pigments have faded over 

the years. But what is noticeable is that the intensity of the chroma appears to be quite subtle 

- one can almost speak of pastel or a less material colour. There may be a reason. For 

example, stained-glass itself is extremely rich in chroma intensity, whereas the refracted 

col ours from the glass that fl ood and tint the surfaces of wall s, fl oors, and ceilings is much 

Jess saturated than the coloured glass itself. I would suggest that it is the refracted colour -
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the colour of the immateriallight, rather than ofthe glass- that inspired Giotto in his use of 

colour in the Bardi Chape!. 

In Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods (fig. 2.18), the ground on which the 

bishop's palace sits is a light blue, the colour that was believed to connect heaven and earth, 

which is also similar to the blue robe the bishop is wearing and which he wraps around the 

naked Saint Francis. On the left side of centre, the lurching and threatening father wears a 

yellow robe, signif)ring- as noted - covetousness, sorrow, hunger, and death and the colour 

associated with heathens. The light palace walls and the light red robe of the monk, or 

brother, behind the bishop on the right can be seen as acknowledging Christ 's suffering, 

while two woman behind him are dressed in glowing, pure white robes signif)ring cleansing, 

deliverance, humility and joy. Behind the father, his supporters and attendants are dressed in 

darker, greyer, more muddied colours, unlike the purer and clearer colours on the right, 

giving them an ambiguous and morally questionable status. The fresco below Apparition of 

Saint Francis at Arles (fig. 2.26) is rendered in tones of browns and grays, the absence of 

colour in their adomment signif)ring their humility and their focus on the glorification ofGod 

rather than themselves . The only pure colour is the heavenly blue seen at the roofline and 

both sides of the cloistered room , as weil as the light red of the tiles and stucco on the side of 

the building. This again is more than just local col our, and signifies the acknowledgement of 

Chri st's suffering. This same colour palette is repeated in the blue sky surrounding the open 

room of The Dea th of Saint Francis and the Verification of the Stigmata (fig. 2.28) as weil as 

the light red interior walls of the room itself, while the attending monks are dressed in brown 

or pure white robes, their humility and purity emphasized. The body of Saint Francis li es in 

state on a yellow cloth, yellow here representing the col our of death. On! y the central monk 

on the left hand side has a robe of the same colour with, however, a blue undergarment 

showing. The yellow applied to the halos of the ascending angels as they carry the saint to 

heaven should be read as gold rather than yellow. The bishop kneeling to examine the 

stigmatic wound of the Saint is appropriately dressed in a deep red gown. 

Again , in The Confirmation of the Rule (fig. 2.21 ), the basic col our is that of the blue 

sky surrounding the chape!, now badly faded , while the chapel's interior bas a glow of light 
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as the monks, dressed in browns- the colour of humility, kneel in front of the papal figure, 

who is dressed in the deep red robe of Chri st's sufferi ng. Flanking him is a bishop on a lower 

ti er, dressed in a white robe with a golden border- a sign of enlightenment. Of the figures in 

attendance outside the chape!, those on the right are dressed in a light purple, and on the left 

the bishop is dressed in light scarlet. 

The Trial by Fire (fig. 2.23) employs a green background, green being the colour of 

God 's creation that here signais an embrace of the Sultan as part of God 's creation. Here 

also, a blue sky surrounds this open-air garden setting. The Sultan is dressed in a red robe 

with a pure white tunic underneath, acknowledging his conversion to the presence of Chri st. 

Saint Francis and his companion friar are, as al ways dressed, in the brown col our of humility. 

By contrast, the Sultan's vizier at the centre of the left is dressed in a li ght orange-yellow 

robe as he scurries out of the scene, a heathen figure of scorn , now also taking on the 

disapproval ofthe Sultan. 

In the bottom panel on the right si de, Visions of Brother Agostino and Bishop Guido of 

Assisi (fig. 2.30), both figures are lying on a yell ow ground - a li ghter ye llow than the 

deathbed of the Saint, whi le the room is transfused with a li ght greenish glow- signaling that 

their visions are a part of God's creation. This room , with its visions, is also surrounded by 

blue, the col our that connects heaven and earth, white a deep red is visib le on the si de of the 

bed the bishop is sleeping on, connecting him through Christ's blood with the ascending 

Saint. 

But perhaps more than any other, Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata (fig. 2.33) Jeaves 

no doubt as to the intended signification of colour codes in Giotto's conception of the 

frescoes. The small chape! , more a sign than a scaled referent, is represented as blue in 

col our. God 's House is the ultimate connection for Man between heaven and earth. The halo

like blue sky surrounding the crucified figure of Christ is suspended in an otherwise worldly 

darkness . The wings that support Christ are coloured a deep red , associated with his 

sacrificial blood . The mountain - Mount Vernon, the place of revelation - is light, almost 

white, illuminated by Christ's presence from the right; the Saint himself is clothed in the 

brown garb of the Franciscan Order, the colour of humility. Christ ' s halo is gold with red 
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marks, reiterating the form of the cross, while the halo of the saint is only gold - the 

immaterial colour of Iight, as are both the Iines that connect the stigmatic marks of Saint 

Francis with Christ 's wounds of the Crucifixion and the door to the chape) and its adjoining 

arched entrance - a signal that the humble church is not a church, but the Church, the 

embodiment of God, whose entrance is open to those who are blessed. 

Since no records exist of Giotto's intentions with respect to his use of colour in the 

frescoes, it is not possible to verify those intentions. However, ali the evidence from the 

records that pertain to medieval conceptions of col our, it's implications and attendant 

strategies, would seem to correlate with decisions inscribed into Giotto's own approach. For 

this reason, which I've elaborated above through an analysis of individual panels, I feel 

confident that - however speculative- the frescoes can be read productive) y against what we 

know about colour in the medieval period. 

Texture: 

It is difficult to determine precisely the texturai qualities of the Bardi Chapel frescoes since 

they were over-painted and only later revealed . Specifically, judgments on the relationship 

between the relative texture of one area with another have likely been destroyed due to 

restoration's uncertain history of processes . Any subtleties of coarsely textured areas 

signifying proximity and finely textured areas surfaces signifying distance- gradient texture, 

in the terminology of perception - if they existed, are now likely !ost. An example of 

uncertainty can be found in the fresco of Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata on the outside of 

the chape!, the near-black sky, which appears to be coarse in texture, and which surrounds 

the blue that frames the figure of Christ nailed to the Tau, would seem to contradict a 

sensation of infinity, something one would think would have been logical for the experience. 

But it is possible to make assumptions on the basis of other less degraded work by 

Giotto. In Assisi , where certain areas of the frescoes can still be seen to be intact, it would 

appear that he painted his surfaces with relatively flat monochrome colours, applied 

consistently smooth. Having lightly touched the surface of the Bardi Chape! frescoes myself, 

I can confirm their smoothness. While he increased the perception of depth in the pictorial 

representations through light and shadow, there is no evidence of gradient texture. Moreover, 
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the process of fresco painting, in which the pigments soak into the surface, would normal! y 

minimize any notable texturai shifts. In fact, fro m the point of view of Gi otto's obj ectives, 

one mi ght argue that to represent pictorial space through texture gradient would announce a 

materi ality that would be counterproductive to the narrative, which promotes the 

immateri ality of the Divine over the corruptible vulnerability of the material world . From my 

experi ence in standing before the frescoes, I can certainly say that despite the circumstances 

of the frescoes' history, there still emanates from the coloured pigments a li ghtness that 

invites a sense of touch, a reaching out to fee! the surface of the frescoes as though they were 

the immaterial body of Saint Francis himself. 

Element ofTime 

The pictorial space in the Bardi Chape! itself is defioed by the fresco above its entrance -

Sa int Francis Receiving the Stigmata. There is a signifi cant difference in the Bardi fresco 

when compared to the Assisi panel. Here in the Bardi Chape!, the fresco shows Saint Francis 

alone at Mount La Vem a silhouetted against a cli ff that ri ses behind him to hi s left . The 

legend that sprang up around the event of the fi ssure or chasm in thi s mountain is related by 

an anonymous source of the period in Considerations on the Sacred Stigmata. According to 

the legend, Saint Francis was praying at La Vema when it was revealed to him by God that 

the chasm had been made in a miracul ous way at the very hour of Chri st' s passion - Chri st's 

crucifi xion13 1
• To enter the Bardi Chape! itself is, then, to enter thi s chasm, and by extension 

to enter into Christ 's wounds, the fi nal cause of hi s death. A space that celebrates a beautiful 

death is a strange place. A beautifu l death is ultimately an expression of a non-sensory 

beauty. Giotto represents the !ife of Saint Francis as one of pass ion, trials, and doubt - a 

sensory dependence culminating in a peaceful death wherein loved ones accompany him in 

his dying, and death purifi es the body of sensory vulnerabi lity132
• 

It is also Giotto 's choice to represent the !ife of Saint Francis in hori zontal frescos that, 

in themselves, refer back to nature - the landscape, but also the pure horizontality of death . 

What is aesthetically important in architecture, writes Zangwill , is pure spatial form 133
, which 

consists of describable physical spatial arrangements of walls, roofs, ceilings, doors and 

windows. For Giotto, architecture simply held up the envel ope of the emotive and vulnerable 
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human frame, for which death initiates the moment at which its !ife is celebrated. In the 

frescoes, this !ife is given back to the viewer with the exactitude of moments: each fresco 

records a significant moment in the li fe of the saint, a moment in which ti me appears at first 

to be frozen, only to be re-engaged by the viewer through their own body's empathy with the 

action. In the Bardi frescoes we are not being engaged to become part of an eternal moment, 

but of a specifie moment - the painting 's paradox of now and forever. Des pite the notion we 

have of ti me as a continuum with a past, a future, and a present, the instantaneous moment or 

ego134 in which consciousness takes hold of the rate of passage is enormously slowed down. 

Giotto 's world is not motionless, it is only still in a trance - in which the full meaning of 

each scene can be not only observed and contemplated, but a Iso absorbed in empathy. It is 

not any longer uni versai time, but the hu man time of absorption and response. 

Perspective: a hybrid of affine and proj ective 

Margaret Hagen 135 defi nes Giotto's The Epiphany as the ideal affine perspect ive. lt has no 

scale change from the original. But in the Bardi frescoes, this is true only as far as the fi gures 

are concemed. In an affine proj ection, !ines are parallel. In the Bardi frescoes, Giotto has 

moved to a projective projection mode in which the projective !ines converge, replacing 

affine 's parallelism with convergence, although not ail !ines converge to the same poi nt . 

Frequently there is a relationship of an individual or group onto which the proj ective !ines 

converge - as can be seen in The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles (fig. 2.4 1), or in the 

groups of Franci scan brothers kneeling in The Confirmation of the Rule (fig. 2.42). Affine 

projection deals with large surfaces - which these are, but light on the planes in affine 

projection is parallel to the viewer. In the Bardi frescoes, light and shadow on these planes 

are simulated as though cast by the real window in the chape!, making them more in tune 

with directed projective projection. This light is not indirect! y reflected from a large source -

ambient light, for instance the sun - as in affine projections. In the Bardi Chape! light is 

coming through the window on the rear wall. Planes in affine perspective are not parallel to 

the picture plane. In the Bardi Chape! frescoes, they are in fact parallel- frontally completely 

parallel to the picture plane - and recede into the distance. Moreover, the cut-away front of 
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the Apparition at Arles is larger than the receding back wall, contrary to the affine in which 

there is no diminishing scale with distance. 

According to Anne Mueller 136
, the pictorial construction that initiates this spatial 

frontality by employing perspectival vanishing points represents Giotto's attempt to define 

different spaces within the whole, where the figures are integrated as a cohesive spatial 

whole. But Giotto was not looking to construct an ideali zed cohesive space in which 

everything was proportionally commensurable, or in which things receded to the same point 

into the distance. Rather, I believe, Giotto was looking to find a pictorial architectural space 

that reflected the unity within the individual 's struggle of body and soul. Giotto 's pictorial 

architectural solutions propose a cohesive space of a different order than the Gothie 

cathedral 's totality. The fundamental architectural fragmentation in the Bardi Chapet 

becomes a singular space, the part of the whole. But here the part is a hori zontal , not a 

vertical part ; it has the feeling of extending sideways - in relationship to the body 's in teri or

the interior landscape of the individual 's state of being. A kind of dasein in wh ich the 

hori zontal , or horizon, is a point of reference. Giotto, in this context, is acknowledging the 

horizon 's horizontal relationship to the figures and the viewer. 

But there is another kind of spatial consideration that Giotto proposes, one that 

becomes evident wh en we look at the in teri or of the six frescos inside the chape!. The upper 

fresco on the left has a pictorial convexity as the wall of the Bishop 's palace protrudes 

forward in Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods (fig. 2.41), and a pi ctori al concavity 

in the Confirmation of the Rule as it recedes. Panofsky, in his notes, refers to the vision of 

space in the thirteenth century as having a linear manifestation that was first defined by 

Villard de Honnencourt (fig. 2.44). In his architectural drawings, de Honnencourt 

represented concavity by a downward bending or breaking of !ines, and convexity in contrast 

by an upward ben ding of lines 137
• In the upper left fresco (fresco # 1) Giotto achi eves 

convexity 138 with the downward motion of the two si des of the stonewall around the palace, 

and in the upper right fresco (fresco #2) concavity with the upward curve constructed by the 

kneeling friars and of course the interior receding roof. Because the occidental narrative 

shifts us from left to right, there appears to be an alternative in/out pictorial construction. 
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Petrarch, in his Painting as the Madel of Art139
, writes about the fact that the statues appear to 

be breathing. It is this in/out convex/concave altemation produces here this effect of 

breathing. Also, the top frescoes are the only ones in which the projective perspective 

converges or diverges off centre. This is the only instance in which the viewer on the ground 

benefits from this kind of foreshortening. On the left wall (fresco #1) the confrontation 

between Saint Francis and his father is thrust f01·ward towards the viewer by virtue of the 

projective nature of the two planes meeting at the corner of the palace, and the result is that 

this event is most prominently positioned on the picture plane. This prominence - while 

equally true in the case of the kneeling Saint Francis on the other side (fresco #2) - is 

achieved through an inverse manoeuvre involving a concavity produced by converging 

receding perspective !ines towards the back of the chape!. Note that the figure of Saint 

Francis in this fresco retains its predominance through a concavity that is achieved as weil 

through an inversion of the upside down "V" li ne of the church roof, now turned into a deep 

"V" cutting into the space St. Francis occupies between the bishop on the one side and his 

followers on the other. This describes a form of repetition. Important to bear in mindin al! of 

this is th at while in fresco # 1 the figure of Saint Francis - due to the outward thrust of the 

perspective - seems situated before us in the space of the viewer, in fresco #2, due to the 

inward thrust of the receding perspective !ines, Giotto removes Saint Francis from the space 

of the viewer, who must move toward the saint and beyond the picture plane into the interior 

of the representation - breaking the surface as though entering a wound. This represents 

another instance of Giotto adopting a strategy of empathy linking viewer and sai nt. Because 

the angle of view is so acute, the viewer standing at the entrance must look up obliquely, and 

the space closest to the viewer becomes foreshortened. Sheena Rogers speaks about 

compensation in visual perception on the basis of a simultaneous perception of the picture 

surface as oblique, while distortions or irregularities in virtual space - transformation of 

layout - will have little effect on perception if the observer assumes that regularity in fact 

exists in the environment. This bas implications for the concept of perceptual belief. The 

displaced centre is also re-centred because the nearer frescos below are absolutely centred 140
• 

If the position of the eye is too near a picture - the viewing angle reduces in size ail visual 

angles, and both magnification and reduction in size have consequences for depth. The slant 
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of receding surfaces becomes more frontal in virtual space under magnification, and less 

frontal in size reduction. For instance, a cube will either be stretched or squashed depending 

on angle of vision141
• The viewer in the Bardi Chape!, being unable to see either wall in their 

totality due to the height and the narrow space of the chape!, needs to move back and forth in 

order to perceive ali the frescoes. 

Scaling 

In the Bardi frescos there are sorne elements that diminish in distance - the angle of the 

perspectival projections as weil as the diminishing planes that they forrn. Planes receding 

parallel to the picture plane become progressively smaller as the distance from the picture 

plane increases- for example, the architectural side wings in The Confirmation of the Rule 

(fig. 2.45)- while the figures , on the other hand, appear not to diminish and seem therefore 

relatively larger. The scale of the wall around the bishop's palace in Saint Francis 

Renouncing his Worldly Goods (fig. 2.46) becomes larger at the front edge, where the two 

sides meet near the pictorial surface, and recedes into the distance. As an aside, it should be 

noted that in this painting - and in this painting atone - while the figures near the outside 

edge are smaller, here they are women. This would account for the smaller size, and this 

therefore does not mean that Giotto has become inconsistent; they are smaller due to natural 

gender difference, not through depiction of pictorial depth. Again, returning to the question 

of diminishing architectural perspective scale, the throne in Trial by Fire (fig. 2.47), like any 

object in a projective scene, sits on the ground plane or parallel surface and also diminishes 

with distance 142
. 

There are exceptions in extreme scale differences, for example the much too small 

chape! compared to the size of Saint Francis in the fresco outside the Chape!, Saint Francis 

Receiving the Stigmata . The chape! is here merely a symbol, and not intended to articulate a 

cohesive pictorial scale or signal a particular depth eue; it is symbolical by choice, not 

smaller by perception143
• There is in this fresco sorne evidence of gradi ent size. The ground 

on which Saint Francis is kneeling appears coarser and more in focus than the receding 

ground on the hill behind the chape!. lt must also be remembered that thi s is di ffi cult to 

assess because ofthe degradation and restoration of the fresco. The tree on Mount La Vema 
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appears to be in the distance because it is much smaller than the one below it and to the right 

of the saint. In this fresco Giotto has taken the liberty of mixing the symbo lic with the real. 

The hovering figure of Christ, so much smal ler than Saint Francis, appears to be sorne 

distance off rather than sim ply a small figure of Christ. In each instance in ali seven frescoes, 

it is the size of the figures by which scale parity or difference can be assessed. 

Element of Emotion as applied to pictorial spa ce 

Emotions are causal and are contingent on cause and effect relations . Object relations are 

causal if each one can be described separately. Emotions and their objects in the world are 

bound or contingent on each other144
• In the Bardi Chape!, signs of emotions construct the 

dialogue between figure and frame, an exchange between sculpture and architecture 

negotiating the delicate transition between building and sky -a diaphanous intermediar/ 45
• 

Therefore the pictorial spatial relations resonate with the architecture and the figures in their 

beliefs and states of being - their physical and psychological states. 1 wish to repeat Hagen 's 

comment on the different expressions of pictorial space: "All representational paintings 

succeed as representations because they carry perceptual information about subjects they 

picture, but not ali paintings carry the sa me feeling of the spectator 'being there ' "146
• 

Emotions have no specifie organs, but we local ize them in different parts of our body . 

This provides a mode!, a precedent as it were, by which we then identi:fY emotions that seem 

spatially portable - locatable - with respect to different spatial configurations outside our 

body. In sorne way , bodil y sensations can be understood to stand halfway between 

perception and emotions - emotions are then also closely tied to time, which is the measure 

of local motion. One can fee! , Kenny writes, a very brief pain, or an intense cry of deep grief 

for the space of a second, no matter what preceded or follows ie 47
• There is considerable 

emotion embedded in the concept of sin and transgression, and written into it is already a 

sense of movement, which typically has a moral component, involving thought, action and 

judgment148
• Giotto's pictorial resolution is at a point of transgression, a halfway point caught 

in the moment of deep empathy, moving between image and its meaning - the feeling it 

generates - and the belief that judges it. I was struck by the soft dark brown eyes with which 

Giotto represents the empathetic witnesses that hold vigil to the left and right of the saint in 
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The Death of Saint Francis (fig. 2.48), whose li fe less body undergoes examination of the 

wound as the viewer verifies the reality of the emotive! y charged pictorial space. These eyes 

are large and solidly dark, emanating love, while the fac ial express ions emanate sorrow 149
• 

Y et light bathes the scene, and nothing is hidden, ali is visible. The eye of God illuminates 

the world with li ght - whose geometry determines what we understand today as visual 

perception. Vision depends on the eternallight of God. 

2.3.1.2 Analysis of pictorial spa ce in The Cycle of Saint Francis in the Bardi Cha pel 

The Bas ili ca of Santa Croce might be described as a typical Italian Gothie cathedral. But 

such reductive descriptions ignore the facts. As one passes out of the hard bri ght light of day 

and enters the lofty mystery of the church, that light now suddenly appears to speak -

through a seemingly infinite choir of heavenly voices hi gh up on the Basili ca's walls- to the 

eternal Grace of Divine Light. The Bas ilica is not the Romanesque fortress of the early 

Church. It does not guard the Faith. It is the Faith. 

Phillip W. Rosemann comments on Panofsky 's controll ing principles in Gothie 

architecture in the fo ll owi ng terms: the neo-platonic metaphys ics of light penetrating the 

large windows and thinner walls - and the organization of these into a structured systems of 

distinct parts in which smaller detail are mirrored in larger versions - exponentially become 

an expression of the who le. God made the world, and made Man in the image of himself. Th e 

paleographer Robert Marchial makes th is same relat ionship when he compares on a more 

complex leve! gothie architecture and Gothie script with its characteristic combination of 

rational clarity and opaque abbreviations150
. This openness, he suggests, makes the whole 

infini tely fractionalized , open ta the eye, in which the whole is made accessible through the 

parts. 

Open to the eye, or is it eyes open? Gothie architecture operates as a metaphor whose 

aim is to reveal an empathy with the body - and foremost of course the body and blood of 

Christ- and the potentially emotive body states associated with seeing and feeling. I am here 

integrating Damasio 's idea of empathy and its relationship to mirror neurons which are 

capable of mimicking others emotive states, or capable of simply identifying emotive 
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states 15 1
• Is Gothie architecture not an expression of this? To speak of emotions is also to 

open up a di scussion of Richard Gregory's black box analog/ 52
• It can be argued, however, 

that here the interior processes of emotive states do not work in the same way as in his 

concept of illusions. Gregory 's illusions help to identifY perceptual mechanisms because they 

are mis-readings of contradictory visual stimulus, or - according to a theory of conceptual 

beliefs - top down misinterpretations. According to Damasio, emotions that are identified 

with feelings include the fluidly changing motions of emotive states as they respond and 

adapt to the environment. This occurs in the emotive response of one person to another, or of 

one persan to - as in this case - the architecture of the Basilica. Another case would be, as 

weil, the emotive relationship a viewer can have with an image. Giotto's images in the Bardi 

Chape! are strong ly intended to carry such content. It is possible to see this as part of the 

traditional role associated with the idea of empathy - that is, to be carried along with 

something, orto be transported, as in a theory of aesthetics 153
• 

To enter Santa Croce is, in effect, to enter a complex body whose architecture- with its 

many ordered columns and colonnettes - permits the viewer to gaze in awe at its immense 

skeletal frame, the columns of the arcade that line the main vesse! of the church reminiscent 

of a gigant ic vertebrae. From the Basilica's entrance, the equal spacing of the columns in the 

central isle recede in an ordered symmetrical progress ion of perspective towards the high 

altar, which is placed at the juncture of the transept, while along the way the si de ais les are 

punctuated with small equally spaced rows of cells, now offices and other uses, but originally 

for the Brothers. Off these columns and the many smaller colonnettes is hung the building's 

skin - the roof and walls that are the Basilica's envel ope. At the transept, the walls on either 

side of the central nave fold open to reveal ten chapels, whose penetration of the transept 

wall s provide an exquisite spatial climax, a warrn mysteriously feminine embrace, to the 

visitor' s passage from entrance to altar. The building itself seems to expand here, to enfold 

the Faithful in its acceptance oftheir passion154
• This enfolding is ali the more compelling for 

the fact that as one enters the Basil ica the possibility of an extended and overa11 view of the 

church diminishes with every step taken, and one becomes conscious only of one 's own body 

moving in space. Approaching the chancel and its high altar at the centre (fig. 2.49), one' s 
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retinal imaging of the surrounding surfaces naturally expands exponentially with the rate of 

movement, producing an illusion of impending collision with the transept wall ahead, a 

collision that the chapels transform into an embrace 155
• 

Central to this embrace is light. The chancel and the chapels are penetrated with 

windows, each with a long thin vertical opening and a smaller circular oculus . A number of 

oculi also crown the central chancel above the altar, and high above the chancel itself there is 

placed a large clear oculus, through which as though through the lens of an eye streams a 

brilliant shaft of light, a divine lantem to light the way forward for the Faithful. No other 

openings are so boldly transparent. Instead, they cast their light, emanating from God, as 

narratives of the Christian myth, with the visual thoroughness and chronological telling of 

the Bible elaborated with bookish Scholastic zeal 156
• The curious effect ofthese stained glass 

leaded windows, with their abstractly pattemed representations mingling clear and coloured 

glass illuminated through God's daily Grace, is to shift recognizable image into simple 

pattern. In a ki nd of tracing over, a sense of undecidability, one's eye foc uses to catch the 

image on the glass only to have the light that makes it intelligible convert content to forrn, to 

patterns of li ght itself. This experience is, incidentally, somewhat similar to the auto

stereogram157, a visual puzzle that requires considerable committed physical attention. But 

the Basilica is ail about attention. For these windows there is of course the pleasure of the 

li ght, and its capacity to illuminate the biblical stories. More than this, however, there is the 

act of seeing. Looking hard against the light to decipher the images and their stories, distance 

becomes ambiguous as one's perceptions move rhythmically between the proximity of the 

colored surfaces of glass, framed and spatially flattened by Jeaded !ines, and the clear g lass 

surfaces that lace through them an indeterminate space. 

While the external flying buttresses are not visible from inside, one senses nevertheless 

their presence lending support to the extremities of the Basilica's vertically extended frame. 

Despite the vastness of its interior, so long as one remains standing, in visual contact with 

one 's body set firmi y on the ground, the sense of transparency provided by the light - and 

made possible by the buttresses - ensures a sensation of solid familiarity and dependable 

intimacy. ln gazing at this complex interior, described as a fractionalized structure158
, careful 
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observati on becomes essenti al in order to read the detail. The eyes must move from one point 

of intimacy to another, each point refl ecting an illuminated logical transparencyl 59
• In a 

paradoxical refl ex from thi s detailed looking, one's gaze is lifted up by the sheer verticality 

of the space with its rat ional sense of commensurable geometry. There is, in other words, a 

tel escoping from the parti cular to the general, from the intimacy of the part to the 

immeasurability of the whole. 

A thought occurs to me as I myself stand in thi s space looki ng up, subj ect to this 

paradoxical gaze. 1 am suddenly, even ecstatically aware of what this encounter woul d mean 

for one to whom God is present in this church, in the light that draws me to Him . I im agine 

myself, a believer - perhaps a Franciscan Brother - aware of the infinite, the immateri al 

nature of thi s very material structure. 1 lie prostrate on the ground, my body assuming the 

forrn of the Cross, taking on Chri st 's pain, his fear and humiliation, tak ing on in imitation the 

Bas ilica's plan, the shape of the TAU. And now, just as I sense my body fa! ling, s inking into 

the cold stone fl oor as though into ignominious death , I fee! myself transported, li fied up as, 

in my mind 's eye, the tensions written into the building's compl ex skeletal frame produces a 

linear force that pull s me towards the li ght that penetrates me ali around, a li ght whose 

culminating effect is to suspend me far above the ground, my only contact the fee! of my feet 

on the fl oor beneath me. My body describes an arc from earth to heaven, and space has 

become both vast and insignificant. 

Needl ess to say , spatial ori entati on has an element of disequilibrium. What is spat ial 

orientation, but the process of establi shing a correspondence between perception of the 

environment and a spati al knowledge of that environment that is either already in the mi nd as 

a cognitive representation, or a graphie map, by which to orient oneself 60
• Since, in my 

example above, the Basil ica is seen fro m a completely di fferent order than that of its plan, it 

becomes unfamiliar and there is an inevitable sensation of disorientation and misalignment, a 

temporal and spatial discontinuity. 1 would even go so far as to say th at in looking up as I 

did , the Jack of ground references 16 1 becomes an exocentric- or as Campbell defi nes it - an 

allocentric experience to spatial location. We measure our position from the outs ide in, and 

when we no longer have ground reference we Jose our sense of scale and relative 
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proportions . As we enter the church, we are looking straight ahead and our spatial 

relationship is egocentric - measuring the spatial relationship we have to our own location on 

the ground. The idea of spatial disorientation can be further understood in relationship to our 

view of space. As Campbell 162 notes, if we occupy space in a fully engaged manner, with 

responsibilities to perform, we are in a very different space than if we rem ain detached from 

it in a disengaged or theoretical manner. This distinction, in other words, is between 

imagining space from a parti cul ar point of view - as a subject at the centre of one's world, or 

on the other hand thinking about it independently of any particular viewpoint in an 

impersonal or absolute way. I believe that a person in the medieval period, loo king up 

towards the central oculus in the Basil ica of Santa Croce, would respond in a way typical of 

this latter occupation ofspace- a mode in which space takes on the character ofthe absolute. 

I would even say that in this circumstance, it would not be possible to have an objective 

conception of self, and in this way a sense of vertigo is created that needs to be compensated 

by "a stabili zing and powerful presence"- in effect the idea of God . 

2.3.2 Philosophical beliefs 

2.3.2.1 General context 

The philosophical struggle of the Middle Ages cannot be separated from the ideo logical 

specificity of the Christian theological doctrine and its relationship to physical "nature", the 

nature of the indi vidual and the definition of God . It is important here to realize that the 

concept ofnature 163
, as we understand it today, did not then exist as a separate category. The 

core of medieval philosophy is invested in metaphysical issues - questions of being and 

existence 164
• Since metaphysics involves ideas regarding existence, causality and truth, and 

through these a concern with the ori gin of the natural world and human nature, this 

examination of medieval philosophy will therefore concentrate on the nature of nature, 

nature as read through metaphysics, and the appl ication of empiricism and logic to the 

problems posed by nature. 

The central problems of medieval metaphys ics were in large part received and 

transform ed from Greek and Roman thought - Plato, Aristotle and neo-platoni sm. In 
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classical discussions on nature a differentiation was made between physics, or that which 

grows of and by itself, and that which has come through art or techne. Ali growth had a 

unifYing cause and represented the essence of a living thing that makes it what it is. Growth 

was also considered in relationship to the doctrine of creation-from-nothing that raised 

questions about nature versus grace. This initiated the inquiry into the essence of both that 

which is created and the creator itself. This aspect of classical philosophy was taken up and 

extended by Thomas Aquinas, as I will discuss Jater. lt is this debate conceming the essence 

of the created and its creator that moved class ical philosophers from their enquiry into the 

pure physical nature or physics to the enquiry of essence or that which stimulates and guides 

growth. The result of this discussion formed two categories, namely physis as a biomorphic 

paradigm or the theory of nature as a whole, to be distinguished from techne or the 

technomorphic paradigm of living individuals165
. While this line of reasoning seems di stant 

from Giotto's frescoes of the Bardi Chape! it is the beginning of an individual will, 

emotively expressive that begins to redefine the individuals relationship to God as 

demonstrated by Giotto 's subject, Saint Francis and contributes to the changing beliefs that 

un der! ie the Bardi frescoes pictorial spatial formation. 

In the Middle Ages, coming to terms with this complexity occurred in three different 

stages. In the twelfth century the cosmological problem was expressed by the question of 

nature as nature in the context of Creation, adapting it to the Christian mode! of creation. 

This task was taken up by the Bishop of Toledo, and the translators of Arabie texts that were 

affi liated with him, amongst whom were Gerard ofCremona and Daniel ofMoreley. 

The thirteenth century had different concems, dominated by Aristotelian and Arabie 

models that interpreted nature through metaphysics within the concept of Grace - the 

ultimate state ofBeing as essence and perfection166
• Thomas Aquinas 1224-1274 took up the 

challenge of metaphysical speculations to rationalize an accord between natural philosophy 

and Christian theology while keeping the Aristotelian system of natural philosophy intact. 

This latter Jead his contemporary, Saint Bonaventure, 1221-1274, to believe that Aquinas' 

system required more cohesion. Consequently, while privileging the Platonic elements of 

non-materiality as the highest form, he nonetheless applied much of the Aristotelian 
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system167 of logic, philosophy of science, ethics and metaphysics. Moreover, he also 

incorporated aspects of neoplatonism 168
, wh ose central theme is super-existence as the source 

of ali beings. With this eclectic mix Bonaventure hoped to achieve a unifi ed integration of 

creation and nature, of natural phi losophy and metaphys ics. Thi s, it must be remembered, 

was specifically tail ored to the theological direction taken by the Franciscan Order, of whi ch 

Bonaventure was an important disciple169
• 

The thi rd stage in the development of medieval metaphys ics, and the point on which 

this discussion of philosophy will end, is represented by the most influential philosopher of 

the fourteenth century - Will iam of Ockham (1285-1347). Ockham rejected the metaphysical 

and epistemological assomptions of medieval realism, and proceeded to reconstruct 

philosophy on the bas is of a radi cal empi rical principle based on parsimony, popularly 

known as Ockham 's razor. This principl e proposes that ali knowledge is bes t secured by 

tak ing the shortes t poss ible route th rough di rect experi ence of ind iv idual things and 

particul ar events. He defended th is pos iti on of simplicity by suggesting that di vine reason 

itself takes the most direct route. I would argue that this idea of parsimony derives fro m 

observations, already familiar at the time, on the nature of li ght as always taking the most 

direct route and traveling in straight lines. And to complete this epistemological empiricism, 

Ockham complemented it with a logic that had developed at its fo undation its own fo rm of 

empiri cism based on the bas ic premise that "the human mind can direct/y apprehend existent 

individuals and their sensible qualities, and that it can also apprehend its own act"170
• Giotto 

leaves no doubt that the individuals he represents become the focus of their own acts as 

individuals - as for instance with Saint Francis and the Friars as a co ll ective shared 

experience in Th e Death of Saint Francis and the Verification of the Stigmata. 

Nature as nature 

As I have mentioned, nature in the Middle Ages was not a cl ear and separate category which 

could be investigated in isolation. In the Scriptures, nature was really only a part of a 

transitional place that held very little interest for understanding it - or the world it 

represented . In other words , nature was not seen as an organizing principle between God and 
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his creation. By the medieval period, however, the Friars of the twelfth and thirteenth 

centuries considered nature as both a part of and also a link to Creation and God . 

This shi ft can be attributed to the emergence of classical thought through Arab 

translat ions of the primary texts, but also - and as fundamentally - through Arabie 

interpretations and comments on those texts . These texts became the key to developing the 

particular medieval relationship to nature 171
• If the task, in sorne sense, was to understand the 

nature of the divine, then the philosophical tradition, and through it what eventually became 

the natural philosophy of the Middle Ages, became an important bridge and fulcrum at the 

service of theological ambitions to refl ect or at !east harmonize classical thought with 

Christian ideology, an ambition that, as noted previously, underwrote Bonaventure's proj ect 

to uni fy Aquinas. This objective was further complicated by the Arabi e commentaries and 

their interpretation of the nature of the Divine. For theologians , it was therefore necessary at 

one and the same time to reframe cl ass ical thought in order to conform with Chri sti an 

ideo logy, and to reframe Christ ian thought in order to distinguish it :fi·o m Is lamic 

interpretations of th ose same texts , primari ly Plato and Aristotle172 on the question of nature . 

lt is in this li ght that one can understand why the Arch bishop of To ledo was eager to sponsor 

translations of ancient texts from the Arabic 173
• The most fo ndamental issue that divided the 

Arabie interpret ive texts from Christian doctrine lay in Islam 's antithetica l hierarchy of 

intelli gence174
• In the Arabie view, God gave to the first superior being in thi s hi erarchy the 

power of creating ali that was inferior and below. What this ki nd of hierarchy acco mplished 

was to distance God from His own creation, of which man was considered one of its su peri or 

beings. Inscribed in this view was a greater autonomy for the concept of nature, including 

human nature, and it was therefore in this spirit that the Arabs interpreted and commented on 

Greek texts. In Christian theology, in contrast, nature 175 and its physical material reality was 

designed by the Christian God himself. Physics and its laws of nature became in this way 

understood as the first princip le of divine creation. The physical properties of light (divine in 

origin) as propagated in straight !ines, and the workings of the celestial spheres or bodies, 

were frequently interpreted simply as agents of God 's will for the lower world, and become 

two conflicting realities that define Giotto's pictorial space. Their motion in the upper 
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sphere of the world was considered to be the direct cause of change in the lower world or 

earthly realm . ln the Middle Ages, this produced a systematized astrology and rules for 

predicti ons. This could be complicated by a certain di alectical relationship, and Gerard of 

Cremona suggested that the cause of planetary effects could be undermined by the materi al 

nature of the lower world 176
• In this overwhelming emphas is on the primacy of di vinely 

inspired purpose, mathematics and the laws or ax ioms of geometry came under a kind of 

determinism which, while giving the appearance of autonomous and obj ective systems, 

became enroll ed as the keys to understanding the nature of the Divine. 

The struggle the church encountered with di fferent interpretations led to rul es of 

confirmation and condemnations that attempted to limit the acceptance of undes irabl e 

propositions. However, over time many ideas were integrated, while other became important 

points of speculation. For exampl e, the Arab philosophers developed a rati onal propositi on 

by which man could perfect his own nature, somethi ng that appealed to the Christian Mi nd . 

Alfarabi 's approaches to thi s problem was taken up in the Attainmenl of Happiness. In it he 

div ided natural science into metaphysics, whose aim is to know the ultimate causes of being, 

and political science, which does not depend on knowing about beings beyond and above 

nature. In his contempl ation of political science, Al farabi compared the structure and nature 

of cities to the sensible bodies that constitute the world - exclusive of their relati onship to 

divine beings. Political sc ience for him also involved a theory of ethi cs , understood as an 

attempt to rationalize the nature of virtues and vices organized into theoret ical virtues, 

deliberate virtues, moral virtues and the practical arts fo r citizens of nati ons and cities . These 

virtues are what distinguish man from natural and divine bei ngs and it is through these that 

man could exercising wi ll and choice177
. Alfarabi's defi ni tions were to find their way through 

complex sets of arguments into medieval metaphysical speculations. On the ceiling of the 

Bardi Chape!, Giotto painted Franciscan virtues, as a moral code of conduct. 

One of the main problems inherited from the classical period was how man can achieve 

theoretical perfection when perfection constitutes theoretical knowledge that cannot be 

demonstrated with certainty and that is not self-evident. This perfection, Alfarabi insisted, is 

demonstrative knowledge of man himself and of ali the parts of the world: until knowledge 
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of this is achieved, everything is really opinion. Rather th an starting with the idea of will and 

choice, Al farabi began with the investigation of nature, the very subject matter within which 

political science is grounded. He reasoned that nature precedes will and choice, and that 

therefore will and choice cannot be understood until man first understands his own nature. 

Consequently one should first seek knowledge that can be attained with certainty and can be 

demonstrated. Alfarabi argued that this is as true for natural as for human investigations , 

because this is the only kind of knowledge man is able to act on. Giotto, by using a 

combination of divine emanations formed by the individual and the architectural elements, 

secured it to concrete reality. 

For the Christian Church at the end of the twelfth century, however, this li ne of 

argument was too deterministic in the sense that Alfarabi's insistence on an independent 

examination of man 's nature separated that nature from God's direct authority. To ensure 

subordination of man to God, the church was compelled to di vide the world into upper and 

lower world orders, in which the lower world became cause to the upper world's effect It 

was Gerard of Cremona and Daniel of Morely that applied this kind of rationale to 

harmonizing Chri stian beliefs with both classical texts and Arab interpretations. They were 

also largely responsible for disseminating this conception in continental Europe and England. 

Daniel of Morely gave to the Christian philosopher four basic causes, borrowing heav ily 

according to sorne - from Aristotle. These were defined as: efficient, forma!, materiaL, and 

final. Together, these defined this new relationship between upper and lower world 178
• God 

was the efficient cause; wisdom the formai cause, the four elements the material cause, and 

goodness the final cause179
. In addition to the concept of upper and lower orders, it was 

urgently important to integrate the Christian idea of Creation - conceived as ali but 

instantaneous - with the Islamic concept of a world and etemal universe having no 

beginning. To bridge this discrepancy, Morel y named two ultimate causes, of wh ich the first 

constitute the princip/es or original causes, and the second those dealing with creation, 

which have two further principles- unity and diversity 180
_ 

The problem concerning the discrepancy between Christian and Islamic beliefs was 

pursued by Archdeacon Dominic Gundisalvi in the middle of the twelfth century. Gundisalvi 
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worked und er the patronage of the Arch bishop of Toledo, who claimed for himself not only 

the mere transmission of knowledge but also the role of a missionary bent on forwarding this 

knowledge as a tool by which man could perfect himself 81
• Gundisalvi adopted philosophy 's 

methodology of deconstructing the text by the idea of distinctio, or distinctions dividing and 

subdividing the content until this process became overwhelmingly open to rich explanations 

on the nature of Chri stian beliefs. In this way Gundi salvi 's approach aimed to dissolve 

ques tionable discrepancies between cl assical and Islamic beliefs as a means of both 

rationalizing and expanding Christian doctrine. 

For Gundisalvi, knowledge was for something and about someth ing. Knowledge of 

scientiae was intended to help man look after his own materi al needs. Scientae was 

subdivided into the seven liberal arts. Man was provided with the trivium - gram mar , 

dial ectic, and rhetoric - for the purpose of good communication, whi ch took on special 

importance in theological di alectic for using tools of philosophy to define and defend 

Christianity. Henceforth dialectic became central to the theological enterp ri se 182
• Gundisalvi 

defined the other four liberal arts, or quadrivium - arithm etic, geometry, astronomy, and 

music - ali given to man from the divine as part of the Sacred Page- as serving the purpose 

of assisting man in attaining truth. These theoretical subj ects were, through philosophical 

discourse, meant to assist in assimilato (making them similar) to the truth , the Good and ali 

the work of God 183
• Al most a hundred years later Roger Bacon quotes Cassidorous on 

mathematics: 

[ ... ] These four sciences, geometry, arithmetic, astronomy, music, we ponder over with 
an attentive mind, they sharpen our perception, they wipe away the mire of ignorance, 
and produce that speculative contemplation by the gifts of the Lord. Rightly do the holy 
fathers persuade us to read these four, since in a great meas ure through them our 
appetite is drawn away from camai things, and we are caused to desire those things 
which we can view in spirit only with the help of the understanding184

• 

Philosophy in this way became synonymous with the demonstration not only of 

Christian truth, but of truth itself Gundisalvi, elaborating on the initial concept of the 

quadrivial arts, made Scienta Naturalis the knowledge of concrete things on earth and in 

heaven in conjunction with their motion. In other words, Gundisalvi was interested in the 

knowledge of things - knowledge itself- more than in the knowledge of nature, and in the 
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nature of philosophy more than in its practice. This made it possible for Jean Buridan (1300-

1358) to study the laws of motion, regarding with sorne objectivity both the primum-mobile 

and the particular characteristics of bodies in motion. From this he developed quite a 

sophisticated concept of quantity of matter and velocity, studying the qualitative and 

differentiai sense or momentum and concluding that the impetus was an enduring condition, 

constant and only corrupted by gravity. These concepts of physics are presented in the form 

of abstract argumentation rather than experimental facts , and Buridan is interesting for 

revealing the extent to which philosophy had by the fourteenth century absorbed empirical 

impulses and moved towards an objectification of knowledge. Buridan writes : "The mover in 

setting the projectile in motion gives to it certain impetus or certain energy by which the 

projectile keeps moving in the direction in which the setter puts it into motion" 185
• Giotto's 

incomplete dynamic projections that form part of his pictorial spatial resolutions of the 

frescoes , I propose, were simply meant to set his projective pictorial elements into motion, 

without feeling the necessity to terminate them into a point of infinity as was demonstrated 

by the camera obscura projection. 

Nature through metaphysics 

Des pite its graduai movement towards empirical observation, if not experimentation as such, 

medieval philosophy remained a tool for speculation on nature and the Divine. An important 

figure in this regard is the Fran ci scan Alexandre Neckman 186 who studied in Pari s and Oxford 

between 1197-1204. His De Naturus Rerum might appear at first glanee to be strictly about 

the observations of creatures; but reading the text more closely, a poss ible understanding is 

that Neckman's research into the physics and philosophy of nature is intended to lead the 

mind from their specifie nature to their ori gin. In other words, God is advanced as summa 

natura, based on the belief that the love one can experience of the physical world leads one 

directly to God. For the twelfth century friar, nature was tantamount to God's relationship 

with creation, not a separate intellectual enterprise. The Franciscan form of philosophy was 

in character a theocentric natural philosophy187
• Contemporaries of Neckman who 

investigated the classical writings, Neckman cal led "Acute investigators of subtle things", or 
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"observers through windows" "when they inquire into the nature of things through subtle 

and fine reasoning" 188
• 

Looking through the window of "subtle and fine reasoning" was intended to reveal 

through nature's processes a mode! by which man could understand how to achieve his own 

perfection. If the twel:fth century largely investigated the problem of nature in the 

cosmological sense, the thirteenth century looked at it in a metaphysical sense. To situate 

Giotto's Bardi Chape! frescoes within this era, it is important to have a grasp of those 

debates, and these can be briefly summarized through the figures of Aquinas and 

Bonaventure. Thomas Aquinas believed that ali abjects of our experience were created from 

nothing by God, and that not only the abjects but also their own nature must be created, and 

this nature must be observable and found to be relevant toits entire being189
• This nature then 

permits the abject to have an esse or essence [act of beingr 90 and a sense of belonging and 

participation through reference back to its creator and by virtue of its definition as the 

particular effect [of God) 191
• Thomas Aquinas believed that it was living nature and its 

substantial form that should be interpreted. He understood that nature demonstrates to man 

the purpose of change. As he understood it, "change is the means of finding perfection [in 

!ife]. Nature becomes in that sense subjective, and its "accidenta! " properties a id in 

producing change for the sake of perfection" 192
• He a Iso established with this chain a ki nd of 

hierarchy that preserves the difference between the causality of nature and the causality of 

God. Faith was at the top of this chain because it presupposes natural knowledge, and the 

state of grace or divine intervention - that element of accident- presupposes both nature and 

perfection, giving Grace or the essence of being the status not of residing in nature but of 

completing nature 193
• The frescoe of Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata is set in a landscape, 

yet ali of its pictorial construction is interdependent on the relationship formed between 

Christ on the cross and Saint Francis. ln other words, their presence not only completes 

nature but also constructs it. 

On the other hand - as we have seen - Bonaventure, as a Franciscan - was dissatisfied 

with Aquinas. Bonaventure sought to limit the difference between philosophy and religion. 

He argued against Aristotle ' s rejection of archetypes, and supported the idea of Christian 
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exemp larisrn , the Christianized version of Plato 's notion. However, he did support 

Aristotel ian ideas based on knowledge of the extemal world through the senses, and the mind 

coming into existence as a tabula rasd 94
• He also takes the middle ground between the 

position, on the one hand, that etemal light is the sole reason for human knowledge, and the 

belief, on the other, that etemal Ii ght merely influences and guides it195
• Like Aquinas, he 

defends the doctrine that ali creatures are pattemed after exemplar causes or ideas and that 

the essences oftheir being is in the mi nd of God. But he is Jess subtle in hi s differentiation of 

divinity and nature, and refers always back to the revelation from the scriptures that 

demonstrate that the divine hand of God lies hidden behind knowledge and nature, both of 

which simply mirror it 196
• 

With this debate in mind, it is possible to now see the significance to be attached to the 

quality of naturalness that Giotto invests in the fi gures depicted in his frescoes. In effect, his 

figures reflect the new positions these debates engendered in the relationship between the 

natural world and God. Moreover, and very importantly, Giotto 's heightened sense of 

realism is extended beyond depiction of individual fi gures to include the relationships he 

suggests between the fi gures . 

Empiricisrn and logic 

Against these three examples, the Jate thirteenth century Franciscan theo logian and 

philosopher William Ockham, developed a radical idea of the relationship that God, 

Creation, and man have with one another. While I say it is radical as a unifi ed and 

rationalized position, it strikes me that it is the very position that Saint Francis proclaimed 

himself1 97
. Ockham felt that the Jess assomptions that are made, the more clearl y there would 

be established a direct relationship between thought as a universal entity and everything else 

that exists as a singular and individual entity 198
• He considered the doctrine of a common 

nature of individual things to be a contradiction, and argued that individual things cao no 

more have common properties than universals cao be defined by ind ividuai things. It 

therefore cornes down to the way language is used, and he posited that both universals and 

communities are properties of signs 199
• As an epistemologicai problem200

, it is important to 

explain how the experience of indi vid uai existing things can give rise to the concept of 
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universal character. He resolved this conundrum by developing a doctrine of intuitive and 

abstract cognition. Intuitive knowledge acts on immediate awareness that is capable of 

making judgments on contingent facts201
• Abstract cognition, on the other hand, is not based 

on concrete knowledge or contingent fact, its judgment instead dependent upon 

propositions202 and demonstrations203
• The main thrust for this argument, then, concems the 

question as to whether a mental universal concept; a concept is a mental image or species 

because it resembles the extemal object and causes the intellect to become aware of those 

objects20
\ and is also merely an act of understanding the individual thing of which it is said 

to be a concept. This theory is given preference because it is economic205
• Ockham, through 

the process of his logic, also concludes that there is no necessary reciprocity between man 

and God, and he underlines God 's freedom- and therefore spontaneity- "on the giveness of 

the world that God creates" 206
• For Ockham, this opens up a greater autonomy for the self

determination of the individual, and a connection to the consideration offree will. 

lt is weil to remember that Saint Augustine had initiated the discussion On Free Wilf07
, 

which for him nevertheless must necessarily be always subordinated to the grace of God. 

Thomas Aquinas also made a relationship between free will and the intellecf08
, but it is John 

Duns Scotus, 1265-1308, who laid the ground for Ockham 's argument. Scotus stated th at 

will causes the act of willing in the will. This is an echo of Saint Augustine 's City of God, 

Book XII chapter six, in which Augustine writes that it is will atone that makes the 

difference between one man succumbing to temptation and the other not. Scotus argues 

against the idea that evil can instigate negative volition, since evil has no material presence, 

and concludes that the appetite for choice is determined by the perfect rational power, "the 

will ", that can determine for itselfwhether to be positive or negative209
• 

2.3.2.2 Analysis of pictorial space in The Cycle of Saint Francis in the Bardi Cha pel 

Aesthetics in the last half of the thirteenth century was for the Scholastics a function of 

theological, ontological and logical questions, rather than a separate problem in its own 

righf10
. Scholasticism, devoted through the work of such figures as Grosseteste and 

Bonaventure to the integration of the classical texts with Christian doctrine, was the principal 
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philosophical movement during most of this period. In the course of their philosophical 

speculations, Grosseteste , Bonaventure and to a lesser extent Aquinas attempted to define the 

nature and essence of beauty and what could be said to be its meaning. The Franci scans 

represented another position, one intent on direct experience rather than on schol arly 

integration of texts, and one concerned with stressing the limits of human knowledge. For 

them, aesthetics was similarly a property of a larger experience - that ofGod's immeasurable 

bounty, whose definition exceeded human ingenuity - and this insistence can be seen to 

persist even in the work of Ockham, himself a Franciscan, who as a nominali st philosopher 

emphasized the limits imposed by language itself. This similarity should not, however, cloud 

the fact that for the Order, beauty was an integral aspect of religious experience, not mere! y 

an associated intellectual problem. This was primarily due to Saint Francis's relationship to 

the world around him, which he embraced as at one and the same time moral and aesthetic, 

and in which it was possible to discern traces of divine beauty in everything one saw 2 11
• The 

analysis that follows, white acknowledging the general philosophical framework withi n 

which aesthetics of the period was discussed, will pay special attention to that discuss ion for 

purposes of delineating how concepts of aesthetics influenced the Giotto 's Bardi Chape) 

frescoes. 

The Cycle of the Life of Saint Francis in the Bardi Chape! (fig. 2.50, 2.5 1, 2.52) - from 

the very first fr esco in which the saint renounces his worldly goods through the remainder 

which document the integrity and consequent action with which he led his !ife- speaks most 

eloquently to the concept of Will. Aquinas, in his appraisal of beauty, writes; beauty 

demands firs t integrit;} 12
, and integrity demands will. One could say that the subj ect matter 

Giotto represents through the cycle of Saint Francis, that of the Saint's own li fe fo llowing in 

the footsteps of Chri st, is already beautiful and infused with will. Every scene that Giotto 

represents of the Saint's !ife cycle is calculated to demonstrate a moment in which the 

integrity of Saint Francis can be revealed to the viewer (fig. 2.53). 

If the motions of the celestial sphere are considered agents of God's will, so too are 

emotion the agents of human wi ll and choice. Arafabi argued that will and choice can only 

be understood by man when he cornes to understand his own nature. Giotto, true to his time, 
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struggles with the concepts of will and choice that are central to Saint Francis . The spatial 

organization within each of the six frescoes inside the chape! is guided not simply by 

factually interpreting Bonaventure's narrative text, but by carefully orchestrating through a 

formai configuration each separate narrative to reflect the emotive state and tension of each 

scene. This configuration involves the disposition of the figures and their gestures as weil as 

their organization into relatively tight groupings. Each group gives a density to a particular 

emotive state. In Th e De ath of Saint Francis and the Verification of the Stigmata (fig. 2.54 ), 

the adoring monks at the saint's si de are grouped at the centre of the composition, while the 

monks on their left and right gaze silently, witnessing the examination of his wound . Each of 

these groupings contributes to the totality of the scene's emotional experience and 

consequently charges the pictorial space with emotive qualities , or in medieval terms , 

complexion. In another fresco, Trial by Fire (fig. 2.55), the Sultan's priests slink out of the 

picture frame in the motion and gesture of guilt, fear and evasion, thereby placing emphasis 

on the emotively conflicted Sultan at centre. In another example, The Confirmation of the 

Rule (fig. 2.56), Giotto carefully depicts a concentrated intensity through the cluster of 

monks led by Saint Francis as they look expectantly towards the pope. Despite, or perhaps 

even due to the shallow pictorial depth of the frescoes, these emotive! y organized groupings 

create a pictorial space that is highly charged, and the fact that different groupings are given 

varying control over their emotions provides not just contrast but also a more complex 

tension. The two principles of creation are unity and diversity. While throughout the 

frescoes there is a collective sense of emotional charge, each fi gure is also represented as 

independent, marked by an individual gesture or slightly persona! pose reflecting the 

essential nature of their own being213
• For Giotto, and for his public in the medieval period, 

this play between collective purpose and individual responsibility summarizes the 

relationship that God has to his own purposeful creation, a relationship in which his purpose 

becomes visible or is revealed through the essential nature, the human nature, of each and 

every person2 14
• 

This dialectical relationship Giotto confronts through the depiction of two different 

states of being: that state occupied by the monks and company in search of perfection, and 
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that state - occupied solely by Saint Francis - in which perfection as a state of Grace has 

been achieved. The Saint Francis cycle must therefore be recognized as dealing with the 

metaphysics of being as a progression that passes from being and essence to an ultimate state 

of grace. But, most tellingly, this progression that Giotto now ascribes to Saint Francis was 

one that hitherto was represented as the culmination of a spiritual force reserved for Jesus 

Christ al one. The interesting question is how this extension of perfection from God to man 

cou ld be accommodated in the medieval mind, and this involves examining the structural 

factors that connect the paintings with their public. 

A most evident connection lies in their scale and graphie immediacy. Giotto gives to 

the viewer through the near !ife size figures a sense of identification with the actors in the 

scenes. Moreover, the scenes or pictorial space they occupy are not enclosed and have about 

them a semi-permeability that moves the viewer simultaneous to fee! the presence of both 

inside and outside. Each scene is presented as though it were an anatomical section in which 

both the inside and outside are held together by the !ines, angles, and figures which, 

Grosseteste writes , act on the sense of sight. The significance of sight was echoed by 

Aquinas, who placed the importance of seeing on its certainty, which ex tends and contributes 

to the experiences of the other senses and which for him included the mind's cognition215
• In 

the frescoes, the viewer becomes, as Neckman put it, the observer looking through a window, 

or in this case looking into a cut-away scene observing human nature or summa natura 

humanus. The intention is to lead the mi nd through beauty and love of the physical world to 

the specifie nature of the observer' s own origin, in other words back to God. The metaphor 

of the window is for Giotto not to be confused with the renaissance window's objective 

framing. The importance of the window here is its permeability to eternal and divine light, 

believed in both the twelfth and thirteenth century to have unique properties. Grosseteste 

explains that light is beautiful because its nature is simple - uniform, equal and capable of 

rendering things beautiful to the highest degree. Amongst physical properties, the nature of 

light is also unique because it is not based on numbers , nor is it a measure or anything other 

than sight itself 16
• Bonaventure reveals this in saying that light is the most beautiful and best 
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amongst physical things217
• It was eternal light that was considered by most to be the sole 

reason for human knowledge, white others understood it to merely guide human knowledge. 

If the purpose of the cut-away scene is to construct a window for the observer, its 

correlative purpose is therefore to enable the entry of light, and not only light, but ultimately 

divine light. Giotto 's rendering of light in the chape) 's frescos is such that it appears to be 

cast on the figures, architecture and abjects through the actual window positioned on the real 

wall of the chapet. This cunning depiction, this appropriation of the penetration of actual 

li ght into the frescos , achieves a similar goal as the life-like scaling of the figures. The real 

world penetrates the represented world. The depiction is, however, also charged with the 

conviction that eternal light is the celestial effect to the physical or material and emotive 

cause that, reflected , reveals the effect of God . It is important to conceive of Divine or 

eternal light as having no material value and thus it cannot be thought to be part of a material 

substance: ali it can do is complete it and thereby reveal it. If for Bonaventure it is through 

perception that the whole world penetrates the human soul, for Giotto this divinely charged 

space is both completed and revealed by light arcing from the real window to the painted 

image218
. In the frescoes the light that the viewer perceives gives the frescoes metaphysical 

meaning and dimension219
• I want to emphasize that while a commitment to the imitation of 

nature, or naturalness, is often discussed as Giotto's central contribution to pictorial space, it 

is my conviction that Giotto can be seen to have been aware of these larger metaphysical 

issues. He constructs for the viewer a pictorial space that actualizes, in fact demonstrates, in a 

concrete way the metaphysical relationship the viewer has to their origin and the divine 

perfection, the state of Grace, they may choose if they so will it. To this end, the 

representation of the window's light must be seen as posing a crucially significant pictorial 

' proposition'. 

By reflecting the light of both the physical and metaphysical worlds, it seems more th an 

likely that Giotto is intentionally directing us towards two kinds of knowledge - intuitive, or 

direct; abstract, or propositional. The reference is to Ockham, who put it this way: "Things 

that belong to nature are in contras! to art ... and thus everything which does not act freely is 

called art{. .. } the image is therefore not made by nature, but by the maker 's intentions'1220
. 
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It must be noted that Ockham's distinction differs from Grosseteste ' s much earlier idea 

that knowledge examines causes of truth, while art on the other hand acts according to truth. 

Given that Ockham is Giotto ' s near contemporary, it is logical to assume that it is Ockham's 

approach that would have been present in Giotto ' s conception of the frescoes. Ockham's 

division of knowledge into direct and propositional modes is akin to Giotto's simple 

depiction of individual experience on the one hand, and his metaphysical play with light as a 

form of demonstration on the other hand 221
• 

This dual concept of knowledge is important for its implications with respect to 

perfection. Both Alfarabi and Ockham struggled with how to demonstrate that the concept of 

perfection instigates metaphysical knowledge. Alfarabi's position, noted earlier, that man 

must have knowledge of himself and ali parts of the world would make perfection attainable 

only through the sum of intuitive and abstract knowledge. For his part, Giotto's project in the 

Bardi frescoes was cl earl y to demonstrate, through his treatment of the figure and story of 

Saint Francis, that with Saint Francis as a model for perfection, the Franciscan Order was 

itself dedicated to that path of metaphysical enlightenment made available through both 

direct observation and a consequent freedom from conventional constraints- in a word, open 

to new ideas about the world and man 's relationship to God . It might be said, incidentally, 

that this concept initiated the urgency of progress, and indeed for Aquinas change was the 

means to finding perfection. lt can be no surprise, therefore, that over the span of his Jife 

Giotto breaks with the pictorial conventions of the past. Rather than being content with 

perfecting the likeness of abjects, Giotto invented new pictorial representations to 

accommodate the changing beliefs of his time, a context of examination and experimentation 

captured by Filipo Villani ' s praise ofFiorentine artists as not merely craftsmen but ingenium 

or inventors222
• 

An important implication arising from Giotto ' s frescoes , one embedded in this concept 

of knowledge - with its ultimate goal of Grace - as direct and inventive is that Nature 

becomes for the individual a subjective experience, one not defined, or at !east not defined 

solely, by reinterpretation of received texts. But more accurately for the period it can be 

stated another way. The medieval concept of both the body and the mi nd was based on 
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certain natural processes that have been discussed earlier. It is with this intensely 

phys iological view of man 's nature that Thomas Aquinas argued for a hierarchy of Faith, in 

whi ch to have Faith is to know the distinction between the physical and the metaphysical. To 

have faith presupposes ' natural' knowledge, and knowledge of human nature must also 

presuppose it. Human nature is thus elevated to a post-natural knowledge. Consequently, 

subj ecti vity requires a continuum, or hierarchy, of knowl edge necessary to stimulate the 

individual 's growth towards a state of Grace. 

Subj ectivity therefore has itself important implicati ons, and in Giotto 's case this 

involves hi s development of a pi ctorial grammar whose hierarchy of attachments is closely 

rel ated to the physicality ofthe body at one end ofthe scal e, and the metaphys ical perfection 

of Grace at the other. In terms drawn from medi eval rhetori c, one can relate this to the 

trivium and its material concems with language and communicati on on the one hand, and to 

the quadrivium and its concem with of numbers, geometry , and astronomy - ali divinely 

inspired elements of proportion whose beauty alone gave di gnity to the psychological and 

spiritual world . Arguab ly the sense of divine inspiration attached to proportion in the 

medi eval peri od may reflect its deep history , a history that stretches back to Yitruvius 

himself 23
. Certainly proportion marks the metaphys ics of the Bardi frescoes. Whether it is 

the proporti on of the fi gures in themsel ves, or the proporti on and, I would stress, the apparent 

symmetry of its architecture, the centrality of the compositions in the Bardi Chape! al ways 

refer back to that desire for uni form ity and equali ty that was considered the epitome of the 

beautiful in the hi ghest degree. 

As I have noted, however, subjectivity is marked by invention as weil , and the picto ri a l 

innovation of these frescoes is their fores hortening, whi ch accommodated the point in space 

or position of the viewer. By hav ing the furthest sections of the frescoes wider than that 

closest to the viewer, Giotto creates not an actual centrality in the upper and lowest frescoes 

but the appearance of a centrality fo r the exp erience ofthe viewer. Each ofthe frescoes gives 

the appearance in this way of a symmetrical arranged and perfectly ordered world . 

Bonaventure writes : 
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[ ... ]The world is perfectly ordered like the most beautiful poem, multiplicity, diversity , 
simplicity , order, rectitude, and beauty and divine judgment y ou must em brace the 
who le world to grasp the beauty. And more beauty pleases more, therefore enjoy what 
gives the greatest, deli ght in God 224

• 

Giotto made these accommodations for centrality in both the top and bottom frescos 

while leaving the central frescoes perfectly centred. The apparent contradiction is easily 

expl ained if one considers that Grosseteste had suggested one can witness the beauty of the 

world by its circular shape225
• Bacon had emphasized that the universe must be concave 

because it is equidistant everywhere. Giotto was familiar with refl ections in mirrors, and 

concave or convex mirrors would have been known to him. It seems appropriate that the 

complex narrative he was visually portraying near the end of his own life was also the 

complex reflecti on of the convex, or intuitive world as a body with its physics and techne and 

the concave or abstract universe from whose mind emanated the effect of symmetry and 

eternity. Foreshortening in concave and convex mirrors exists primarily at the top or bottom, 

giv ing the structural spati al division inside the Bardi Chape! formai unity to the cycle as a 

whole. As a matter of fwther interes t, if one imagines projecting a hem isphere from the 

surface of each s ide of the chape] in such a way that they overlap in space, between them 

they would form the shape ofthe Bardi Chape! opening as it is actually constructed. 

The final work of Giotto's Saint Francis cycle in the Bardi Chape! - outside and over 

the Chape], and si tuated so as to assert an independence that then may be freely donated - is 

a demonstration not only of the ep iphany of Saint Franci s and his will fu lness, but also of its 

paradox - the giving over of that Will entirely to the abstract and the immaterial - the 

conceptual ephemeral Will of God . My understanding of Giotto suggests that it is this aspect 

of the myth surrounding Saint Francis that he emphas ized: that the Saint 's whole !i fe is a 

demonstration of thi s paradox, as it is of the corollary - that it is possible for one to be 

unencumbered by al! but one 's own will in direct communion with God. Saint Francis seems 

to have been on the one side very pragmatic about individual emotional states, and on the 

other side unwilling to speculate on the nature of his own being, refusing to participate in 

metaphysical speculations. His intention seems to have been to use his body and mind by 

respondi ng directly and openly to nature, including his own nature, in order to achieve 
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perfection and reach the ultimate state of being and essence, Grace. Nature was al ways the 

place to which Saint Francis retreated. In this fresco, in every sense the cycle's summation, 

Giotto grasps thi s emphasis and its paradox, and places the saint in his moment of reception 

almost exclusively within the setting of the natural world 's unencumbered state. A/most 

excl usively, though not quite, and Giotto in fact establishes a subtle polarity, an ambiguous 

interpenetration, of nature to culture when he employs scale to designate Saint Francis' 

relationship to both Nature and the Church. Nature is bigger and encompassing, the church 

smaller and offto the side, like a necessary footnote. Saint Francis' body is turned in such a 

way that with hi s upraised hand and knees he is in direct contact with the whole picture 

plane, affirming its invisible presence. The figure of Christ on the cross cuts into the space in 

a relatively shallow angle, and thi s flattening out draws out the !ines of force - which are 

direct and straight between them - to form a diagram. lt is only in the viewer's mind that 

these di agrammatic !ines spring into a three dimensional confi guration, like a cat's cradle 

suddenly sprung. Moreover, both Chri st suspended on the Cross at the top and Saint Francis 

keeling at the bottom construct an otherwise identical exchange of markings on the ir body. 

One receives and the other transmits, left to left, right to right, and so forth. What Giotto 

realizes here in the representation of the bodil y and material relationship between the fi gure 

of Saint Francis and the body of Christ is a relationship of equality that marks out a 

hi storically significant trajectory in the course of the Middle Ages. This traj ectory can be 

viewed , I believe, as re-emergence of Christianity's struggle with the fatali stic determinism 

that spel led the ruin of the Classica l world , and the forces that throughout the Middle Ages 

continued to threaten the transparency that the Christian revolution offered. 

Giotto's Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata (fig. 2.57) is therefore a reflection of 

Ockham 's razor in its insistence on the power of direct transmiss ion. But it is as weil a 

radical re-conceptualization of the previous pictorial conventions that represented this 

moment in the saint's li fe226
• In the Louvre panel painting (fig. 2.58), Saint Francis and Christ 

are locked not in an exchange but in a true mirror reflection, right to left, Jeft to right, and so 

fo rth. ln this relationship, which is highly interdependent, self-determination and the exercise 

of the wi ll is not possible. In the Bardi Chape! , Giotto shifts the relationship (fig. 2.59, 2.60) 
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to one of equality, both social and metaphysical, in which there is a coming together, equally 

joining or intersecting on a neutra! ground between them. Within the ambivalences inscribed 

into a millennium of doctrinal regulation, this shift marks a moment as nearly revolutionary 

as the Gospel itself. 

Thomas Aquinas believed that ali obj ects of our experience were created from nothing 

by God. Thi s meant that the obj ect and its nature must be created, that it must be observable 

and be relevant to its entire being227
• The traditional representation of Saint Francis is a litera i 

transcription of a fl at mirror image. In this image, one Being, God refl ects his own essence in 

man in the cl osed structure of a cube between them. This kept the real or intuited persona and 

the abstract or reflected persona locked in their respec tive spaces, one outside and the othe r 

inside. God is on one side and man on the other. Giotto changes this conventi on by giving 

equality to each in the crossing over from left to left and ri ght to right, giving each a separate 

space to express their own essence and meeting not in, or not in fro nt, but on the surface of 

the mi rror. The frontality of Saint Francis and the !ines of fo rce between Chri st and himself 28 

appear very mu ch on the surface, Iocating and articulating the new essence of man's 

relati onship to God and creati on, both metaphys ical and pictori al, in whi ch man is given a 

greater autonomy and self-determination, while fro m the perspecti ve of God a clear 

distinction is made between phys ical and spiritual nature. Two fo rms of knowledge, not one, 

not separate, but j o ined at a common centre. 

The worl d, although it has shifted, is for and through Giotto stiJl beauti:ful. Each 

gesture, each action is meaningfu l to the essence of the who le, and with a sense of renewed 

respect we are retumed to Neckm an's "observers through wi ndows", inquiring into "the 

nature ofthings through subtle and fi ne reasoning". 

2.3.3 Religious Beliefs 

2.3.3.1 General context 

Giotto 's interpretation of the Saint Francis myth inherited a rich trad ition of complex 

discourse. In the three centuries that preceded the period under rev iew, Christian religious 

beliefs underwent major rev isions and clarifi cations that were influenced by a number of 
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important events and circumstances. It is impossible to geta clear understanding of the form 

and impulses that drove these changes forward and included the entire society, laity, clerics 

and the formai institution of the Church, without understanding these circumstances in 

greater detail. They are responsible for the formation of shifts in Christian theolog ical 

concepts, and the meaning these took on within the social and political arenas of the 

fourteenth cent ury. 

The Muslim world, classicaltexts, and the power of Gad 

In Trial by Fire (fig. 2.61 ), the middle fresco on the right hand wall in the Bardi Chape! ; it is 

clear that Giotto was full y aware of the political and cultural circumstances of his ti me that 

had brought the Christian and Muslim worlds into contact. As a consequence of Islam 's 

political and cultural expansionism, Europe by the e leventh century was in a position to 

benefit fro m the arrivai of Arabie trans lations of classical texts. Embedded within these, 

however, were the beli efs and reli gious convictions ofMuslim translators. From the seventh 

to the twelfth century, Islamic theologians contributed to Christian theology their rigorous 

application of classical philosophie concepts and logical arguments. Sorne argued for 

interpretations of the Koran that permitted their contemporary aspirations to be defended, 

thereby enlarging on its literai meaning. Others took a more fundamental approach, using 

classical texts and logic to defend a literai interpretation of the Koran 's text. These two 

positions influenced Arabie interpretations of class ical texts, and confronted with the 

intellectual force of these convictions, Chri stian theo logians found themselves hav ing to 

clarify and differentiate clearly the nature of the Christian God. At the crux of this 

di fferentiation lay a fundamental tenet of Is lam, one that had evolved a definition of the 

nature of God as a singular uni ty without sensible characteristics, such that he could not be 

seen and could only be known through his many attributes. Muslim theologians understood 

their God to be unconstrained in his omnipotence, free to do evil as weil as good, beyond the 

scope ofhuman explanation or judgment229
• 

In Christian thought, God 's omnipotence was characterized by restraint. This 

distinction no doubt lay partly in a natural evolution of difference due to co-existence with 

Muslim populations in Italy and Spain. Another social factor might explain this as weil : the 
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misuse of power within the feudal system by the aristocracy. But the distinction is primarily 

the work of the theological theoretician Anselm 230
, whose dates - 1033-1109 - span the 

eleventh century, and who eventually became Bishop of Canterbury between 1093-1109. 

Anselm was the foremost earl y med ieval theologian to assume the challenge of defining in 

response to classical and Muslim thought what were God's limits and responsibilities for a 

Christ ian world. Struggling with the problem of free wi ll , Anselm proposed two separate 

states for it. The first state is of itself, neither made nor received from another, which is of 

God al one. But there is also another- made by and received from God- that is found both in 

angels and man. For angels, this is borne with rectitude; for man - lacking rectitude - it is 

borne with Sin231
• In his pictorial spatial propositions, Giotto articu lates both the space 

designated to God, outside the arch itectural frames that enclose the narratives of the cycle of 

Saint Francis's !ife, and the events specifie to earth ly events of his !ife occurring within the 

frame of the architecture. 

On the matter of God's free wi ll , Anselm borrowed from Aristotle in quali:tying the 

Christian Godas benevolent, the very personification ofGood. ln stating that God cannot be 

corrupted, or lie, make false what is true or change the past, Anselm argued that these 

apparent limitations on Divine omnipotence were in fact simply in respect to issues that 

might involve possible contradictions to God's definition. While these limits or 

impossibilities might suggest a certain impotence in God, Anselm argued that for God to 

have power to do or experience what is not for his good, orto do what he ought not to do, 

restraint should be understood in this context to be by its very nature a form of power. Since 

Anselm 's argument was based on God as reasonable and good232
, as having ordained a 

particular order from among the infinite possibilities available to his free will. In effect, 

Anselm maintained that since God must always act wisely, God's ordained order was the 

best possible choice233
• Giotto was careful not to suggest otherwise, and does not elaborate on 

the myth of Saint Francis, remaining economical in the dispersment of the figures and the 

architectural elements ofthe representations. 

With this dialectical debate on God's necessity and freedom , two different routes by 

which to frame the freedom and wi ll of God were opened up. The first route envi si ons God's 
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nature as reveal ed in extraordinary justice and truth, and refers primarily to the first part of 

the Scriptures, that conceming the existence and nature of God and centered both on the 

doctrine of the Trinity and the creation of the world. The second line of argumentation 

envisions God 's freedom as limited by the boundari es of the laws and instituti ons - the 

Church - to which, as Courtenay writes, God voluntarily committed himself. This option 

privil eged knowledge of the hi storical events of Chri st 's li fe - his birth, death and 

resurrection - and encouraged specul ati on derived fro m it. What Anselm was proposing was 

that this second route be conjoined by applying pure reason and cl ass ical philosophical 

arguments, without dependence on the authority of the Scriptures 234
• 

This separation between knowledge tied to the holy text and those speculati ons 

associated with Christ 's !ife reveals the freedom with which it becomes poss ibl e to discuss 

nature235 with more obj ectivity. On this basis, it is poss ibl e fo r Giotto to pos it a relati onship 

between God and man as a vehicle to represent nature, and in that both nature and hum an 

nature are redeemed. In another ground-break ing deduct ion co nsistent with the logic of 

Chri st's !ife, Anselm pro posed that the incarnation and crucifix ion of Christ was the only 

way that man could have been redeemed. In Why Gad Became Man, he wrote that mankind 

under the influence of sin could not possibly comprehend the necessity to meet or recognize 

and retum to his creator so long as man lived in a sinful state. God needed to become human 

in the fo rm of Chri st in order to demonstrate to humans that redemption was both necessary 

and possible. This interpretation in the scholastic tradition was a demonstration through 

logic. Anselm's deduction also clearly affirms Christ's human physical attributes, disputed 

s ince the ninth century. With these carefully invested theo logical specul ations, Anselm 

defined the act of redemption as an unavoidab le exchange- if salvation was to be attained -

between the giver of li fe and the abuser of that gift. Within this definition lay the necessary 

quality of restraint that Anselm, again logically, assumed God must possess: a God that was 

unpredictable would be a God with whom there could be no exchange. Without reliabi lity 

and the security of certainty that this evoked, the act of redemption would be meaningless236
• 

Giotto ' s compassionate God was predictable and therefore an exchange was possible, as seen 

in the reception of stigmata by Saint Francis. 
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Anselm representeà what has come to be called the Scholastic position, though that 

tradition evolved considerably over the course of time in its application of logic and 

reasoning as to the nature of God, the world and man. But there evolved as weil another 

position formed by a group identified as the Nominalists237
. This position culminated in the 

late thirteenth and early fourteenth century with the theological speculations of William of 

Ockham, whose ideas became its defining moment. Ockham took particular issue with the 

paradox of God's limited omnipotence, stating that by limiting his freedom we arrogantly 

presume to set limits on infinite power that by its very definition cannot be limited. 

Ockham 's objective was to limit the presumed abi lity of natural human reason to grasp 

universal truths, proposing that the existence of universals, being a concept created by the 

human mind, cannot therefore be meaningful outside the limitations of the hum an mi nd and 

human language. Ockham therefore concluded that the problem of uni versais was a matter of 

epistemology, grammar and logic- and not a matter of metaphysics or ontology 238
• These 

conclusions were to forever separate natural philosophy from theology, and science from 

metaphysics. 

The Eucharist and the material and immaterial nature and process oftransubstantiation 

The nature of transubstantiation was for the Church in the Middle Ages a concept of 

immense problematic significance, and one which was exceedingly difficu lt to clarifY. The 

word is first found in the twelfth century, and is the name given to the process by which in 

the Holy Sacraments of the Eucharist the body and blood of Jesus Chri st becomes 

substantiated by the conversion to bread and wine- the body of Christ converted from bread 

and Christ's blood from wine. Throughout the ninth to eleventh centuries controversy raged 

around questions dealing with how this might happen and at what point in the benediction 

would it happen. lndeed, The Eucharist as a Christian Sacrament was for the first time only 

fully adopted by the fourth Lateran Council in 1215 A.C.E. The most fundamental reason for 

the controversy lay in the shi ft of the insubstantial to the substantial. lt was argued that for 

Aristotle, shifting from one state to another involved the accident. The term accident, 

understood in this way, are any circumstance and attribute not essential to the nature in 

which substance exist. For example, a table is accident to tableness. Bread and wine, in other 
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words, are the accident of- and not essential to - the tlesh and blood of Christ. Y et, it was 

argued, did not change have to occur in something? The Church could have chosen 

Ockham 's first of three propositions, which stated that transubstantiation was a production in 

which the body of Christ is produced out of the substance of bread and wine. The Church , 

however, insisted on keeping the concept of transubstantiation as an act of fa ith and not of 

reason. Ockham's second proposai was an inversion of the first, that the substance of bread 

and wine cease to be present, with only the acci dent remaining, and in the shift from essence 

to accident, the body and blood of Christ cornes into being as an essence. It was this 

interpretation that became the commonly held position among late medieval theologians239
• 

Transubstantiation implies that the material can become immaterial or vica versa. I propose 

that in Giotto's time it must have occurred to the artists that the materiality of artmak ing

paint, stone- could transubstantiate the metaphysical into the di vi ne, or belief into faith. 

The Institution of the church confronts lay clerics and the desire for a more direct and simple 
contact with God 

While within the Church the earl y part of the twelfth centu ry was dominated by theolog ical 

speculations, severa! powerful but diverse gro ups - clerical laymen, as they were known -

were cri ti cal of the material wealth that was visible in churches and evident in the persona! 

lives of the church fathers 240
• These groups increasingly organi zed themselves against the 

authority of the Roman Church, not only in Italy but in other parts of Europe as weil. This 

movement of disillusioned Christians, or heretics as those whom the Church opposed came 

to be cal led, began to form around 1140 during the papacy of Innocent 1JI 241
• Today on e 

might descri be them as Christian fundamentalists . These groups took a literai approach to the 

Scriptures and parti cul arly to the !ife of Christ and the Apostles in an effort to get back to the 

fundamental teachings of Christianity. They imitated and emulated the ro le given to the 

Apostles and pursued the missionary goal ofspreading God's Word , going to great lengths to 

mode! themselves according to the words of Christ as reported by Luke: 242 "Take nothingfor 

your journey, neither slaves, nor script, neither bread, nor money, neither have two coats" 

Luke, 9, 3243
• 
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This heretical rejection of material realit/44 extended to the material reality of the 

body, with a specifie intent to reject the sexual body -a repudiation of the flesh, and the 

concepts of Goodness, spirituality and material transcendence as God-given were set in an 

opposition to Ev il and material or physical pleasure as the work of the Devil. Material reality 

employed in the glorification of the divine, as in churches and not for self agrandisation, 

could be tolerated and therefore took on even greater more powerful meaning in the way it 

was employed, for example in Giotto's use of his materials in the frescoes. Light was divine, 

and so was the material employed in painting or representing it, yet the materiality of the 

human body, it was nevertheless considered, needed to be redeemed. 

This dualism was at the root ofthe ethical position assumed by the lay clerics, whether 

or not proclaimed as heretics, as they chose to live by the spirit and abstain from the material 

and camai pleasures of the world. The danger of camality for them was simple: they feared 

the consequences of being contaminated by the ev ils of Just and the impurity of women 245
• 

This demonizing of Just would no doubt today be dismi ssed as repressed desire. But in 

the Middle Ages thi s conflicted des ire for purity and the fear of pollution found its origin in 

the realm of the imagination. The imagination was a matter of considerable debate. Vincent 

de Beauvais, in his Speculum naturale written about 1250, quotes an anonymous book, 

Concerning the Sou! and the Spirit, in which it is set out that the greater strength of female 

Just can be attributed to na tura! will overpowering rational will due to a woman 's weaker 

flesh246 This argument established that the spiritual body was corruptibl e by the corporeal 

body of the senses, on which imagination was dependent Imagination was believed to 

originate in the heart whose corporal flame and heat traveled to the brain, where it was 

pmified and cooled by reason 247
• This cooling off also kept the dangers of unwanted 

impressions or desires under control. Vincent's view was that sensuality was kept in check 

by reason, while fantasy was kept in check by the intelled48
• Imagination - imaginativa was 

at its source therefore physicaL On the spiritual implication of this , Elliott writes: 
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[ ... ] Richard St. Victor (d.1173) describes the imagination as the handmaiden of 
Rachel, who was the traditional symbol of contemplative !ife[ ... ] attempting to hamess 
the imagination, perhaps the female imagination, by structuring meditation around the 
events in the !ife of Christ. These imaginative exercises were believed [in the middle 
ages] to have a potentially profound impact on the holy person 's body - the most 
famous example probably being Francis of Assisi ( d.J226) wh ose meditation on 
Christ's Passion resulted in the reception of the Stigmata249

• 

Saint Francis and the Lay clerics: their social and ideological impact 

For sorne lay clergy, the rejection of materiality was understood as a persona! choice. For 

others more fanatical , this was the only choice open to a spiritual !ife. Because ideologically 

these groups threatened the authority and the very institution of the Church itself, a council 

of Inquisition was set up250 which by the earl y thirteenth century el iminated most of the 

extreme heretical factions. 

Despite these policies of intimidation, the Church was unab le to eliminate completely 

their spiritual opposition. What the church opposed most vehemently was that a layman who 

was not authorized by the bishop cou ld preach the gospel. lt was also, of course, 

disconcerting that these laymen of the faith gave so much of themselves wh ile demanding

unlike the local priests- so little in retum. 

A leading example is the case of the Waldesian lay preachers. In 11 73, a wealthy 

merchant ofLyon, Waldé, gave up his wealth and his family to follow in the footsteps of the 

Apostles and preach the Word of God. He committed himselfto live a !ife of poverty, relying 

on alms as the Apostles had done, and emphasized the act of charity. For instance, despite his 

own Jack of material possessions, he provided for the needy during the great famine of 1176. 

While Waldé and his followers did receive approval from Pope Alexander to preach, it was 

under the condition that their preaching had to be approved by the local priest. Frequently 

this approval was denied , and in fact the collective downfall for most of the Waldesian 

preachers came when a number of their extremist followers rejected the existence of 

purgatory. It was only in 1208 that their more moderate brethren were reconciled with Pope 

Innocent III. 

The fate of the Waldesians is instructive. Logan writes that the similarity between 

Francis of Assisi and Waldé seems too close to be a total coïncidence. He speculates that 
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Francis had traveled with his cloth merchant father to France on business- and where but to 

Lyon, the town of Waldé's origin, famous even then for its textile manufacturing. It would 

have been in Lyon th at the young Francis must either heard of Waldé 's conversion- a likely 

subject of discussion among his father's wealthy business colleagues, or perhaps he even 

attended a sermon251
• In any case, Saint Francis could be said to have re-enacted Waldé 's 

rejection of wealth and family, and to have adopted as weil the Waldesians' ideology of 

poverty , charity and Apostolic missionary zeaF52
• 

Saint Francis first presented his Rule to the Pope for confirmation in 1210, just two 

years after the Waldesians were reconciled with the Pope but the details of this document are 

now lost253
. A Second Rule was presented by Saint Francis to the Pope in 1216. This was 

approved by the Pope, though he amended as too extreme - and perhaps politically 

uncomfortable - the harshness in the conditions that Saint Francis had stipul ated for the 

conduct of the members of the Order. The final amended version stated that a Friar had to 

give up ai l property, serve in obedience and humility, not indul ge in any fonn of poetry or 

aestheticism, be free of malice, not handle money or take on administrative positions. 

Furthermore, Friars should live an Aposto lic !ife, feed themselves with simple foods , own 

only one si mple garment and consider it a privilege to live with the s ick , the weak, the Jepers 

and the outcasts. The F ri ars must also accept alms without shame as Chri st had done before 

them, and above ali take lady poverty as their mistress. The underl ying moral standard was to 

be poor in material things but rich in virtues254
, understood to be the road to the Kingdom of 

Heaven255
• 

The phenomenal expansion of the Franciscan Order across Europe needs to b e 

understood in a Jarger context. The Church had by the period under exami nation existed for 

twelve hundred years, during which time it had become a powerful inst itution with a 

hi erarchy of power that was not without a strong political agenda. Any power structure, 

secular or religious, needs to be actively maintained. In the Midd le Ages, Church and State 

struggled to each maintain their autonomous power and position. There were as weil times 

when they needed to conspire together in order to maintain power and to avert civil strife. 

Much of this struggle for power started in the early medieval period, as Guy Halsdall revea ls 
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- defining the entire medieval period as one of exceptionally sustained military and civil 

violence. The thirteenth century historian Agnellus256
, Iecturing to the clergy, gave a typical 

example of this violence. He describes a conflict in Ravenna in the late seventh century. 

[ ... ] The historical records show that it is a custom of long standing 'which lasted until 
today ' for citizens of ali ages and backgrounds to engage in open brawls on Sunday 
aftemoons. During the Pontificate of the Archbishop Damian the tension between the 
factions of the porta Teguriensis and the Porta Posterulensis, both on the west side of 
the city, degenerated into a vendetta culminating in the wholesale slaughter of the 
former faction by the other. As a consequence ' there was great mouming, and 
lamentation everywhere [ ... ] the baths were closed, public theatricals ceased merchants 
retraced their steps and went home, publicans kept their taverns closed . Tradesmen 
abandoned their shops [ ... ]and al! souls were drowned in their bitterness257

• 

Agnellus also writes about similar cases in the late thirteenth century in Florence, and 

suffice it to say that the author's main theme is the irrationality of the crowd. As Hal sall 

points out, Agnellus ' matter-of-factness in reporting these vio lent events suggests that they 

were a normal part of everyday !ife, a natural aspect of, as he put it, confused and diverse 

warring factions. 

It was the Archbishop who frequently performed an elaborate series of liturgical 

ceremonies for the who le city. The aim was to bring this potential violence under control by 

attempting to reconci le the warring groups within the Christian message by securing God ' s 

favour. By their very nature these rites involved each social group, and emphasi zed the 

rightful hierarchy and essential unity of the en tire Christian community of the city . But the 

power struggles happening outside in the communities were also happening inside the 

Church . The interests and investments in the Church by leading members of the aristocracy 

forced on the Church acceptance of members of their own rank as bishops and Popes. A 

consequence was a 'military-clerical complex ' of noble-born clergy who controlled through 

family connection both the military elite and the clerical bureaucracy. The entire period is 

increasingly defined by feuding over territorial divisions, individual ambitions, family 

rivalri es, rural-urban conflicts of interests, as weil as ri valries between the clerics and the lay 

elite. In this climate of competing power and violence, al! these groups collectively or 

indivi dually manipulated the common fo lk, who came to fear for not only their !ife on earth 

but for an eternity in helF58
. 
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In a period of such violence, no century was more destructive to human life than the 

fourteenth century , writes Logan259
. The great famine in 1315-1317, years of severe cold 

winters and very wet summers, caused severe food shortages, was followed in 1347-1350 by 

the Black Death. Christianity in the Middle Ages represented a force working not only for 

those who died or those who moumed , but for ali those afraid of etemal condemnation, in 

which an untimely death offered no possibility to sufficiently repent errors of one's life260
. In 

other words, etemallife depended rather importantly on the fate ofthe physical body. lt must 

be remembered that religion was not just a compulsory aspect of daily !ife, it was part and 

parce! of medieval law. The consequence was that Christianity's privileging of spiritual 

existence and the afterlife as superior to the material !ife of the here and now posed a social 

contradiction. The problem of spirituality - as is fi·equently the case with ideological 

propositions - lay in the fact that its effect on human existence was not incorporated in its 

parameters. The Church 's renunciation of the !ife of the senses could not actually be 

renounced in practice, a fact as true for the clerics as it was for the private faithful Christian. 

As Barbara Tuchman points out in A Distant Mirror that "economie man and sensual man 

are not suppressible" 261
• 

Within the Franciscan Order itself, just such a serious paradox was also taking place. In 

the course of time, the Franciscan Order attracted wealthy patrons for the simple reason that 

they imagined they could buy their purity and salvation through donations of property, 

money and whatever else was a desirable currency for the Friars. The Order consequently 

acquired property, built churches and cloisters, and constructed within itself a hierarchy of 

power, ali of which ran counter to the basic principles of Saint Francis ' Rules. Friars even 

had ' pocket money' in sorne chapters of the Order, and many believed that if they were 

buried in their Franciscan robes or habit they would thereby escape any chance of going to 

Hell. Through songs and poems of this ti me it becomes clear that the monks were also great 

seducers of women, a flagrant abandonment of ali pretense at living by the Rule. Of course, 

on the other side, there were always those that actually with integrity were committed to its 

original principles262
. But whether perverting the Rule or living by it, the Friars found 

themselves becoming an integrated part of the Establishment. They entered noble households 
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as chaplains, spiritual advisers, or teachers, and represented a major force within the 

University system, influencing both the social and political arena. The Franciscans ' power 

lay in the faith they generated at large- at this time of high persona! and collective anxiety 

conceming both the present and etemity- in their vision of achieving redemption . It seemed 

to many that redemption could be achieved most effectively, as shown by Saint Francis 

himself, through the abnegation of the sexual body and the imitation of the physical pain and 

humiliation suffered by Christ on the Cross. While the Church incorporated the act of 

redemption as part of the Eucharist and its attendant symbolic processions and ri tuai s, a more 

extreme form that became popular was the activity of flagellation, which first made its 

appearance in the thirteenth century. Flagellation was intended to bring the Just of the fles h 

under control and to act as atonement for past s ins. Long !ines of flagellating men in hooded 

garments wandered through towns and country-side chanting Sabbath Matter: 

Stood the mother sorrowful 
Beneath the cross weeping, 
Whilst her son was dying ... 
Make me wounded by his blows 
Make me by his cross inebriated 
And by your sons blood263

• 

Against this background of debate, Giotto himself cou id not have been immune to these 

sentiments. In the representation of the cycle of Saint Franci s's life lay an opportunity for 

him near the end of his own li fe to consider hi s own form of redemption. The Cycle of Saint 

Francis represented a !ife as an act of redemption. The importance of its representation must 

have been for Giotto not only a chance to communicate the chrono logy of events in the 

saint's !ife, but to consider the representations as part of an imaginative exercise for the 

viewer: in a sense, a ki nd ofvisual imaginary/physical re-enactment transmitting the very act 

of redemption to the faith fu!. 

If the Franciscan Order was indeed inspired by the example of lay preachers before it 

such as Waldé, the greater freedom Giotto enjoyed from the Order to reinvent pictorial 

conventions could only have been facilitated by the moderating influence on Church 

authority in general that was exerted by the continued presence of lay clerics. Their more 

democratie forms of internai govemment, their granting of greater individual autonomy, was 
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influential even more profoundly beyond the framework oftheir own institutions. And within 

the Church proper, the necessity for a greater openness to encompass them also promoted a 

greater openness to knowledge human reason and nature, al! of which gave to people in 

general greater autonomy in God 's universe. This autonomy was pivotai in giving man the 

free will or element of choice in retuming to his source in God. In fact, without this freedom, 

it was increasingly believed it was not possible to freely love God . 

2.3.3.2 Analysis of pictorial space in The Cycle of Saint Francis in the Bardi Cha pel 

Anselm, with his emphasis on questions offreedom and free will , set up a mode! that became 

-as he defined it- one of contingency, in which God 's choice of the ordained world order is 

a voluntary act, not one borne out of sorne necessity264
. The main theme within the narrative 

of Saint Francis of Assisi that Giotto was representing in the Bardi Chape! was a prime 

example of a voluntarily submission to this contingent relationship. But as Ockham, Thomas 

Aquinas and Bonaventure al! agreed , there was a gap between the merits of a man 's actions 

and the gift of etemal !ife. This gap or pivot of contingency can only be bridged by Grace, 

because the Holy Spirit holds Man's acts until God accepts them through his Goodness. Each 

scene of the cycle in the Bardi Chape! exemplifies this relationship of voluntary submission 

as an affirmation of God' s Goodness and God 's Grace, themselves exemplars of God ' s 

omnipotence and God 's omnipresence. Giotto 's task is to incorporate two disparate pictorial 

realities . One is the narrative of Saint Francis, who is the protagonist at its centre, and the 

other is God as the omni-centre who is both source and cause. It is a case of both Saint 

Francis ' voluntary submission and God 's voluntary acceptance, each one free to ace 6S, yet 

each one bound to the ordained order oftheir rel ationship. 

Pictorially, Giotto resolves this intersecting relationship of spheres of ordained order by 

constructing for each of fi ve narratives a tightly structured interior, an architecturally finite 

space that appears to be quite isolated from the extemal space. The lack of reference points 

in these extemal spaces implies their potentially infinite character. Between the two spatial 

realities there is a telescoping typical of medieval cosmogony. The shift from the finite and 

the part icular to the infinite and the whole was an important part of the period's religious 

theory on the origin and creation of the world266
• This telescoping quality of late thirteenth 
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century argumentation can be seen to have its point of departure with Saint Augustine's 

declaration that the point at the centre of a circle is a point of perfection, is oneness as God. 

But it is from this point of emanation that everything becomes associated with the Material , 

sin ce it cannot escape the dimensions of volume or magnitude, dimensions that must al ways 

be fini te: after ali , volume is shape and shape has boundary . 

How to bring together the abstraction of oneness with the divisibility of material 

particulars was solved by Bacon, Duns Scotus and Ockbam through the application of 

geometrical equations. It was their faith in the absolute certainty of geometry that led 

Ockham to state that indivisibles such as points, !ines and surface are only pure negations, 

incidental propositions of physics that are in fact just aspects of volumes and magnitudes267
• 

Geometry thus bridged the one with the dimensionless propositions of line, point and surface 

of the phys ically finite world of the Material. But one more problem remained , one that is 

brilliantly articulated by Ockham when he asks whether a perfectly spherical body realized 

by divine power - one presumes this might be the spherical infinite uni verse- be in contact 

with a perfect plane - an abstract dimensionless concept. As long as they are separate 

Ockham believed they each remain perfect, and presumably dimensionless. But as soon as 

they come in contact with each other are they then corrupted? By virtue of touching one 

another, the part cornes in contact with the whole. The integrity of perfection, Ockham 

concludes, is about the whole and not the part268
• In Giotto's Bardi Chape!, both frescoes in 

the upper lunettes of the chape! mi ght be a clue to this dilemma. On the upper left, Saint 

Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods (fig. 2.62) is set outside the Bishop's palace. Giotto 

went to great Jengths not to have the building or the figures come into contact with the edge 

of the circle. On the left it is notable how the figure holding the child bends ber body away 

from this edge. Nor do any of the architectural corners of the palace and its surrounding wall 

touch the semi-circle's circumference. When this circle is extended into the next fresco 

below, into The Apparition of Saint Francis (fig. 2.62), the circle 's continuity is not overtly 

visible. However, both aspects of the architecture and the placement of the figures are clearly 

considered in the composition. The Confirmation of the Rule (fig. 2.63) at the top of the right 

wall shows none of the architectural structures or the figures touching the semicircle that 
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forms the lunette. Also, when this circle is extended into the fresco below, Trial by Fire (fig. 

2.63), it becomes obvious here as weil that the composition ofthe architecture and placement 

of the fire, the cloth, and the figures is in relationship to this extended circle. 

In the upper frescoes, the Bishop 's palace and the sacred building where Saint Francis 

presents his Rule to the Pope occupy a space that is clearly isolated from the encircling 

border. On the other hand, the scenes in the two frescoes below are framed very close to the 

rectangle of the fresco, touching - in the case of The Apparition of Saint Francis (fig. 2.64)

the limits of the frame. There is also a spatial reversai: the space occupied by The Apparition 

of Saint Francis (fig. 2.65) takes place inside a building, while that in Trial by Fire (fig . 

2.65) on the other hand takes place outside. While the two frescoes below these are now 

incomplete, there is again a reversai - with The Dea th of Saint Francis and the Verification 

of the Stigmata (fig. 2.65) set outside an architectural structure, and Visions of Brother 

Agostino and Bishop Guido of Assisi (fig. 2.65) taking place on the inside. As subtle as it 

mi ght seem , each scene either approaches the viewer or recedes away from the viewer, 

drawing them further into the scene. This in and out movement is also reinforced by the 

projection of the rose-coloured walls of the Bishop 's palace, the Sultan 's red mantle and the 

redness of the fi re, as weil as the rose background in The Death of Saint Francis and the 

Verification of the Stigmata. Giotto thus intentionally creates a persi stent movement of 

telescoping, whether the reading of the frescoes is hori zontal or vertical. This 1 believe was 

Giotto's solution to the spatial paradox arising from the incompatibility ofthe finite with the 

infinite and God's infinite Goodness - the divinely Ordained Order contingent on - but 

separate from - the material order of the physical world. 

If the circle or sphere is one key to the paradox of infinite and finite, the plane is the 

other key. Giotto asserts the presence of the pictorial plane in each one of the Bardi's 

frescoes by virtue of the contact that the figures - whether kneeling, sitting, or standing -

have with a pictorial surface that lies apparently within the viewer's touch. The convergence 

to points evident in the receding planes of the architectural structures, or evident as weil in 

planes within the scenes, is located frequently in the finite volume of a single figure or a 

group of figures - for instance the friars in The Confirmation of the Rule (fig. 2.66), or the 
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wounds of Saint Francis in The Death of Saint Francis and the Verification of the Stigmata 

(fi g. 2.67) or both the Sultan and Saint Francis in The Apparition at Arles (fig. 2.68). Yet 

there are also architectural features that, if extended , converge outside the pictorial frame . 

Those points of convergence are instances where the plane by extension almost touches the 

concave boundary of the sphere of the universe that is the subj ect of Bacon 's speculation. 

However, the touching of the infinite is an abstraction, the conceptual conundrum that 

Ockham poses. The infinite universe - the perfect sphere touched by the perfect plane -

could only ever occur from the inside and will al ways be in astate of deferrai. The perfect 

sphere always keeps its perfection and integrity on the outside, and the plane is always an 

internai space within the sphere. John Buridan, affirming Ockham, writes: 

[ ... ] We all ow that surfaces are to bodies what !ines are to surfaces , and points are to 
!ines; then if one does not admit indivisible points in aline, one should not admit !ines 
indivisible in width in a surface, and surfaces indivisible in depth in a body269

. 

If the reasonings of geometry are a constant, they are invested by the anxiety of 

corruption of the Spritual by the Material. Giotto's points of convergence defi ne planes 

whose relationship is al ways to the internai reality of the world as body within the uni verse 

or mind of God . Therefore for Giotto there is a contingency operating between the plane

surface, as a section of the body, and the infinite extension of a plane reaching for the mind 

of God. What beco mes possible in thi s mode! is that this duality within the concept of 

wholeness also answers a pressing question of the time. Does the Holy Spirit proceed from 

God alone, or also from the Son? In Giotto 's pictorial mode! , God and Son are presented as 

contingent - the material substantiation of God as the Son is the telescoping of the part as 

contingent to perfection of the who le. The fresco Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata depicts 

the encounter between Saint Francis and Christ as co-existent, and the transference of Christ 

to Saint Francis belongs to the last stage of emanation from the Spirit to Man. The Seraph is 

positioned next to God, ho ids his Son in the form of a man in the materiality of Christ- flesh 

and blood as the materiality of Saint Francis or Man. lt is this materiality that is their point of 

convergence and correspondence. 

The interpretation of Christ 's !ife in the context of the institution - as opposed to the 

literai interpretation of Christ's !ife and death from the scriptures - can be seen in the 
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freedom that now becomes possible for Giotto and other artists in the period, notably Simone 

Martini of Sienna (1315-1344), Pietro Lorenzetti (1306-1347) and Ambrogio Lorenzeti 

(1319-1347) and Taddeo Gaddi ofFlorence (c. 1300-1366)270
. With the clarification ofChrist 

as man, it becomes permissible to insert Saint Francis as imitatio without ideological 

problems or anxieties of corruption. Giotto pursues this Jead by taking the liberty of 

representing the apparition of Christ to Saint Francis quite differently from the original 

telling. As related by Bonaventure and Celano, the Seraph holding Christ does not include 

the Cross, or the Tau as Giotto depicted it, and from which the figure of Christ is suspended. 

The presence of the Tau-Cross refers back not on! y to the architectural plan of the Basilica 

but more importantly to Saint Francis' symbol for its institution. The cross as Tau also aids 

the pictorial representation ofthis event in becoming a geometrie demonstration ofsalvation. 

The perpendicular of the Tau nearly touches the horizontal limit of the fresco , freely floating 

obliquely as it cuts into the body of space. The body of Chri st becomes the vertical 

perpendicular and is suspended in a conscious gaze directed at Saint Franci s rather than 

fol ding into death, as He is depicted for example in the Cruxifix of Cimabue, painted in 1280 

(fig. 2.69), or in Giotto ' s Cruxifix of 1300 in Santa Maria Novella (fig. 2.70). Incorporating 

the Tau, in contradistinction from his earlier representation of The Reception of Stigmata 

(fig. 2.71) in the Louvre, renders the figure of Christ in this fresco more than an apparition or 

an annunciation. The substitution of the Tau Cross - with its confrontational structure of one 

axis meeting rather than crossing another - acts as a reminder that the crucifixion is the 

con crete event of Christ taking on himself the physical suffering of Man 's sins . lt is not just 

the symbolic death of Christ, but the brutal physical act itself that confronts the viewer as a 

reminder of wh at God through Christ has sacrificed. The representation of the of crucifixion 

is a powerful example ofhow the visual beliefofthis sign and its interpretation encourages a 

multisensorial response in the viewer as the viewer must however first fee! the same pain in 

their own sentient body in order to empathize with Christ' s pain. The viewers pain is 

phys iological, the most primary (animal) response, a paradox when the primary 

physiological pain becomes the vehicle of transcendence of the very possibility of the 

senses. 
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This then becomes more than a representation of Christ's suffering. It becomes a 

reminder of that which is owed and a demonstration of that which is expected in retum -

sacrifice as an act of charity. Giotto in a sense moves the act of crucifixion, like 

transubstantiation, from the realm of the metaphysical or symbolic to the realm of the 

empirical. In pictorial terms, space is opened up to become the recipient body of suffering. 

Giotto 's geometry is not about absolute or merely academie geometrie fi gures. Suspended in 

Giotto' s representations is the concept of demonstration within the potential of a 

transubstantiation of belief into pictorial space. The geometrie demonstration in the act of 

making can be seen by the relative positions of Saint Francis and Christ in the moment, 

suspended and incomplete, of the reception of stigmata. The geometrie figure that Giotto 

constructs between them is as y et only an apparent set of straight !ines. The viewer completes 

the fi gures of intersecting !ines for hand and feet with the s ingle diagonal of the wound on 

the side; two intersections - one for the upper body one for the lower body. In an 

apprehension of transference, if one could rotate Saint Francis to become the viewer, and 

Christ to face the viewer, we find ourselves returned to the cross ing on the surface of the 

mirror - that point of coïncidence from which the viewer projccts into the pictorial space, 

and the pi cture pl ane as a point of entry once again asserts its presence. 

The necessity of viewing the totality of the frescoes from a distance 

For Aquinas , God was not a remote truth, but one immediately relevant to human experience. 

He asserted that a deeper understanding of nature provided a deeper understanding of 

creation and its Creator, and he conceived of the relationship between nature and the spiritual 

world as intimately bound up with one another. Man in this schema becomes the pivotai 

centre of the two realms . As Aquinas wrote, [Man] "is the horizon of the corporeal and 

spiritua/"27 1
• 

This pivotai centering of Man between the realms of Nature and the Spirit is 

fondamental to Giotto's positioning of the viewing believer. In the six frescos inside the 

Bardi Chape!, the viewer's position or horizon line is taken into account, and while it is not 

forma li y incorporated within the projective pictorial structure, the presence of the viewer is 

acknowledged in relationship to the view and what is taking place within the pictorial frame. 
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It is clear that Giotto manipulated the viewer by engaging them in a very specifie way. 

Subdividing the side walls of the chape] into three horizontal narratives that take up the 

en tire space of the wall, Giotto forces the viewer to step far outside the chape! 's boundaries 

in order to gain visual access to ali three narratives as a totality. I found myself moving 

fifteen feet from centre to the left, and fifteen feet perpendicular backwards before the entire 

right wall was visib le. This was equally true for the left wall. Again in this instance, two 

positions are necessary for the total experience, and these two positions cross diagonally, 

forrning a point of intersection272
• 

From these two positions outside the chapel, looking at the frescos seems akin to 

Jooking inside a space- not unlike experiencing the representation of the large fissure in the 

side of the mountain on the rresco above the chapel. It occurred to me that looking into the 

chape! from this distance is Jike looking into the wound of Christ, examining and verif)'ing 

its reality with that projection of the imagination that at its so urce in the Middle Ages was 

understood to be, after ali, physical. The medieval imagination was quite capable of 

entertaining the belief that it could have an impact on a person's body, as is clear from Saint 

Francis, and despite- or rather because ofGiotto's strategy of cohering the frescoes from 

beyond the chape] itself, the viewer- even now - projects themselves into the narrative. The 

act of projection into the pictorial space traverses and includes the real space, and the real 

physical opening of the chape] entrance, whose geometrie reference to the fissure of the 

mountain above and the wound of Saint Francis within, serves to profoundly increase their 

iconic proximity. Perhaps it is that this act of projective imagination is purified of its 

contamination by the body - though today we might say it emphasizes our experience of the 

body - by its conforrnity to the geometry that is constructed between the position of the 

viewer and that which is viewed. 

Geometry, th en, also rai ses these representations to a conceptual leve!, in other words 

to the leve] of pure reason. Geometry understood as dimensionless abstraction offers itself 

up, like the soul , as the counterpart, the inescapable alter ego of the Material, of the worldly 

body273
. lt is within this relationship that we must locate Christianity's concept of true 

materiality, and locate as weil the significance of the very nature of rresco painting for the 
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Middle Ages. The fTesco becomes the period's perfect means of representation: a process in 

which the material presence of paint becomes absorbed into the wall 's surface, removing ail 

material excess that could promote any sensation of material Just. Fresco posed the perfect 

materi al reso lution for the Christian dilemma involving the body and transubstantiation274
; it 

becomes the accident of which Ockham speaks. With fresco, col our and the traces of paint' s 

texture now carried meaning only through their illumination by the divine order275
. Giotto ' s 

six frescos inside the Bardi Chape! are illuminated by the light that enters the window of the 

rear wall , an illumination that he is careful to ' quote' and to which we are consequently 

directed as representing that quality of 'dimensionless abstraction' consistent with both 

geometry and the sou! 276
• 

The Fresco of Sain t Francis Receiving the Stigmata situated on the exterior of the 

chape! is also illuminated from the tall narrow window directly above. The light from this 

window shines clown on the scene and is its simulacrum, since that which literally, or 

physically, li ghts the scene is rendered within the representation of the fresco. Physicality is 

transform ed into projective action, constructed, purified in an extreme contrast to the 

physical ity and vulnerability of the body. 

The body in the Middle Ages was exposed to the danger of di sease, premature death 

and the unruly brawls of the unpredictable viol ent mob - not to mention terror concerning 

the consequences to be faced in the a:fterlife- the Last Judgment, Purgatory and Hell -from 

a Christian God who woul d right the injustices of this !ife with justice in the nexf77
. lt is not 

that Giotto's ordered , composed, measured and simply stated pictorial space reflects ali 

aspects of the medieval human di lem ma, but rather that it constructs a map. This map not 

only demonstrates the contingency278 of the finite to the infinite, the part to the whole, but 

also the relationship to progress - most especially the progress of the sou! to God- inscribed 

into the act of redemption. Giotto's Saint Francis Cycle represents the idealized Christian 

world space ofthat private emotive space situated in the world and therefore ultimately in the 

mind ofGod. 

It is in fact the mind of God that is the ultimate limit, Perfection illuminated with 

simple li ght, the perfect spherical body of which the world and its nature become - as 
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Ockham suggested - the perfect plane279
, and through geometry s imply an abstract aspect of 

volume and magnitude. This complex cosmography is articu lated by Bernard Suilvester in ad 

imaginemen speiemque: 

[ ... ] It is necessary to know th en in the fi rs t place that, with Nature showing the way, 
God the fa bricator of man, created his form , his condition, and his en tire materi al fram e 
in the image of the cosmos ... For he made the body of man just as the world from 
mixing together the four elements. - fire, water, air and earth in order that the 
harmonious uni on of ali these mi ght be the adomment of the liv ing being in the form of 
divine imitation; [ ... ] divi ne fabrication [ ... ] co-ordi nati on [ ... ] so that [the body] or 
world might be prepared for that divine spirit whi ch descends from the celestial mind 
fo r sustenance of the morta! frame [ .. . ] so that thi s living being which is made in the 
image of the world, might be ru led by a substance simi lar to di vinity 280

. 

lt is in Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata that we can fi nd both a culmination and a 

resolution of this new relationship between Man and God. In thi s fresco, Giotto sets out the 

conditi on for the descent of the celestial mind to the morta! fra me. The landscape setting is 

typi cally represented by a shall ow pi ctorial space, the human frame281 located against it in an 

indeterminate larger space that extends behind the hill s of the chape! into darkness . The Tau, 

the sy mbol of suffe ring, and the door of the small chape!, the symbol of the Church , 

obliquely opens up this shallow pictorial space to Saint Francis ' mystical joy in the sacred 

fe llowship to be enj oyed with nature and human nature as one, the ecstasy to be experienced 

in the wound and the suffe ring. 

Together, the frescos of the Bard i Chape! demonstrate that the med ieval church was 

tuming away from the world-denying Christian philosophy forged by Augustine and 

underpinned by Plato. lt was moving towards Aristotle in the Scholastics ' own intellectual 

evolution282
• Giotto took ful l advantage of the more sympathet ic view of the Creator that 

Aqu inas had determined was reflected in the order and beauty to be fo und within the created 

world - in which giving value to Nature was no longer considered counter to, but an 

encounter with God 's supreme Perfection283
• 
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2.3.4.1 General context 
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The thirteenth century saw a resurgence of scientific enquiry resulting from translations of 

classical texts from the Greek through Arabie into Latin284
. As I have mentioned in the 

introduction, I am treating beliefs about the optical system separately from perceptual beliefs 

because optical systems are not only explained as geometrical propositi ons but also in 

relationship to the physical properties of light as understood at the time. Optics and the 

nature and study of light in the Middle Ages are closely affiliated with questions of origin, 

propagation, divinity, the sou! and of course vision and visions. Medieval scholars 

considered optics as important a subj ect of scientific enquiry as mathematics, whose 

signifi cance I have already discussed. What I intend to discuss here is how this question of 

optics- and the search for illumination it entailed- was conducted during the period relevant 

to Gi otto, and who were sorne of its principal theorists. We will fi nd that for the later half of 

the thirteenth century it is the figure of Roger Bacon that is preeminent285
. Bacon (! 220-

1292), a Franciscan and teacher at both Oxford and Paris, was to be fol lowed by Witelo and 

John Pecham, who extended his theories following on Alhazan 's mathematically based 

optics or perspectiva286
• Bacon himself built on the scholas tici sm of Robert Grosseteste 

(1170-1 253 ), Chancellor of Oxford University and Bishop of Lincol n287 in the earlier part of 

the thirteenth century, while owing much to the availabi lity of Aristotle through translations 

by Avicenna, and the important writings of Alhazan, the Arab scienti st. 

Behind Bacon and thirteenth century optics therefore lies the work of Plato and 

Aristotle as communicated through their Arab translators and interpreters. By 1255 the 

Church had lifted its restrictions on Aristotle's texts, and these quickly became central to the 

study of cosmology, meteorology, psychology, matter theory , motion, light, sensation and 

biological phenomena. Naturally these influenced Bacon's position on optics. This 

reconciliation between Aristotle and the Church reflected a process of accommodation - a 

process led by Grosseteste288
, - between an Aristotelian concept of etemal reality as having 

neither beginning nor end and Christian ideology with its story of the Creation - one 

dependent on the very idea of "In the beginning ... "289
• The Aristotelian cosmos, in other 
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words, existed on the basis of natural causes, a basis entirely in conflict with the divine 

determinism ofboth Plato and Christianity. 

The classical Greek inheritance was important. The first fully elaborated theories of 

matter connecting a chain of cause and effect were formulated in this period, and these 

theories of cause and effect were further elaborated by theories of atomism th at specu lated on 

the transmission or movement of material particles through a void or sorne other medium. 

Given the Christian investment in a First Cause, theories of cause and effect were especially 

attractive. Their reemergence in medieval Europe as readymade hypotheses about the 

material world, and their source - the Arab translations, however imperfece90
, with their 

intimate links to ethics and theology - gave them a particular significance. For medieval 

scho lars steeped in mathematical speculations, a major contribution offered by the Greeks 

was to insist on rationalizing with mathematical theorems, even or perhaps because they did 

not always differentiate qualitatively between arriving at a law through induction or 

deduction. In a sense it was a diviner's attempt at observing phenomena that permitted a 

broad range of speculation29 1
• 

It is no surprise, then, that the principle theories of vision of the Middl e Ages were 

based on Greek models - especially Plato 's and Aristotle's theories of rays as extramission 

and intromission292
• Aristotle believed that the eye and the external media are linked as an 

external chain transmitting motions to the observer's intellect293
. These weren't always 

compatible with Plato's position, but they both agreed in principle on the notion of a medium 

that permits the experience of vision to take place between the object and the observer in a 

kind of chain reaction linking the visible object with the sou! of the observer94
• Plato writes 

in Book Six of The Republic: 

[ ... ] Surely when there is sight in the eyes, and the man who has sight tries to use it, and 
there is colour in the visible objects, still you know that unless a quite different third 
thing which exists just for this end is also present, sight will see nothing, and colour 
will be invisible. To what do y ou refer? he asked.'lt is what you cali light ' [ ... ]Then 
whom of the gods in heaven can you name as the author of this, whose light makes our 
sight see in the fairest manner, and makes what is seen be seen295? 
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Linking the visual ray with the medium of light as the necessary activator further gains 

strength in the medieval mind when Plato extends this analogy of the sun as the cause of 

sight, not sight itself, and further identifies it with the nature of the good, the soul , geometry 

and truth. This, then, which imparts !ruth to the things that are known and the power of 

knowing to the knower, you may affirm to be the Form of the good. ft is the cause of 

knowledge and truth296
. 

As I have already mentioned, within medieval thought, the groundwork for the 

mathematical framing of optics had been laid by Grosseteste. Unlike Albertus Magnus and 

subsequently Bacon, Grosseteste297
, who had relatively few translations from the classical 

period to work from 298
, contributed immensely to a preci sion of thought through his own 

careful translations from Greek to Latin ofthe classical texts, which had become increas ingly 

contaminated by inept transcriptions. Moreover, in arguing effectively for the fundamental 

ro le of geometry in the study of causes, his work cleared the way for Roger Bacon. 

Grosseteste tended towards Plato ' s theory of optics in proposing that every natural agent 

acts in the same way as does a source of illumination, emanating from the realm of the 

divine, in which the agent sets out its "species" or its own copy along geometrical lines . It 

was this proposition that made the mathem atical study of optics the foundation of ail 

causation and creation299
• 

Mathematics, however, was not the only basis for medieval optics. The body came 

increasingly to be equally significant, and the relationship had a long and ambivalent status 

in the evolution of medieval thought. For the Roman anatomist Galen, fol lowing in the 

classical mold and immensely influential on the Christian, vision was an ail pervas ive active 

agent made up of a mixture of air and fire that flows from the seat of consciousness directly 

to the eye. For Gal en and the Stoics, the simultaneous merging of the optical pneuma with 

the light of the sun on the air created a vehicle for the soul to merge with the hum an body, of 

which the act of seeing became its extension300
• Saint Augustine himself, influenced by Plato 

and the Platonists, spoke at length about the divine nature of light and differentiated it from 

the light of the flesh30 1
• By the thirteenth century, medieval scholars and particu larly Roger 

Bacon had come to di scuss the nature of vision and optics through a consideration of the 
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body 's physiology -the light of the flesh - as muchas through geometrie diagrams. Bacon's 

section on optics is central to the second volume of his Majus Opus, as mathematics was to 

the first, and it is his text that became the most important contribution to optics at the time. In 

it, Bacon privileges Aristotle's physiology while nevertheless echoing many of Plato's 

sentiments about light for its relationship to the sou! and its analogy to truth. 

1 think it is important to emphasize here, as French and Cunningham302 point out, that 

Bacon's enquiry in Perspectiva303
, as with almost ali translations and scholarly works from 

this period th at are identified as optics, differs from the classical op tics of Eu cl id or Ptolemy 

due to the fact that the medieval impulse for investigating it was differently motivated. That 

motivation was the need to understand the nature of divine Ji ght. The Franciscan relationship 

to Dionysian or Neo-platonic ideology is centred on this question, and ali classical texts were 

interpreted through this screen304
• Plato had thought of mathematical optics as a special 

branch of geometry - significant for the geometrical properties of divine li ght - a position 

echoed by Grosseteste. This point has important consequences for the meaning of optics 

during the medieval period, as I will elaborate late~05 . White Bacon supported Plato's 

privileging of the geometrie properties of light, he shared Aristotle's attitude towards the 

physiology of optics, believing that the veins and nerves and ali the faculty of the soul have 

their origin in the heart306
. Nonetheless, these comparisons with classical thought should not 

obscure the fact that Bacon exhibits a sense of ecstatic longing or desire typical of the Middle 

Ages when it cornes to the study of light and vision. He writes: "For Aristotle vision alone 

reveals the difference in things and we take especial delight in vision and light and colour 

have an especial beauty beyond the other things that are brought to our senses" 307
• 

Bacon is, then, a touchstone for any comprehension of medieval attitudes towards 

vision or visualization. Consequently, rather than very briefly summarizing Bacon's optics in 

his Majus Opus 1 believe that a more thorough understanding of hi s thinking about the 

relationship linking the physiological to the geometrical and theological gives a deeper 

insight into the picturing of vision at the time in relatioship to the frescoes of the Bardi 

chape!. In order for Giotto to represent divine light as 1 will show, he not only gives it visual 

presence but also movement from its origin-heaven-God, through converging geometrical 
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!ines in the representations. This divine li ght streams through the actual chape! 's windows 

bathing the viewer. Giotto, I suggest, must also believe in the presence of this divine light 

when he creates a continuity of the reallight coming through the window and spilling over to 

illuminate the abjects and surfaces of the representations he renders in the Bardi frescoes. 

Bacon's account begins with a detailed investigation of the physical properties and 

interaction of the visual organ: the optic nerve, the eye and its location, and the form of the 

cranium. While he applies syllogistic and geometrie proof to optics- always in relationship 

to the perceptual characteristics of the sensible sou! - he also investigates the nature of the 

species, the impression of the likeness ofthe image, which is propagated by li ght with respect 

to the viewer. 

Bacon 's optics: Physiology 

Bacon identifies the concave nerve or optic nerve with its origin in the brain as the cause of 

vision. The sense of sight is capable of forming its own judgment, for example on light and 

colour or touch, smell and taste. Senses independently judge their own ex perience . Bacon ' s 

observation, I propose, also resonates with Giotto 's exploration of emotion in the 

representation of the individual fi gures, who seem self aware. 

Bacon 's optics: how vision occurs 

Bacon successfully identifi ed the two optic nerves that come from the eyes to a point at the 

optic chiasma where they join to become one before separating again as they enter the brain. 

His explanation conceming thi s configuration is fundamental to how sight was understood in 

the Middle Ages (fig. 2.72), and it is instructive to compare this with Giotto 's deployment of 

the circle in the structure of the Bardi Chape! frescoes and the intersecting li nes in his Saint 

Francis Receiving Stigmata outside the Chape!. Bacon determined that the nerve that cornes 

from the right part ofthe anterior cell goes to the left eye and the nerve from the left anterior 

part goes to the right eye. Bacon rational izes the apparent contradiction of this coming 

together and crossing by the fact that vision always selects straight !ines. This crossing of the 

eyes, he suggests, permits vision to spread out like a funnel and it is at the point of the optic 

chiasma - the point of intersection of the two concave nerves - that Bacon speculates vision 
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is completed 308
• His equating of the term optic with the word concave makes sense when 

considering the geometrie integrity of vision as he understands ie09
. While it would be 

difficult to ascribe this in toto to Giotto's representation of the Saint Francis cycle, the point I 

would like to make is that in his exploration of the imitatio, Giotto could be seen as seizing 

on a paradox. This paradox entai ls our direct and linear visual comprehension of the world 

through which the equivalence and transparency of God 's relationship to Man can be 

construed - despite the criss-crossing of the eye-brain relationship, and the point of this is 

that the paradox demonstrates the very complexity of our relationship to the divine with 

which Giotto, Bacon, Saint Francis and the Church itselfwere grappling. 

Bacon 's optics: vision and the abject 

The act of sight, then, is a single and undivided perfonnance by the eyes and the common 

nerve. Bacon writes: 

[ ... ] 1 have said that vision takes place chiefly by a radiant pyramid; [that terminates at 
the object seen] for since this pyramid alone is perpendicular to the eye, and fall to the 
opening of the uvea, and is direct! y opposite to the centre of the eye, it produces for this 
reason good vision310

• 

Bacon brackets vision to exists between, on the one side, material density that makes 

seeing impossible, and on the other side translucent or transparent materiality that becomes 

invisible to the eye3 11 (fig. 2.73). Significantly, he points out that there are realities that exist 

beyond vision, and that are subject to another order of materiality - though they are just as 

physically perceived by the other senses. This proposition raised an important question about 

that which is observable and provable and that which is not observable visually but 

experienced by the other senses. I would like to propose that the geometry set up by Giotto 

between ali the elements, for example in the fresco Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata, could 

be construed as plotting the immaterial - revealing while simultaneously veiling a 

transparent materiality - that infonns vision. 

Bacon's investigation on the nature of light's propagation is initiated with the question: 

why is colom not vis ible without li ght? His answer cornes from Avicienna's book on the sou! 
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in which he states that colour does not have a real existence. This then permits light to act 

according to invisible realities, nam ely that of divine forces 312
• 

Bacon's optics: vision - estimative or memory faculties 

Tuming to Giotto's Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles (the middle fresco on the left wall of 

the Bardi Chape!) and Visions of Brother Agostino and Bishop Guido of Assisi (the bottom 

fresco on the right hand wall), it now becomes possible to see how Giotto could have 

imagined both apparition and visions - invisible realities - to embody through his 

representations the divine forces that Bacon anticipates are the properties of light. Bacon 

merges philosophical methodology - syllogistic argument- with the faculty of judgment; in 

other words, the physics of sight is tied to reasoning, and reasoning is tied to the judgments 

that determine the sou!'s relationship to the divine313
• It is through the geometry of reflected 

and refracted vision- for which Bacon employs Euclid 's Optics - that he begins to approach 

the deeper intention of his research, which is to derive through an understanding of the 

physical properties of light the real rn and intention of the divine314
• 

Bacon 's optics: vision - perspective and theological knowledge 

Wh ile I am going to go into the nature of the divine ray of the divine light more thoroughly 

in the section on religious beliefs, I nevertheless want to initiate here thoughts that pertain to 

the Franciscan friars' ideological position. Roger French and Andrew Cunningham in their 

publication, Bef ore Science: the invention of the friars' natural philosophy, outline the 

Franci scans' pre-occupation with the nature of light as seen also by the importance it has in 

the works of Roger Bacon. 

This divine emanation or divine truth, Bacon writes in his last chapter on optics -

Concerning the Relationship of Perspective ta Theolog/ 15
- must somehow be understood or 

expounded upon because it is ordained and emanates in the direction of this world. 

Consequent] y, the science of perspective has as a particular function an understanding of the 

organ of vision itself in ali of its layered complexity, since it resembles in every way the 

divine order: the earth mirroring heaven. And because vision, according to Bacon is three-
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fold, sense alone is only a weak vision; the vision ofmemory is more perfect, while vision by 

reasoning - in this case sy llogistic and geometrical - is the most perfect. 

Knowledge of the perception of vision therefore mediates divine illumination. There is 

another dimension of three-foldedness: namely direct, refracted and reflected light. Direct 

light is the most potent and the most perfect, and belongs to God. Refracted is Jess certain 

and befits the nature of angels. Reflected vision belongs to man316
• His proof for the 

importance of this research he finds in the Bible, as he writes: "For in God 's Scriptures 

nothing is so much enlarged upon as those things that pertain to the eye and to vision [. .. ] 

and therefore nothing is more necessary for the natural spiritual meaning than definite 

knowledge of this science" 317
• 

2.3.4.2 Analysis of pictorial spa ce in The Cycle of Saint Francis in the Bardi Cha pel 

There are a number of recurring themes that give forrn to the picturing of vision in the light 

ofBacon 's theories. A prime example is Bacon 's idea that perception is based on predictions 

and judgment on the part of the viewer. Giotto, for instance, being his own first viewer, 

becomes an integral part of his own compositional considerations. The visual narratives, so 

familiar to viewers at the time, anticipate not only the movement of the viewer's gaze within 

the scenes, but also take into consideration the proximity and position of the viewer in the 

space ofthe church as weil as the relationship to the location ofeach fresco independently. 

The distant location of the fresco Francis Renouncing His Worldly Goods at the top of 

the left wall within the lunette is given a dramatic physical presence by the foreshortening of 

the walls around the Bishop's Palace. It is against these walls that the action of the 

renunciation plays itself out. The foreshortening318 exaggerates the size of the corner where 

the walls meet and compensates for the distant scene by pushed the action out towards the 

viewer. In this way the viewer is able to participate in the dramatic action of its story. The 

town folk that accompany the father are closest to the viewer, and together they are facing 

Saint Francis, who confronts them with his intention. The protruding wall319 is most 

prominently at the edge where the walls join. The right hand wall separates the assertive 

figure of Saint Francis - standing in front of its edge- from his father who is lunging at him 
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from the left wall. The walls recede into the distance on either si de, the !ines of the stone or 

brick converging away from the protruding edge. This edge where the two wall s meet is off 

centre to the ri ght and relatively cl oser to the rear wall of the Chape!. This is calculated to 

compensate for the oblique angle from which the viewer is forced to observe the scene- high 

up and within the narrow confines of the Chapel. 

Bacon also briefly discusses the problem of the angle of vision. The perpendicular 

direct viewing that Bacon suggests is strongest, while not possible in the Chapel , is 

somewhat recovered by Giotto's pictorial strategy mentioned above. Moreover, the curve of 

the lunette adds to the reading of this architectural proj ection as resembling, while not 

inverted, that of a refl ection on a convex mirror jutting out towards the viewer. Bacon had 

analyzed and studied these, and Giotto likely made an association between the elements of 

the lunette and Saint Francis literally projecting his intention out to the world 320
. 

Opposite, in the same corresponding posi tion at the top ri ght wall within the lunette, 

and chronologically sequential in the Saint Francis cycle is the fresco, The Confirmation Of 

the Rule (fig. 2.74). Compositionally and spatially it is, however, the other fresco's inversion. 

Here we have the representation of an interior space, whose coffered cei ling constructs a 

sense of concavity and pulls the viewer into it by its receding lines . There is also another 

kind offoreshortening. The coffered ceiling does not recede centrally, but points to the friars 

at right of centre. This compensation, as in the opposite fresco, constructs a fa lse centrality 

for the viewer321
• The scene must be viewed from an oblique li ne of sight at the entrance to 

the Chapel, and produces the illusion that Saint Francis- who is actually kneeling left of 

centre - appears to be kneeling at the centre of the fresco. Interestingly, this technique has 

echoes in anamorphic drawings of the Renaissance. The viewer is also in line with the 

brothers and Saint Francis as they kneel faci ng the Pope. If the opposite fresco centres on the 

idea of intention and projection, this fresco centres on the idea of reception . In the scene, 

Saint Francis is waiting to receive approval for his brotherhood. Ail the figures are up close 

at the forefront of the pictorial space and picture plane. On both si des of this central interior 

are two side wings that contain on each two figures that observe the scene, each one seeing 

the event from the opposite position. Creighton Gi lbert proposes that the figures not actively 
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participating in the narrati ve are there as a witnessing of the event322
• This idea of proximity 

and distance is repeated most especially The Death of Saint Francis and the Verification of 

the Stigmata (fig. 2.74) to be discussed later. And in the centre of the roof above the 

kneeling figure of Saint Francis is the head of Saint Peter, patron to' Saint Francis, framed by 

an oculus. The roofline and the continuing rooflines of the side wings encompass the space 

below in a kind of protective emanation, but they also simultaneously guide the viewer' s 

eyes to their apex, where even the direction of the marbling of the pedimented roof sweeps 

up to reinforce the heavenward gaze. 

These two frescoes find the viewer's sense of sight engaged in the judgment of 

position, di stance, magnitude and motion - producing a perceptual judgment on the general 

character of their pictorial spaces of reception or projection - concave or convex. One sends 

a message of intenti on, the other one of reception. Clearly one could imagine Giotto 

intenti onally making these pi ctori al propositions as much a statement on his understanding of 

vision as an homage to the !i fe of Saint Francis and its ideo logical impli cations. 

Chronologically the next two frescoes are differently inverted. The Sultan (fig. 2.75), 

seated high up on the throne, is enclosed in its symbolically tai! narrow housing. The 

projecti ve !ines of the throne's roof extend downwards, pointing to the narrow side doors . 

However, the internai oblique !ines of the ceil ing of the throne - wh en extended - point to 

the Sultan ' s head, poss ibly his eyes as he looks at the fl eeing pri es ts323
. What his eyes are 

seeing constructs a confl ict of reason, or in Bacon's terrn - complexion. His central and 

enclosed position of the throne, with his head tumed in one direction and his pai nting hand 

and arm in the opposite di rection, speaks of what Bacon would identizy as the experience of 

internai senses in a confliction of judgment. This state is hidden to the extemal senses. The 

!ines that draw our attention to the Sul tan 's head and eyes - if we project them in the mann er 

of the op tic chiasma crossing and continue them as straight !ines of sight - form a pyramid of 

vision that Bacon describes. The space that this pyramid encompasses in front of the throne 

is a space empty of any fi gures or object, leaving the Sultan powerless. But what it does 

encompass on the right-hand side is the buming fire, whose flames fo llow exactly the shape 

of this triangulation . This is also symbolically the fi re and force of vision, perhaps even 
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divine, which is simultaneously the cause of fear but also of certitude. Behind and 

surrounding the throne is a layer of soft and pliant walls. This shallow curtained space is 

poss ibly a garden. The incline of the side-walls, when extended, converge on the centre of 

the middle riser of the second step to the throne. This riser is symbolically decorated wi th ten 

small circles whose specifie meaning one can only guess at - perhaps the commandments. 

While the walls incline inward, the shallow scene forces these projections to continue across 

the pictori al surface to meet in front of the li ghtly coloured, almost white throne. This 

reinforces our attention to the centralized conflict of the Sultan and engages the viewer in 

reconstructing, however subtly , !ines of sight th at both converge and diverge from the Sultan. 

The result is to open up the pictorial space in front of the sultan, giving access ta the viewer. 

Saint Francis on the ri ght-hand side of the fresco and closest to the viewer rehearses thi s 

action as he gazes towards the Sultan in a movement from ri ght to left. The position of this 

fresco on the wall is much lower than the frescoes above, and it does not appear that Giotto 

felt he needed to compensate the centrality or have the figure close to the surface, since the 

action plays itself out in the centre of the pictorial space represented. 

The pictorial spatial resolution of The Apparition At Arles (fig. 2.76) in the centre of the 

left wall is also organized sy mmetrically. While the Sultan, pos itioned at centre, looks away 

from the viewer and at the fleeing pri ests, Saint Francis with his head turned to his left, looks 

straight at the viewer standing at the entrance of the Chapel. The stage- like setting of the 

side-wal ls and roof together with the co lumns at the front constitute the proj ective !ines that 

can be constructed from the architecture. The spatial projection of the centre columns 

converge on the feet of Saint Francis, who appears to be standing- if not even hovering- at 

the centre on a reddish brown surface that appears to be on the same leve! with the seats on 

which the brothers sit. The roofline projects downwards, converging on the area close to the 

heart of Saint Francis. The space of the rectory is progressively recessive, and just as Bacon 

suggests about the nature oflight and colour, becomes darker and the colour more dense. The 

low wall at the front supporting the columns for the roof are rendered in the lightest value, 

appeari ng to illuminate the middle value of a sienna and umber interior. Against this appears 
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the rear wall or the background, rendered as the darkest contrast. This space represents weil 

what Panofsky implies when he states that: 

[ ... ] the enclosed interior space [that appear in Giotto for the first time] clearly felt as a 
hollow body, signifies more than a consolidation of objects. lt signifies a revolution in 
the formai assessment of the representational surface. This surface is not a wall or the 
panel bearing the forms of individual things or figures but is once again the transparent 
plane through which we are meant to believe that we are looking into space, even if 
that space is still bounded on ali sides [ . . . ] we may already define it as a 'picture 
plane '324

• 

On the left side of the fresco closest to the viewer, Saint Francis looks down on the 

friars sitting below him on the left, who are largely oblivious to his gaze and appear to be in a 

state of internalized contemplation, while those on the right side of the fresco and furthest 

from the viewer look up towards him. This visual pyramid therefore has as its apex the vision 

of Saint Francis and as its base the two groups of friars. Together, this structure of the gaze 

constructs a pyramid of rays of vision, creating a bond of vision between the apparition and 

the friars. 

It is, however, the red tiled roof that dominates the sense of visual convergence (fig. 

2.77). The structural !ines of the tile pattern draw the eye to converge off in the distance 

beyond the fresco 's frame, while at the same time appearing to fan out across the entire scene 

like a divine emanation. Saint Francis, at centre, constructs a circle formed by the curve of 

the arch (fig. 2.78) that frames him at l'he top and the curve of his raised arms that encompass 

the sign of the crucifixion. The halo that surrounds the saint's head is at the dead centre of 

this circle, recalling the iris at the centre of the eye: the head in the centre of the iris becomes 

the visual pupil - the spiritual pupil - for the entrance to the sou!. The centering of ali the 

optical circ les completes itself in this supple sign of the eye, and connects it with the eye of 

God at the vertex of the emanation325
• The equidistant rays that extend the pattern of the roof 

spread like the divine ray, most ungrudgingly over those seeking it. For Bacon, knowledge 

and wisdom are quite literally caused by illuminations, or as he calls it, the illuminationist's 

act of understanding326
• 
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The complexity of interi or and exterior spaces makes this scene unique among the 

frescoes in this cycle. I am reminded of the seven layers of the eye that Bacon describes . 

They are here re-enacted as seven spatiallayers: 

1) There is a space in front of the columns 

2) There is the low wall. 

3) There is the space where the friars are sitting. 

4) There is the middle wall with three arches at whose centre Saint Franci s hovers in the 

impossibly shallow space of the arch. 

5) There is the space beh ind where the other fri ars are standing or sitting. 

6) There is the rear wall ; and finally 

7) There is an ambi guous linear configuration, like an opening, in the rear wall , slightly to 

the left and more in line with the sight-lines ofthe viewers at the entrance to the chape!. This 

'opening' leads the viewers' ray of v is ion into an undefined space beyond the rear walf3 27
• 

The scenes in ali the frescoes have both an inside and an outside, and it is easy to move 

back and forth between them. But unlike The Trial by Fire (fi g. 2.79), thi s architectural 

setting has only one doorway on the left side, closest to the viewer, offering the viewer an 

entrance into the scene. The pictori al space surrounding the Sultan in The Tria l By Fire is 

constructed primarily in the more tangible aspects of vi sion, whereas in the Apparition at 

Arles (fi g. 2.80), despite the four straight and upright and perpendicular columns supporting 

the roof, it is the roof that leads to the sensation of di vine emanation that falls over the whole 

scene. 

The Death of Saint Francis and The Verification of the Stigmata (fi g. 2.81 ), although 

bad ly damaged, has a number of wall fragments and other symbolic elements that also speak 

to the understanding of vis ion. The low wall of the architectural structure on the left si de of 

thi s fresco inclines, and if extended, it converges directly on the stigmatic wound. The 

wound's inspection for proof or verification is made with two senses, the senses of sight and 

touch- the immaterial and material. What remains in the painting that depicts the cei ling of 

the enclosed space on the left side appears to suggest a simi lar convergence at the point of 

proof. The young brother on the other side of the of the bed on whi ch the saint's body lies in 
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state has his head tumed to see Saint Francis rising up to heaven surrounded by angels, 

spiritually closest to man. The angels are taking Saint Francis to the next leve! in the celestial 

hierarchy, guided by a tri ad oflight bearers in astate of (geometrica l) perfection. Each holds 

a long vertical torch arranged at an incl ined angle towards the centre of the fresco, where it 

converges in the shape of a pyramid with its apex at the top edge of the fresco pointing 

heavenwards . The fi gures in this emotionally moving scene both express and suppress 

sorrow. Sensations and their complexions are intemalized or extemalized. The fi gures to the 

right and left look on with quiet controlled sorrow, and are the register for two separate 

independent views. A third view is registered by a group situated at the middle of the 

painting, physically in contact with the body of the deceased saint, whose members touch 

adoringly or gesticulate in dismay as they converge towards the centre where the body li es in 

state. 

This structure replicates the meeting point of the two separate optic nerves, the point at 

which the ultimate image is formed and which represents the ultimate point of perception. 

This resemblance to the action at the optic chiasma parall els the perception of vision as 

understood by Bacon, for whom in this centre there exists the convergence of complex 

sensations to be identifi ed and memori zed. The touching and looking ali occur in sensible 

time and are more direct and stronger than when looking occurs from a di stance . The senses 

of sorrow, loss, and joy impress themselves on the memory faculty of the brothers, here in 

the painting cast in the materiality oftheir own bodies, through which they can be shared an d 

rehearsed by the viewer. Giotto emphasizes this sharing by placing the scene and the 

stigmatic wound- the proof of Saint Francis ' s proximity to God- just above the viewer's 

eye leve!. The viewer is consequently induced to fee! as though they are kneeling behind or 

beside their representatives - the friars kneeling next to the body. The intimacy of this 

embracing viewing position is further enhanced by the near li fe-s ize scale of the figures. But 

that is as far as a reading of the work can be pursued, since unfortunately no traces have been 

left conceming the particularities of the pictorial space beyond this point. 

The final scene of the Visions of Brother Agostino and Bishop Guido Of Assisi (fig. 

2.82) also unfortunately has too many parts missing to be able to comment on it. 
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Nevertheless it is possible to observe generally that ali the scenes discussed have been 

pictorially constructed with the understanding of direct or reflected and refracted light. The 

direction of the li ght in Saint Francis Renouncing His Worldly Goods (fig. 2.83) illuminates 

the right si de of the wall and palace above it, leaving the wall on the left side to become 

progressively darker. The fresco below with its apparition of the saint is also illuminated 

from the right, and Saint Francis appears to be illuminated from the top. This also seems to 

be true for the verification of the stigmata fresco . The three panels on the right are 

illuminated from the left. Giotto acknowledges as weil the presence of the window on the 

rear wall and renders the light within the frescoes as though illuminated by it. White noticed 

the same phenomenon in the illumination of the Arena ChapeJ328
. However, the overall 

illumination is not dramatic and the shadows cast are very subtle. For example, the pillars 

that support the roof above the apparition, with their progressive shift from light to dark, 

adds another leve! of plasticity and a sense of reality or volume and gives a further dimension 

to the geometrie rationalization of the spaces. Whether the sight-line of the fi gures in the 

scene or the sy mbolic object or gesture, ali become part of an understanding of the nature of 

vision as understood by Bacon and others at the time. 

The final fresco to be discussed in this cycle is Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata329 (fig. 

2.84). Ali the visual constructs here are tied to the figures of Christ and the saint. The 

mountain becomes simply a backdrop whose mass emphasizes the twisting movement of 

Saint Francis' body. That movement provides the figure with a strong frontality despite the 

clearly depicted gaze between the saint and Christ. This complex move folds the viewer into 

the action as the eye tracks back and forth between saint and saviour following the !ines of 

force, or rays of light, that hold the two figures in a an embrace of equivalence. This fresco 

carries a rather unique demonstration of Giotto's understanding of optics. A comparison with 

two other versions of the painting is instructive. There is a version now in the collection of 

the Louvre and executed by the Giotto's workshop around 1300 (fig. 2.85), almost three 

decades earlier; a second one, part of the Assisi cycle, Legend of Saint Francis (fig. 2.86), 

dates from about 1 304. In each case the crucified figure of Christ is enfolded by the four

winged seraph that supports his outstretched arms and body, though without the presence of 
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the cross . What is then to be especially noted is that in these earlier versions, white the marks 

of the sti gmata are visible on the body of Christ, the !ines of force that trans fer the stigmatic 

marks to Saint Franci s are organized in a way that would indicate a simple understanding of 

mirroring (fi g. 2.87). Saint Franci s, facing the body of Chri st, receives the sti gmata from 

Chri st' s ri ght hand to his own left hand, and from Chri st's left hand to hi s own ri ght hand. 

Thi s perpendicular exchange is also true for the sti gmatic marks on the feet: from the ri ght 

foot of Christ to left foot of the saint, and from the left foot of Chri st to the to the saint' s right 

foot. Thi s mirroring exchange constructs a rectangle between them. 

In contrast to thi s mirroring, the later Bardi Chape! fresco depicting Saint Francis 

Receiving Stigmata330 (fig. 2.88) has a different order to the transfer and reception of 

stigmata. Here the !ines of force or light that give visual presence to the transfer of the 

stigmata are no longer parallel, as in a simple mirror image, but cross so as to truly duplicate 

the marks from the fi gure of Chri st to the fi gure of Saint Francis. In other words, the 

stigmatic marks are transferred from ri ght hand to right hand, from left hand to left hand, and 

similarl y from right foot to ri ght foot and left foot to left foot. Between the fi gures of Christ 

and Saint Francis, this configuration forms a crossing of two !ines that clearl y parallels the 

structure of the optic nerves that extend from each eye, crossing from ri ght to left but at the 

centre intersecting at the optic chiasma - which as we have seen was understood to be the 

ultimate point, the ultimate complete image - before continuing on in its straight linear 

propagation . A number of descriptive di agrams of this understanding exist from thi s 

peri od331
. 

This indicates a new way of picturing vision that is not represented by the appearance 

of the mi rro red image, whether in front or behind the mirror 's surface, but as Bacon 

describes it at its point of intersection. This then represents a clear indication that Giotto was, 

by the time of the Bardi Chapel' s painting at !east, weil aware of contemporary research into 

the physiology of the eye and brain and their relationship to vision. That research, appealing 

to geometry and syllogistic logic as it did, nonetheless was naturally argued in the context of 

the theological belief in light as a mode! and source radiating illumination. Giotto's painting 

does more than just demonstrate his knowledge of this research. By abandoning the 

-- -- ----------- --- --- - ------------- --- -----
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conventional mirror representation, m which only one person can cl aim identity to the 

mirrored image- Giotto abandons Saint Augustine's mode! of vision and supplants it with a 

true exchange and a more complex understanding of the nature of vision . Francesca Flores 

D'Arcais suggests, without going into more detai l, that the play of diagonals in this fresco 

creates an embryonic perspective system332
• lt should also be noted that it is also Giotto who, 

for the first ti me, includes these shafts of light as part of the representation of the stigmata333
. 

Massaccio 's Trinil)? 34 (fig. 2.89), executed almost a century after Giotto's Bardi fresco, 

attests to Giotto ' s understanding and gives a visual mode! in support of Grosseteste, Bacon 

and others who believed that geometry 335 was capable of depicting cause through the use of 

the natural effects produced by !ines, angles , and figures together with light as pure 

intelligibl e form 336
- li ght being the form that gives form to everything else337

• 

A final reference here, to Proclus, that Space is nothing other than the finest light338
, is 

interesting for its aphoristic summati on of the ideas taken up by Bacon that if light is 

ultimately geometrie by nature, then li ght is space. It is possible to recognize in Giotto 's 

Bardi fresco of Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata a paradoxical approach to thi s matter of 

space and li ght. On the one hand, Giotto's floating of the fresco images against an 

indeterminate spatial background transforms space into a homogeneous and so to speak, 

homogeni zing fluid , one that is immeasurable and indeed dimension less. On the other hand, 

with his complex imagery of light representing the reception of the wounds, Giotto 

transforms that feared immeasurable infinity into one having a finite dimension, a dimension 

of activity, an activ ity centred on two bodies - that of Christ and of Saint Francis - firm ly 

anchoring the era 's desire for redemption through the body of Christ to the human body 

itself, and shifting the gaze from the transcendent to the terrestrial. 

2.3.5 Mathematical beliefs 

2.3.5.1 General context 

The relationship between the transcendental and the terrestrial is implicit in the centrality of 

mathematics for the thirteenth and fourteenth centuries. In the early part of the thirteenth 

century Robert Grosseteste, Bishop of Lincoln and a multivalent mathematician, astronomer, 

/ 
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physicist, philosopher and translator of Greek to Latin insisted that natural philosophy - or 

science, as we now refer to it - should be based on both mathematics and experiment339
: 

mathematics for its realization of the hidden dimension of reality, and experiment for 

reality's effects. John Bridges, writing on the !ife and work of Roger Bacon, discusses 

Grosseteste 's immense influence on the need for scientific study at Oxford and on the 

development of an empirical approach to knowledge340
• Interestingly, since Bacon was a 

Franciscan, in 1224 Grosseteste was made rector of the Franciscans, recently established 

there. According to Bridges, Bacon mentions attending lectures on optics at Oxford, most 

likely given by Grosseteste, for whom Straker mentions that "the mathematical study of 

optics was the foundation of al! creation, all created being, and al! causation"34 1
• There is 

inescapable evidence that Roger Bacon was a disciplé42
, but in any case, Bacon, whose own 

influence on empirical thought is wei l known, and whose interest in geometry has been 

examined in the preceding section, states his position on mathematics in this passage from 

his Opus Majus, chapter one: 

The gate and key is mathematics, which the saints discovered at the beginning of the 
world [ ... ] the knowledge of this science prepares the mind and elevates it to a certain 
knowledge of al ! things, so that if one Jeams the roots of knowledge placed aboutit and 
rightly applies them to the knowledge of the other sciences and matters, he will then be 
able to know al i that fo llows without error and doubt easily and effectually. For without 
these neither what precedes nor what follows can be known; [ ... ] Comprehension of 
mathematical truths is innate, as it were343

. 

By the later part of the thirteenth century mathematics touched every aspect of society. 

lts appli cation was pragmatic, whether for the theologian as a tool by which to rationalize 

religious belief, or for ordinary tradesmen and merchants as useful in manufacture and 

commerce. It was only in this period that mathematical ski lls were recognized as useful for 

broader app lications. Mathematics was now taught privately in grammar schools, universities 

or gui ld schools or in special primary or Abacus schools, where the teaching of basic 

arithmetic and geometry was based on written instructions rather than diagrams. This 

dependence on text led to a tendency that reversed the order by stating not the original 

proposition of Eu cl id, for instance the question how can a triangle fit a circle, but rather wh at 

is the largest circle that fits around a triangle344
• This would Iead to a different approach to the 
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subject that shifted medieval thought beyond the classical mold. Advances in arithmetical 

calculations enabled international banking to invent Joan systems for the purpose of fighting 

wars on credit. Indeed, Florence was the primary centre of international trade, developing 

letters of credit through banking families like the Bardis and Perruzis. 

But as mentioned, and clearly entertained in Giotto 's frescoes for the Bardis' Chape!, 

there was another dimension to mathematics beyond the simpl e numbers of arithmetic. In the 

Middle Ages mathematics came to be charged with sacred or magic meaning. Numerology as 

a fabula was not new, even as far back as the Pythagorians. They had been interested in what 

can be termed philosophical numerology, through which for Plato mathematics took on 

meaning345
. The Christian Church adopted much of Platonic thought, and from the time of 

Saint Augustine number symboli sm was part of inserting layers - at times secret layers - of 

mean ing into a written or visual text, and arithmetical patterns were used even in the 

structuring of poetry346
. In the theological application of mathematics the Trinity - 'The 

One ', or Oneness, of Mind and Sou! is identified with Divinity. Medieval thinkers felt 

authorized by Saint Augustine to develop complex mathematical relationships in the belief 

that numbers were of divine origin and it is in that sense one can see why it was thought, as 

Slocum notes "they were the key to the pattern andform of the world" 341
• 

IfD ivinity was monadic it was assumed that Evil was a Duad, or diversity, which was 

of course characteristic of ordinary !ife. It was therefore the Sou! 's task to aspire towards this 

state of unity and leave behind chaos. Other numbers carried simil arly loaded connotations, 

as for example the number three as perfection. The applications were universal. Symbolic 

numbers were an essential and fundamental aspect of medieval architecture. Jacques de 

Liege gave special importance to the number four as it related to the number of elements of 

the material world, and wh en added up, as in the numbers 1 2 3 4, 10 was the result. The 

number four also represented the four characteristic humours in the body - phlegmatic, 

sanguine, choleric and melancholic - and their conditions: hot, cold, moist, and dry. John 

Secor writes that Dante was so aware of this relationship that in the Purgatorio he makes a 

neat geometrical symmetrical relationship between the separate sections of the cantos. And 

in Paradisio Beatrice wears the same three colours as the colours of the three circles. Dante 's 

l 
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use of numerology can be seen ag ain in the Inferno, in which five cantos the length of 7, 10, 

10, 10, and 7 add up to 44, a doubling related to medieval symbolism' defined of four as the 

number for a human being348
• As a final example of the widespread interest in numerology, 

Kate Frost writes that John Donne was enamoured with the number twenty-three, associated 

with Divine Justice, and with the vertical structure of the Uni verse. Not surprisingly, 

numerology was closely linked to astrology - as in the case of the famous medieval 

mathematician Cardano casting the horoscope of Jesus349
• 

Numerology 's importance extended beyond its specifie application into an entire 

mindset one might cali a Weltanschauunft 50
• Under its influence, Vincent of Beauvais 

developed from Vi tru vian theory of proportions a set of proportions for the human figure in 

Speculum Naturale35
\ and in the early part of the century Leonardo Fibonacci of Pisa 

published in 1202 hi s most well-known treatise, Liber Abaci or Book of the Abacus 352 in 

which he introduced the nine Arabie numerals35 3 plus the zero. Fibonacci writes "The nine 

Indian figures are 9 8 7 6 54 3 2 1. With these nine figures and an 0 ... any number may be 

written". 

Dante - aware as ever of contemporary knowledge - appreciated the progress ive and 

incrementai possibilities of these numbers, always casting them as Divine. In Paradisio 

Chapter XII he writes: "in nine subsistencies together brings itself eternally a biding One" 354
• 

In my analysis of mathematical beliefs, I suggest that numbers - whether proportion or 

circles, squares or triangles - and the relationship between mathem atical beliefs and Giottos 

representations of the Bardi Chape! seem manifold, and that matehematical considerations 

touch not only on the principal aspect of the compositions, but dominate even the very 

smallest detail , as 1 will demonstrate. 

lt is not only proportion itself that became a subject for discussion. Implicit in it lay the 

question of progression and infinity itself. The controversy can be traced back to Saint 

Augustine's intuitive argumentation conceming the parallels between mathematical and 

religious concepts of the infinite355
. As Saint Augustine argued, the infinite must exist in God 

since God must already know each and every natural number, and he not only knows 

infiniteness, but is himself thae56
• Saint Augustine went on to intuit the infinite vanishing 
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point by putting a hierarchical value on geometrical forms, suggesting that the eq uilateral 

triangle was superi or to any other triangle, the square superior to it, while next in the 

hierarchy was the circle and finally above ali these is the point-indivisible, centre and 

beginning and end of itself, the generating point of a circl e, the most beautiful of ali 

figures357
• And Dante in Jine 49 Two Modes of Creation writes, 

Open thine eyes now and behold how bound 
is they bel ief with wh at 1 shall re ply 
both in the truth like centre in the round. 
That which cao die, and that which cannot die, 
are nothing save the splendor ofthat Word 
In love begotten by our Father High358 

This eventually becomes the vanishing point with no beginning and no end, identifi able 

in sorne degree with the apogee and perigee- the hi ghest or most di stant po int. 

Bishop Eti enne Tempier, in arguing against philosophical specul at ions on the matter of 

eternity and non-createdness of the universe, nonetheless admitted the possibility of parallel 

or multipl e worlds and advanced the idea that the heavenly spheres can have both circular 

and rectilinear motion . This marked not only the start of an acknowledgment that an infinite 

universe was possibl e, but also that there was space beyond the Premum Mobile, the 

Ultimate Sphere or extent ofthe Christian Universe up to this time359
. By the beginning of the 

fourteenth century, Scholastic thought came to reject Aristotl e's insistence on the 

nonexistence of the infinite, and accepted the existence of an actual infinite. 

Geometry 

Edgerton, in The Heritage of Giotto 's Geometr/60
, writes that medieval scribes were 

frustrated in representing volumes because, lacking a shared graphie language, they lacked 

the ability to represent three-dimensional forms. 

Means therefore had to be found by which the geometry of vo lumes as a visual 

language could become integrated into the common visual system of belief. The resources 

were slender. An Arabie version of the original Greek text ofEuclid 's treatise Phaenomena

demonstrat ing spherica l geometry for astronomers - and translated into Latin had survived 

into the twelfth cent ury. Additional ly, while others of his texts were large! y devoted to the 
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geometry of planar figures, he did speak occasionally about spheres. Thus, while Roger 

Bacon was interested in familiarizing Christians with the Geometry of Mother Earth and the 

physical character of the Universe, he and others had difficulty in geometrically representing 

a sphere or hemisphere. One can fully appreciate this dil emma when reading hi s expl anation 

for the roundness of the Universe, which is accompanied by two diagrams, both in plan. 

Even though a bit lengthy, this who le passage illustrates cl earl y the anxieti es th at geometry , 

it was hoped, would be able to relieve: that is, that it would enable specul at ions of the 

physical world- by demonstrating with logical argumentations providing credib le answers

that it conformed with expectations about the nature of the uni versai divine order. 

Since ofnecessity the bodies of the universe are many and di visible and are quantities , 
they must have a form required for the existence of the uni verse [ ... ] Therefore the 
universe must be a spherical form, in which solid atone are ali diameters eq ual, so that 
it can revolve freely on every diameter, and thus no inconvenience res ults. Likewise 
within it must be spherical and concave; for it cannot be of a p lane fi gure36 1

. 

But the parts of the heavens must be equally distant fro m the earth on account of the 

equality of nature . Therefore of necess ity it must be of spherical form 362 (fi g. 2.90). 

No more natural embl ematic repository of truth can be imagined for this period than the 

architecture of the churches themselves . Eric Fernie in the introduction to Nancy Wu ' s 

anthology Ad Quadratum363
, a book dedicated to recent research on the practi cal application 

of geo metry in med ieval architecture, di scovered a numerological system ex plaining the 

typical proportional relationshi ps of nave to ais le, arcade to wal l, and the ais le arcade wall. 

He concludes that the ratios of the nave, the ais le and arcade wall , as weil as the aisle and the 

arcade wall in themselves can be shown to have the same rati o of 26. Wh ile measurements of 

churches are generally approximate, varying to some extent from place to place, he remarks 

on the amazing recurrence of their similarity between the proportions of medieval church 

architecture. It is also possible to identify these proportions with interrelated forms of the 

circle, triangle, square and other polygons. The above proportions, based on the square root 

of 2, 3 and 5, not only relate to the Golden Section, but are reflected in two intersecting 

circles whose angles form 60 degrees, or three overlapping circles that form an isosceles 

triangle, whi le the square root and grid are generated from the square364
• This is also very 
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evident in Giotto's pictorial representations. This means that medieval architecture was 

dependant on and integrated with geometrie structures and their numerological associati ons. 

And as we have seen, it was hardly alone in this: poetry as weil was, as with Dante, both 

numeric and geometric365
• In tum, geometry's association with religion and sacred number 

systems and symbols during this period recasts it as quite hermetic, an emphasis that saw it 

interpreted as functioning on the notion that spiritual forces of the uni verse actually have the 

potential to engage or enter and influence the material forces with which Bacon was 

preoccupied366
. 

2.3.5.2 Analysis of pictorial space in The Cycle of the Life of Saint Francis 

Having made these general points conceming the app lication of geometry to medieval church 

architecture, it is appropriate now to consider them in reference to the particular church 

under consideration in this chapter, the Church of Santa Croce. 

The following analysis will emphasize first the numerological aspects of the Church, 

and then examine its geometry. Both need to be prefaced with a caveat. Starting with the 

measurements for the church of Santa Croce taken from the official plan, the stated length of 

the entire church is 115 meters long. YetI found it to be closer to llO meters . Simi larly, the 

transept (note here its derivation from sept or 7) that traverses the nave or body of the church 

at right angle to the entrance of the choir, is given as 73 meters from one si de of the church 

to the other, while my calculation brought it to within 70 meters. This is based on 

measurements made by myself from the Chape! and its adjacent pillar - and information 

from other published measurements including the plan of the church. The point is that 

whatever measurement is made, the issue of its relationship to intended proportions remains 

open, particularly since as the scale increases there is more variance at play. With detailed 

work, there is of course more control possible367
. As another example, the aisle is given as 38 

meters wide and I found it closer to 40 meters. Again, these variance might be a matter of 

including or excluding the wall measurements. Therefore I want to stress that the numbers 

here are only within a few meters of accuracy. lt is, however, difficult to ignore the fact that 

the square in the chancel - considered the key to the grid on which the whole church is based 
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- is very close to 10 meters. I should state here that wh ether these measurements are taken in 

Roman feet, the measurement of the period, or using our contemporary metric system, the 

numerical relationship and relative proportions remain the same. For ease of comprehension 

I will therefore use metric. 

Retuming to the area of the church of most interest here, the transept' s width is 

approximately 20 meters (fig. 2.91). Leading off it beside the hi gh altar, the Bardi Chapel 

itself is approximately 6 meters in depth if the exterior wall is included, and 5 meters in 

width ifhalfthe width ofthe pillars separating it from the altar on the left and the next chape] 

on the right is included in the calculation. 

Length of church 11000 cm divided by 10 meter grid 11 11 -7 = 4 

Transept length 70000 cm 7 7-4 = 3 

Ais1e width 40000 cm 4 4-2 = 2 

Transept width 20000 cm 2 2-1 = 1 

Square in Chancel 10000 cm 

total ratio and proportions = 10 

The sequence 1 2 3 4 cao be related to Jacque de Liege 's number four of the elements 

whose addition makes 10, the perfect number, which number also defines the dimensions of 

the key to the grid in the church ' s chancel, rendering it the monad - the primary unit from 

which ali is generated. Four also represents the four humours , and in Christian symbolism the 

number for a human being. The square root of2000 - the width of the transept - is very close 

to 44, which for Dante illustrates the union of two people, namely Beatrice and himself 

ascending into paradise. 

11000 : 1 0 = 11 000 

70,000 : 10 = 7000 

40,000 : 10 = 4000 

20,000 : 1 0 = 2000 

10,000 : 10 = 1000 

sq root of 11000 = 10.4 

" " 

" " 

" " 

" 7000 = 8.3 

" 4000 = 6.3 

" 2000 = 4.4 

" 1000 = 3.1 

x 



subdivision for the 5 chapels on either side 

25000 

500 wide 

500 deep 
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26000 ( each si de ofthe chancel is 26 meters) 

Note that the number 11 is the number of times the principle square- the dimensions of 

the chancel -di vides into the length of the Basilica. El even is the combination of the One

unity and singularity - and of the Ten - the perfect path leading up the aisle to the altar. 

James Addiss gives another example of a medieval church, San Miniato in Florence, for 

which he demonstrates that the square forms the modular plan of a crypt interiofl68
. 

Number symbolism was also used in the octagonal columns of Santa Croce to divide 

the nave and aisles. The number 8 signifies birth and rebirth, making the baptisteries 

traditionally octagonal. The five apses and the five chapels that flank either side of the 

chancel would have be en a reminder for the friars of the fi ve wounds of Chri st, and of Saint 

Francis' emulation of them369
• The number 5 as a significant number representing both 

Christ's crucifixion and Saint Francis ' stigmata was repeated in devotional literature. 

Without going into detail here, which I will be doing below wh en I tum to the church ' s 

geometry, it 's important to make the point that Giotto would have been aware of the church's 

use of the grid, and that he follows suit. In his six frescoes in the Bardi Chape! he di vides 

them hori zontally into five equal parts, and vertically into four (fig. 2.92, 2.93). 

Clearly one could go on with this analysis at greater length, but whether it is possible to 

reconstruct ali the complex layers of numerical meaning that are integrated into the 

architecture of this Basilica, and in particular the frescoes, is not the aim. There is substantial 

evidence th at for the medieval mi nd the accomplishments of a work, whether literary , 

musical or visual, was measured by its ability to integrate the divine order meaningfully370 

This notion of the divine order was already mentioned by Plato in the Timaeus, and as Otto 

von Simpson reminds us in The Gothie Cathedral, medieval writers spent a great deal of time 

rationalizing their texts to conform with this divine order371
• 
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Shifting emphasis, then, from numerological considerations to geometry, we can note 

that the pointed gothie arch that forms the entrance to the Bardi Chape! is constructed out of 

two overlapping circles whose radius is the width of the fresco of Saint Francis Receiving 

Stigmata (fig. 2 .94) just above it. The lntradoes, or round medallions (fig. 2.95), of two 

saints on either si de of the arch are framed by ci rel es that are proportionate, being one sixth 

of the width of the stigmata fresco . The radius of the large outside circle of each that frames 

the portraits di vides in half to become the halo wom by the saint. This interior portrait is 

surrounded by six semicircles that are again half the radius of the halo. Therefore a 

consummate proportional relationship is established between ali parts of the representation. It 

will come as no surprise that the frescoes themselves are also subj ect to an internai order that 

reflect the greater order expressed by the proportionate relationship established by a 

geometry linking the symbolic and narrative content of each work372
. 

As already mentioned, J became aware of the sub-ordering of the six frescoes by a grid 

within the Bardi Chape!. Studying The Apparition at Arles (fig. 2.96), which is the central 

fresco on the left wall, I became aware of the spatial regularity between the four columns that 

support the roof in the foreground . And since the excellent photographie reproduction at my 

disposai included al i four edges of the fresco, it was possible to measure with reasonable 

certainty the vertical relationship of the spaces depicted between the column and the rest of 

the fresco surface. It became clear that the fresco neatly divided the surface vertically into 

five equal sections. On the right band side J observed in the fresco Trial By Fire (fig. 2.97) 

that the Sultan's throne bas similar vertical proportions . Upon measuring the throne, it tumed 

out to have an identical width to the space between the pillars. This then led me to di vide the 

remaining four frescoes in this manner. In each case the vertical divisions coincided with 

sorne important elements of the composition. In Saint Francis Renouncing His Worldly 

Goods (fig. 2.98), the uppermost fresco on the left wall situated in the lunette, when divided 

vertically using the same measurements, coïncides dramatically with the vertical edge of two 

diverging or converging walls against which the separation of Saint Francis ' old life and his 

new fife plays itself out. Villani, who wrote on the lives of Florentine personas and events in 

the later part of the fourteenth century, in describing the great buildings ofFio"rence from the 
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left bank of the Arno writes: "From here every crany of our city can be Jully seen. Let us 

climb up, pray, and look dawn on the city walls jutting upward ta the heavens, on the 

splendid towers, on the vast churches, and the splendid palaces" 313
• And John White writes: 

[ ... ] with Giotto's ability to combine a j utting architectural mass th at full y exploits the 
semicircular field with a centralized figure design that fills the forward plane. Wh il e 
the architectural knife- edge blunted by the figure of St Francis himself, emphasizes the 
ali- important centre of attention, the receding side wall of the massive structure 
bridges the dramatic gap across which the straining father tries to rush374

. 

While badly damaged in parts, in The Confirmation of The Rule (fig. 2.99) - its 

counterpart on the right hand wall - it is still possible to see that the hori zontal width of the 

roof conforms exactly to the dimensions of the vertical divisions. Due to severe damage 

suffered as a result of the erection of tombs in the eighteenth century, the two lowest frescoes 

The Death of Saint Francis and The Verification ofThe Stigmata (fig. 2.100) on the left wall 

and the Visions of Brother Agostino and Bishop Guido of Assisi (fig. 2.1 OJ ), on the ri ght 

wal l, one must examine more subtle indications that the vertical divi sions played a major role 

in their composition as wei l. Irene Hueck's article conceming Giotto 's proportions looks at 

the relative proportions of the Saint Francis cycle in the Arena Chape!. She remarks that the 

proportions of each narrative field was somewhat wider than tall 375
. This led me to see if 

there might be a horizontal division that was consistent in the compositional arrangements of 

ali six frescoes indicating the presence of a grid, one albeit rectilinear rather than square 

sin ce the proportions of the frescoes are in fact close to 320 cm by 510 cm. I fou nd th at the re 

are in fact enough horizontal co-incidences to suggest that indeed there are regular horizontal 

divisions. While the vertical surface is divided into five equal parts, the horizontal is divided 

into four equal parts. Joel Brink exami nes the geometrical ratios of three altarpieces by 

Duccio, Cimabue and Giotto, and discovers that they are al! related to each other through the 

square root376
• The proportions of the fresco's division of four by five can have associations 

with- as previously demonstrated- symbolic numerological meaning. For example, the five 

wounds of the crucifixion and the number four to indicate a human being. The Fresco on the 

outside of the Chape!, Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata, is divided into four squares, both 

vertical and horizontal. It also is one third the height ofthe Bardi Chape!, and ifwe include it 

in the height of the Chape! we have a height of four squares. But before 1 go into further 
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detail I want to add that both the horizontal and vertical division of the frescoes in the Bardi 

Chape! can be further subdivided into ten parts horizontally and eight parts vertically. Ten 

and eight: these divisions and their numbers can be seen to relate to the Basilica as 

representing the divine mo nad - 10 - and birth - the number 8. Further, the geometrie 

designs on the framing system of the frescoes are a clear indication of the presence and 

application of geometry, literally framing the ideological beliefs377
. While discuss ion has 

frequently centered around the proportional relationships of individual narrative panels, the 

subdivision of a grid adds another dimension to the geometrie construction and disposition of 

the architectural elements in each of the frescoes. The size of the figures represented in these 

narratives is at the maximum for the dimensions of the frescoes, close to 1,40 rn or nearly !ife 

size, a scale that Giotto favoured whenever possible378
• The architecture, on the other hand, is 

reduced from its original scale, while maintaining a more or less plausible relationship. This 

proportional geometry between architecture and man favoured the importance of the figures 

to the setting. It would therefore seem reasonable that the geometry of the architectural 

settings, relatively shallow and set-like, was also determined in part by the figures and their 

narrative importance. I suggest that when examining the architectural constructions and their 

perspectival representat ion, it is possible to see that the angle of a wall converging or 

diverging was a hybrid of the impulse to apply principles of perspective that were known at 

the ti me with modifications rel ated to the narrative text. 

In each of the six panels within the Bardi Chape!, what might seem like an awkward 

visual choice can be explained by the extension of the angles as they converge on the 

principle personality and group and their actions in the scene. In The Apparition at Arles 

(fig. 2.1 02), the si des of the roof wh en extended intersect at the neck of the apparition of 

Saint Francis tloating at the centre of the fresco . And again, the odd juxtaposition of the 

receding perspective of both the right and left side of the coffered ceiling in The 

Confirmation of the Rule (fig. 2.1 03), wh en extended, show that the projected !ines point 

clearly to the friars behind Saint Francis379
• Another instance involves the sl ightly differing 

converging angles of the base of the Sultan 's throne that converge on the pointing arrn, 

indicating the importance of Saint Francis' beliefs. Each fresco has numerous coïncidences 
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of this sort that help explain what might otherwise indicate ignorance of architectural 

perspectival observations and rules that were known at the time. There is however a third 

element, and that is the integration of figure to architecture and its perspectival potential, as 

weil as the sy mbolic divi sion and construction of a grid indicating the presence of the larger 

Divine Order. For example, the angle of the Sultan' s pointing arm in Trial by Fire (fig. 

2.1 04) is in li ne with the diagonal division of the rectangle formed by the grid that surrounds 

ie80
• Or the receding perspectival si des of the foot stools of the Pope and the Bishop in The 

Confirmation of the Rule (fig. 2.1 05) intersect perfectly with the intersection of the grid as its 

projection meets at that point at which the coffered ceiling's projections point to the group of 

Friars. 

In Th e Apparition at Arles, ali the heads of the friars (fig. 2.106) in the foreground are 

lined up on the horizontal division of the grid al most right across the entire fresco , and the 

disposition of individual figures can be seen to be defined by the grid . In another example, 

in The Trial by Fire (fig. 2.1 07), the figures of Saint Francis and his companion are res tricted 

to the first fifth of the grid on the right hand side, the fire by the second fifth , the Sultan 

occupies the third fifth , whi te the fourth bas the priests turning to go and the fifth segment 

has the priests with lowered head escaping. In each of the other frescoes the grid is similarl y 

quite clearly integrated into the narrative. 

From these observations it seems possible to propose that Giotto was conscious of 

combining the Grid - as Divine Order- with the architecture that at times intercepts it, and 

further that he aligns it with narrative value, making accommodations to relate arch itectural 

proportions with figure and narrative, and by the same token permitting the figuration to be 

organized in conformity with the grid, architecture and narrative381
• John White also confirms 

the mathematical feel of order to Giotto 's work when he writes: 

[In the] Massacre of the Innocents comparing it to the organized Chaos of Giovanni 
Pisano's slightly earlier Massacre at Pistoia which Giotto almost certainly knew 
weil . .. Giotto endows the same self narrative ingredients with the abstract clari ty of a 
mathematical equation382

• 

What is intriguing in these six frescoes is not only the shallow and measured pictorial 

space that Giotto constructs, but also its difference from, as an example, the Arena Frescoes 
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- where there are no views through the buildings themselves, an observation made by Max 

ImdahP83 (fig. 2.1 08). While the buildings in the Bardi Chape! frescoes are depicted as 

having both an exterior and an interior - as in the inclusion of sky and side entrances and 

exits around the margins of the paintings - there is an acknowledgement of the pictorial 

surface that is no more clearly emphasized than in the fresco of Saint Francis Receiving 

Stigmata (fig. 2.1 09). 

In this Fresco the setting is primarily a landscape. Saint Francis is praymg on the 

mountain when suddenly the apparition of Christ on the cross interrupts his prayer. Saint 

Francis is tumed as though he had been facing the Basilica's high altar - an interesting 

position suggesting that Giotto might have been playing with the relations between Saint 

Francis and the Basilica itself - and is caught by the unannounced apparition. This sudden 

gesture, a gesture of awe384 and surprise, is very differently represented than in the panel of 

Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata (fig. 2.11 0) hangin g in the Louvre and painted around 

c.l312 by Giotto and hi s workshop. While that painting has adopted a number of the 

conventional depictions of this event, in its case Saint Franci s has his body tumed face to 

face with the apparition. In the Louvre painting the Seraph is not accompanied by a cross and 

embraces Christ by supporting him with his wings. In the Bardi version Christ's fi gure on the 

cross cuts more dramatically at a diagonal into space than is the case with the one in Paris . 

Moreover, in the Bardi Chape! painting the diagonal of the cross is ex tremel y close to the 

degree of the angle by which the symbolic chape! within the painting cuts also diagonally 

into space. Together, the cross at the top and the chape! at the bottom construct a di agonally 

receding picture plane that appears to be almost touched by the right band, the right knee and 

right foot of Saint Francis . lt is also the right side of Saint Franci s that corresponds to the 

diminishing plane, while the left side of his body corresponds to the larger nearer edge ofthe 

plane. This is ali part of forays into foreshortening, which according to Hueck, became of 

interest to artists in Rome near the end of the thirteenth century wh en geometrie and optical 

information was just beginning to be applied to the idea. Giotto would naturally have had 

sorne knowledge of the basic elements of its application385
• 
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Another very significant depiction in the painting involves the question of fo rce. 

Christ 's cross represented as a Tau- the Greek letter T and Saint Francis ' preferred symbol

takes the form of a simple horizontal bearn that butts up hori zontally against a vertical post. 

Because they do not intersect, their two equally opposing forces are maintained rather than 

di spersed in the transfer of energy that Bacon talked about. The fi gure of Christ on the Tau 

cross is enfolded by a six winged Seraph which, as described earlier, has two wings 

positioned above the cross, three wings actively propelling in mid air to the s ide as though in 

mechanical action386
, while the sixth wing discretely covers Christ's nudity387

. The high 

positioning of the fresco lends force for the viewer to the relationship between Saint Francis 

and the fi gure of Christ on the cross. The equation between Saint Francis' emblematic 

stigmata388 and the Crucified Christ is cl earl y drawn . 

Though the painting's balance of figure to landscape - the importance of Saint Francis 

to the viewer balanced against the importance of nature to Saint Francis- forms a significant 

dialectic within the painting's conception, these factors are further and most profoundly 

complicated by the relationship the painting establishes between the wounds of Christ and 

the sti gmata of Saint Francis. Between, one might say, the bodies of the Sa vi our and hi s 

Servant. From the wounds of Christ on the cross project golden !ines of li ght like thin 

strai ght beams that transfer and project those wounds to the body of Saint Francis. But what 

is most fascinating from the perspective of pictori al space is that the spatial geometry 

accorded the depiction of this transposition is different here from that in the Paris and ali 

other versions that I have seen. Here, Saint Francis receives the mark from Christ' s ri ght 

hand on his right hand, from Christ's right foot on his right foot, from Christ's left foo t to his 

own left foot (fig. 2.112). The older versions transfer the marks as though seen in a mirror 

from Ieft to ri ght and right to left. In another interesting instance of Giotto's mapping of the 

painting's internai order to in a sense quote from or extend the miraculous transference, the 

configuration of the rays that write the stigmatic marks on Saint Francis 's fe et can be fou nd 

repeated in the invisible !ines that diverge out from and construct the cave's entrance -

already earlier related to the birth canal -and connecting the cave's left side with the raised 

right hand of Saint Francis- see the diagram. 
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Similarly the configuration of the ray of light that writes the stigmatic mark on the 

saint's right hand can be found repeated in an invisible line that aligns the right side of the 

mountain with the right hand of Saint Francis. As weil, the height of the chape! is scaled to 

the length of the ray that writes the stigmata on Saint Francis's left hand. If there is a similar 

geometry of scale established with the landscape by the ray writing the wound on Saint 

Francis' si de 1 have not been ab le to fi nd it, though interestingly the length of that ray is 

exactly the distance between the saint's right foot at the painting 's lower left corner and his 

raised right hand just above and to the left of the painting ' s centre, a distance that describes 

the greatest extent of the figure ; and if that has significance, let it also be noted that the 

midpoint of that imaginary Iine - remember, a li ne the length of the celestial ray marking 

Saint Francis on the si de - marks the exact location of th at very same stigmatic wou nd. 

Th us if the narratives of the six frescoes that lie within the Bard i Chape! construct their 

internai geometry through a relationship in which architectural forms and their spatial value 

- their !ines of perspectival projection - are subject to the gri d and the pictorial planes 

demarking the importance of the figures in the narration, the fresco of Saint Francis 

Receiving Stigmata presents a different order. Lying outside the narrow confines of the 

chape!, the fresco - while subjected to a grid- is spatially organized in accordance with an 

order whose geometry is based on a dynamic transference involving our acceptance and 

appreciation of a spatial rotation, literally speaking a revolution, in tracing the transference 

ofthe sacred wounds from the body of Christ to the figure of Saint Francis. 

A final point: The depiction of this landscape is dominated by Mount La V erna, with 

only one building - a diminutive symbolic representation of a chape!, possibly dedicated to 

Saint Damien, whose architectural feature is linked both in its dimensions and disposition to 

the cross and the rays of transference emanat ing from the figure of Christ on the cross. And 

as we have seen, the landscape owes the depiction of its form at ]east in part to the 

architecture of the rays passing between Saint Francis and Christ (fig. 2.112). In al i this 1 am 

reminded of Bacon's notion of a force field that is present everywhere but that moves al ways 

to a point of infinity . 1 am also reminded of the notion of parallel worlds and the 

acknowledgement of the infinite subdividing into potentially infinite parts, and the 
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consummate proportional and meaningful relationship between ali parts , so complex to 

imag ine yet presented with an economy matching the sharpness of Wi lliam of Ockham's 

famous razor. If the medieval imagination is often associated with unleashed complications, 

it must equally be seen capable of a sense of order whose essential simplicity spoke to the 

Truth of an indivisible Unity encoded in a sacred geometry . 

2.3.6 Medical Beliefs (concerning the body) 

2.3.6.1 General context 

Gal en 

It was without any great res istance th at the authority of the Greek physician Gal en ( c.l30-

200 A.C.E.) was adopted by medieval wisdom . As discussed in chapter one, Galen himself 

practiced and set down in Ars Medica his understanding of the body . The first copy of thi s in 

Latin, from the Arabie version by Avicenna, was published in Salemo389 a round 1200 

A.C.E. 390, and around 1300 A.C.E. the Venetian Senate issued a permit for an annual 

di ssection . This enabled Mondino to publish a book on anatomy based on both dissection and 

Galen 's text. The main thrust of Galen's approach was to divide med ical knowledge into 

certain sections: the temperature of the body; fluid s; and important organs s uch as the brain, 

heart and the female reproductive system391
• Galen had been trained in stoic thought, and his 

deterministic approach to medicine was formed in a climate quite contrary to his own 

thoughts . The popular belief was that extemal forces acted on the body aris ing from outside 

the framewo rk of hu man affairs. lt was assumed therefore that a cure lay in the movement of 

the heavens, in which the celestial spheres both predicted and controlled the li fe and fate of 

man 392. 

lt is easy to see why the idea that the heavens had an impact on the state of the body 

inserted itself so easily into a medieval culture dominated by the concept of a Divine 

Order393
. lt is not that Galen can be strictly equated with Christian theological imperatives (he 

rej ected the concept of miracles), though it has been noted that his Stoicism was informed by 

Christian thoughtl94. He lived in a Roman world in which physicians worked by the rule of 

the heavenly bodies, since astrology was enrolled into stoicism. Galen, however, had his own 
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version of the order set down by God. He believed that knowledge of the body and of the 

bodil y organs and functions revealed both God's divinity and sacred mystery , a god who was 

benevolent and retlected his perfection and wisdom in the design and function of the body 

itself. He rejected the stoic faith in astrology, emphasizing instead the stoic version of natural 

law. Galen himself stated that in that respect he differed from Moses395
, and indeed des pite 

apparent similarities to Christianity, Galen's basic texts were for the Midd le Ages 

theologically neutra!. They were nonetheless compatible with Christian monothei stic 

theology, even if his more philosophical texts remained more ambiguous, and his medical 

writings during both the medieval and renaissance periods were de-paganized by making 

Gal en acceptable in a kind of conversion to Christianit/96
• 

Because there are many elements in Galen's understanding of the body that became 

important themes in medieval thought, it is worth summarizing the larger general concepts. 

Gal en studied anatomy in Alexandria and described the skeleton in a work titled Bones for 

Beginners, in which he gives an accurate description of the skeleton. He recogn ized the spine 

as the most important of the body's bone structures- and sacrum was duly translated by the 

medieval scribe as sacred. He also defined and described the articulation of the joints, but 

ignored their movement. He wrote a book on the anatomy of the muscles , both form and 

function. What was problematic in his text was the Jack of nomenclature. He described both 

the brain 's spinal chord and the olfactory nerves as weil as the facial and auditory nerves 

linking them to the cranial pair. He proposed that the principle nerve was the optic nerve and 

wrote in great detail about it, and went into sorne detail describing the ocular motor. He 

wrote another book on veins, originating in the li ver, and arteries whose movement of the 

blood was understood by him to be comparable to that of a tree397
, whose branches are in the 

lungs and other parts of the body . 

The grand design of Galen's physiological system - which is difficult to describe 

brietly, but which it is important to understand for its implications with respect to Christian 

beliefs about the body - worked on the general understanding that spirit or pneuma was the 

basic principl e of !ife . This spirit was manufactured in a process that involved the integration 

of three internai pneuma triggered by drawing in with our breath the ali-present externat 
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pneuma, the world spirit. On entering the body, this world spirit passed to the lungs. Gal en 

believed it was the li ver that was capable of elaborating chyle into a mixture of venous blood 

and the first of the internai pneuma, the so-called natural spirit, pneuma innate to ali living 

matter. As Singer writes: "This pneuma was spoken of as the natural spirit. Charged with 

this natural spirit derived from the liver and with nutritive material derived from the 

intestines, the blood, he believed, was distributed by the venous system ebbing andflowing in 

the veins"398
• The spirit suffuses the whole body . A third pneuma, called the animal spirit, 

was secreted by a mysteri ous organ at the base of the brain, the rete mirabile, from which it 

was distributed by means of the (hollow) nerves throughout the body399
. 

Concerning the various parts of the body, Galen concluded that the brain, blood vessels 

and nerves are formed from seed, and the heart is formed from blood. We can see that blood, 

then, was considered a primary material substance in generating the physical body, whereas 

the brain - along with its nerves - was less physically involved, did not generate other 

organs, and seemed rather to be the mechanism by which the sou! was received. As a 

consequence of Gal en 's schema, the heart - more or Jess located at the centre of the body as 

the site of purification - assumes primary significance in medieval thought400
• The idea of the 

purification of the body, opening and bleeding, is also part of the Saint Francis myth as 1 will 

show opening up pictorial space in a new way. Conceming the brain and nerves, in 

di ssecting the cerebrum Galen identified the seven pairs of the cranial nerves, the optic nerve 

amongst them. Of special note is Gal en ' s privileging of the optic nerve over ali others~ 

Gal en ' s achievements here can general! y be summed up by his having established the 

primacy of the brain as the source of bodily motion and sensation. He thought of the spinal 

cord as an inferior brain and made a distinction between motor and sensory nerves, believing 

that the latter were motivated by the centrifugai flow of the third leve] of pneuma, or animal 

spirits. 

The Mind 1 The Brain 

Research into the questions of the mind in the Middle Ages was based on three Greek 

concepts of the brain 's fu nction. Nam ely th at it was the 1) seat of the sou!, 2) location of 

motor and sensory activity, 3) rete mirabile - motivator of miraculous sensory nerves such 
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as the eyes- and their localization in the ventricles of the brains. Until the beginning of the 

fourteenth century this understanding motivated the three-cell doctrine, in which the primary 

cells of the brain were given a hierarchical order. The largest cel! , or first cel!, received 

sensations from the special senses and the rest of the body, together thought of as sensus 

communis. It was here that images were created. And this area was known as imaginativa or 

imagination. The second cel/, or central cell , was the site of judgment, cogitavia or thought, 

and ratio, or reason and reflection. The third cel! took care of what was left over, to which 

was attributed memory . The absolute determination of the position of these divisions 

underwent sorne rearrangements by the middle of the fourteenth century, likely due to the 

opportunity to perform anatomical dissections granted by the Venetian Senate401
• It was due 

to anatomical verification that the number of the brain 's divisions was rev ised to five 

ventricles. This divi sion of five becomes important to the compositional divi s ions that can be 

ascertained in the Bardi frescoes. ln a rare diagram made between the middle and the end of 

the fourteenth century, roughly contemporary with Giotto, the brain is represented as a circle 

with the optic nerve and optic chi asma lying outside the circle 402 (fig. 2.113). 

In a crude diagrammatic representation illustrating a translated text of 1347 by 

A vicenna, while there is no legend , there is an indication of five senses connected to the first 

of five interconnected cel ls . The first two are the anterior ventricle, the second two are the 

middle ventricles, and the last the posterior. In a manuscript copy of De Scienta Perspectiva 

by Roger Bacon a very similar figure is found 403
• 

Compare thi s to our contemporary description of the brain, which is also divided into 

five parts: 1) two cerebral hemispheres; 2) the inter brain; 3) the med brain; 4) the pons 

Varolii and cerebellum; 5) medula oblongata. 

The divisions mentioned above correspond to the five secondary cerebral vesicles and, 

grouped together, become the cerebrum. The cerebrum has four ventricles, with the fifth 

representing the lower half of the fourth ventricle404
• This is the case for Giotto, for whom the 

number was particularly associated with the body and mind. 
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The Body 

The notion that celesti al bodies influenced the state of the hum an body was fo rmalized 

through as trological systems that were introduced by the Stoics into Greek and Roman 

thought, and elaborated by early Christians. Henceforth, astro logical beli efs beca me 

ingrained into medieval beliefs conceming the body. It is important, however, to remember 

that beli ef both in di vine visitations and in astrological influences precluded any 

simultaneous belief in natural causes. Jacques de Vitry, a phys ician from Salemo, in 

analyzing the dangers of astrology, suggested that if it were not mediated by theological 

authorities it could lead to a spiritually hazardous bel ief that the pl anets determine hum an 

phys iology, humoural predil ecti ons, and vices, eliminating in that sense persona! 

responsibili ty and social accountab ilit/ 05
• 

We know from the Condemnation of 1277406 that the Church - in arguing against 

Galen's proposai that physical causes reigned supreme over any di vinely inspired 

intervent ions into the material world - moved to li mit the authority of the physio logist or 

anatomist, especially concerning psychologica l matters, and subjected their fi ndings to 

principles of med ieval Chri sti an beliefs and ethi cs. Galen's error was cited as hi s hav ing 

imagined that God came with the earth rather than, as the Church held, that he created 

everything407
• Condemn ed along with these was the beli ef that a man, by nutriti on, could 

become another. In Saint Augustine's Confess ions, Book VII, we have Saint Augustine 

quoting God as fo llows: "1 am the food offull-grown men. Grow and you shallfeed on me. 

But you shall not change me into your own substance, as you do with the food of your body. 

Instead you shall be changed into me"408
• 

This raised questions of the host that was served at mass representing the body of 

Christ: was it food or was it nutrition? The implications raised were numerous, and 

concemed the necessity to cl arif)' whether Christ was a man as a result of the union of body 

and sou!. Did Christ shed ali his blood in his Passion on the Cross? Three days after his death 

could Christ's blood have been consecrated- and did he have blood left in his body to enable 

the physical capacity of his body to support resurrection? These were confusing enough. But 

the most troubling question was the nature of Christ's body in the consecrated host. Can it be 
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so divided or ground up that it ceases to be the body of Christ? The questi on was also 

whether a consecrated host, when eaten, can nourish? These questi ons, always spoken rather 

than written down, surfaced during the Advent of Lent and became known as quodlibets409
• 

Other revealing questions- revealing for their curi os ity and confusion concerning the body

are also menti oned by Peter Biller. Is the sense of touch an independent sense? Is there a 

special mechanism in males, lacking in women, that converts the food into strength? Can 

God make a person appear in more than one place at a time? Is death natural? The Vis ions of 

Brother Agostino and Bishop Guido of Assisi places Saint Francis in two di fferent locati ons 

at the same time. 

From these examples it can be seen that the practice of medicine in the Middl e Ages 

can be defi ned as a combination of theology and science fraught as weil with philosophical, 

moral and ethi cal ques ti ons in which the care of body and sou! was inseparabl e. It is little 

wonder, then, that phys icians also refered to the Bible to justi fY their role and reinfo rce thei r 

authorit/ 10
• 

[ ... ) My son in thy s ickness neglect not thyself, but pray to the lord , he shall heal thee. 
Turn away from sin order thy hands ari ght, cleanse thy heart from ali offence . Give a 
sweet savour, and a memori al of fine fl our, and make a fa t offering, and then give pl ace 
to the physician. For the Lord created him and let him not depart fro m thee fo r hi s work 
is necessary.- Ecles iasticus 38. 1-15 

The condemnation of beli efs at the core of as trology undermined the natural 

determinism of both as trology and medicine. A word of caution must be inserted here. Tt is 

too easy to reduce the Middle Ages to the strictures of the Church. To appreciate the cl imate 

of debate that makes the era interesting, one should consider the case of Pietro d ' Abano, a 

thirteenth century physician, who dared to take a similar position to Galen and wrote in 1295 

-severa! years after the condemnations - afamous treatise on the Compendium phisionomie 

in which he employed astrology, physiognomy and theory of complexions to describe 

psychological dispositions of the patient. He was a strong defender of total secularization in 

the practice of medicine, and only referred to the Creation section of the Bible in order to 

praise and acknowledge God's achievement411
• 
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Nonetheless, generally medication ranged from herbai medicines or simple astrological 

predictions to the contemplation of devotional pictures, or devotional music intended to 

facilitate healing- or at !east to accompany the patient in the passage from !ife to death. 

Today, we believe in the power of advertising to sel! a product, in the Middle Ages the 

power of an image to mediate a direct relationship to the divine was undisputable. Another 

rem edy involved the patient's proximity to relies whose power was to be absorbed into the 

body through a process of osmosis, and linked to this was the deployment of appropri ate 

symbolism to secure the retum to a state of health. Hospitals were in effect religious 

institutions, where liturgies and confessions were calculated to keep the pati ent, the caregiver 

and the facility pure of heart and avoid spiritual contamination412
• 

From the foregoing, it is clear that the human body was a site of contest for the Middle 

Ages. Giotto realizes in his representation of the myth of Saint Franci s the significance of 

this contest. In Saint Francis Renouncing his Worldly Goods (fresco # 1 ), top left wall in the 

Chape!, Giotto impli es that the saint presenting his naked body - stripped of clothing or 

adomment - as a tabula rasa on which his beliefs would be written. In The Death of Saint 

Francis and the Verification of the Stigrnata (fresco #5), bottom left wall , it is now the friars 

verifYing through their examination of the wound on hi s body their own belief. In Saint 

Francis Receiving Stigmata (fresco #7, outside the Chapet), Giotto here depicts an equation 

between the tri als of Christ ' s body (through his crucifi xion) and the reception of the wounds 

by Saint Francis. Whether it was the Church attempting to rationalize doctrine, or popular 

curi osity attempting to satisfY confusing contradictions, the nature of the body he id immense 

significance for an understanding of one's place in the sight of God - or as we would say, in 

the Universe . Such questions as how the embryo is formed , and whether male or female 

embryos were more quickly formed ; or whether skin colour is related to differing mixtures of 

the elements of earth and water or air and fire: ali these and more absorbed countless debates 

and implied nuances of value that retumed al ways to the core question: what is the nature of 

the self 13? This pre-occupation with the self goes back to Saint Augustine's invention of the 

concept of self, foll owing on his rejection of the soul's immortalit/ 14
• The focus on one' s 
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body and the concept of the self forms so much a part of Giotto's pictori al spat ial 

construction. 

Saint Francis 

Galen, in his attempt to categorize different personality profiles, articulates a personality that 

resonates with that of Saint Francis. This personality possesses sy mptoms of ex treme 

sympathy, exhibiting a melancholic state in which their empathy for others permits the black 

gall at elevated temperature to pass through the heart, the centre of purification. lt is this very 

physiology or temperament that is capable of imitatio, the imitation of Christ that Saint 

Francis lived 415
• In Chapter XIV of Celano 's first biography the description of Saint Francis 

also resonates with Galen 's personality profile41 6
• Celano's Saint Francis striking for his 

intense empathy clearly spoke to an era whose fascination with the self was in contest with 

divine will. A capacity for empathy would seem to resolve the dilemma, all owing for an 

authentic self- y et one within God 's Grace. 

Sexual ity in the Middle Ages was repl aced by the heart as both the centre of 

purification and of love and empathy- the bleeding heart formed from blood itself - can be 

traced to the writings of Anselm, Bishop of Canterbury 1033-1109 A. C.E. ln questioning the 

nature of God and Jesus, Anselm de-emphas ized Christ's gender by making love a neutra] 

force. As Caroline Bynum writes, Anselm opened the doors to a strong presence of Mary as 

Mother, representative of an asexual love. There fo llows a form of idealized or spiritualized 

feminine representation, notably lacking any overt sexual character, with the female body 

dominated and replaced by the presence of the heart as a neutra! principle41 7 of unconditional 

and infinite love418
- pure, or perhaps more aptly, purified empathy, the wounded, bleeding, 

suffering heart, the wound of birth or death. In a final bravado thrust, Anselm raised the 

question, "Jesus [son ofGod] are you not also our Mother" 4 19? 
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2.3.6.2 Analysis of pictorial space in The Cycle of the Life of Saint Francis in the Bardi 

Cha pel 

The Mother we ail know, Mary , Mother of Jesus, of Christ- The Virgin Mary - is the mirror 

subject - as co-titular Saint of the Basil ica- of Giotto's Saint Francis, occupying the left or 

di staff si de of the Chancel just as Saint Franci s occupies the ri ght. To Giotto 's Saint Francis 

Receiving Stigmata (fig. 2.114) is offered Gasparo Martellini 's Dogma of the Jmmaculate 

Conception (fig. 2.115). In light of the equation of empathy and pure love that finds 

metaphoric and vi suai expression in the heart and in motherly love, the juxtaposition of these 

two - the Virgin Mary and Saint Francis - takes on a very specifi e and even strategie 

meaning. The fact that Mary has her hands folded at centre in the position of the heart simply 

follows as a signifier. Notable is the difference between the two paintings. On the one side 

we have Mary 's Immaculate Conception symbolized by her seated at the centre of a receding 

oval , her hands over her (pure) heart. Constructed here is a singularly pass ive pictori al event, 

with the viewer entering the pictori al space symmetrically at centre - received directly into 

the Virgin, one might say . Saint Francis Receiving Stigmata (fi g. 2. 116), oppos ite and 

perhaps intentionally so, is far more dynamic and in a sense establi shes at ]east his equality, 

if not hi s primacy, in this church420
• We are given witness to the moment of connection, the 

consequence of the most extreme case of empathy - the Becoming the Other, the equivalent, 

the duplicate. The place no mother, certainly no virgin mother, can- or dare- occupy. The 

viewer is placed face to face with the very moment of imprint, the moment when duplication 

-of the wounds, but also of the sp irit - occurs, an ultimate empathetic sharing of the pain in 

the viewer 's heart. And while in the painting there are acute angles cutt ing into space they 

are ali incisive, straight, thin and direct - with a symmetry recalling Celano's idealized 

description of Saint Francis. The imprinting of the wounds and the deterministic character of 

the pictorial space - its formai construction in reference to the grid - resonate as one. 

Recalling Celano's portrait, his precisely drawn description of Saint Francis, or the 

description of Saint Francis as precise - the distinction is drawn only to note that from the 

viewpoint of the mythologized Saint Francis there need be no argument about the truth -

refl ects an almost skeletal structure, a version ofOckham's razor perhaps, or as Rona Goffen 
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writes; the shallow body in an autopsy . The audience, for its part, is set in a box- like 

structure, representing the Lateran , of which the front walls have been omitted as though it 

were a stage set42 1
• 

Memento mari. From a certain perspective, this characteri sti c admonition of the era 

carri es the mark of the body 's empathy for - its ultimate proj ection to- the Other, and Giotto 

engages the viewer as an accomplice to this 'passion' . In pictorial terms it is the !ines of 

extension across a space, linking one entity with another in. In medical terms it is the 

empathy of one part of the body with respect to another, holding the body itself in the 

balance oflife. And the rete mirabilis, the mysterious organ or mechanism by which the sou! 

was received, offers entrance to the body through hollow conduits of nerves and brain matter. 

So di fferent from thi s is the the venous system, referred to as such by William of Auvergne, 

in that on the materi al substance of its blood depended phys ical !ife itself. In the tree of !ife, 

it is the blood that conserves !ife and endows a person with immunity from death422
. One

the hollow nerves ori ginating in the bra in - requires the emptiness of space to permit the-sou! 

to enter the body; the other - the venous system - the necess ity of materi al to till it. 

I am convinced that the metaphoric principle of the grid was deri ved fro m the body

limiting the amount of Chaos, or organi zational impurities, within the compositi on of the 

work, just as in the compos ition of a healthy bod/ 23 the venous system crosses the heart at 

centre in a perfect meet ing of the material and the virtuous. The Bas il ica and the frescoes in 

the chape) thus seen become the body writ large. Consider the brain, conceived of as a 

schematic grid divided phys iologically into fi ve ventricles, and Giotto's division of the 

frescoes inside the chape! into fi ve vertical sections. As we have seen, the fu ncti on of the 

brain and nerves, including the rete mirabile was seen as provid ing a receptacle for the sou!. 

Within Giotto's frescoes, one can see the analogous dep loyment of the brain - credited with 

bodily motion and sensations- in the conception of the archi tectural perspectival projections 

that set the compositions into a dynamic play. The projective character of the architectural 

perspective !ines engages the viewer through what one might cali a centrifugai absorption 

into the core of the narrative- and J am making here an analogy to Galen's centrifugai flow 

of the pneuma to the heart that gathers and then releases its content - the core being the key 
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character or event of its narrative, revitalizing the meaning of the narrative in the frescoes 

just as blood flows back into the body. In the same way that the vertical division of the 

brain 's ventricles separates the different sensory functions of the body, Giotto makes 

divisions in the frescoes so that that each section takes up different aspects or parts of the 

narrative. The sequence ofthese ventricles was often associated with digestive processes, the 

images created by sensations - sensus communis - in the first cel! were manipulated by 

reasoning in the second cel!, and whatever was left over was stored in memory , the third 

cell424. 

The all-pervasive sensus communis is the reservoir of the imagination where sensory 

experiences, both perceived and not actually perceived , co-existed: the fantastic and the 

actual - the vision of the sense of sight and the vis ion imagined with other senses. Saint 

Francis himself had many ecstatic visions and there are recorded many ecstatic visions by 

those who saw Saint Francis. These witness accounts and the legends make no 

differentiation between the two different modes of seeing- fantasm and actual. Arnold Davis 

writes that in the sermon of October 1255 Saint Francis's vision is described as corporeal, 

very muchas though visions were about taking into the body a true reality . It is interesting in 

this regard to recall that long before Saint Franci s, Saint Paul already had procl aimed 1 bear 

on my body the marks of Christ425
• Certainly Giotto 's representation of The Apparition of 

Saint Frances at Arles (fig. 2.117) makes no attempt to render his imagined presence as any 

Jess concrete than the other monks present, with the exception - as Goffen points out of the 

swaying of his posture ex pressing the vi sionary rather th an the earthly. The representation 

and posture of Saint Francis is repeated below in the fresco The Dea th of Saint Francis and 

the Verification of the Stigmata (fig. 2 .118) as he is taken away on a cloud to heaven -

surrounded by a circle that possibly symbol izes Saint Francis held in the perfection of the 

Divine Mind. Here it is only scale that changes and establishes the movement into the 

distance426. 

Representations as legends or as songs, spoken in liturgies or written, became even 

more real as they were metaphorically or symbolically structured. It is worth emphasizing 

that mind in the Middle Ages was more real than reality itself. Anselm 's ontological 
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argument - that nothing is greater than God - may be fraught with contradictions in 

contemporary logic, but it worked weil to the medieval mind . God is that something-than

which-nothing-greater-can-be-thought. For the contemporary mind that which exists in 

reality is greater. However for Anselm and the medieval mind , that which exists in the mind 

al one is greater427
• Consequent! y, any associations between mi nd and God, visions or 

revelations, were believed to be more real. For Giotto, it is not only the desire to make the 

world more real; the world in the presence of God gained a greater sense of reality, and 

Giotto's impulse towards this greater reality was informed by the presence of God-as was 

Dante 's or the physician 's . 

The later work of Giotto, when compared with more traditional form s of representation 

at the time, reveals an overall experience of what could be described as a kind of hyper 

reality that was hitherto unknown. Every contemporary commentary on Giotto's work 

remarked on it. The sense of an emotively charged expressiveness to the characters portrayed 

was part of the precis ion with which the body and its actions was observed. Bruce Cole 

writes that Giotto never flags in his total understanding of ali the dramatic elements at play in 

the story , and we can include in this most especially his ability to real ize the primacy of the 

mi nd as more real than reality itself, of the part sensation, or the sensory in human emotive 

states, plays in relations between the soul and the heart . "And sa he arase, if 1 may sa speak, 

sorrowful andjoyful, andjoy and griefwere in him alternately" 428
• 

Emotional states and character types in the Middle Ages are discussed as a dialogue 

between the nature of Man and the nature of God. This dialogue can be understood as one 

between the Mind of Man and the Mind ofGod, between the tangible and the intangible. The 

nature of Giotto's pictorial space seems as tangible and avai lable to touch as the individual 

characters' bodies or emotions- whether or not those characters represent the living or the 

dead - and becomes inscribed and organized accordingly. The reach of the medieval 

imagination springs forth from this reservoir of reality as Jmaginativa - the realm of both 

perceived and not p erceived experiences- a reservoir al ways subject to argument and log ic 

the realm of Estimativa As a result, their awareness was capable of oscillating between these 

two experiences. An example can be seen in the manner in which Giotto focuses our 
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attention on the apparition in The Apparition of Saint Francis at Arles (fig. 2.119). The li nes 

of perspective drawn from the side-walls and their roofs converge at a central point that 

appears to be the apparition's heart. This is interesting in itself as a crossing of the ri gour of 

the grid with the ri gour of the saint's purity, of the perceivable with the unperceivable. But 

it is yet more interesting, its meaning is completed, Jet us say, when we consider closely the 

pictorial means Giotto has brought to bear on the relationship of the side-aisles with the main 

aisle that holds the central imagery of the fresco. These side-aisles are enclosed - but also 

strangely not enclosed - by a roof that disappears as an illusion into the central roof 

structure. What we experience as visible and what we experience as visualization - what we 

can actually see and what we can only visualize- are maintained in a tension that defi nes the 

medieval apprehension of Man's proximity to God: the ability to hold together contradictions 

as illuminations. We know this dialectic consciousness formally as the tradition of 

Scholasticism, whose roots go back to Dionysius Areopagiticus, one of whose central tenets 

is paraphrased as follows: " .. . !ife, which through love jloods forth from Gad, has a counter

jlow whereby it draws its own creation to itself'429
• 

While there are no vistas as such in Giotto's six frescoes , there is always this presence 

of an inside and outside that defy separation. This dialectic relationship, as one could cali it, 

represents in itself the moment that occurs in the shifting, or oscillation, between the 

intemalization of meditation, the transition to revelation, and the awakening of 

consciousness. This moment is framed, as one might imagine snapping a photograph, by 

always exposing to view not only the sacraments - as was the rule for patients in the 

hospitals - but as weil the body of the wounded Christ who 's wounds were the key of 

empathy that could open the door to redemption. 

This active engagement of consciousness, then, constructs the frescoes' pictorial space. 

The reasoned argumentation of cognitive evaluations, separating the pictorial space into 

various precise units of emotion and revelation, renders their relationship comprehensible 

and the narrative's information capable of being organized and evaluated, its precision 

judged. Compare this with the five separations of the heart, where this act of 

conceptualization takes place in the fourth ventricle. Each fresco speaks about an act in 
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progress, and they are about showing, seeing and verification. Perhaps, as Bruce Cole writes, 

the reception of the stigmata was for Saint Francis no easy revelation arising between ecstasy 

and fear, but instead was an excruciatingly real mental crisis430
. For Giotto, this crisis seems 

real too; in fact each scenario demands the viewer's persona) implication in the events and 

tests their judgment through paradoxical conflicts of reason and emotion within the narrative. 

Consider the showing for verification of the stigmata, or the sudden mysterious appearance 

of Saint Francis at Arles, or the Sultan's evident conjliction caught between the strength of 

Saint Francis ' conviction and the fli ght of his own clerics. And ag ain it is clear in the fi gure 

of Christ on the Cross held aloft in a gesture of revelation by the wings of the Seraph, with 

Saint Francis in surprise and awe tuming his body to receive the evidence of hi s pass ion 43 1
• 

Conscious knowledge of the body, its physical and psychological state, was generally 

devoted to helping construct a deeper empathy for the wounded figure of Christ. Saint 

Francis, on the other hand, chose to radically attack his body by wearing hair shirts, 

depriving himself of sleep, and taking himself to the edge of starvation; even finall y 

wounding himselfto attain astate ofhyperconsciousness alert to the discomfort and pain that 

Chri st suffered432
• If for Giotto the path of redemption lay in using hi s eyes to observe the 

physical world and celebrate the work of God, organizing his body and mind to mediate this 

understanding, it could be said that for Saint Francis hi s path to redemption lay in a contrary 

route: to abnegate the physical world, and ultimately to find in blindness God 's Grace. In 

fact, Bonaventure recorded Saint Francis's reactions to the narrative of Chri st 's Passion as 

another way of seeing. The passion of Christ was so vividly impressed on Saint Francis's 

memory that it seemed to him he could see Christ on the cross : 

[ . . . ]My dearly beloved, the angels are al ways reminding us of ali God has done for us . 
Who created us [ ... ] Whom have we offended [ . .. ]St Paul bathed his eyes, and St. 
Peter too went out and wept bitterly, Mary Magdelen wept bitterly and St Frances wept 
so bitterly he )ost his sight433

• 

Appropriate, then, that of course Giotto would - as he did - draw a line through the 

sti gmatic wounds on the si de of Christ's body to pass invisibly through the eyes and hands of 

Saint Francis (fig. 2.1 20). 


